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I. Definition

Dreamlining

Income Goals:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1966 How Much Income is Your Goal?

James Grey 

Just wondering what sort of lifestyle the 4HWW folks here are shooting for…

1. Low Range
Staying at guesthouses, eating at street vendors and maybe bringing in around a grand a month from websites 
or something, ect...

2. Middle Class
Travel without having to “slum” it too much, have some cash in savings, travel a few times a year, make a few 
grand a month from your websites or consulting, maybe live overseas and have an ok used car, ect...

3. Upper-middle Class
Have a house or condo overseas, travel when you want to, descent amount of spare cash, eat out allot, hang 
out in cars/clubs on the weekend, new car, your own successful business, invest in a few interesting things, ect..

4. Rock Star Style
Have one or two houses overseas, six-figures in the bank, fly 1st class, stay in the nicest hotels, eat at the Ritz 
Carlton four nights a week, have a corporation that you pay other people to run wile you make more deals, 
people come to you for investments, hang out in the VIP sections of clubs around the world drinking Cristal 
champagne with models, ect..

Psytherium 

[1] This is the goal I'm currently trying to reach while I'm still employed full time.

[2] Once I've reached this goal, I'll quit my job. My wife is a 2nd grade teacher, so with her secondary income 
and great vacation times, we would be able to easily travel during holidays and summers.

[3] While I probably won't ever have a house or condo overseas (unless it was something where a few other 
friends/family pitched in, so a timeshare of sorts so it wouldnt be wasted 95% of the year), I would want to be at 
this level of passive income. I'm not crazy about huge houses or the best new car. I'll drive my Nissan Maxima 
until it can't possibly drive one more mile. I am pretty big on eating out, but not at super fancy places. My wife 
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and I share a lot when going out, and even at nice places, we'd rarely spend more than $80-100. We're definitely 
not clubbers, so that's not an issue. I just want the freedom of time and mobility.
[4] If I am ever so blessed to have this amount of passive income, I definitely would not live the rock star lifestyle. 
I would, of course, splurge every once in a while with flying 1st class, the occasional fancy restaurant, etc. I 
would focus a great deal on my family (at least eventually, since we don't have children yet). I would give a large 
amount. For those who are given much, much is expected.

At any rate, on a less down to earth attitude, I would want to accomplish these at the earliest possible step:

I would try to become a pro kiteboarder
I would try to become a pro surfer
I would learn wingsuit base jumping
I would live on the beach for at least a year (maybe Maui or Brazil?)
I would learn some other crazy sports

Vince

I'm currently at step one, on the verge of step 2-3. Of course, I'm being rather ruthless in pursuing the income 
aspect and not focusing so much on temporary liberty.

Once I achieve the desired income and automation, I have a few avocational pursuits I want to indulge:

    Become a licensed pyrotechnics manufacturer
    Develop a loudspeaker design I posited in the early '90's
    Now that I'm a widower, chase girls!

Cazzi 

I'm past the first level, fast approaching the second.

Funny, when I did my TMI, it wasnt very high. I'm just someone who is more into "being" than "having." The 
Being part requires more time than money, by far (for me anyway), so...yea not so bad.

At this point I have no worries with bills and have two fall back plans. Things are good.

TinaD 

I am on my way to step one. For my TMI, I don't want much, freedom matters more to me than money.

But one of my dreams is to spend a year driving cross country and that isn't cheap, so that is a real concern.
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I have no desire whatsoever to live like a rockstar...I've actually come pretty close and don't see the appeal.
froldt

I'm apparently aiming for somewhere in between 1 and 2, with a long-term goal of 3.

I want to make a pretty good amount of money, but a good portion of it will be going towards school and general 
life. My standard of living won't change that much until school is over. However, during the breaks we will be able 
to go on trips.

The goal is to be up and running by December, and by the summer I should be able to double my income with 
only a little effort on my part. By that time, I will be aiming for 4, except I will just have the bank account. I want to 
have the ability to do those things, even though I don't have the interest.

chris.wright.martell 

Step 1: cover my own personal expenses with my muse. I live comfortably, but I keep the bills low. Doing this is 
not a lofty goal (in terms of dollars), but it is an essential goal.

This frees up my time so that I can (1) only work at my martial arts school, and (2) develop more muses to move 
on.

Step 2: Develop muses that cover my wife's expenses, so she can choose to work or not.

By this point, we can also engage in a number of the things we'd like to do locally: work out more, practice for 
our return to competitive ballroom dance, etc.

If nothing else, Step 2 means setting up a better cushion for other things we'd like to do...

Step 3: Two major things here: spend time living abroad, AND eventually build a "green" house. We both want to 
move to solar/wind power, geothermal heating, and other passive & renewable resources. We like renewables 
for environmental reasons, but it would also be much easier/cheaper to maintain during times when we are 
overseas. As a side benefit, it might go beyond saving money and actually MAKE money for us while we're away 
(solar panels, for example).

I don't dream anything loftier than that. I don't need anything glamorous - I just want time to spend with my wife 
and to devote to things I want to accomplish and experience.

LivetheDream   

I'll be the first to break the cycle here.

I'm admittedly trolling for ideas and lessons on here as I take the actions proscribed in the D, E, and L sections 
since I'm employed and going DELA rather than DEAL.
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I absolutely want to have millions in the bank and no questions on money. Growing up with the silver spoon and 
having it taken away at a relatively young age let me see both sides of the tracks. While I admit there's little 
value on the snooty side, it's awful nice. I associate Low, Middle, and Upper Middle income with some form of 
struggle. I want 0 struggle when it comes to money. It's such an unimportant, insidious thing that I have no use 
for caring about it.

I also enjoy things like driving sweet cars, although my 9 month dreamline is an Audi S5, not an Aston Martin. I 
own a house that my parents live in, I want that paid for so they can use their income entirely on enjoying their 
lives and I can rest assured they have a roof over their head forever. Money isn't the be all of life, but it'd 
certainly be nice to have enough to never concern myself (or my children one day) with it.

TinaD 

I liked your post. It's made me re-evaluate some of my goals here. After all, if you are going to dream, dream 
big....right?

So, even though I don't need a lot of stuff...true, lasting and real financial security would be my utlimate 
goal...I've also known both sides of the coin

froldt 

Dreamer, I agree with you, actually.

I might take awhile to get there, but I want to have millions in the bank so that I have the freedom to do whatever 
I want, whenever I want. However, I still am not really interested in having lots of stuff; a nice motorcycle or two 
will keep me satisfied for awhile, a chunk of land to put my (future) AirStream, and I'll be happy for some time. 

Dano 

Upper middle class is good enough for me. A nice house on a lake far away from nasty overcrowded cities, new 
car, nice toys (kick-ass electronics, boat, etc. ), solid secure income equivalent to a 150K per year job without the 
soul-sucking grind that goes with it, no boss, no daily commute, that'd be heaven. Going for it, whatever it takes.

kamakiri 

By my calculations, $138,000 a year in passive income is my goal. With that income, I can concentrate all of my 
time in pursuits of things I actually want to do. With that as a base, I would branch out and start a few of the 
companies I am really thinking about that require more time than money, but are something that I want to 
actually be doing, and have the potential not to make much money, but be very fulfilling.

Ready4change 
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Sounds like quite a lifestlye! I like to travel and do some of those things myself and like to give money away, 
volunteer, etc. I don't need to live like a rock star to be happy but I would like to have financial independence and 
not have to worry about my income anymore.

aroman   

For me its more about setting up my kid (hopefully kids!) future. With the cost of virtually everything going up I 
am actively looking to

A) fund my 2 years old college fund (college goes up an avg of 8% a year)
B) set up a seperate pool of money for her to get started in life
C) create a muse (most likely properties) to provide a source of income for her.

I grew up on government cheese and was a latch key kid. So I bust my hump so my wife can stay home with my 
daughter and now I am looking to ensure she can pursue anything she wants to in life. With the talk of a second 
child then everything doubles! Not to mention I want some things out of life too like time to write a book, start a 
comic book company and have time to golf.

So setting up muliple streams of income (good book) is a major goal. I think have 2-3 ideas pulling in 100K+ a 
year is going to be easier than having the one BIG idea creating all the revenue.

So like someone mentioned before, if you are going to dream, dream big! If you shoot for the bronze medal and 
miss you get nothing....you shoot for the gold and miss you can still get the silver or bronze. You will still be 
ahead of where you were.

drm7   

I haven't run the calculations yet but I think I would need $15k/month or more. I'm moving to Southern California 
in 3 weeks. I don't have a lot of $$$ to put down and any house where I want to live is going to be $500k-700k. 
The payment alone will likely be $4000. I also want enough to travel and save as fast as possible to build 
financial independence. I don't want 20-30 plan, more like 5-10.

In these uncertain times I wish I was already there. My brother and I are planning to share a muse and see how 
it goes.

chris.wright.martell  

Wow, I'm surprised by many of the numbers I see on here.

My initial TMI is only $1,000/month. Over time, I can see that growing to about $5,000 (build a new home, new 
car, lots of travel, etc). I have a hard time picturing how I'd spend more than that...
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dade71   

i'm with you chris: if i get to earn between 1.000 - 5000 $ a month i'd be very very happy

Jills  

Hmmm. Well, we're already blessed to enjoy what you call the "Rock Star" level, although we don't own 
international property. We prefer to stay at ultra nice hotels, and be pampered by the services they provide. (But 
there's a huge range between the lifestyle you defined and some of the spending of the "Rock Star" set. We 
were humbled by the (to my simple mind) outrageous displays of wealth in the French Riviera this summer.) So I 
would like to be able to maintain this same quality of life, withOUT working 100 hrs/wk for it (50 for me/50 for 
hubby).

Since this would be a passive income, then we wouldn't need to worry as much about continuing to make as 
much EXTRA money with which to invest for our non-productive years. So I'd say $20K/mo would do it. May be 
able to do it for $15K. I don't think $1K/mo extra would work for us. We spend almost that much in one trip to 
Costco when we're having a dinner party! (Our neighbors eat a lot!)

After turning 40 and losing both my parents in the past few years, I've finally turned that corner to where time is 
more important to me than money. I will use money to buy more time that I can spend the way I wish.

Tadk

I am shooting for

3. Upper-middle Class
Have a house or condo overseas, travel when you want to, descent amount of spare cash, eat out allot, hang 
out in cars/clubs on the weekend, new car, your own successful business, invest in a few interesting things, etc..

A little more on here
For my 12 month Dreamlines it comes to about $100 a day TDI more than right now. Then actually it could go 
down since I have this car I want paid off like 5 years early.

Then that frees up enough that my current 40hww puts us ahead slowly. So then more is merrier then.

Eric.Ogunbase  

Since I am married with 4 children, going to clubs won't work for me. But I plan to spend 3-6 months a year in 
Spain, beginning 12/2009. I will spend 2 hours per day practicing my bass, so I can start a jazz band. I will also 
do some travelling inside of the US, for a book I'm writing. Lifestyle Design for me is spending my life doing what 
I want to do, with those I love most.
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Passive income is a must. My goal is a 4 Hour Work Week, like Tim.
tadk 

off topic but what sort of book, what sort of comic book company.
Those are parts of my hobbies, interests, relating to my muse as well.

gphotoh 

I use to believe that the quote, "Money can't buy happiness." was made by someone who just didn't know where 
to shop. I've worked bad jobs with horrible hours, especially while my wife was in school. Money has always 
been hard for us, but getting married and now having one son with one of the way has completly changed my 
perspective.

I agree with LivetheDream. I would love to have millions, but I don't think I will ever have it. I have so many 
family members I couldn't live like a rock star if they weren't happy as well. When I play the what if lottery game 
with friends, I always say a new car and paying off my house like most people do. However, before I completely 
retire I would pay off my parents houses and make sure they could retire as well. Not to crap on James Grey 
post, but my rock star style is more option 3 for all family members.

Bippy

Right now I am aiming for 1.5 for me and my husband.

My life is a break-even proposition at around 2k/month. I think his is slightly higher (more debt, bigger car 
payment) and when we include the costs of some extensive dental work he needs, thanks to British Teeth(tm) 
his is about 3k/month but that will drop after we stop piling up money for his dental work, which is going to cost 
about $15k.

If it wasn't for his TEETH. Sheesh.

I want to make it so that my life is break-even, all my bills are paid, with passive income.

I then want to make it so that BOTH our lives are break-even, all bills paid, with passive income. So around 3-
4k/month.

This needs to happen by next July so we can go on our dream bike trip of Japan. I'm fine camping, eating from 
supermarkets, and going to youth hostels because it's fun, but I want to see the great works of Japanese art and 
he wants to visit Shinto shrines.

EDIT:

I just realized that when we remove the dental care from the equation our dream line, our break away point is a 
lot lower than I thought. I can't WAIT until we have that finished. If it wasn't for wanting to get the dental work 
done without having debt, we'd be going for 2.5k/month.
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Kiri   
I would range my goal somewhere between low and upper middle. I want to have saving aside, and be able to 
travel fairly freely but I'm quite willing to rough it at the same time.

jkendrick 

Well I live in a great place that I always want to call home, but it is expensive. For reference, a house two blocks 
away from me just sold for $1.9M and is only 1900 sf! My fiance is a lawyer and loves it. I have a successful 
marketing career, but DON'T love it. My goal is to replace my current income with passive income. I have two 
side businesses I am in the process of launching (I'll be asking for critiques soon!), but don't expect those to bear 
immediate fruit. My fiance and I plan to travel after our wedding next year for about 8-12 months. We will be 
traveling rather inexpensively, visiting S. America, Africa and Asia, but leaving the more expensive destinations 
for another time (we figure we can do the nice hotels with the kids; Mongolia with the kids? Not so much). So, my 
immediate goal is get one or both of my passive income streams producing enough that we can travel at a break 
even rate. Long term, I hope to replace my marketing salary. Ideally, I would go well beyond that.

sub8hr 

Rock star life all the way. I want a personal assistant who I can task with just about anything I come up with 
reasonable or unreasonable, and mansion worthy of one of those TV shows who tour the homes of the rich and 
famous.

But in terms of immediate reality, I'd be happy to make it to level 1 and make anything at all off of my venture.

David_D 

I'd say I'm pretty much got to number 3

But i refuse to own a place over seas, I cant see the point in it. I looked into some villas in Spain and even with a 
massive discount, there is no way it could make money and that would be a bad debt.( unless you owned it out 
right I guess)

I am aiming to be a number 4 at some point, but a few more years of asset building and I'll be there...

My aim is to earn 25k GBP a month. To answer the original question :-)

Keep a Movin' Dan   

I'm with Chris and Dade: aiming for 2, would very much like to be able to have a small apartment in a big city, for 
all the opportunities that come with big city life. But I'd be thrilled to get passive income going even for 1, 
because I believe in getting by spending no more than you have to, and passive income lets you say "no" to 
unwanted work, which I want more badly than any fancy material goods.
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I think LivetheDream mixes up amount of income and how much you have to struggle for it: a big bank account 
(or money in other stable investments) is something I'd like to have to avoid the struggle. But better to not 
struggle for 2 than to be working yourself to death for 4.

David_D is offline

oh I forgot to add @ Bippy...

I was also blessed with fabulous British teeth, that and a mixture of boxing and kickboxing as a kid and teenager 
meant I also had a broken tooth and a black one :-) I was quoted 6000GBP in the UK to get a full top set of 
vaneers done. But when I was in Delhi on anothe adventure, I got the whole top set replaced for 600GBP, and 
they are brilliant I love them. Just a thought.

Dantplayer 

I'm for the 3rd option.

That said I'm taking my time getting there. Many people get there and then make stupid mistakes that bring them 
down to nothing really fast. When I get there I want to be sure that I'm going to stay there and keep building 
more all the time.

Bradinator

I would guess my goals are somewhere around here, even if most of that isn't actually what I want.

I would like to have a lake/ river house and a good size chunk of land. I dont care about having a big house, but 
having space to enjoy the outdoors without having to look at a hairy neighbor bent over gardening would be nice.

I would like to be able to travel abroad occasionally but would really like to explore the wilderness that is left in 
North America also.

Also, helping my older sister fund a service passion of hers is important.

I have a couple of expensive hobbies that I would like to pursue without worrying about it.

And finally a nice safety net of savings is important to me.

I hope nobody minds me bringing back this old thread.
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steph36   

I'm still stuck at the wonderment stage of the book :0) I'm like a deer in headlights at the moment....but I guess I 
would aim for Stage 1. I would like enough money to take care of the bills and that would make me VERY happy 
if I didn't have to work to cover them. Work to live, not live to work and all that. I wish everyone luck.......now, 
when are they going to start the forum thread that has info on "I don't have any muse ideas....can someone 
help?" I'll be on that page!

Jonas85 

Hey all,

It's great to hear other people's perspective when it comes to TMI/TDI. I find it interesting how people have 
different objectives and how we value them in our own ways.

I'm going through a paradigm shift at the moment and am really enjoying it. The past two years have been a 
constant chase for a better title and more money - and guess what - I'm now there and it feels like; "Is this all? Is 
this what I've put in 15-18 hours 7 days a week for?"

I just quit my job that I've worked myself to death to get and in 3-6 months I'm "free" from the corporate misery.

My difficulty now is to determine my goal TMI/TDI. I'm now used to a lifestyle where I do what I want, where I 
want and without thinking of the cost. But on the downside; only 6 weeks a year.

I'm in the process of programming myself to weigh the value of experiences greater than "things". When I look 
back and think of great times in my life it is the times with my friends experiencing good life together, not those 
Dolce jeans or Prada bags to thousands of dollars.

I've lived like a 4 most of my life and I want to try 1 - 2 as an experiment to learn how to appreciate life in a new 
way.

With that said - I would definitely aim to make more money, to have a reserve in case I need to occasionally 
freak out a little bit. hehe..

Now I need to find my muse and get started. I've had a couple of on-line businesses before so with Tim's 
fantastic book I'm sure it will work out great!

Thank you all for posting in the forum sharing your brilliance, expertise and experiences. It's really amazing to 
read about all of your thoughts and to see your points of view. I appreciate it!

warpx 

I read the book and I was speechless. I am trying to aim at what I need, if I can minimize the effort to Tims level, 
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I am definitely fine with step 1. If I could finance kite surfing and rock climbing and exploring the planet, I won't 
say no.
webgal 

I'm not setting a long term goal, only short term goals. For instance, my goal in the first half of this year was $250 
per month. And I met it and exceeded it by June.

My goal in the second half of 2009 to reach $500 per month on one muse. I'm at $433 per month so far on the 
one I'm concentrating on so I'm feeling pretty good about it.

I hope to be at $1k per month at the middle to end of next year. I move like a sloth but I'm swamped with contract 
work for my real job so I have fewer than 4 hours per week to put into the development right now. Admittedly, 
there are weeks I don't do even one hour.

djhelliweld   

I am British, 43 years young and I already have a condo in Malaysia and a house in Indonesia. We have some 
investments but I dont think they will generate enough income to provide the lifestyle we want. B3 just about 
sums us up.

Our situation is kinda complex British and living in two Asian Countries.

We need a means to generate an extra $4000 a month and then we are cruising.

At the moment I am researching import export between
1. Indonesia to New Zealand
2. Indonesia to Malaysia
3. Indonesia to the UK

The thing is this is turning into a full time job and it is also very capital intencive so I am looking for a business 
thats less time consumming e.g. 10 or 20 hours a week working from any location.

All ideas considered

aeromir 

I just started reading the book today and my friend who recommended it was right.

WOW!!!

I suppose I'm aiming for something between #3 and #4.
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- I have a military retirement so medical won't be a problem ever for my wife or I
- I already have an internet business that generates $5-6k/month with 10 minutes/day to maintain
- I'm working as a contractor for an option trading education firm that pays me like a four star General.

When my youngest is done with German high school (I'm an American living in Germany...one of those ex-
military ex-pats), my wife and I are moving to Paris so she can attend Le Cordon Bleu culinary art school for a 
year or so.

After she's done with her training, we are thinking of moving to Provence, France (Aix-en-provence area??). 
We've been to Provence many times and love it there. My wife is fluent in four languages and I know some 
French but am not fluent (yet).

So to answer the question about our goals... we basically need enough to finance LCB and living in Paris, then 
to buy a property in Provence with a few rooms to rent out and a space to create a small restaurant. 
Unfortunately, real estate in Southern France is not cheap.. which is why the Rock Star income is probably a 
requirement. A friend of ours owns a four bedroom home near Nice that is worth around 1mil Euro ($1.4mil 
USD).

I'm glad I found this site and the book. I've already turned off the auto send/receive in Outlook

Next steps are to start outsourcing!!

ScottVA 

I think everyone wants #4 the rock star life, which rings that Daughtry song to mind.

But I think #1 is what I enjoy when I first travel to a city or country.. get to see how the locals live, eat from the 
street vendors or ma and pa places..

#3 or so is where I would be more than happy to land at..

I am working full-time and would love to get going to earn a simple $200 a month more would make life easier 
(and dig a little out of debt by end of 2010)
$500 would more than make me smile..(any one want to help?)

TimWieneke   

Start a company where you are the "Event Coordinator" and you'll find yourself living the rockstar lifestyle faster 
than you think as the hospitality industry begins marketing to you. 
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EelKat 

[1] This is my end goal lifestyle, actually. Why? Because I LIKE this lifestyle. I like living in a motorhome and 
living in campgrounds. I like eating at small food vendors and talking with the seller and his other customers. And 
I live this lifestyle on my current income: $150 - $200 a month, via my online business. More money in my pocket 
is not going to change my lifestyle.
[2] Getting to this point would make things easier. Less RV Boondocking, and more RV Park hookups (which 
cost $25 - $60 per day). I already have one okay used car (a 30 year old Volvo) and one not running "used to be 
new" car (1964 Dodge). Increasing my income from the current $200 per month to $2,000 per month, would 
allow me to park my RV with full hook ups, and work on restoring both of my cars. Build a Cat House to take in 
feral cats (a business I had years ago, but lost to a fire). But I would continue living in campgrounds and eating 
at vendors, as mentioned above.

[3] I already travel when I want to and eat out a lot on my $200 per month income, why wait for money to do 
what I can do without money already? With $5,000 a month I would get to work on restoring my 2 cars faster, 
restore and remodel my 40 year old RV, spend more time at fairs and festivals, take my boyfriend and 3 brothers 
out for pizza a few times a week, and maybe get yet another old junk car to restore (I like restoring cars.)

[4] With a $10,000 a month income I'd buy land to start my own RV Park, let homeless boondocking RVers park 
there for $50 a week (instead of the $50 a night other places are charging) buy a couple of 1970s RVs to restore, 
get a few more old cars to restore including a 1973 Stingray. Continue to do the things mentioned above.

At no point do my plans involve buying a house, first, second or otherwise. Been there, done that. Lost 
everything to a flood. Rebuilt and lost everything to a fire 6 months later. Spent 5 years homeless, living in a tent, 
than a car, than a motorhome, and discovered the freedom that comes with living without a house, living in 
campgrounds all year long, and being close to nature, all the while with the goal of getting back into a house, but 
than I got back into a house and HATED it. I felt trapped, caged, imprisioned...stunned, shocked, I couldn't 
believe how much I had changed in those 5 short years. 6 years ago I NEVER would have considered living in a 
motorhome, now today I can't think of a better way to live. This really, stunned me! But there it is. That's what 
happened.

So, my goal is, yeah, make more money so I can do more things hobby wise, but overall, continue the lifestyle 
I've got right now, as it's the lifestyle I want and more or less money isn't going to change the fact that I like the 
way I'm living right now.

On that note, I'll add that I used to have a house, lots of land, and a pretty high end above average lifestyle. I 
wasn't "rich" but I was "rich enough" to not worry about money. That was before the flood. That was before I 
became homeless and had to live on the streets with nothing at all. Now I'm rebuilding my life and "starting 
over". Originally my goal, as I mentioned was to get back into a house, get back into having plenty of money, get 
back into the whole lifestyle I used to have. But as mentioned before, I changed over the years, and when I 
finally got back to the way things were, I realized, I really wasn't happy with the life I had back than. I'm much 
happier today with less. And so, my goals changed.

I am debt free. So no worries about things I have to pay off, so no worries about making enough money to "cover 
debts".

At this exact moment, me and my 12 cats are surviving on $2,000 PER YEAR. (approximately $150 per month). 
(Yes, 12 cats, the last of the over 500 I had before - remember - I said I owned an animal shelter at the time of 
the flood?). Surviving is the key word. Surviving is not thriving. Surviving is staying alive until something better 
comes along. I have Autism and thus am NOT ELIGIBLE for disability OR health/medical insurance, nor am I 
allowed to work (business will not hire Autistic folks like me...400+ job applications/interviews in 5 years and I'm 
still unemployed. *frustrating*). For the moment my income comes from sales of my art on Zazzle.com, and it's 
enough to keep us going, but not quite enough to keep us going well.
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Anyways I figured it up and for myself and the 12 cats to live comfortably, I need an income of $500 per month 
($6,000 PER YEAR). If it were just me and not the cats, $200 a month ($2,400 PER YEAR) would be MORE 
than plenty. (Cat food is astronomically high priced. You don't notice it with 1 cat, but what you would buy for 1 
cat per year, I buy for 12 cats, meaning I pay the average cat owners YEARLY cat food bill EVERY MONTH!)

These figures are taking into consideration that I own my own land and that I'm a fulltimer (I live in a motorhome 
& tent, NOT in a house, seeing how the flood took the house), because my house left in a flood, not because I 
had any plans to travel. I am pretty much parked for a lifetime, so not much wear and tear on the RV. So these 
figures also neglect to include such things as campground rent or gas in the motorhome, as a tank of gas pretty 
much lasts me the whole year. Please keep these things in mind when looking at the fact I am living on such a 
very low income - my expenses are very low, basically with me only buying my food and cat food, and paying 
property taxes and registering the vehicles, and pretty much nothing else.

Now I hear people asking all the time, one loses their job and they worry they'll not survive and they ask can 2 
people live on $1,500 a month? Well, this 1 person lives on that a year, so, yeah, you can but ONLY if your 
expenses are low. I once talked to a guy who lives in a van and survives on $500 a year. I don't know how he 
does it, but he does. I think it's all about personal choices, budget management, and lifestyle. Every person is 
different. I look at that guy and think there is no way I could live on $500 a year, but than I know a lot of people 
look at me and say they could not survive on my $2,000 a year. It's all about how you live your life, what you 
spend money on, and how much you "NEED" to get by. With their $1,500 a month (a whopping, gigantically 
huge amount an almost unimaginably high figure of $18,000 a year) I could live like a king. But for most people 
that is a low income, because most people have HUGE expences and me, well, I didn't spend money even back 
when I did have a lot of it, so now that I don't have any to spend, it's not really a big deal for me. So you really 
have to look at what you spend money on, what you will be spending money on after RVing, and what sort of 
lifestyle you plan to maintain. Everyone has different needs and different ideas about what they need to survive, 
so everyone is going to have a different answer.

I've had people say they wanted to learn to live like me - living like a normal middle class person, and doing it in 
an RV, but they want to do it on their $1,500 a month income.

My advice: write a list of everything you spend money on RIGHT NOW.

Make a second list of everything you THINK you will spend money on while in the RV.

Compare those lists. For each item, ask yourself: Do I REALLY NEED this or do I simply WANT this?

Take all the items you NEED and put them on a third list. (Food, water, gas, medications, toothpaste, deodorant, 
soap, and almost NOTHING else, will be on this list.)

Take all the items you WANT and put them on a fourth list. (Hair salon, makeup, movies, snacks, hobbies, 
recreation, etc, will be on this list)

Make a list of POSSIBLE EMERGENCY expenses: accidents, medical, auto, break downs, blow outs, etc.

Tally your totals from lists #3, 4, & 5. Add all three totals together. Do they total $1,500 or less? If so, than you'll 
be all set on $1,500 per month. If they total more than $1,500, head to the WANT list and start crossing off non-
essentials, until your total is under $1,500. If you cross off everything on the want list, you CAN move on to the 
EMERGENCY list and start crossing things off, but this is not recommended.

If you have to start crossing things off the NEED list, than something is VERY wrong...there should be nothing 
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but the barest essentials on this list: food, water, gas, medication. If there is more than this on your need list, you 
need to rethink the RV lifestyle. Why? because it's a minimalist lifestyle. Even with the highest income and the 
biggest rig, you still are living in a very small space and can not afford to keep buying things, otherwise you'll 
have no room to live in your RV!

But anyways, if you plan ahead and budget your spending, yeah, I think you 2 should do fine with $1,500 per 
month, esp if you plan to do a lot of boondocking. Boondocking cuts costs down A LOT!

I am a full time boondocker. I live 100% without hookups, full time. And I do it in a place that sees -48F winters 
and snow 7 months of the year. No hook ups means no untilies. No electricity. No running water. No toilet. I have 
yet to park in a campground (partly due to money constraints and partly due to I have 12 cats and few 
campgrounds allow more than 4 pets, nearly all have "quantity limits". Even ones without limits, balk at 12 cats. 
My parking spaces thus far have consisted of: land I own, land owned by relatives, rest stops, and WalMart. For 
the most part stay on the land where my house once sat, and don't move the RV at all. My toad is a 1992 Volvo 
240GL, as a general rule, when I travel I leave the RV parked and travel in the Volvo.

Having no electric hookups, (not even solar) I either eat no-cook foods (sandwiches, fresh fruit/veggies, etc), eat 
out (SubWay, pizza shops, cafes, etc), cook outside over a fire pit, or I drive the Volvo to a relative's house and 
cook dinner there. (And because I walk to most places and eat less processed food, I also lost 80lbs, kept it off 
and and fit and trim and very healthy, without doing any exercising or calorie counting - big bonus there!) I get 
my internet from libraries or take my computer to a relative's house. I have no need for lights as I get up with the 
sunrise and go to bed with the sunset. What rare light I need a flashlight is plenty for.

Having no water hook-ups, I bath in the ocean, fully clothes, without soap/etc, using the mineral rich sand to 
wash my skin and hair. I live on the beach, obviously. I drink bottled water now, after a misshapes (major medical 
crisis) caused by drinking natural brook water.

Having no sewer hook ups, I know where every public toilet is and am walking distance to a dozen or so. And 
use trees and "cat holes" at night when businesses are closed.

Neighbors? There is a house to either side of me, and a 400 lot RV resort behind me, a 725 lot campground on 
the other side of one neighbor and a 200 lot "hideaway" park on the other side of my other neighbor. So yeah, 
I've got a lot of neighbors, most of them speaking only French and me speaking only English (I'm just south of 
Quebec). On my list if things to do: learn French so I can talk to the neighbors. The local WalMart has 10, 20, 30 
or more RVs out there every night. So yeah, it depends on where you are parked. You could have tons of 
neighbors, a few neighbors, or really be way out in the boonies with no neighbors at all!

Most of the year, I live outside in a tent. On clear warm nights, I don't even use that, sleeping instead in a 
sleeping bag under the stars. I'm a person very much at one with nature and being indoors doesn't sit well with 
me. I basically am only in the RV if it's raining or if there is snow on the ground.

Now granted I am a bit more extreme than the average person. I'm fully content to life a fully "off the grid" living 
off the land lifestyle, but most people are not as in touch with their feral wild child as I am, so most people are 
going to want more "luxuries" than I afford myself. It's all about choice. You can boondock a little or boondock a 
lot. You can boondock full time or part time, with no hookups at all, or with semi-hookups such as solar panels 
and composting toilets. It just depends on how much you want, how much you need, and how comfortable you 
want to be.

A thing to keep in mind: the more wild and less comforts there are in you boondocking - the harder you are going 
to have to work physical labor to maintain your boondocking. I haul water in 5-gallon pails from a near by brook 
(on my land). I have a garden and fruit trees on my land, but I till the 1/8 acre of soil with a shovel, not a garden 
tiller! I chop wood and haul kindling (no gas or charcoal grilling for mee!) I like the hard labor of working and 
living off the land. But most people would rather not have to live the way I do. The more comforts you have, the 
less hard manual labor you are going to have to do. How much boondocking is too much boondocking? Only 
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you can answer that, as every person has different ideas about what they want and how they choose to 
boondock. There's a BIG difference between boondocking on your own land with no hook-ups at all, to 
boondocking at WalMart with self contained "hook ups", to boondocking at a small campground with "semi-hook-
ups" to boondocking miles from nowhere in the middle of a dense forest all by yourself, just you and the bears. 
You just have to look at all your options and decide what is right for you.

But yeah, so you see, my goals, money wise are to increase my income to $500 a month. I know that sounds 
low to you guys with your $5,000 a month or more dreams, but $500 will MORE than cover my expenses and 
leave me with plenty left over for frivolities.
Actually, long term, my goal is $1,000 a month, but at the moment, my mini-goal is $500 a month - going in steps 
here. I set that $1,000 a month goal back in 2007. Well, as you can see, I have not yet achieved my goal of 
$1,000 per month, than again, I do not do as much promotion or work on my website as I probably should be 
doing either. At the moment my income varies from $90 - $200 a month. *sigh* I have no one to blame for that 
but myself either, though, because I've been a bit lazy about actual promotion and marketing. I keep putting stuff 
off and saying "I'll do it tomorrow" YIKES! I think though, that if I got with the program and started massively 
promoting and marketing that my online business would do much more in sales and yeah, I can see my $200 a 
month jumping to at least $5,000 a month if I just put a little more effort into it. I think in my case, the problem is 
lack of motivation. I'm not really that motivated to get money. The $200 a month income I'm living on now pays 
for my needs and expenses and I don't buy anything so I'm not motivated to TRY to increase my income seeing 
how I don't NEED to increase my income.

Dixon 

This is my goal, about $1000 per month. However, I don't consider it low range and will not be living in 
guesthouses. I'll probably be living on the tenth story of a new apartment building with a pool and 24 hour 
security next to a big mall in Chiang Mai, Thailand, for less than $200 per month.

Ideally I'd like to make more to invest for my future and to have enough to have kids in a developed country 
some day. But $1000 would definitely support my ideal lifestyle in Southeast Asia or South Asia including maids 
and eating out for all of my meals. To live well in Seoul, where my partner lives, I'll need $1500 per month.

The sad thing is that I read the Four Hour Work Week almost 2 years ago and still haven't accomplished any 
passive income :-( I do obtain $60 per week online for two hours timed work though. I guess I have to get my 
priorities straight.

korvix  

My goal is $5,000 per month

Evilchippy 

I agree with what most of you said previously. I also think it's important to consider expense reduction as a form 
of increasing income. $4K/mo in Argentina is a nice income, while the same income in Southern California is 
meager.

I started a company (actually a JV) where I sell for product for furniture stores in los angeles, and I found that the 
number of legitimate write-offs boosted my effective income over 30%.
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Brave_Man 

I think I would like to be in the middle of 2 and 3

I really would like to buy a house in Denmark, and another one in another country (haven't decided yet) as my 
dreams although I am starting and the goal right now would be #1, to win enough to get my family out of debts, 
and then I would like to travel all europe, to live at least 1 or 2 month in every country, then to go travel the next 
one, and living just with the minimun required to travel, I am kinda of a party beast so I have it easy meeting new 
people, so I would like to travel, make a ton of new friends to have great experiences with, and after all the 
travel, come back to my country for a while, and then go to live to denmark and travel time to time

then learn how to

-bartender
-speak german and danish
-Skiing
-have a great body
-fight MMA
-play the guitar like a rockstar
-be a chef
-dance tango & salsa
-party like a beast anywhere xD
-diving
-surf

and lot of stuff hahahahaha I think actually that the most expensive dream that I have is traveling and the 
houses, besides of that I just want to enjoy the world

JoeTheDream   

My wife and I are targeting 5K-6K/m. W/in 4 months we'll be at 2K. I'm hoping to be at 4K by the end of '12. 
We're doing this through real estate investing.

First post and look forward to posting more often.

patrickbyrne2005 

I have recently started a small first aid courses company in cork. it is called First Aid Courses Cork How original. 
I really hope that I can achieve about 5k per month. fingers crossed
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Mr Miyagi 

500k a year.

hvfpaints 

I want everything in my life PAID for! House, car, etc.etc. To meet that goal, I would like to have a gross annual 
income of $150,000.00. I realize that this may take several muses and a few years and more would definately be 
ok by me! There! I've said it! Now let's do it!! 

StevePaul 

There should be no limits for your income and your goals.Just work hard and try your level best to get a big 
target,because dreams have no boundary,always unlimited.

R Hi-nes

I guess I would like to be at Rock Star status...the more I learn the easier it gets as the money rolls in...this 
automated program I'm using really helps meet the goals. Just my 2 cents.

jmad1906 

Topo Ten things I want to do when I own my time and have limitless income:

10. Spend a week exploiting the airline's "passenger Bump" loophole. (it can be a form of income)
9. Fly my own plane A Cirrus sr22 they only cost $300,000
8. Create a consortum of eco-friendly muse makers and develop the most energy effecient and complete 
community
7. Create a Course that teaches business owners how to Never be a victim of recession
6. Create the largest CD library in one place! "My House of Music"
5. Invest in Start-ups that want to be positioned to create jobs
4. Learn 3 additional Languages... English and spanish are not enough
3. Improve my health and community health awareness with a focus on social health
2. Give away more than I currently earn
1. Teach others to do the same. (just as Tim has done)

So i am not sure where that falls, but is likely to be an Upper Middle Rock Star Style!
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carltonsimon51 

I think i'm related to Middle Class. Because Travel without having to “slum” it too much, have some cash in 
savings, travel a few times a year, make a few grand a month from your websites or consulting, maybe live 
overseas and have an ok used car, ect...

GeorgiaEve

I'm all with the 'dreaming big' people on here. Why not?

My mum has been a cleaner since she went back to work after having my younger sister, and she has to keep 
eating into her savings to pay for things. She doesn't really "believe" in the 4HWW, or that she could do it, but I'm 
hoping once I get my stuff together, she'll follow.

Ideally I'd end up with the rockstar lifestyle, although making a consistent $1000 a month would be awesome to 
start with!

I have a few things in mind, for when I can afford it, including paying my mum back for everything she ever spent 
on me; getting a quiet place in the country for me and my girlfriend, who has anxiety issues and needs to relax 
more; and being able to afford all the medical costs associated with hopefully ridding my girlfriend of her brain 
cavernomas (marijuana therapy, anyone?).

After that, I'm interested in owning properties in multiple countries, and property flipping (to fill in my time!).
Thats it- not much at all

edotthekid 

So i am not sure where that falls, but is likely to be an Upper Middle Rock Star Style!
This is an awesome list.

I would like to start off making 5k a month in muse income. Once I hit this, I will definitely quit my job and focus 
on my muses full time.

5,000 is my magic number!

G_Holdings 

Would have to go for option 4, Rock Star all the way.

As others have said, if I don't quite get there then I'll still be left with a more than decent lifestyle.
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I'm willing to take my time though, first step on the journey will be to get out of the 7:30-6:30 grind I'm doing now 
while supporting myself whiel travelling more, then grow steadily from there.

Concrete goals over the next 10 years (I'm 26):

- Be debt free

- Buy 2 small apartments, one back home in San Francisco and the other in London.

- Nice vintage car (old Mercedes 190L would be nice)

- Round the world trip

Target income: ~GBP 7,500/month

Frits

I don't think in lifestyle levels, thats a bit strange to me. I do what I want, which is the most important thing. Also 
one of the principles of the book. Its not money that counts, but creating the lifestyle you want. I discovered that 
my ultimated dream (professional motorsports employee) wasnt satisfying, because I didn't had anything else to 
live for. Money wasnt an issue, but I didn't had time to spend it. Now my goal is to create an automatic income, 
even if this will be less than my job earnings, I will be satisfied by now.

Another note from me;
I see people quickly be dissapointed in not getting the job done. I see two reasons. First, ambitious goals are 
good. But while reading the book, everyone thinks its easy to make 40K dollar a month. It's not, try to get the 
principle right. If you can create an muse, which creates 1K/month in the first place, without managing a lot, you 
have done a good job. Not reaching goals is the recept to get depressed. But forget it can be done in 4h/week. 
Thats what brings me to the second bit.
4h workweek is a good strategic name which generated sales. However, 4h tend to attract easy thinking people 
if you ask me. But remember, getting 4h/week done, asks a well skilled person who's got stonehard 
perseverance in the first place. If you are that guy behind the playstation day and night, go back find a decent 
job.

My TMI is 3K for this year, which is enough for a living and funding my racecareer at the moment. Right now I go 
outside working on my dreamline; preparing my racecar, thats what I like.

tiwart 

I guest most people will choose middle class which is reasonable goal 
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Repairing Finances: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=11 Getting off the ground

Christoph 

Ironically enough I am surfing the forums right after I read the “media fast” section earlier this morning. Tisk, tisk. 
Some info: I am graduating college with a BS in Management (3.84, yank yank) in a month, and having been in 
the quasi office situation, managing sub retards for about 7 months; I can say that I am definitely not paid what I 
believe I am worth. My question is simple: what do I need to start? I’m sure as I finish the book it will become 
obvious (I’ll probably finish it tonight actually), but my main problem is current revolving debt. How do I break 
that? I absolutely cannot afford to stop the conventional job in lieu of my own.

I have a car lease, rent, school tuition, hell, you name it and I probably have it. That makes my liquid cash assets 
hardly anything to blink an eye at. This book has given me a ferocious want to succeed and goddammit I am 
willing to absorb any an all advice to try and make it a reality. I might be shooting my own foot by making this my 
first post, and before finishing the book, but when I get a hair up my ass I have to act on it.

What would everyone recommend for a 23 year old with too much ambition for his britches? What small avenue 
could I take for extra income now that would in turn pave the way for a bigger and more profitable venture? I’m 
just a dumbshit kid with NR dreams. I’d like to make it happen.

Thanks in advance to anyone who chimes in. I hope to learn from everyone’s personal success stories along the 
way!!

TXnative 

I'd sell all your useless shit asap for sure. What don't you use that has value? I bet there's a lot of stuff if you're in 
college. Its in the book, so finish the book first of all. Do you really need the gadgetry? Probably not. If you have 
trouble committing to this then you need to reevaluate your situation (probably, I don't want to come down hard 
on you or anything).

Cornflower

I found Dave Ramsey (www.mytotalmoneymakeover.com) good for getting out of debt and changing my mindset 
about money. Listening to the daily podcasts is good.. changing money habits is like changing food habits - it all 
sounds logical and simple, until you add people and their emotions to the mix.

Whilst you are limiting your "out go", work on Tim's outlines to increase your "income" as well. I'm finding getting 
rid of my consumer debt very freeing.
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Christoph 

I hardly take it as you coming down hard on me, hell, if anything, I need the swift kick. It's not like I am a mess or 
irresponsible, I just accrued more debt due to school in a short period of time. I'll dig deep into Dave Ramsey's 
site and hope to gain an understanding, or course of action, on how to get myself in a positive flow.

I do have quite a bit of useless shit just waiting to either rot or be sold. I'll choose the latter. I just need to find the 
proper medium (probably ebay or craigslist) and then get my ass in gear. I don't want to accept 'this' for what it is 
when I know I can do something about it.

I think i'll make that my plan of attack for the weekend. Find, document, and sell all the unnecessary BS I have. I 
guess this is the first step on a long staircase. Thanks so far!

jetpacklife   

While getting your debt under control should be a main priority, don't let it stop you from forming and working on 
an action plan. There's lots of ultra inexpensive or free stuff you can start learning and working on online. Also, 
the rewards of the plan will help motivate you.

At one point I had a 6 figure debt (mostly college loans) and a full time job I hated. That's all behind me now. My 
biggest mistake was not thinking of enough things to do once I actually had free time!

Batman   

23yo with loads of ambition?

Use your evenings well

Try online affiliate programs

or Network Marketing

or Ebay sales

or even a lawn service only if you aren't the straw that stirs the drink (hire crews and take a smaller percentage)

TXnative 

The best way to sell your stuff through Craigslist (I'm not talking about an actual business, I'm just talking about 
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freeing up some cash for personal gain) is to get people on the phone. Its a good way to learn how negotiating 
works and its exponentially easier than answering 100 stupid questions which can be answered by reading your 
original add. Don't waste your time because someone is impulse buying your used shit, move to the fastest, 
closest, and most reasonable buyer and make your deal.

I would then advise not taking every piece of advice you get from online strangers.

Christoph

Ha, believe me, I do not take every little bit of information to be fact, especially from an online forum. I do, 
however, have more inclination to trust people who are after the same thing and obviously have some smarts, 
such as those on this one.

Once I round up all my excess shit laying around the house, I will definitely list it on Craigslist, and probably ebay 
for good measure.

I have free evenings (besides the periodic band practice) so I plan to maximize that time to the fullest. I'll 
research the stuff you said, Batman, and see what it can do for me. I've been on ebay for almost a decade and 
have made some nice profits. It's just a matter of finding what people want.

RusSEAL 

Wow...

First time on this forum and already I'm learning something new!

"Craigslist.com"? If it has any more penache' than e-bay [got fleeced on the fees a couple of times- sheesh] I'll 
certainly give it a try.

For me, "mobilization stagnation" definitely stems from finances- 4 bed house, cars daycare... I'm learning that 
the time management thing and the "self inflicted ignorance' goes a long way in helping with that.

Still, I had to take a pause and also note that the imposed tech moritorium is the first thing I've broken as well!

Just now half-way through the book; some of it I've read in other time-management self helps; so I'm hoping 
there's a general "guidemap" that'll better help me understand hyow best to market myself as part of this NR 
paradigm [DEAL vs DELA helps- but the mechanics I'm just not getting].

One thing that'll help immensely is the use of this forum- glad to be here and a part of it all!

searstower 
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Christoph,
Definitely, use those evenings well. Do some research and start running your muse part time. Why not?
That is exactly what I've been doing. My day job in Tech Support pays for the mortgage, etc, and my web design 
business (I don't actually do the design, of course) has finally gotten so big that I'll be giving my two weeks notice 
in the middle of June, right after my husband transitions himself into his new job.

It's amazing how much time I actually had when I stopped using my evenings to watch CSI and my weekends to 
sleep in and eat out.

Go for it!

Christoph 

These last few weeks are kind of a pain for me due to finals and whatnot, but after 2 June; it is on.

I am taking a trip to Vegas/San Diego next week as an early 'good job me' deal. I plan to fully turn off and reset 
out there. Coming back will be painful as I will still have the same BS to deal with. I'm quite confident nothing will 
change in 5 days but the weather. Ugh.

I've spent some time looking through various ways to capitalize on my passions, but the market is over saturated 
as it is. How in the hell could I begin to compete with the 'big boys' of the game, and, even against those more 
knowledgeable than I on this board!

I have the distinct feeling that I come off as timid, but that is far from the case...just directionless

searstower

How about this... You give us all your hobbies, skills and current knowledge, and we'll give you some product 
ideas.

    What do you do now for fun?
    What have you done for fun in the past?
    What are your skills?

The more you tell us, whether you think it's relevant or not, the more we can help.

Don't worry about competing with the rest of us, we've all got different experience and backgrounds anyway, so 
there really is not competition, just different niches.

Christoph
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You're one smart cookie!!

My interests are far and wide, vague and concrete. Nothing like contradictions to start the thought process, eh? 
Not being cliche, but I love music, and have been devoted to playing it for years, namely drums and percussion. 
I know the market is oversaturated with idiots trying to show us how to do something special, and I don't believe I 
want to do that. Hence where the niche or unique part comes in.

I like and excel at sex, but how in the hell could you market that? Fetish porn? Ha!

One area, which is improving greatly, is talking with people. I have no issues getting up in front of a class and 
talking about something I know nothing about. I practice daily on fine tuning my non-verbal communication, and 
to my delight, it's working. If I had my druthers and had money on the line, I would, however, prefer to be 
completely in tune with my product.

I'm a good negotiator (never had an opportunity with sales though), I can resolve conflicts well, and generally 
use my charisma to light up (or piss off) parties. I am damn cocky and need to find out if it can be used to my 
advantage or not.

Dammit, now I'm in the spotlight and having a hard time trying to quantify what I like, and am good at. Thanks a 
lot!!

searstower   

How do you think Cosmopolitan sells so many magazines? "Top 10 ways to make him scream in bed" "Three 
sex tricks you've never seen before" "Guys speak out: Their biggest turnons - and turnoffs" Someone writes 
those articles.

Then maybe think about becoming a trainer. This is a great way to build any business, but in particular an 
information based business. Most people think that speakers make very little money, but if you do it right, then 
you can easily make $20,000 a weekend speaking, set yourself up as an expert and then just sell books & tapes 
via dropship while you hang out in Thailand! The trick is to have backend products which you can sell from the 
stage.

I could tell you a ton more about how to make that kind of money training, but I'll wait on writing out the novel 
unless that's what you want to do.

What would you train? Sex education, the kama sutra, negotiation, corporate communication skills, conflict 
resolution, etc.

Try those on for size and see how they feel,

Christoph  

Damn...you're good.
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I would like to market myself, but I first need to figure out a way to set myself apart from the herd of drones who 
act the part but don't live up to it. Essentially 'getting the foot in the door' so to speak.
Which is more difficult, selling a product, or selling services in person? I know that defies the liberation part, but if 
it could yield more in return, I would be willing to explore options. But, as always, defining what it is would be the 
starting point.

I could sign up for 3-4 credentials easily right now for $5 if I so chose. That would pad my claim as 'expert' 
status, yes, but would they be worth it? My fiance and I are ALWAYS the go to people when people have 
relationship problems. That is a route we collectively thought of: Relationship help for the real couples, by a real 
couple. Lame title, but you get the idea.

Trust me, your responses are provoking thought and that is exactly what I need if I am ever going to make 
something happen by the time I hit 24 next year.

Preemptive edit- I actually have kind of a floodgate opening in my head...the wheels are churning!!!

searstower

Market yourself as what?

Did you know that one of the top reasons that entrepreneurs fail is that they focus more on having a good 
product than they do on having good sales?

Everyone thinks that before they get into business, they need an amazing product, but the truth is, they just need 
a good product and good sales skills.

When I started designing websites, I noticed that some of my clients took me on because they needed a website 
and they didn't see anyone else who they thought could do it better. Does that mean a better product didn't 
exist? No. All it means is that I was there at the right time with a decent version of the product they were looking 
to buy.

The point is, get your foot in the door with a decent product that has good demand.

Thanks, I better be. Or my poor clients paying me as a business coach would be getting the short end of the 
deal.

I know I haven't answered everything yet, but it's time for me to leave the office now and find things to fill the void 
of constantly checking my email!

Keep moving, you can do it.

Christoph

Shameless bump.
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I have had almost no time to think about my projects due to last minute school BS and my trip. I had the idea for 
a mini-retirement to go to Vegas for 5 days, so that is where I'm off to tomorrow.

Once I get back, I have 1 week of school left and then I will seriously dedicate almost all of my free time at home 
and work to brainstorm as many ideas as possible.

This is far from over!!!!

VitaminD 

Keep going Chris. It's not a matter of if, it's a matter of when.

bluthco  

C,

If you're not being paid what you feel you're worth, my question is, "What are you worth and how did you arrive 
at that figure?"

soulstice 

Sounds like a great idea to me. We've been in this time of "He's Just Not That Into You" and commercials for 
Match.com and eHarmony.com in regular rotation on TV for a few years now; there's definitely a market of "okay, 
I've found him/her, how do I keep him/her?" people out there. And the fact that you're in your early twenties 
narrows it to another niche. 

AdamTeece 

Christoph, I am right there with you being 23 and overly ambitious. I am jumping in sink or swim in about 5 
months. I'm in the Navy right now and on my final deployment, just had a nice stop in Singapore. I'm not as far 
into The 4-Hour Workweek as you because I just got the book in the ships mail about 4 days ago, but I am very 
excited with what I have read so far. I recently started my own web design company, incorporated, created a 
logo, have some very interested potential clients, and done almost everything official that I had to do. The only 
problem, with as muc has I like design and the web, I only know the very bare basics and can't yet make the 
sites that I know my clients will want. So now I am trying to figure out what to do from here, possibly outsourcing 
the work, but with no initial cashflow yet, that might be a little hard. I think this forum might be a great place to get 
and share ideas.

Christoph 

I might embark on that route. It would be interesting to write and keep me busy during traditional working hours 
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and if it could generate any sort of income, hey, I'm all for it. Just today I got a text from a friend asking for a 
"second opinion" (on top of my dozens) on his recent split with his girlfriend. More times than not, I am right.
Now, for an ebook, how many pages would one suggest I draft up, and, should the cost be commensurate with 
the impact of the content or just the page length? Once I'm done writing it, where should I go to start selling it. 
Ebay? Craigslist?

Danke!

AdamTeece 

Christoph, I think the length would depend on the topic covered and how much information you are covering in it. 
If the information is only worth 15 pages but is very useful, you could still sell it very easily. If you take 15 pages 
worth of information and turn it into 90 pages, isn't that going against everything The 4-Hour Work Week talks 
about? Shouldn't all of us be trying to get more people to be more efficient and effective?

Christoph

Adam-

15-20 was roughly what my target page content would be. The more I think about it, I might consider doing half 
-the man side- and then letting my fiance do the other -woman- half, which would not only broaden the market in 
a sense, but would offer different perspectives to common issues

I might do it for shits and grins honestly, and if I sell it with profit, then all the better. There is an abundance of 
relationship books, and quite frankly they all suck and dont get into the 'real' part of being in a modern, young 
relationship.

What do you all suggest for a price though? $5-15?

Christoph 

Right now, at 23, and a recent dual degree graduate, I get paid $15.50/hour. With all my school debt and other 
life expenses, I hardly have any leftover to save. I can easily say that I should be at about $40,000/year. Easily. 
I'm not a genius, and I'm not technically skilled.

I do believe I am worth being paid that, however, because of my interpersonal skills, excellent forcasting abilities, 
and my general charisma. I know that is not quantifying anything, but if you look at most workers, they are 
depressed with their job and ultimately slack off and are lower producers. Once I get an assignment, I have it 
turned in as fast as humanly possible, which frees up time to do more. It goes against the 4-hour work ethic, but 
realistically; that's all the work I put in during my 40-hour office stint anyways. I hate it. I wish I had the option to 
work at home but unfortunately I don't.

I do not wish to be a mindless office drone who constantly accepts work and then turns it in as I stated above. I 
want to be in control of my own finances and have my income be commensurate (or more) with my effort. Tim's 
book has changed my entire view on work and life in general, and quite frankly, I am so happy it came now than 
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later. Christ, I'd be content pulling in an extra $2,000 per month if it afforded me the opportunity to switch from a 
mindless, semi-professional job, to a totally mindless, for kicks only job.
My brain is foggy so I hope to hell that made sense.

Christoph 

I could not agree more. I am contemplating breaking my Jeep lease and getting a POS in order to save some 
cash, as well as selling my childhood toys and whatnot. I don't want to get rid of my car because I like driving a 
new one, but making a sacrifice might be a necessity to free up some cash. My mom is not too excited about me 
selling the stuff she bought me years ago, as it was expensive!! I'll try to convince her otherwise!

searstower  

This is how I run my web business to work around that little cashflow issue:

Require a 1/3 good faith down payment before beginning any job. Then I use that 1/3 to pay the contractors for 
the first piece of work that they do.

Halfway through the project, the second 1/3 is due, from which I pay the contractors for the second phase.

Before the website goes live and I turn it over to the client (very, very important) the last 1/3 is due. From that I 
pay any remaining bills and bonuses.

As long as you build the right schedule into the contracts, you will never go negative!

AdamTeece 

Thanks very much for that info. That sounds like a great plan and I might just have to give that a try. It will 
definitely take some planning. Thanks again.

jmarks

I started a night job delivering pizzas to pay for a company in India to re-design my affiliate based review site 
and to pay for them to run a PPC campaign for me. It should be self-sufficient within a month.

The review site alone should be able to fund marketing for my other site and pay my monthly bills. It not only 
promotes my main sites products and services but those of my competitors as well. That way, whichever 
company (mine or my competition) my traffic chooses to work with, I get paid for it.

My second site will be my money maker. This sites revenues will allow me to focus on doing what I want to do 
and not what I have to do.
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Christoph 

Another shameless bump.

I graduated with 2 degrees last week--with honors (woo-hoo), and now have more time than I could have 
imagined at work to sit and ponder. Still talking with the wifey about collaborating on the e-book with me, and I 
think after I do all the initial research and notes (and get her final 'yes'), i'll get started once and for all this week.

I am also contemplating the minimalist living style that was advocated at the end of Tim's book. Has anyone tried 
it with success? I have to admit, I am ultra materialistic; it sucks, and I want to break it.

I have pretty much made up my mind that once I make a sizeable dent on my school loans, and complete my car 
and apartment lease, that I am going to travel extensively across the world. I figure why the hell not. Christ, i'm 
not getting younger, and if I decide to have kids, it would just complicate matters for me.

On another note, I was offered a sales position with high earning potential...but the 3-day training costs 
$2,700?!?! Screw that. 

MisterSuperBad

1. quit using that type of negative language. i don't know why you are calling yourself a dumbshit. lol. the words 
you choose are very, very, very, important. ask yourself how could you afford to quit the job, instead of saying, "I 
can't." The phrase I can't should be banned.

2. you should read rich dad poor dad. stop buying doodads and buy assets. Pay for your doodads with your 
assets that generate a passive income. if you create a muse that is an asset. An asset is something taht puts 
money into your pocket. A doodad is something nice thats not necessary such as a bmw or a rolex watch.

3. Maybe you want to delay gratification on that car for a while. I would just drive a cheap car with good gas 
mileage thats paid off. Later when I have assets that generate a passive income I would buy a nicer car with 
that. right now you just need to get out of bad debt.

4. minimize your expenses and start a savings account with automatic withdrawal. The point of saving this 
money is so that you reinvest later on in assets that will bring you a passive income.

5. use the concept of always saving extra.

For example, dont' spend all your time or energy on anything. Always save 10-15%. Save money. Leave time to 
relax at the end of teh day. Leave time for reflection. Come to class early by 30 minutes. Always give yourself 
more time than you actually need.

Why? because you don't want to run out of time or energy, or do everything in a super rush. What if there is 
some emergency or something that pops up?
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Squeegee

dude that sounds super sketchy. google the company name and see what people say about it. I found an 
opportunity that sounded a lot like that and it turned out that they were hiring as many sales people as possible 
without regard to the number of salespeople needed to saturate the market for their product. in other words they 
were more interested in getting people to sign up and pay the training fee than to see their salesmen make 
money.

Christoph

I'm staying positive about most things...but the job search, wow. All the big name sites that offer career 
assistance are worthless. If I had a dime for every e-mail I got that said I could make 90k with no exp., I wouldnt 
need the job!!! (not literally, but you get it).

Minimizing my spending is not easy, especially since I'm getting married this summer, have an offer to go to 
Brazil, and all the other fun things that milk you. See the first paragraph, and if that wasn't an issue, neither 
would my spending/saving!!!

The stock market went to hell in a handbag yesterday, so if it plunges today, I will have to sell. Fantastic way to 
be introduced to the market! ha!

Groups, seminars, etc.

4HWW Meetups:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=6884 4hww world wide meetups

Mr RC 

If you're running a regular 4HWW meetup in your local area or city, put up the city you're working with and the 
key contact (can be your email address or forum name), using the format below.

This way, new comers can easily find out whether or not there's a meetup in their city and who to contact about 
it.

SYDNEY - Contact Mr RC. Runs fortnightly on Wednesdays.
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Shmaggity   

Thanks for the thread.

TORONTO - Contact Shmaggity - meets once per month, typically on mondays. currently 3 regular members, 
always open for more!

Deke 

Looking to start a group for Halifax Nova Scotia Canada

AlexMoen   

Currently I am in Shanghai, but I will make my way back to San Diego, CA soon enough. I've run a couple in the 
past, but nothing going currently.

PS Liam- I just saw you're in China now. Any plans to go to Shanghai? I'll also be going to Hong Kong (to check 
out factories and set up bank accounts) and Beijing (mostly for historical stuff) in the next month or so.

subversity 

I'm currently in Melbourne, but I'm moving to the UK (Manchester) in June/July to start a business with a good 
friend. Anyone in the UK feel free to PM me and we can start a regular meetup, would be great to know a few 
more like-minded people in a new country.

Captainsquirril

I would be happy to arrange one, im UK based - Yorkshire.

Anyone else from there or close?

Eeew

Anyone in the Treasure Coast Area of Florida? would love to meet up and hopefuly get something started
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WillPonissi

Anyone from around Cardiff, Wales?

siberia77 

Anyone near Belfast interested in a meetup? 

vijay.melb 

Hi, Any followers of Tim in India??

Marcie

...and putting out feelers for anyone in North Carolina?

Akoo XP

I'm from Perth, Australia kinda sucks because there are 2 aussies here but we're soo far apart. Hopefully 
someone from the west side sees this

Sourmash

I'm in Southern Oregon, I'd like to meet with some people to talk 4HWW, even if it's a web based conference. I'd 
be willing to set one up if anyone is interested in joining

cosmoman 

Hi girls and guys,
Hope you are all well and having lots of fun in this forum.
If your life possibly brings you to Croatia (the capital - Zagreb) that's my neck of the woods and where I am 
currently staying after having recently returned home from my ten year living and working adventure in London, 
UK, please do feel free and welcome to drop me a line by email or simply give me a shout by ringing me on my 
mobile (cell) number below in case you prefer to introduce yourself over the phone.

It will be my great pleasure to meet up with you over a coffee or a walk (if you're more into sports activities like 
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me) in Zagreb where we can fully enjoy swapping our experiences and ideas on designing and living a mobile 
luxury lifestyle that's naturally our ultimate goal of implementing the Four Hour Work Week whose vision I started 
to dream about twenty years ago when I actually realized that I didn't want to put up with and pursue the 
agonizing rat race of everyday life monotonous routine (directly witnessed it in my parents' 9 to 5 working and 
living routine that I've never liked at all).

Just so that you know and for the sake of my brief introduction in the context of my striving to reach my own Four 
Hour Work Week, my main passions are a mobile luxury lifestyle (travelling to both stunningly exotic exteriors 
during any season and glamorous interiors like villas on intact beaches or St. Moritz kind of luxury ski 
accommodation gems) and my feeling absolutely great in the company of naturally beautiful, sexy and fun 
women especially when our outgoing personalities in combination with our cocky and funny traits perfectly match 
and blend in together to form an ecstatically and unforgettably enjoyable meeting Funnily enough, based on my 
twenty year old dream or vision of building up my own luxury world of prosperty and abundance that's basically 
enjoying the unlimited power and freedom of choice in all aspects of my life, my never ending passion about 
sharing fun times with stunning women worldwide has even brought me that far that I've started comparing my 
desired luxury lifestyle with a glamorous lifestyle of a porn star. In fact, to share my little intimate secret with you, 
my potential trying out a porn star lifestyle has actually turned into one of my major life's fears over all these 
years as I have been brought up and taught on all the risks accompanying the involvement in the porn industry. 
Anyway, after having read Tim's "Four Hour Work Week," I have actually realized that my main fear of making 
my fun trial or experiment in the porn industry could well be what I should really do. In this respect, I would 
greatly appreciate all your open advices and observations on this as well as on what kind of best playboy 
lifestyle alternatives to porn may exist for me to consider just in case it turns out that I don't like the taste of porn.

In advance many thanks for your patience reading my longish post in here and of course, for all your thoughts 
and observations also based on your own new rich (NR) luxury lifestyle design experiences and challenges (or 
fears).

See you in Croatia or elsewhere!

jens 

Southwest Washington/Portland/Vancouver
Anyone in the area? Interested in starting a local group. 

bodklb 

Based in the Highlands of Scotland.
Would be interested in meeting in person, creating a facebook group or Skype contact with other local members 
or anyone further afield

Facebook group would most likely be best to start and skype as things progress

livinga4hourlife 

If there is anyone in Victoria, BC interested in a regular meet up, let me know and I will organize it.
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Claude 

I live in Halifax, are you still looking to set up a group?

Jmatt 

Anybody in Philly or the nearby area?

Reako

Anyone in Saint Louis, MO want to meet up, send me a message. Would like to brainstorm the principals of the 
book and create plans for action.

msantore 

Phoenix, Arizona here! Lets make this happen

lifebymiranda

I'm from Perth and would love to catch up to brainstorm ideas and work together to stay motivated

snafu4015

Hello, if there is anyone out there from the Hoboken, NJ area near NYC, be sure to check out the new meetup I 
started recently Internet Business Lifestyle Designers of Hoboken

This will be a mastermind group only for people who are ready to take action. I do not expect the group to gain a 
huge following, just a tight knit group that is focused on achieving success and helping others do the same. I am 
open to members from Hoboken, Jersey City, Northern NJ, or really anywhere in the New Jersey or New York 
City area.

BDuggan 

Anybody in the Boston area game for a meet up? I just started and finished the book in the last few days so i'm 
pretty new to the concepts; however, I'd like to have a group of like-minded people who can give constructive 
feedback and keep me on track (of course those qualities would be mutually shared). send me a message if 
your down!
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sydney4hww 

I'm happy to organise a meetup for people in the Sydney area.

What may work even better is to have a Skype meetup as everyone is so time poor these days.

Let me know what you think?

Fabio 

London and UK

centermez 

If anybody is interested in meeting up in Atlanta, then there's a really great coffee shop called REV that would be 
cool. Of course- there are plenty of other venues, and I'm down for whatever anybody wants to do. if you're 
interested in meeting...I'll try to organize something with some other 4hww-ers. 

4HWW Seminars and Programs:

Tropical MBA Program:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=9182 Tropical MBA Paid Internship for Aspiring 
Entrepreneurs -live in Bali and Build a Biz

DavidTravels 

I think this is a great opportunity for somebody who is getting started.

[Quote:
This post is a job ad. If it were posted on a job website it would be titled something like: “Location Independent 
Entrepreneur Seeks Full Time Intern.” How I wish I would have seen a job ad like that 5 years ago!

This is a job opportunity where you’ll earn cash and get free rent at our huge pad in Bali.]
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Basically, you'll get free accommodation at a villa in Bali, cash and mentorship from successful location 
independent entrepreneurs. In exchange for that, you'll help to grow multiple online businesses.

I participated in one of the Tropical MBA internships more than a year ago. It turned out to be one of the best 
decisions of my life. Being a Tropical MBA intern helped me to make the transition from "backpacker who is 
about to run out of money" to "full-time location independent professional".

My entrepreneurial knowledge increased exponentially, I have been having the time of my life and made friends 
with dozens of other successful location independent entrepreneurs.

Here's what you'll be working on if you get picked:

[Quote:
You’ll be exposed to every functional area of a business that earned over $100,000.00 in the last 4 weeks.
You’ll edit the Lifestyle Business Podcast. It’s a bitch. Check out how detailed our posts are.
You’ll write high quality blog posts like a maniac.
You’ll do research, writing, and editing for premium publications we’ll offer to members of the Dynamite Circle.
You’ll interact directly with our clients via email and Skype to make sure they are happy.
You’ll follow our content protocols to make daily blog posts for a new premium auto website we are launching.
You’ll help us take Tropical Work Force to the world.
Dito for a high end camera equipment website.
TONS of writing and reading.
You’ll be knee deep in entrepreneurship, entrepreneurs, and entrepreneurial information 24/7.]

Maybe this is the right opportunity for somebody on here. 

http://www.tropicalmba.com/

Snafu4015

Hi Dan and David, I just found your podcast www.lifestylebusinesspodcast.com few weeks ago and love it. 
Already listened to all the episodes. Episode #74 was amazing where u just rattled off ideas for tweaks to make 
an awesome product out of seemingly mediocre niches.

Just wanted to give you guys a shout out since I was like "whoa!" when I saw this post.

(If anyone else is reading this you should definitely check these guys out!)

Danski  

Hey thanks so much for the kind words! So happy you like the show it's my favorite thing to do...
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phil 

These guys are the real deal

Bradinator   

Very cool.

Im still mad at myself that I mixed up the date and waited too long to submit an application.

Next time hopefully. 

Project Getaway:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=5609 Project Getaway - Part 1 - Bali, Indonesia

phil 

Original post: http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=5266

Official site: http://www.projectgetaway.net

This is going to be huge. Think "Project Hollywood" from The Game, but for 4HWW lifestyle designers.

---
First official day - Monday, September 27th

We've moved to our main villa in Seminyak today from a smaller villa in Uluwatu.

Nine people so far, with more joining this week. From Denmark, France, Columbia, US.

A GIANT villa compound, with a live-in staff of FIFTEEN.
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A photo/film crew of three will document the adventure.
Last week we've gone surfing, went paragliding along cliffs, and did crossfit everyday. Everyone is super 
productive, some working together on team projects, others on individual muses.

adam.sn

Hmm... this sounds like fun. I might take you guys up on the next one. Certainly cheaper to go on vacation than 
stay in North America.

Cheers & liberation to all!

phil   

Day two

Crossfit @ 11 am

Indonesian dishes served for lunch - prepared and served by the villa staff

A few of us braved the traffic, went to an electronics store to negotiate THREE big flat screen monitors, plus 
keyboards, mice, etc.

So much more productive when working on a big screen than a laptop

Weather is HOT, but otherwise everyone's rockin'

Ordered in takeout for dinner (Greek food)

phil

Day three

Wow, this is good.

I went into town early after breakfast to avoid traffic.
Stocked up on some new t-shirts, shorts, shampoo, etc.

Missed the 11 am crossfit session, but ended up swimming a ton of laps later.
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Got a ton of programming/development work done:
1) working on a technical info system - storing tech info in a database form, and building a CSV file parser

2) searching for a copywriter, getting samples, and moving forward on my page copy project + newsletter copy 
project

Yummy food prepared by the villa staff

Fresh fruit shakes - yum!

Setup a big dining table outside on the lawn. At dinner we had a productivity brainstorming session. Felt a lot like 
an AA session, but for facebook and email addicts.

Once the video guys arrive in a few days, we'll make some productivity tip videos.

One sweet idea I had: Build a simple web-based ordering system for use at our villa. Wherever we are in the 
compound, we can just go to a page, view a menu, and order something. Say, a mango smoothie, coke, a bowl 
of peanuts, foot massage, etc... We'd indicate where we are (pool 1, villa 2, etc..). The order would pop up on the 
kitchen staff's screen.

Lifestyle design to the max!

phil 

Day four

Had a 90 minute massage under a cabana by one of the pools. Cost: $15!

Compiled some productivity tips

ENVIRONMENT
- Have a good start in the day.
- Work when you work best. Even if it’s at 4am.
- Have a routine.
- Drink water, be healthy, exercise, take (power) naps.
- No TV. But music is allowed.
- Create the conditions of an open-space office. Make sure someone can see your monitor.

ANNOYANCES
- The priority is to create, not to react. So don’t read emails before you start working: finish one task before 
opening the Pandora Inbox. Or at least, take five minutes to actually produce something. Creating brings more 
energy.
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- “First time right”. Reopening a file is energy and time-consuming. Finish it and move on.
- Use a call-center if people harass you with phonecalls.
- Train people to communicate the way you want them to communicate, for example only short answers, only 
when it’s really needed, only calling you “Master of the Universe”.

STOP PROCRASTINATING
- Use an egg timer like BlingClock: http://www.blingclock.com/, which will constantly remind you that you have 
only 20 minutes to send those four emails.
- Feel guilty!!
- Use RescueTime: http://www.rescuetime.com/ in order to raise your awareness about how you actually spend 
your time.
- Use Midnight Inbox: http://www.midnightbeep.com/products/midnight-inbox/. Have a pop-up asking you every 
15 minutes if what you’re currently doing is valuable. If not, the pop-up continues to disturb you every 2 minutes.
- Have a friend who asks you at the end of the day if you achieved your goals. The friend can even pretend to be 
angry
- Work in airplanes! No Internet = productivity. If you don’t have a personal airplane, control your Internet-
addiction with strict rules: check e-mails only once or twice a day, or only 10 minutes. Try to spend one day per 
week without Internet. The same goes for facebook Not reading your emails allows you to take control over your 
schedule.

ORGANIZE
- To-do lists are awesome.
- Not to-do lists are also awesome.
- Divide the tasks into sub-tasks. No task should take more than 45 minutes to achieve.
- Prepare the next day before you go to bed.
- Include the guilty pleasures in the planning, like taking a shower or meet your friends.
- Don’t have billions of e-mail adresses: all communication should get through only one Inbox, maybe two if you 
use a smartphone.
- When you have a new idea, write it down and finish whatever you were doing before.

SOCIALIZE
- Work with another person to motivate each other.
- Involve people: organize appointments about the tasks you need to do. It helps to commit - to deadlines but 
also to real people.
- Employ people. If it’s worth it.
- Don’t employ people. They’re complicated
- Communicate clearly. Send, and make sure you receive, only relevant emails.

MOTIVATION
- Tie yourself to your chair until you finish doing a boring task. It works like a constant reminder.
- Focus on the goal and its benefits. Remember the big picture.
- Create motivation groups.
- Make sure you’re doing the right thing: what’s the value of what you’re doing? Is it a choice?
- Don’t freak out if you spend too much time on facebook. But be productive during the amount of time during 
which you have decided to work.
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- Money. Is it a success if you don’t earn money?
- Be passionate. Even for the boring things: pretend that you’re someone else, who actually enjoys 
financial/administrative tasks. Be passionate about everything.

Phil

Day five

Test drove an old, but tricked out Toyota Landcruiser for rent. Sweet paint job, big tires, and stereo system. 
Looks cool, but drives/handles like hell. Wasn't for me, but for one of the others. Only $20 / day.

It was a funny sight, seven masseuses showed up promptly at 3pm. Those of us getting hour-long balinese 
massages scattered about, under cabanas, etc.

Two new guys flew in today from Denmark to join Project Getaway. Now its 11 of us. More on their way.

phil 

Day six
Relaxing Saturday at the villa.

We hosted a cocktail party. Here's some guys wandering around passing out invites:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hR4Uqvt_qts

phil 

Day seven – Sunday

I went to bed at 5 am last night. Oh well, relaxing / lazy day. I don't drink, but a lot of other people were 
recovering a bit from the party.

Some people are feeling sick, perhaps from the home-made arak, which is an Indonesian specialty alcohol. 
Apparently nine people died from it last year.

A few more massages under the cabana's.
One more guy arrived today (part of the camera crew). So we're 12 people now.

Went out finally into town, for a nice Japanese restaurant, and drinks at a chill lounge/bar later.
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Back by midnight, and a quick dip in the pool. Got a big day tomorrow of Scuba diving
phil 

Day Eight

SCUBA diving! One of the best dive's I've done. Been diving in California, Hawaii, Japan, Cyprus, and Malawi 
(Africa).

The drive / traffic out there sucked, but once we were in the water, was so beautiful. 28 degrees, saw a shark, 
squid, octopus, stingray, and tons of soft colorful coral.

Supposed to be an awesome wreck dive here, but its a 3 hours drive. I say we just get a helicopter

Johnny2029 

That looks amazing guys! I posted a link on my facebook and I sincerly hope some of my friends and colleges 
will get their ass on a plane to Bali ASAP. I'm currently living at a MMA training camp in Thailand and doing my 
4hww thing here. But Project: Getaway looks AMAZING! Best of luck to you guys! 

Comfort Challenges/Failure

Comfort Challenges: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=4905 Comfort challenges

Avex

Good afternoon!

Guys, I've listened to Tim's book 4-5 times now and am still having issues with a few of his comfort challenges:
-negotiating down prices
-Saying no
-Asking for phone numbers
-Finding Yoda.

How many of you have successfully completed all or most comfort challenges? If not, where did you stop? If you 
did the challenges, would you say they were beneficial?
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I wouldn't call myself skittish and I do a lot of daring things and am trying to do 1 uncomfortable thing per day 
(just had my termination discussion today). Yet I cant seem to get to the more meaty challenges.

Any thoughts/suggestions?

kamakiri 

They are easy. Just make the decision and do them. Follow Tim's advice, and just get out there.

Fernando

Think about the worst thing that can happen. A bad look? A rejection? Even a punch? Not so terrible any of 
them. And you'll feel great after defeating your fears!

Avex

The question was more about how many challenges did you guys complete...

kamakiri

My own personal challenges are deeper than Tim's. Here is one I did. The goal was to impersonate Elvis.

Sake No Ichi Commercial

Yes that is me, and that commercial ran for 4 years.

Not a fan of laying down in the middle of a room, but I have laid down on top of the up and down banisters of an 
escalator in a busy building. You spin around like mad, great fun.

AlexMoen  

I think many of the comfort challenges should become a regular way of life. They're mostly things I tried years 
before (or extremely similar things) to expand my comfort zone and confidence, and actually to pick up girls to a 
large degree (confidence oozes over into all aspects of life).

The eye gazing one is actually something I practiced years before 4HWW. It was a great way for me to 
overcome being shy and build more confidence back in college. The reactions were never bad. Best case 
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scenario I got a few hot girls to smile and stop walking and say hello, and worst case I had a guy apologize for 
staring at me because he had thought I thought he was staring me down for a fight- ha.
Proposing is pretty straightforward too. You don't always need to be the one leading the way, but most of the 
time I've noticed people are indifferent and just don't want to make the first move. I've taken it a bit farther and 
simply stated to groups what I'm doing and that they should join, but I'll be doing it regardless of what they 
decide.

The phone number deal can be nerve-racking. I never did the rapidfire ask right off the bat approach (except in 
business settings where I chatted with a group- but that's not the point of this challenge, it needs to be attractive 
people), but I have reeled in more than 2 in one night.

Saying no to others was actually a part of my routine too. Sometimes I regretted doing it after the fact as I may 
have come off as an asshole, but I still do these no exercises from time to time as a mild way to assert 
dominance. I now believe it's not good to always say no, but I think going through with this and getting the 
experience and knowing how and when to say no is valuable.

The laying down in public is actually the only one I don't recall having actually done. The general idea I figured 
was to simply assert who you are and break social conventions and not care what others think- which I've done 
in many other ways. I haven't dressed up as Elvis to sell Japanese products (haha) but I have gone out of my 
way on many occasions to stand out and attract attention as a way of testing myself.

Avex

Thank you for the examples! I'm much more confident now and will accomplish more
As for dressing up as elvis, that's pretty cool!

Solrak29

I was asking myself a similar question. Like, once you do the challenges
then what is next? Go back and repeat them? Then I ask, in repeating
them, are they still really challenging?

I've done the first challenge with ease and continue to do it as I do
still find myself looking away first time. Girls, for me, are easy, so I
focus on the more intimidating people. Usually, bigger, stronger,
meaner looking guys than myself. So far so good.

The phone number intrigued me the most as I thought, "hey, not a
bad idea just to get out my shell". But the most I did was one day
to one person. So my goal here is to do exactly as in the book,
2 per day for 2 days in the row. But is that enough? And do you have
have to actually get a phone number? Or is asking enough?
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So I 'm "stuck" here as I feel it's progression thing. So until I do this
one, I will not move to other ones. Though, the saying "no" part is
easy for me and I've done that before the book.

So what's all said in done, do you rinse and repeat? As I feel that
these things are important.

Anger/Failure:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1768 Anger?

dking 

What do you do with the anger that comes from trying and failing?

Padma

You turn it into a burning fire that consumes you and gives you the energy, determination, and mental armor to 
become more than what you wanted to become. Each failure brings you closer, each setback brings just clears a 
path between you and your destiny. Stay in tune with your path and you cannot fail.

In the words of Ayn Rand:

"I HAVE COME HERE TO SAY THAT I DO NOT RECOGNIZE ANYONE'S RIGHT TO ONE MINUTE OF MY 
LIFE..."

kamakiri 

It is better to be pissed off than to be pissed on.

Go rent Rocky Balboa. The last in the Rocky series. This is the clip I am talking about.

The 40HWW is for those unwilling to take the hit.
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TimW

Kamairi should understand this one:

"Nana koru bi, ya oki"

"Seven times down, eight times up".

Why are you getting angry? Is it because life or "they" are keepin' a man down?

Or is it because of a stupid mistake you made?

If the former, then I don't know if success will come, since all your problems are never caused by you...but 
always someone else. Getting angry at them will not do anything but reinforce your perception that you're never 
wrong, and The Man is woking to keep you down.

If the latter, then getting angry at yourself is self-defeating. The action is past, done, over. A sunk cost. What you 
CAN do is change how you react to it.

Trust me when I say I've made NUMEROUS mistakes in running my business. Some were boneheaded 
mistakes caused by impetuous behavior, others by lack of knowledge, others by failing to follow through on a gut 
instinct, and others by failing to act (being too conservative).

"Audentes fortuna juvat" / "Fortune favors the bold" - Virgil

Or, if you're into Martial history:

"Qui audet adipiscitur" / "Who dares Wins" - SAS

Or, if you need a Spiritual version:

"God grant me the courage to change that which I can change, the serenity to accept that which I cannot 
change, and the wisdom to know the difference."

andyYY

May I add this one :

"Who dares, Wins"
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Stallion

The Rich Dad Poor Dad book really emphasized failure as a great tool for learning.

kamakiri 

I have to say that the most successful people I know are the ones who make the most mistakes. I can also tell 
you that making mistakes is not fun. I had two franchisees bail in one month leaving me with a $250,000 bill 
back in Feb 2006. The crappy thing is that if you have trouble with 250k in debt, you are in trouble. If you can 
make it to 2.5mil in debt, then the bank has trouble.

The list of things I learned from that experience is too long to even think about.

As long as you continue to make NEW mistakes you will be fine. Making the same mistakes over and over 
expecting different results each time is domain of the 60HWW employee.

If you aren't bold enough to make a few mistakes, you will never get ahead of the game.

webgal 

Based on your evaluation K, I should be a genius by now. <grin>

andyYY 

not yet,you may ask to mr. Edison...

You know,the lightbulb story...

Don't focus on FAILURE,because you will get another failure.

simply focus on what went good and what went wrong.

It took me 2 years of deep hard work,wake up every morning early and finish to work very late just to pay my bills 
but now I'm pretty good at managing business,without a degree,without superior education.

Keep your dreams and hopes next to you,because if you see no ways,a way will be made.
I
f you don't see opportunity,an opportunity will show up.
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I do that usually : Study,Do,Learn,Test,Re-do,Start to learn again.
kamakiri 

I said failure breeds success, not genius. We all know you are a genius. <Anyone saying otherwise will have to 
fight stallion>.

As I am sure my fans will remember, I am an avid reader of ETR, and this came across today. It fits perfectly:

Was It Worth the Pain? By John L. Herman Jr.

Success is like any other high in life. It is a rush. It may be as simple as getting the closest parking space. Ahhh, 
that little rush of victory! And all it took was driving around the lot three times.

Naturally, bigger goals get a bigger rush. They also usually require more pain.

But succeeding makes the pain seem unimportant. If that were not true, would women ever have a second 
child? They know the birth will be painful, and still they want to bring that second life into the world. As a father, I 
am grateful for that. After all, the births don't cause men any pain. (We feel the pain later, when those babies 
have grown into moody teenagers.)
As sports fans, we celebrate when our team wins the pennant. But we can't possibly feel as good as the players 
do - because we didn't experience the pain it took for them to get there. I have never heard a winning athlete say 
"It wasn't worth it. The practices were too hard. I was away from my family too much. Keep the trophy. I don't 
want it." No. They cry, they leap into the air, they blow kisses, and the team members hug each other in the 
sheer exhilaration of that winning moment.

At the moment of success, we forget the cost.

Do we ever go too far? Or pay too high a price? You bet we do. Because we are flawed and sometimes ignore 
things we shouldn't. In relationships, for example. Any joy in a success after a break-up will be tempered by the 
loss. But there will still be joy.

The ideal is to achieve success without paying too high a price. The person who figures that out gets the biggest 
rush in the end.

Author and businessman John L. Herman Jr. ("Herman"), who has owned more than 20 companies, has become 
an expert on why businesses fail. The above article was excerpted with permission from Hermanisms: Axioms 
for Business and Life.

For more information about Herman and his business writing, please visit Hermanisms.com.] 

badhank 

pick a fight with some1 smaller than you, or over-react to an error by a checkout/fast food service employee by 
causing a huge scene.
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either way make sure u direct ur anger at ppl that mean nothing to you and that you do not have to face every 
day like family.
Kamakiri

Bad Hawk, you are a sick and evil man, but your advice is right on.

Anger can be used positively, but most of the time it is used for unproductive purposes, like petty family 
squabbling. Always keep your priorities straight, and take a step back if you find that you are becoming an ogre 
to live with, take a walk.

badhank 

hey i may be "sick" and "evil" but im not... um, what was that other thing you said?

Webgal

Well, I tossed anger a long time ago because I am too goal oriented and noticed that it doesn't get me what I 
want most of the time. It usually puts people on the defense and you get a quick fix but no long term equity. Well 
planned anger works wonders if you calm down enough to intelligently discuss what it is you are angry about.

Badhank

yea we all know that you can plan things etc etc, but it still doesnt give you the satisfaction of smashing a fax 
machine on the floor when the damn thing has been malfunctioning for the last year.... sweet payback

TimW

One cannot know the internal bliss of launching a cordless phone into the concrete patio when it fails, for the 
dozenth time, to answer a call when you hit send because it's "confused". The price of driving to the local 
electronics mart and purchasing a new one was a small price to pay for Nirvana.....

webgal

Smashing something is a sweet feeling. As long as it's not someone's head. But smashing electronics? I'm all for 
it. In fact, that might be a good party to have. Put out all that outdated electronic crap you've been holding onto 
and just have people come over with theirs and just smash it, throw it and kick it. It would be the best party ever.

I have to tell you I have a client who has a forum and someone on that forum got pissed because her husband 
logged on as her and made a post. He was ticked because she posted what a lame Valentines Day he'd 
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planned. (both of them were too much.) So she STABBED his laptop. His $4k laptop with a butcher knife. And 
then they kissed and made up and we banned them both for a myriad of other odd behavior.

Badhank

ok ghandi, so now you think your better than me? :P

TimW 

Yes, smashing them is fun. Blowing them up is better. However, I don't have pics of those because, well, there's 
nothing left.

These are pics of some fun things I did with a National Guard unit over the weekend. The holes in the disk drives 
are from an EOD (Explosive Ordnance Disposal) tool called a PAN. It shoots a 12 guage metal slug at about 
3,000 feet-per-second.

We also shot one with something called an X-Rod (below), but all we could find of it was a small piece of the 
circuit board. At the end of the day, we blew them all up (along with other stuff) using about 20 pounds of C-4 
explosives.

Apart from being VERY hot and VERY sweaty from being out in the desert in body armor, catharsis was 
reached. Below is me, resplendent in my finery.

webgal 

Yep, I do. Imagine that. <grin>

Actually, TimW has all the fun. I say we join him on reconnaissance and blow some stuff up. I need some stress 
relief. He doesn't need anger management because he gets in touch with his terrorist side and blows stuff up on 
weekends. I'm not sure I'd want anything from him from the barbecue grill, though. "Charred with fresh fallout" is 
not how I like my hamburger.

TimW 

I don't do radioactive, and there's no fallout from C-4.

I will say that there's nothing like being around a big "thump" when the stuff goes off. We were about 200 yards 
away from an 8 block detonation (blocks of C-4 weight 1.25 pounds each), with some overcast. The clouds 
deflect the blastwave backdown, making it even more impressive.

However, there were two incidents that were a bit harrowing. One was when the group was doing procedures on 
live 155 high-explosive Howitzer rounds. Once done, they have to make it all "go away". So, they placed some 
C-4 on them to "blow in place". We were 750 meters from the rounds, and the techs were still "I'm not sure we're 
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far enough...I wish we could move further away".

We couldn't move because we had two sets of rounds, and were basically between them. Luckily there was an 
old Marine Corps armored troop carrier that we basically hid behind, as we listened to the shrapnel whiz 
overhead.

Fun times, to be sure, but they (we/me) never underestimate how dangerous it really can be if you aren't paying 
attention.

What I really wanted to do with those hard drives was to stack them an put a Thermite grenade or two on them 
to turn the drives into a big ball of molten metal (Slag). However, they didn't get any Thermite this time. I was 
sad...until the first bang went off on Friday. Then I was in my happy place.

padma 

Is that plate carrier from your site? I happen to be in need of one before I head to a certain somewhere and 
maybe will hit you up for a deal on one?

TimW 

It's actually an Eagle Maritime CIRAS armor carrier for BALCS-style armor panels. I wasn't wearing plate in it 
that day...14 extra pounds I didn't need.

I'll send you a PM later this weekend (I am heading out the door now) with more info

webgal 

Testosterone is leaking all over the place around here.

badhank 

tim:
awesome 2 the max bro

dking 

So get angry, Bomb something using Explosives?
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You want me to be the blind Unibomber? Is that what I'm hearing?

officer_dibble 

I reckon the best thing to do is:

    Get a bit of paper
    Mark a line down the centre of it
    At the head of one column - write What went well (WWW)
    At the head of the other - write Take a look at (TALA)
    Brainstorm for as long as it takes, writing stuff under the appropriate column
    Decide what the action to make more of WWW and address TALA

Remember you aren't looking to record what went wrong or who to blame - just stuff to take a look at. I find it a 
great tool to diffuse anger - especially in team situations.

I picked it up from Manager Tools podcast (the members only podcast called the Hot Wash)

EsotericRule 

First of all dKing....who says anger is bad? The ones making oodles from 'anger management' programs? Real 
anger does not occur in a vacuum, and much of the anger prevalent in 'society' is quite valid...lol.

The Scots have an old outlet for aggression (other than banging a claymore about the head and shoulders of 
their foes...or playing the bagpipes within earshot of them )...the 'shrieking tree'.

The idea stems from the concept that a large tree can weather much, even a mans invective and spleen. You 
simply walk outdoors, pick a tree and yell at it good and long about whats irking you. At length you get 
exhausted, the tree is unphased, and the 'anger' expunged.

Remember that anger infers passion. Now, that passion may be frustrated by physical/mental limitation or other 
bottlenecks but at least its there. Take a look around and note all the passionless 'grey's walking around.

Get angy, let it out, move on.

"If you have only one smile in you, give it to the people you love. Don't be surly at home, then go out in the street 
and start grinning 'Good Morning' at total strangers." Maya Angelou

dking
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There is one thing that makes it very hard; That advice discriminates against the blind who can not see paper, or 
what is written on it. Thanks anyway.

officer_dibble

My apologies I hadn't picked up you were blind when I wrote that message. Possibly it could be done on the 
computer, to a digital recorder or even out loud with a friend or family member recording and regularly reading 
the ideas back to you if you start drying up. Or using whatever method you currently use for capturing ideas. 
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II. Elimination

Eliminating Stuff

General: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=267 Eliminating physical stuff

squeegee 

Over the last couple of months I have eliminated about 5 milk-crates full of old notes from school, broken 
electronics, and college textbooks. I still own a lot of stuff though - if I moved tomorrow it would take up most of a 
cargo van.

On one hand I'm thinking it would be so liberating to have minimal possessions so that it would be easy to pack 
up and move any time I like. I've heard lots of talk like "get rid of 90% of what you own ... lead the simple life!"

On the other hand I enjoy the convenience of having useful things on hand so that when I want to go on 
spontaneous adventures they are instantly available. For instance a pair of beach towels, a box full of computer 
cables, specialized kitchen gadgets... oh and hand tools and power tools (very important). I am thinking it is 
worth the expense to have lots of useful possessions because they bring me joy, and i can pay people to help 
me when I move, and I can put them in storage when I go on vacation.

Still i realize the necessity of ruthlessly eliminating junk that I no longer use or enjoy.

What do you guys think about having lots of stuff?

Vagabond

I'm a big believer that theres no "one size fits all" for how you should live. If you like keeping some stuff around 
then I dont see why you should get rid of it. I think some people feel bogged down by having so many 
possessions.

Marcie 

I have a lot of clutter I need to get rid of. I am seriously considering hiring someone (forgot what they are called) 
who will come to my house, take stuff, put it on ebay, give me the $ and they take a commission.

It's one of the premises of feng shui - too much clutter clutters your mind.
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I had cleaned out a lot until two funerals and a wedding prompted some inheritances of stuff that have filled my 
house up!

cheez avenger

I'm in the process of doing that myself.

I'm getting rid of all of the useless clutter at home (selling it on ebay) and then I will sell off all the junk in storage 
(also selling it on ebay).

The thing I do since I want to unload all that "junk" fast is setting up my auctions at 3-5 day time limits-that way it 
goes out faster from my place.

Don't get me wrong, I'm still keeping the stuff that's dear to me... like my home theater, dvds, framed movie 
posters etc... I need my movies

seven

I have tons of clothes I never wear and I think I'll just donate them rather than sell them. I'll probably donate the 
majority of my books to the library except the few that I will keep or signed 1st editions that I might auction off.

I have quite a few DVD's and CD's and think I might auction some of the DVD's but maybe do a yard sale for 
most of them. I also have a collection of laserdiscs I'll probably try to auction.

Furniture I'll try to list in local free classified magazine unless I sell it in yard sale.

But, for stuff that won't make a lot of money anyway (books, clothes, etc...) I think I'd just prefer to donate it then 
go to the hassle of trying to sell it.

cartoonfan1983

I would sell your books, DVD's, and CD's on Amazon.com. It is very easy and quick because all you enter is the 
UPC code or ISBN number and your price (I can post 60-70 items in an hour). I sold all my DVD's about a year 
ago because I never watched them again after buying them. I just posted them on amazon at below the lowest 
price (because they were worth nothing on the shelf, I didn't care if they only sold for $3). Every week I would 
update my pricing to drop again to the lowest price point. I sold all my DVD's and books in 2 weeks.

Clothes are much harder. Just donate them and get the tax benefits.
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Peter Bowen

I sold or gave away everything except what fitted into 23kg luggage allowance per person for myself, wife and 
four kids.

it included 5 houses, 3 businesses, a huge workshop full of tools (power tool junkie), three vehicles, over a 
thousand books.

kept the photo albums, journals and the kids, two hard drives, a macbook and my leatherman and about four 
outfits.

Liberating and scary.

Haven't missed too much of it

seven

Thanks for the tip cartoonfan. It never occurred to me to try Amazon. If it worked for you I'll definitely look into 
trying that.

b18bgone 

Peter,

Its really great what you have done, and what you are acomplishing. I hope the surf is good over there. 

dixonge 

what about the wife?

dixonge 

I just bought a book from Peter Walsh called It's All Too Much which deals with this very subject. We've cleared 
out a ton of clothes and consolidated home office spaces and next is the garage *ugh*

Merlin Mann has been discussing this book and his own decluttering process over on 43Folders.com - good 
reading.

And Unclutterer.com is an entire site devoted to elimination.
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Christoph 

I'm in the process of selling all my unnecessary items on ebay. It is time consuming, and the profits are rather 
small, but I have hopes that they will increase. I'm testing different strategies for listing to keep my profit high 
while my expenditures low while still attracting prime buyers. I just have too much useless stuff, and I'm finally 
realizing that!!!

MariaG 

Christoph, in keeping with the spirit of this site, I suggest outsourcing your Ebaying! If you have items of high 
enough value, there are several stores that will do the auction for you, and keep a percentage of the sale. ISoldIt 
is one of the larger merchants in this arena.

cheez avenger

Ouch! I researched Isold it (I've got one in my city) and they want 40-50% for my stuff. I'm all for "outsourcing" 
but when I lose 40-50 of the value--I have to say no... Btw, I'm an expert seller on ebay, what's time consuming 
to most is minimal to me.

My 3 cents.

Christoph 

The most time consuming part for me is just the packaging and shipping. Plus, I think I am spending 
waaaaaaayyyy too much time on the nitty gritty details about what I am selling. I see people who take a picture, 
reiterate what the pic says in a sentence, and boom; it sells for a crap ton, while I take time to be methodical and 
then get reamed in fees and low sales. Jeez.

I've been on eBay since about 1997 (I was 13!) or so in one capacity or another, but now, for one reason or 
another, I'm actually starting to sell multiple items instead of one or two.

cheez avenger

It used to be the same for me. Packing & shipping, now I save myself the headache of it all and do it online.

I print my own shipping labels, and make my own packing material.

All I do is schedule a mailman to come and pick up the stash for me. In order to have that service done, you 
need to have at least 1 item ship via priority mail.

Other times if I'm running errands, I'll just take everything to the post office and put in their sorting boxes, or give 
them to the clerks without standing in line.
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The new cool feature (assuming you're shipping internationally) is you can now print out your custom/postage 
forms online as well. If you buy international postage, the form acts as a dual custom/shipping label. All you do is 
give it to the clerk and they'll stuff the copies on an attached customs shipping envelope.

I've got the good fortune of having the main central post office nearby. Once my packages are sorted, the semi 
trucks are off to the airport.

final_id 

Move to a major urban area where your home will be smaller. That which does not fit, must be sold. Most items 
will probably command a higher price in the major urban area ...

craigslist ... salvation army ... used book stores ... used CD stores ...

I very much enjoy winnowing out my stuff, and getting down to basics. I have a very few, very nice things. I want 
to keep it that way.

My biggest worry about getting rid of stuff is, that if I ever get hitched, the woman in my life won't appreciate the 
"voluntary simplicity" lifestyle the way I do. I haven't yet had a date with anyone who thinks less is more in the 
material department.

Christoph 

I seem to get the total shaft when printing out my own labels. I am highly considering investing in a small digital 
scale so I dont have to pay flat rate per pound stuff as that eats up any profit, or, just selling smaller items. Case 
in point: I sold a 1930s injector razor the other day for about $3.50..MFing postage was $4.80 because I said it 
was a pound!!! Good god! I do like the idea of them picking it up because inevitably I will have something priority.

Do you have any recommendations for doing it cheaper? I am definitely for saving some cash!! I got about 2 
dozen free boxes from an ebay/usps partnership (or something along those lines) so that will save quite a bit.

final_id 

Peter: any hints how to accomplish some of these tasks? How long did it take you? Did you outsource? E-Bay 
sellers, estate agents, junk dealers? For me it isn't so much the fear of losing the stuff, as it is the hassle of 
dealing with the actual act of eliminating. Having to hike to the post office, or spend time posting (and re-
checking) advertisements on blogs, or ... whatever. Your thoughts? I think it's great you did that, by the way! Your 
kids will be better people!

In addition, you might want to know about the "voluntary simplicity" movement. You can simply Google that 
phrase. It's very much along the lines of the elimination portion of Tim Ferriss's plan (although quite often the VS 
people are really into the notion of do-it-yourself and skin-flint-ing, to the point that they sometimes seem to 
value having a hard, money-free life, more than they value the independence from stuff; I wouldn't 100% 
recommend it, but I would say there are some wise things to be found over there just like there are some 
strengths and weaknesses to be found over here!).
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Christoph: You can just outsource this. If you aren't too concerned about the profit (someone else in this thread 
said, "They were worth nothing at all to me, sitting on the shelf"; therefore, by definition, you have gained even if 
the sale is merely ¢.01!) then a professional EBay reseller (or a grad student from the local university, who has 
free internet access through his school, plus a digital camera) will likely want about 25% of the total.

Yes. Charge shipping to the buyer.

I happen to collect vintage razors as well. First, getting rid of a 1930s injector for a mere $3.50 was a steal -- you 
should have sent it to me! I recently sold a similar item for $20 (including shipping) to a member of a shaving and 
men's grooming forum. I just posted the price, and in about two weeks someone decided he wanted it. There 
was some minor hassle -- re-checking the ad, upping the ante ("last bump! limited-time offer!"), so maybe it's not 
for you. But I'm sure it was as easy as EBay, if not easier. (BTW, the forum is ShaveMyFace.com so you can 
check me out over there!)

Second, most of the vintage razors that I see on EBay have a pre-determined shipping cost. The smallest of the 
US Postal Service's Priority Mail boxes (box itself is free from the Post Office, AND THEY DELIVER THEM if you 
request on line) requires $8.95 in shipping/postage fee and includes two-day delivery in the Continental US. So, 
include in your listing that the buyer pays shipping, that the shipping is $8.95, and that you allow only buyers 
from the Continental US. This would mean that, aside from yesterday's newspaper and a sandwich baggie which 
you use as packing inside the box, your shipping experience is essentially free of money, since the buyer spends 
it, and time, since you just stuff it in there and leave it. OK, so ya gotta get some tape, too. Always with the tape!

I've seen everything from $1.50 to $10.00 for shipping for vintage razors, and for a lot of other items it gets really 
high. By all means, MAKE THE BUYER ABSORB IT. In my experience, nearly all EBay sellers require that the 
buyer pay shipping, and since it's listed as part of the "built in" price in the first place, nobody can possibly feel 
hard-done-by this arrangement. They knew it at the outset. If they really don't like it, then they can simply not bid. 
If they DO bid, then by implication they have consented to your shipping and handling fee. 

cheez avenger

The way I move my products is I start them off from .01-.99, (usually causes a bidding war) then I charge a flat 
non-negotiable shipping price. I always ship via media mail which is a parcel rate 2-9 days, and the cheapest.

The risk you take shipping items with media (if they really aren't media) is that postal clerks can check and open 
up a package that's marked as media to verify that it really is media. If they do that and your product is not 
media, they will not send the package and bill you for the difference in shipping price. Its never happened to me 
yet (knock on wood).

I've sold many dvds, and what I do is start them off @ .99 with a 3.00-3.50 shipping range. If the dvd weighs less 
than 12 oz, I will ship it first class which is a dollar some change. If it weighs more than 12 oz I ship via media 
mail for two dollars and some change. When I hit the area of having products weigh more than 12 oz, I always 
go media.

I hope this helps, and you were able to understand my ramblings.
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Christoph

Cheez-
I definitely understand

My products are quite heavy, at least in the 2-5lb range (at least for now) so shipping, for some ungodly reason, 
is expensive, and I never remembered it being that bad a year back when I was heavy into selling.

I always charge the buyer shipping. I bought a suit jacket for $.98 at a thrift store and it sold for $11. Sweet, 
that's a hell of a return! After ebay, paypal, and shipping fees, I wound up with like $1 profit. It is seeming to me 
that I might have to bite the bullet and sell things at a higher cost initially just to widen the profit gap.

Another thing that has been causing a shit storm (ahem, cuss word used for emphasis..heh..) is people 
complaining that I am putting shipping too high for a small object. Idiots...with over 500+ feedback, you would 
think that they'd know the USPS or FedEx rate structure by now and realize even a small item can cost $5 to 
ship!!

Yea, I'll learn eventually So far so good. I had one item, a college football decanter, that was at $25 for a day, no 
bids...I revised and upped the price to $60 and literally within 15 minutes a person bid on it and I have 5 
watchers. Take that!!

cheez avenger

Even at the 2-5 lbs range, ship them via media mail. You'll make a small profit from shipping as well

I'm thinning out my guitar collection, and sold one for 1000 with free shipping within the U.S... I charged 100$ to 
ship it to Canada. Lo and behold, a Canadian cat bought it. After fees, postal, ebay, paypal, I ended up with a 
cool 1k.

What the picky buyer doesn't realize is that when you list something and charge a certain amount for shipping, 
you're not just charging them for shipping alone. Packing, gas costs, trips to the post office, standing in line, 
supplies, etc...

S&H= Parts and Labor.

That's how I see it.

Christoph

People will do whatever they can to get out of paying even $2 more! It's rather pathetic. I also view s/h as ALL 
facets you mentioned.

How do I ship media mail if I dont actually have media in the package? I'd feel like an idiot having stuff returned!
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Slowly but surely my higher dollar items are getting bids and more watches, and I care about profit, so 
outsourcing is not an option for me at this time.

cheez avenger

I use paypal to print out mailing labels from home. You get several options. Media Mail is one of them. I think it's 
less of a risk doing it from home than actually doing it at the post office, since the clerks there might ask you 
what's in the package.

I know what you mean about the "hagglers". Make it known in your listing that it will ship for a certain amount, 
'non-negotiable'.

Now if you get a winning buyer trying to haggle the shipping costs after he/she wins the item. It's in your favor, 
because your description clearly states how much an item costs to ship. If they had a problem with it, they 
should not have bid. They are bound by Ebay's rules, you'll win if it came down to filing a claim.

Yeah, outsourcing isn't an option for me either.

final_id 

I haven't really experienced this (I'm not "in business" to sell on EBay, but I do it from time to time). My shipping 
costs are right there, up front. Everyone just pays them. I usually call it a round $6 or $7, and then ship via non-
boxed (therefore non-flat-rate) USPS Priority Mail. Larger items like a guitar, I dunno, it might get to be a hassle.

Agreed. I guess in the rare instance of someone claiming "I didn't realize the shipping was so much, I'm very 
sorry for having bid," you can always just defer it to the second-most-winning bidder. But very few have said, 
"Hey, I won't pay $7 for shipping."

Keep in mind as well, that all the printed shipping labels which PayPal provides have the option of "show / hide 
shipping cost". So, you can print them with only a bar-code, and your recipient won't see the actual dollar 
amount.

cheez avenger 

Correct about paypal letting you decide whether to show or not to show postage. The other cool thing about 
using paypal with Ebay is that they automatically include a shipping confirmation # for .18. If you were to go to 
the post office and get a conf. # they charge .65. If you have tons of stuff to inload .65 a pop adds up.

As far as a guitar goes... I'd rather do the extra "work" if knew that I'd get my 99-100 % of the sale as opposed to 
only 50-60% at an Isold store.

I get boxes for free, and make my own packaging material. It's all pretty easy and fast when you have a system.
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final_id

I used to work as a Publicist, which meant I was doing lots and lots of shipping out of packets, books, materials. 
So there was always a "spare" box, some roll of tape 'er other, and plenty of styrofoam peanuts at the office, and 
pickups from all the major carriers. Now I'm at home on my own, and it's more of a hassle, plus more of an 
expense. How many people actually know how much Office Depot charges for one of those tape-dispenser-gun 
thingies? Wow!

cheez avenger

LOL! Exactly!

A tape dispenser gun is too rich for my blood, I just buy 1 roll of thick tape and use the dispenser that it comes 
with, usually made of plastic. Then I just buy a refill.

I also get my boxes from work.

I'm not a professional seller or anything, so when I do sell--it's in short bursts. Since I'm trying to do away with 
my 84$ a month storage unit--I'm in full seller mode.

Christoph 

I actually shipped a guitar recently for only $22 via fedex...but yet a small, 10oz razor cost me about $5 via 
usps....I don't get it.

I'm in full sell mode as well, and dammit, I will make a profit!!!!!!!

I've used the paypal label and opted not to show the cost, which I think is beneficial if the margin is too much, 
however, if it is right up there with what I charged, eh, i'll let em see it.

My free boxes are in Des Moines, Iowa today en route to my door!!!! That will be a big $$ saver. 

cheez avenger

Truthfully, I only use USPS for all of my shipping needs. I've never shipped with Fedex or UPS.

Nah, my customers will never see how much postage costs. They don't need to. Postage costs whatever it 
costs--it's that simple. You don't like, you don't buy.
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Paul Theodorescu  

Is it really worth selling stuff away? I usually end up giving it away. I live in a student Dorm, and my room is 
small, so that keeps me from accumulating junk.

final_id

I regularly wrestle with this. To sell or to dump or to give? I have come up with a mild formula which I use to 
determine whether or not I ought to undergo the "hassle" of trying to sell, give away, or simply trash something. 
Here's the state of my "method" right now, thought it's open for revision. Your thoughts?

1. Distinguish between that which I wish to sell, and that which I am willing to part with for free.

Can I reasonably expect to gain $100 or more, for less than 2 or 3 hours' work by selling it? Whether that's EBay 
or to a civilian by means of a classified ad, I tend to think that the act of selling something straightforward (aside 
from a car or house, or something else with licenses and legal requirements) will take 2-3 hours time. I made up 
this formula because my Dreamline roughly suggests I "should" be making a minimum of $35 an hour if I were 
working 40 hours a week, though I would want to try to make the same (roughly $5000 per month) at 4 hours a 
week of course. So, do the math ...

So, $100 or more for 3 hours or less. (I am getting pretty good at EBay and forum-based sales. I'm starting to 
"batch," and am able to make that kind of money. Remember, the time is distributed across several phases of 
the process -- photographing, posting the listing, interacting with potential buyers, billing the winning bidder, 
shipping.)

2. After sell-able items, then distinguish between that which I wish to give to a worthy recipient (friend or charity) 
versus that which I wish to throw out.

Find things on the basis of friends' interests. Spend no more than five minutes on any given friend. Rather than 
having stuff you try to give away, and then try to find friends for it; do it the other way around. Have friends you 
want to give things to, and then try to find if any of your stuff will fit them. Send an email to each friend whom you 
have in mind. "Hey Joe, I'm moving and getting rid of stuff. I know you like camping equipment. I wonder if you'd 
like my tent? It's worth about $75 on EBay, but I thought I'd let you have it, as long as you promise to let me 
sleep in it if we're ever on another camping trip together. OK? I also have some old clothes you are free to look 
through. I know your son is my size." That's it. No more effort. Or you can start wrapping things for Christmas 
right now. Label and wrap and put it in the closet!

After three weeks, all stuff ear-marked for friends returns to the up-for-grabs pile. If they aren't excited enough 
about the item to get back to you in three weeks, they aren't interested in it. Don't burden them with your detritus. 
They may want to simplify some day, too!

3. After sell-able items and gifts to friends, distinguish between that which you wish to give to a charity versus 
that which you are willing to throw away.

Anything that isn't claimed by friends, you can either throw out or give to charity. Each act is roughly equivalent -- 
piling it up into garbage bags and hauling it either to the dumpster or to the Salvation Army depot -- but how you 
determine which is which is really beside the point. The object of the exercise is to eliminate stuff, NOT support 
Salvation Army. If you want to really help out your charity of choice, then give them some cash too. Them acting 
as a target for your detritus, is just icing on the cake, or at least, you should think of it that way when you're doing 
the getting-rid-of-ing.
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I take to charity (I prefer Goodwill Stores, they're generally a bit easier to deal with) anything that is "like new" or 
somehow still wrapped. And nearly all clothing that's being elminated. And all electronics that still work.

4. The remainder is trash. Put it in a trash pile and let it sit there for a while. If something tugs at your guilt-
strings, you can always dig it back out. Schedule a time to dump stuff.
So, to summarize:

1. Sell $100 for 2 to 3 hours, no less.
2. Then line up friends for gifts. (Wait 3 weeks, then dump.)
3. Then take the stuff in decent condition to a charity.
4. You are now left with trash.

This method excludes the tried-and-true yard sale. You might schedule one at some time between steps 2 and 3, 
for example. Best method I've found for a get-rid-of extravaganza is the following:

1. Pricing.

Put a ridiculously low price on things, but not so low that people think it's got something wrong with it. From $1 to 
$10 seems reasonable. Higher and they actually consider whether or not they want the thing; lower and they 
sometimes are worried about it. Any item of clothing should be $1; maybe $2 for a suit, or winter coat. A "nice" 
thing (grandma's clock, CDs, musical instruments) can be listed for $10.

Post in several places, "All prices negotiable." Remember that the point of the sale is NOT to make a profit, but 
instead to remove items from your life. Therefore, if someone is willing to be ballsy and say, "Hey, I want all this 
stuff for $5 instead of $40," you can just tell 'em, "Yup. You haul it away, you can have it for $5."

2. Timing

Best to do it soon after the beginning of the school year, near a major campus. September 8th or so, with signs 
up by the 1st, seems appropriate to me. That way the kids outfitting their first private homes will take all the 
housewares and much of the clothes.

Hardest things to get rid of? They have value to you but no value to anyone else. I have little solution for these 
things -- duplicate family pictures, useless ugly but sentimentally valuable chests and other furniture made by 
great-grandparents or brought over from the old country, rare strange collections of items which I personally 
know nothing about (Lalique; depression glass; Fiestaware). I think the best idea is, to carefully box it all up, 
label it, store it, and then find an expert. Try to get top dollar. If you can't, then don't get rid of it, just leave it in the 
boxes. That way at least you don't feel like you've somehow "forsaken" your heritage.

Well, those are my thoughts. I welcome suggestions. I currently have a single 10x10x10 foot container's worth of 
storage off in Mississippi, and I am living out of suitcases at my parents' place. I prefer the suitcases.
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Bippy 

Just for the record-

I have never found garage sales, consignment stores, ebay, etc worth the effort.

When I purge my stuff, things go into two boxes- trash or free stuff. I give my friends and opportunity to go 
through the free stuff box first. Then off to the goodwill it goes.

When I leave this apartment at the end of my lease to travel the world? I'm going to put the things that matter to 
me in storage. Then I'm going to post a CraigsList ad saying everything in the apartment must go, donations 
kindly accepted. I'm going to sit on a folding chair and drink a beer or two and chit chat with all the people 
coming through my apartment.

I expect that the place will be completely cleaned out by the end of the day, I'll end up with as much, if not more 
in cash than if I was charging (people will haggle down to the nickle if you ask them to pay, but if you give them 
something they'll often pay you more out of guilt than they would if you asked them for cash up front).

A LOT less work. Mucho better.

Marcie

That's an awesome idea. That's why I hate garage sales, because of all the time it takes to price everything. I 
think I might try that - like a "you make an offer" sale...hm....

gobytrain 

I have a super suggestion for those who love books, but are no longer interested in the burden of having a 
personal library (books SUCK to move!).

See if your library has an on-line service, then see if it has a mailing option. It costs a couple bucks to mail the 
book, and another to mail it back, but you never have to store it!!!

It's so great, I love it. Need it longer? You can get an extension too.

I don't know how many libraries offer this fantastic service, but I live in Portland, OR and it's available from our 
county library system.

And remember, support your library system!
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gobytrain 

Whaaat? That's amazing. Please tell us more!!! Was it Tim's book that prompted this? Where are you guys going 
to go, what are you doing for income, etc.

I'm totally impressed, that's so cool. Four kids? I have no excuses! Tell me you were already independently 
wealthy...

Your wife was cool with this, right?

bxglaureiro 

I posted a few books on amazon but they're not selling mainly I think because a lot of them are older and there 
are for most of them there are a ton of other listings. I was thinking about trying paperbackswap - basically you 
exchange books you don't want that other people do want to rack up points and trade for books you do want.

BinkyJoe 

Peter is the master, hands down... if he ever comes back, we'd love to hear how he did it.

My wife and I read "Clear Your Clutter with Feng Shui", by Karen Kingston, years ago. We dumped boxes and 
boxes of unused books (made a couple hundred bucks), cds (same), and had a few garage sales.

The money was nice, but the great thing was the freedom from it all.

We've got two kids now, and man, the stuff stacks up... it's a discipline to keep it lean. But it's become a way of 
life, really, to not accumulate junk that weighs you down.

Another good book is "Your Money or Your Life" by Joe Dominguez and Vicki Robin... here's their site: 
http://www.yourmoneyoryourlife.org/

Free4Family&Community 

I just love getting rid of stuff in the house. It makes my home feel so much more spaceous and lovely. Every 
week I take a few carrier bag full of stuff to the charity shop. I am always trying to reduce the stuff that comes in 
the hosue in the first place. 
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final_id 

I want to know how Peter did it. I don't lack the will or the desire, but I do lack simply the methods. I don't have 
time to invest in posting little persnickety things on EBay or a bunch of item-specific collectors' sites, but I also 
am not willing to just throw away a lot of my valuable stuff. There's got to be some middle ground that enables 
limiting.

Cameron

I've been in the process of moving and figuring it's time to simplify my life. I have pack-rat tendencies that I'm 
sure I come by genetically. At any rate, I've been sorting stuff into 3 boxes:

~~KEEP~~ ~~JUNK~~ ~~EBAY~~

I sort it according to whether I think it has any real value to anyone.

though, despite simplifying, I've found I need to keep my tools and spare parts for the Jeep. As I need someway 
to fix it when it breaks

Otherwise, i have minimal clothes. Trying to keep furniture to a minimum. And debating on what books to get rid 
of.

Free4Family&Community

I love to spend an afternoon decluttering part of the house. I will look say at the office and set a goal of reducing 
the stuff in one area by 50%. I will only stop when I reach my target. Lots of stuff will end up being recycled or 
given to the local charity shop.

Once you declutter you definately don't want more clutter being added to everything so I really watch what I buy 
and bring into the house. AFter Christmas I declutter our household presents and give away anything we don't 
want.

I now find that once I have decluttered the whole house I only need to do it every now and then. It is funny how 
clutter grows when you are not looking.
I find that having extra storage means that you create stuff to fill them. So currently I am working on having 
empty or less storage so it forces me to have less stuff. REading the 4hourWrkWeek has allowed me to be even 
more ruthless with my declutter.

I find that my home feels much more spaceous and more like the magazine with only beautiful and useful things 
about and not a home full of toooooo much stuffffff. 
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Car/Books: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1587 Is this elimination?

read 

Recently, I've decided to dump my car and bike to work. What's the elimination in the mix? I can cancel my gym 
membership, since I now get my daily exercise in the 6 mile bike ride, rather than having to schedule time for the 
gym. Since traffic is usually pretty hefty on my route, I actually get to work in about the same amount of time as 
when I drive -- and I save a good 90-100 minutes per day by not having to go to the gym separately.

I'm wondering if others have surprising ways that you've eliminated?

webgal 

That's cool. In the rain, too?

I don't want to cancel gym membership, though. I have a home office and it's my getaway. And I'm away from 
technology. I don't even take an iPod. Zero. Zip. Nada technology. It also relieves stress. But then I only go 2-3 
times a week. I run the other days which is 30 minutes for a 3.7 mile run. Pretty slow but then I'm letting things 
marinate in my brain and not trying to break a speed record.

But interesting slant and another way to think about elimination.

froldt 

To add to your elimination: you will save money on gas, car repairs and maintenance (oil, tires, etc) and the time 
that it would take to do these things (buy gas, get maintenance/repairs done).

My soon-to-be-wife and I have one vehicle between us and will be riding bicycles/taking the bus to school in the 
fall. We are in a similar situation to you, in that it is 3 miles each way to school, and with the heavy traffic/lots of 
lights, I suspect we'll reach school in nearly the same time as if we drove. Any time lost will be more than made 
up for when we don't have to drive around searching for a parking space, or paying the exorbitant fees for a 
parking pass.

As far as other elimination, we're in the process of moving in to our new place (I can't wait till we can live here 
together! not much longer now...) and we have both gotten rid of clothes that we don't wear, books we won't read 
again, movies we won't watch, and knick-knacks that we don't need.

To further improve this, we are going to set a date two months after the wedding where we'll spend a weekend 
further eliminating things that we haven't used/worn in this time-frame.
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Jfrenzel

Worst case scenario buy another car......... yeah testing is key, which i think getting out of your comfort zone is 
almost synonymous.

Keep us posted

badhank

really? i use rage against the machine as fuel for a HIIT workout, both weights and cardio.

kamakiri 

I dumped my car last year, and have never looked back. Sure it is a pain in the rear some times, but parking 
alone here in Japan cost $100 a month, Insurance is another $100, and just for all you guys complaining about 
$4 gas, it is nearly $8 a gallon here. I live 2 miles from my old pizza shop, and the walk down the mountain took 
15 minutes, while the walk up took 25 (it is all up hill). Now I just rent a car whenever I need one. It only costs 
$50 for 24 hours, so even if I rent one 4 times a month, I am getting a maintenance free car for the same price it 
would have cost me to pay for parking and insurance, not to mention no car payments, car washes, oil 
changes...

If you can dump your car, I highly recommend it.

read 

To answer the rain question, I live in Southern California, so rain is hardly an issue. I'm not a die-hard, though, 
and when it does rain, I am prepared to bail on the biking and take public transit or, if I really need to, call a cab.

I was inspired by a few environmentalists in the neighborhood -- and a great book by Chris Balish, called How to 
Live Well Without Owning a Car. He gives super practical tips on things like how to get your pets to the vet, how 
to avoid going all over the world running errands, and (yes) even how to date without a car. Good stuff.

Also, you're right that I'm saving money. I haven't taken the plunge and sold the car yet, but when I do, I'll be 
saving not only on gas but on insurance, smog tests, smog repairs (old car), and all sorts of car-related 
expenses.

MariaG 

Great thread, read. I'm interested to see what others have done in this area.

I've really worked on streamlining my home to make it as efficient as possible, without turning it into a factory! 
For example, I put a shredder right by the door so that I can shred junk mail immediately and it never becomes 
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clutter.

I've also put a lot of thought into what I can batch, what I can eliminate/automate/outsource, and what I need to 
do immediately.

I go into a lot of detail about this on my blog.

badhank 

im gonna have to be cynical and assume the answer to this and pretty much every other thing is:

Walk!
Cab!

Mooch ride off friend!

And im not saying that you have to define yourself with your possessions, but come a certain age, if you dont 
have a car you kinda look like you cant manage your finances

JFrenzel 

Amen. This is geographically true also. If anyone has ever lived in Dallas it is the truth, no way could you date. 
What would you do meet at the dart station?? LOL

Answer to this thread, Geographically Dependence on Cars.

read 

Actually, the book suggests either meeting at the restaurant or (for events where a status car really is important) 
renting a fancy car for a day (you can afford it, when you don't have to pay regular gas and insurance prices).

I agree. There are some women (any men? I don't know...) who wouldn't date someone without a status-car (not 
to mention those without any car). On the other hand, there are many of us who care about the environment 
enough to overlook the traditional ideas of status.

I went to a party over the weekend -- very swank, in a fancy, green building with a huge open window 
overlooking the city. Many of the people there were environmentalists, and at the door to the building, there were 
bikes everywhere from people who had cycled to the party! Times are (possibly, maybe, perhaps) changing--

And really, if we're doing this whole 4-hour-workweek thing (fear-setting, avoiding what everyone else is doing), 
we should be able to go against the grain a bit, yes?
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Of course, that still doesn't mean that car-free life is for everyone -- I know I'm a rare case. Still, it's working for 
me -- and I haven't lost friends or allies over it yet.

Sven 

Well, if it is about carrying stuff, how about this:
http://www.workcycles.nl/workcycles-...xxlang-420.jpg

read   

I love it! Still, I wouldn't want to try to take a corner in that thing...

Free4Family&Community 

I now longer have lots & lots of books on my shelves. I gave away a few hundreds of my books to the library. 
Whenever I need to see them again I order them online in the library web site. I now have an online bookshelf in 
amazon where I have registered all the books that I have read in the past 6 years. Amazon then recommends 
new books to me & I then auto request them from the library. If I really must have the book to keep then I buy it.

My book case is now free with just 40 books that I really want/need regularly. My office & bedroom is now free & 
much less cluttered.

Free4Family&Community

I agree. There are some women (any men? I don't know...) who wouldn't date someone without a status-car (not 
to mention those without any car). On the other hand, there are many of us who care about the environment 
enough to overlook the traditional ideas of status.

I went to a party over the weekend -- very swank, in a fancy, green building with a huge open window 
overlooking the city. Many of the people there were environmentalists, and at the door to the building, there were 
bikes everywhere from people who had cycled to the party! Times are (possibly, maybe, perhaps) changing--

And really, if we're doing this whole 4-hour-workweek thing (fear-setting, avoiding what everyone else is doing), 
we should be able to go against the grain a bit, yes?

Of course, that still doesn't mean that car-free life is for everyone -- I know I'm a rare case. Still, it's working for 
me -- and I haven't lost friends or allies over it yet.
Good point. We now only have 1 car & only use it every now & then @ weekends. We mainly walk, bus or take 
the train. A parent was surprised that I took the bus for the school run when I had a car. I have lost loads of lbs 
walking; meet lots of people/fiends during the journey & spent more time talking with my son during the travel to 
school.
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Cameron B 

I've pretty much just stuck to the miscellaneous crap that has found it's way into my life and is looking to be 
thrown into the junk bin of some else's world. I have 2 cars. A Jeep Wrangler and a Geo Metro. The Geo is my 
daily driver and the Jeep is my toy and does actually see heavy off highway use. I tend to see the simplifying as 
meaning to "cut the clutter" from one's life. No need to own lots of stuff, just buy for quality rather than quantity 
when you do buy.

Global-citizen

I cycle to work everyday. It's about 20 to 30 min each way. It would take me about the same amount of time to 
drive and park. So I basically get my daily aerobic exercise in no extra time. Plus I save on parking, gas, and 
maintenance. I do this year round and I live in Canada with plenty of snow and cold. If you dress right it's not a 
problem. I shower at work and change into my business clothes.

I still own a car because I like the freedom to get out of town and around town quickly. And yes, I think having a 
car helps to create the perception that you are financial solvent, which helps make you more attractive to the 
ladies. But then having firm buns makes you attractive as well, and cycling helps with that.

officer_dibble

Never had a car - and frankly most people I know who have them seem to always be paying for them (insurance, 
tax, repairs, repayment plan, fuel).

They, along with mortgages, are two of the main things that keep you working for the man.

I think it depends which company you keep as to whether a car is important status wise. Do you really want to 
date or a lasting relationship with someone who's shallow enough to think a car is important?

Dump your car - if your geographical situation makes it doable (and it doesn't for everyone).

David_D 

I must admit I love my car.. I always add a car into dreamlines and planning... I could though i reckon do with out 
it... I just don't want to

sadu

Hell yeah. Rage Against the Machine can easily double your productivity. I crank it up at work when I need to get 
a project out the door, and it totally makes you workout harder at the gym.

It's got just the right tempo and a good level of angryness, it's perfect really. I can also highly recommend 
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anything from Nightwish (a symphonic metal group from Finland) which has a similar effect on productivity.

I biked to work for a while (when I had a permanent job) and it was great. The exercise is fantastic, it's just as 
fast as driving, and you arrive at work motivated and ready to kick ass. The only problem I had was the lack of 
shower facilities at work, so I would have to give myself a once-over with a cold flannel in the bathroom which 
wasn't ideal. The bike trip for me was 55mins, so you do arrive at work a bit stinky.

Well done to the OP for making the change. 

mschatz 

In the process of doing this myself. I work close enough to home where riding a bike is very doable. Looking 
forward to no car insurance, parking fees ($220 per month!), maintenance, DMV lines, etc.

read

I love hearing everyone's cycling stories -- and even reasons for having a car. Thank you!

I think being conscious of our decisions is the most important part -- whether it's consciously putting a car on a 
dreamline or consciously deciding to ditch the car. Most people (at least around here) have one just because 
that's what you do. I don't think that's a good enough reason.

For me, learning elimination (which is by far the hardest part of this 4HWW stuff) is all about learning to be 
conscious of stuff that other people might take for granted, like owning a car or responding to email immediately 
or ... whatever. It's a hard frame of mind to cultivate, but I think it's well worth the effort. 
 

Tasks/Chores:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=2031 Elimination: Domestic Chores Tips

kingfu 

I'd like to start a thread so people can contribute tips to eliminate domestic chores.

One thing I've found is while cleaning that using throw away cleaning wipes save alot of hassle while cleaning. I 
also use them with a mop so no more mop and bucket!
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If anyone has any tips on reducing time cooking/cleaning dishes (I don't have room for a dishwasher) I'd love to 
hear them. 

jetpacklife 

Well, I use a maid, so it pretty much eliminates most of the cleaning work and keeps the place better than I could 
do alone.

I just need a cook and a gardener to eliminate some more!

kingfu   

Eating off paper plates and bowls. Whilst it doesn't eliminate washing up it does cut it down nicely.

earthmother65 

I have to admit, I've outsourced cooking and cleaning, too. Once my kids got older, our housekeeper/baby-sitter 
shifted to more work around the house and started having dinner ready when we came home - a breakthrough! 
The gardening I kept for myself because I find it relaxing. The challenge is when I go to my in-laws house: no 
dishwasher, no housekeeper, so we do dishes straight after meals to get them out of the way, I have the kids 
share a milk glass and my husband and I share a wine glass, I Swiffer a lot and do touch-up cleaning in the 
bathroom with baby wipes. And then once every week or ten days, the big cleaning (wet mop, proper bathroom 
cleaning & dusting). One thing that helps: my mother-in-law is the original minimalist and there is so little around 
the house to dust, definitely a huge enabler.

kamakiri 

Ger married. Worked for me.

Lucius 

the simple ones I came up w/ last spring were:

- drop-off/pick up drycleaning service
- drop off laundry, pay per #
- maid
- car wash
- lawn care
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(not reinventing the wheel, I know ... just looked @ time vs. value of each)
only using the above, I estimated +/-12-15 hours a month

I'm trained in the culinary field so I don't mind cooking - have considered
bartering my services 1x per week in exchange for other (TBD) services

using direct deposit & online bill pay has reduced banking hassles...

post up on craigslist or other local source to see if there is someone who will exchange cooking services for (?), 
or just pay someone to come in and prepare several days meals for you.

froldt 

As does shopping for 2. There's only one bed to make, one set of rooms to clean, etc. I also saved the time 
traveling back and forth between my fiance's house and my own. Banking has become easier, as we 
consolidated the accounts after the wedding.

Bippy 

Throw away/give away/sell anything that you need to dust.

If you use it infrequently that you need to dust it, it should go to someone else or no longer be in your life.

I just got rid of a dusty TV, selling a dusty CD player, and also sold my couch.

The less stuff you have, also, makes it easier to clean AND it makes it easier to shove everything into a storage 
locker when you start to travel.

Get a color coat hanger. Put all your clothes on that color coat hanger and use your regular ones for a few 
months. Anything on the old coat hangers that aren't special occasion clothes, purge.

Check out flylady.net for some good information on basically automating your own housecleaning. Do it for a 
while and literally, you clean the bathroom on auto pilot while you are thinking about other things and it just 
seems like your house cleans itself. 

webgal 

I outsource cleaning. My husband cooks. I make the teenagers do their part.
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read 

I second the flylady suggestion. When I do the basics (dishes, quick bathroom clean, etc.) regularly and batch 
the rest, it doesn't seem to take a whole day to clean.

camdengirl 

I love my cleaning lady!!!

But for cooking (and I'm not sure if this makes me truly lazy or not... ):

- Don't peel potatoes, simply mash them with skin on. I figure most of the nutrients are just under the skin 
anyway!
- Batch cook and freeze. That way you don't end up eating the same thing all week and there's always 
something reasonably healthy in the freezer ready to zap. That way you also know what's gone into it.

- Frozen Peas! As many nutrients and anti-oxidents as broccoli and spinach - a much underrated veggie and one 
of my faves.

- Wok with Me! Basically anything which involves more than one pot or more than 20 mins to cook bores me. 
Whack it in the wok - great for the obvious stir fry but also for rissotto, spagbol etc.

My boyfriend who regard opening a packet of crisps as "cooking" is slowly learning... He's quite good at rissotto 
now!

$1,000,000

Hi Camdengirl

I read your post this morning and decided to give the batch cooking a try so I spent approx 1 1/2 hrs cooking 
dinner for 2 days and making lunch for work for the week.

I wouldve cooked more but didnt have any thing else defrosted.

I usually go shopping every week but from now on will do a big shop as often as needed.

I just need to find a method of getting the same results from the gym i do in 5 hrs per week in around 2???

kamakiri 

Seriously? You use the internet and still spend 5 hours a week in the gym? Tim's plan for ketonic training only 
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takes 30 minutes 3 times a week.

Another big one is Craig Ballentine's Turbulence Training: http://www.turbulencetraining.com/

My work outs combine a few things form many plans but center around the super set idea from Turbulence 
Training. The program costs money, but he has a mountain of free resources in his various email newsletters 
and Men's Health articles. Sign up for ETR, he is a regular contributor there as well.

My gym time goals are:

12 minute warm up: Ramp up cardio. Jumping jacks, high knees, lunges, arm circles...

30 minute work out: 8 super sets. Changed every 4 weeks.

8 minute cool down stretch: starting with the head/neck and working my way down.

That is 2.5 hours a week, and I would take the pepsi challenge against your 5 hours any day in terms of 
effectiveness.

Free4Family&Community 

Batching -

Clothes washing one day a week on Friday. Hang out straight wasy so no ironing is needed. Non iron school 
shirts. Sunday put way all clothes in one go.

Just about to start. Put 5 week day cereal breakfasts for myself & son ready in sealed bowls & a spoon in 
dinning room. Now I just need to add milk.

Once a month do online grocery/food shopping. I can now food shop in 30mins using my usual online shopping 
list while listening to YouTube.com

Just started to check post once a week. Check email briefly one a day so quickly see for urgent messages. Then 
actually work through them one a week.

Bath two children at the same time in the bath.

Eliminating
Ironing.

Outsourcing
Window Cleaner, gardener, cleaner - every 2 weeks complete house clean.
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Automating
ALL bills paid automatically.

Other
One pot cooking. Take under 20mins to get everything prepared and then stir every now and then until cooked.

Have no room for dish washer but when I move home will get one.

JKohlbach 

I didn't have anything to add to this thread when it first came up as the whole batching washing and cleaning 
thing had been mentioned.
But my fiance and I have recently started batching cooking by having a few hours cook off on a sunday 
afternoon and freezing it all. It really makes dinners a real breeze, 5-10 minutes heating up and cooking some 
fresh vegetables, instead of 1hour+ cooking and cleaning up after.

Jumpcat

One question I have asked myself lately is, does my house have to be super clean? And the answer is a 
resounding "NO!" I am raising two boys, so why am I banging my head against the wall? No more. Just the 
basics, if the kitchen is straightened, I feel good.

angelmask 

For those of you not far enough along to hire a cook and all that, I recommend "Cheap Fast Good"
It's a cookbook that meshes with at least two 4HWW principles:

Batching (buying and cooking large amounts of food at once)

Outsourcing (buying pre-made things for use inside a home-made dish)

IT changed the way I think about food-prep, and saved us a lot of money each month.

David_D

Where I am at the moment I have one hot plate and a microwave. I have perfected life on a show string budget, 
my weekly Breakfasts and dinners cost me $15 dollars. I spend no more than 15 mins a day cooking. I eat out 
for lunch everyday, I spend no more than $5. I have one bowl, one spoon one fork and one saucepan and I wash 
them after use
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Also I love to throw stuff away..

I leave Switzerland in 2 weeks (after a nice winter of ski)

I have pretty much thrown everything away (or recycled it). My ski stuff will be in the post to Vancouver where I'll 
be skiing next.

I intend to arrive in Chile on the 4th March with nothing but hand luggage, buy a few bits I need and do the same 
before heading to Vancouver where my ski stuff will be waiting.

What i have got is a whole apartment full if stuff in London that I have not even Seen in 4 months. When I'm 
back the whole lot is going in the bin.

love it love it love it. 

swoop 

Good topic! Here's a few guidelines, based on the Kaizen principles:

1. Remove unused items (either sell them, give them away, store them away in boxes etc.)

2. Tidy and work towards "a place for everything and everything in its place" (particularly those useful items that 
can mess the place up quickly, such as equipment that has cables).

3. Clean and dust.

badhank 

using this method i have never lost my keys or wallet ever in my life. If its not in the pocket assigned or in its 
resting place, its gone forever.

Kingfu

This is def something I need to implement. Thanks.

My george forman grill I was brought for xmas has been a god send, it cooks food so much quicker.

As I also eat 1/2 kilo of meat per day I started buying meat in bulk and then freezing it into 200g portions each, 
and take 3 portions out the night before and let them defrost in the fridge. I've now refined this even more by 
finding a supermarket which sells large bags of pre frozen individually portioned meat.
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Dus10

I still change the oil on my cars, because I can do it faster than the amount of time I spend waiting to get it 
changed (we have two vehicles, so I would have to arrange to go there twice, or have the wife meet me, or 
something). So, I just stop by the auto parts store and buy 10 quarts of oil and two filters. It takes me 15 minutes 
to change both, and then I am done. I drop the oil back off at the auto parts store for recycling/disposal 
(whatever it is they do).

I had an idea to have a mobile oil change service, where I would schedule to change oil at some place every 
three months. They could just leave their keys with the receptionist. I would charge a premium and perform 
additional services (like detailing) for $75, or something. I am never going to do this, but it is an idea of have and 
one I would use.

Free4Family&Community

What about changing the oil & do a full service & check to the car while you are at the supermarket!!! That will 
save you LOADs of time & I would definitely use this service. They already clean your car while at the store why 
not service & do fixes????

Free4Family&Community 

WOW DAVIDD you are doing really well. To get rid of all your stuff like that. How were you able to get rid of your 
stuff? What thinking and what was in your mind to allow you from going from thinking you needed this stuff to 
where you are now with the thinking of getting rid of the whole lot!!!

I have greatly decluttered but still have a house with lots of things in it. I think back to when I was a student and 
could fit all my posessions in the back of a car. NOw I need a removal lorry.

Sven

Just want to add something on the batched food preparation. It is the same for me, I do not enjoy slaving over 
the stove to get something to eat. And I also like to be eating after 5 minutes of prepairation. But since the 4hww 
is about lifestyle I think cooking slow meals is worth to be mentioned here too.

In having the meal cooked slowly befor you eat it, from carefully selected ingredients, the scent of the food being 
prepaired makes your mouth water. In fact, even writing about it makes mine water... That actually is the start of 
the digestion process.

In short, taking time to prepair the food is part of healthy eating. If you can, it is worth making that effort.

Wow! I never thought I'd ever write something like that
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Free4Family&Community 

I do a lot of slow cooking. I prepare in 15mins where I used food that are already partly prepared like frozen veg. 
I just chop onions and add the frozen veg + prechopped meat + cheat garlic + stock cube + chopped tomatoes 
etc and cook slowly until you are ready to eat. I can prepare this during the day and cook later in the evening. I 
hope to get a bigger fridge and prepare several days of food and then cook them on the day I want to eat.

Free4Family&Community

I have started to batch cook. Cook for two days & just reheat the food for the next day. It is saving me loads of 
time. I am also batch preparing myself & son's breakfast too. I prepare 3days breakfast in sealed bowls & you 
just add milk in the morning. 

fuzzylogic 

Uh, someone already said hire a housekeeper, right? Or have a girlfriend who's read 'The Surrendered Wife'?

Barring that, elimination is a tall order. I would have thought the first principle for minimizing it was contained in 
Tim's book - I forget what it's called, but basically, tasks expand to fill the allotted time. So if you give yourself all 
day to get the house tolerably clean...

Personally I allot up to 90 minutes, two hours tops, to cleaning everyday. Anything that's not done in that time... 
well, there are a lot of things more important than housework. That includes ALL household tasks, BTW. 40 mins 
spent washing up a couple of times, eight minutes taking the trash out and you start having to really pack stuff in.

I figure as long as we're not calling Rentokil in, it's all good.

GMoss 

I'm not much for cooking, but I use a slow cooker and have found ways to not have to even cut up vegetables. I 
buy all frozen veggies, use stocks and such. Basically, I open stuff throw in the meat set it to cook on slow for 8 
hours and its done. I live alone so I freeze half of it immediately for another week.

kingfu 

Good idea, I do have a slow cooker but have never used it. I normally boil 1kg of chicken with some frozen veg, 
alas its started getting abit bland so im def going to try the slow cooker next time. I dont have a freezer but im 
sure I could cook up 3 days worth and stick it in the fridge?

Heres some more tips I've been using. Apart from using paper plates and bowls I've started using plastic knifes 
and forks where possible. Also I only use 1 china mug per day for the 7 cups of tea I drink per day, just wash it 
out quickly inbetween.
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Debt/Money Issues:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=4773 What if you are heavily indebted and still 
seek freedom?

bruno

Of course there is certainly no miracle answer to this problem, but I would like to share with other people that 
might be in a similar situation.
To state it briefly: I am heavily indebted from a previous failed business (that was before the discovery of Tim's 
book, unfortunately), and I have nearly no worthwhile asset in front of this debt. I am therefore a net debtor 
(around 80K€ outstanding), which is quite a different situation than being indebted on, say, a house - which at 
least allows you to live in and not pay a rent.

Besides, I have a wife (who doesn't work) and a small kid.

For the past years, I have worked 9-5 (or should I say 9-8) well-paid jobs in order to survive and try to reimburse 
the debt as quickly as possible. Unfortunately, I am still a long way from this goal, and it is quite a nightmare to 
work hard just to see your revenues going away and only be able to eat, sleep and work.

Although I have been able to negotiate a remote work arrangement since last summer (3 days a week at home), 
I hate the place I live (I have come here only for the job), and my employer is in a bad state (failure may come 
before the end of the year).

I have used my free time to develop an automated trading system (this is my professional area), but I don't have 
enough capital to use it right now (this is more a long-term work). And I can't see any "muse" that could rapidly 
earn me a sufficient revenue to pay for my debts+family expenses (debts+home+food+baby+cheap 
car+compulsory insurances+full taxes (no deduction from my debts) = ~5000€/month - and we have slashed 
everything that could be: no unused subscriptions, no TV cable/sat, no week-ends, no restaurants, no 
superfluous spending, cheapest food, we moved to a cheaper apartment 6 months ago, etc... our place is quite 
expensive)

I am currently facing two options: try to find an even better-paid job (which is a real possibility) in order to 
accelerate the payments, or try to jump again into the risky/entrepreneurial arena, but with a high risk of personal 
bankruptcy.

The first solution means forgetting about having the life I truly want for still several years, which is really hard to 
swallow after 4 years of trying to escape this situation. Of course, maybe I will be able to negotiate again a 
remote work arrangement, but this is quite unlikely on a new job, especially in my area - financial markets 
(currently I work for a start-up, which is quite different, and also quite rare).

The second solution means taking a high risk of not being able to give a house and a decent meal to my wife 
and kid. And moreover, there is also the risk of my parents being seized since they have given their personal 
guarantee to my loans.

One positive element is that I have a good possibility to be fired from my current job and get the unemployment 
benefits. That could allow for some time to try to develop a business, while slashing my current expenses by 
returning to my parents' home. But with a wife and kid... that's hard - the house is not very large and not 
comfortable, and that would be a serious loss of independence. I would feel really embarassed towards my wife 
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and my parents...

Unfortunately, solution 1 seems to be the only sensible one... Tim's approach is really of value when you don't 
have debts or people depending on you, but I can't figure out how to do in my situation... Everything would be 
totally different if I had positive assets, since I wouldn't be dependent on such a large revenue.

Anyone there who has lived the same kind of nightmare? I must be missing something but what?

kamakiri  

Your story is pretty familiar actually. If you came here looking for something you wanted to hear or a magic bullet, 
you will be sorely disappointed. There aren't any.

The only way to change, and increase your quality of life is to turn that lens back on yourself. An opportunity 
could come up any bite you on the nose today and you are so focused on the externals, you would probably not 
see it.

Dale Carnegie says it much better than I ever could:

Quote:
No one, even hardened criminals, blames himself. If you must, write criticism but don’t mail it. “Do you know 
someone you would like to change and regulate and improve? Good! That is fine. I am all in favor of it. But why 
not begin on yourself? From a purely selfish standpoint, that is a lot more profitable than trying to improve others
—yes, and a lot less dangerous. ‘Don’t complain about the snow on your neighbor’s roof,’ said Confucius, ‘when 
your own doorstep is unclean.’” Give second chances.

My advice to you: Tear out each chapter on muses and throw them away. Re-read the sections on LD. Then 
read them again.

If you are feeling defensive at this point, that is probably a good thing. That means somewhere, deep down this 
is causing cognitive dissonance. Your lizard brain is screaming, "No, No, no! He isn't right, you are! They did this 
to you, it isn't all your own fault. It couldn't be..."

... but something in your rational brain is asking, "Is he right?"

The problem with any new business is that you always bring yourself along, and if you are the one who is 
causing the problems, you will find that even after a decent success, you end up in the same place you started 
off.

bruno-31 

Thanks Kamariki, I always appreciate your contributions...

However, I'm surprised because your answer seems to be addressed to someone who tries to blame the others, 
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or the circumstances, or anything except himself. This is absolutely not the case. I am fully conscious that my 
current situation is 100% the consequence of my past actions and decisions.

My problem is that I can't see clearly what should be the roadmap now. You are certainly right when you say "An 
opportunity could come up any bite you on the nose today and you are so focused on the externals, you would 
probably not see it." And that's exactly the point. How to keep the right mindset when you have a millstone 
around the neck?

I'll take your advice and will re-read the sections on LD, it's been quite a time since I last read them.

I know there is no magic answer (that's exactly what I say in the beginning of my first post). I'm just seeking 
some inspiration and insight from people who have lived the same kind of situation.

Monk 

Interesting you talk about trading. I have developed a relatively sucessful trading strategy on Indexes. I am 
currently looking at attempting to turn it into a muse through 2 outlets -

1 - physically day trading, reinvesting all returns. I manage to do this at work through an iphone app. Not ideal 
and requires high level of concentration.

2 - setting up an infrastructure to sell my trading model. Looking at the possibility of selling off the shelf or via 
subscription

I'm doing this whilst running with my existing job. I intend to step away from this as it gets more profitable.

For me the key has been to work out dreamlining based on trading income. I.e. what would average daily profit 
have to be to do x?

So I took those figures and punched a few things into a spreadsheet to work out how trade frequency, success 
ratio etc affect me reaching the target average daily income. I used randomisation and a few statistical testing 
methods to get standard deviations etc also. Combine this with decent backtesting and you get a pretty good 
plan where you can set milestones.

In addition to this I have looked at normalising returns. For example trading on news / TAs will bring a relatively 
high variance of p&l, but if you set strict parameters to movement you make the outcome much more 
predictable. I do this by trading binary markets on indexes, meaning the variance of my p&l is very low.

Suggest you start with low trading captial, never risk > 5% per trade and just reinvest all returns.

It's hard work but it is much lower risk than going into the unknown. Could you try something similar?

Sorry if that was a bit too tech for non financial posters.

Hope that helps. A bit. What are you trading?
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kamakiri 

Face Palm. You are missing my point. As I am sure you noticed, diplomacy is at the bottom of my priority check 
list, and when combined with a faceless internet forum, my advice comes off even harsher.

I could give you 10 other threads that say nearly the same thing.

Post 1: I am in debt (hate my life, have student loans...)
Post 2: (me) take a look at your life
Post 3: Full denial of responsibility

Yes, I am abrasive. Yes, you have a hard life, and don't need anyone telling you how to live it or telling you that 
you might be causing it yourself.

But what if I am right. What if it is you, and some small changes will get you out of the rut you are in?

Also:

Day trading is a suckers game. For every person who made a million, there are thousands who lose $30,000 or 
more, and the people who made a million? That easy money is gone before they can say forex. Seriously. If I 
could be right 51% of the time, I would quite everything and move to Wall street.

LD and joining the NR is not about money. It is a mind set. You can't join with money alone. Koyosaki says it 
best:

Quote:
"There is a difference between being poor and being broke. - Broke is temporary, and poor is eternal."

Monk 

Day trading is a suckers game, if you dont put proper risk control in place, and dont have a winning edge.

Overyone to their own of course, but if it is my skill area, why not try to exploit it.

Monk 

Couldnt agree more! But you cant say that FHWW and money are mutually exclusive. If I want to quit my job, 
travel around the world and free up time the money has to come from somewhere. Why is this different than any 
other muse? You can still make a loss buying and selling products.
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Bruno-31

@kama:

No problem, I'm used to reading you

I'm not saying you're not right, actually I'm sure your insight is highly valuable. But please be more specific...
@Monk:

Yeah, I have been working out the same idea as you. That's actually my "muse" project. As you say, it's always 
better to use one's skills instead of desperately trying to become an IM champion when you have no talent or 
taste for it.

Problem is, my capital is so small, that it'll probably take several years before earning a sufficient income, with a 
sufficient margin to keep the capital still growing and have some reserves for the bad times - you know, when 
your cherished system seems not to be able to do anything but lose and lose again (and this surely happens, 
any proper backtesting without overoptimization shows this - and the reality is always worse than backtesting)

On a long term historical testing (1998-2010), I get an average 10% per month return, but with a very large 
volatility, some months until -7%, others at +15% and one at... +230% (October 2008, too bad the system did not 
exist at that time!) I use tight risk limits, the maximum drawdown being historically at -12% since 1998.

If the next 3 years are good, I can expect to be nearly free, but even then a bad beat can reverse the situation. 
To be really out of danger, 4 or 5 years seem more realistic, provided the system continues to perform as during 
the past 12 years, which is absolutely not certain.

For the moment, it is not very brilliant, I have started real money trading last December and I got one of the worst 
drawdowns in January... That was following excellent demo trading during October-December. This is not a 
problem of spread or execution, the demo has been bad too in January (I do one trade a day or less, so exec 
quality is not an issue)

Of course, if one could make a steady 10%, or even 5% a month ,everything would be solved! Even being right 
51% of the times for the rest of your life, as Kama said, would be enough to become a Wall Street guru. But real 
trading is not so easy... Your system can collapse at any moment, no matter how well you tested it.

Monk

Highly recommend you check out binary trading if you havent already. In principle it translates very well to the 
idea of a TMI as by definition the trade settles at 100 or 0.

Certainly with the kind of volatility you talk of it would be difficult to make a predictable daily income for it.

Are you in the US or UK?

I started with £400, doubled up in a month, risking only 5% per trade, 1-3 trades per day. Still fine tuning so not 
trading too intensively right now, and also working on a tool to auto trade with the broker from excel... which is 
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proving to be a toughie.

Bruno-31

Well, the volatility of your P&L and your risk/reward profile won't be better just because you trade binary 
options... Actually, even assuming that your strategy is sound, they will be much worse, because brokers take a 
much larger profit on these instruments than on traditional underlyings...

I would certainly not recommend trading these instruments. Options and derivatives are a highly technical topic (I 
have worked on these matters in an investment bank as a quant analyst - and no, I'm still not rich despite having 
worked there ). On-line brokers use the ignorance of people and the appeal of these products to sell absurdly 
overpriced products. Even casinos don't take 5-10% of your bet to toss a coin (which is basically what an end-of-
day binary option is), but these brokers do.

And believe me: forget about getting a predictable income from trading, especially if highly leveraged (whether 
from using options or big positions). The best that can be achieved is a reasonably consistent risk/reward profile 
over the long-term, but still with shitty periods... That's why sufficient capital is compulsory to make a living from 
it...

fernando 

If I were you I'd concentrate on paying your debts as quickly as possible. If you have to get a new job, do it. Debt 
is the opposite of freedom and both can't coexist. It sucks, but it's the price to pay when things go wrong. The 
fact that your parents guaranteed your loans make me feel safer about what I'm saying. You can't risk stability of 
so much people just for being happier for a few years. Try it when you finish.

By the way, if you are ok with moving with your parents if unemployed, you could also do it now and accelerate 
your debt payments. Not nice, but maybe worth thinking.

bruno-31 

Thanks Fernando, I think you're right.

Fortunately, things have been moving in the right direction recently. I have been able to negociate a 100% 
remote work arrangement, so that now I can live in a place I like, which is a HUGE improvement.

There is still the risk of the company going out of business, but things are also improving on this side.

Yes, I can confess it: lifestyle design is a matter of mindset. And I really thank all the people behind this forum 
and the ones who contribute, for their insight and inspiration. At one point, I think we all need some support and 
feedback from others to stay focused and keep a right, positive mindset.

Thanks to all of you, and please keep sharing your experiences, dreams, successes and failures, it's more useful 
to others than you think!
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fernando 

Glad to know that things are improving! keep focus and you'll be out of the problems sooner than you think. 

From Tim's Blog:

The Psychology of Automation: Building a Bulletproof Personal-Finance System
http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2009/03/26/the-psychology-of-automation-building-a-bulletproof-
personal-finance-system/

Eliminating Distractions

E-mail: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1466 Argh I can't do it, I'm addicted to email

Livingit 

I check my email every 5 minutes, trying to do this once or twice a day thing is a nightmare. How do you guys 
get off the addiction?

Living this 80/20 thing is way harder then it seems.

Sven 

Gosh... If only you could! The time you'd save would be huge!

I recently lost my internet connection at my office and still haven't reconnected it. Do my internet related work at 
home, then go to the office at 11.

Trash the blackberry. Shut down the laptop instead of keeping it on standby.
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But if you are adicted (and i do mean adicted in it's true meaning) it will be a hard habit to give up... Harsh 
methods may be called for!

Good luck.

dking 

The first step is admitting that you have a problem.
Ok, as of right now your email no longer functions. What do you do?

Vagabond

You don't have to go from every 5 minutes to twice a day in one shot. first go to 2 times and hour then once and 
hour and gradually scale back.

It's definitely very hard, I went on a snowboarding weekend a couple months ago and the condo had free wi-fi. It 
was really hard to not take it with me and i rationalized it for like 10 minutes..."ill just check it real quick in the 
morning... what if...?"

I ended up not taking it and it was great. Didnt have anything to check and truly relaxed and disconnected myself 
and it was more fun because of it.

Also, realize that its not that you "Can't" do it... you're choosing not to do it.

Lucius

it gets easier - I was the same way...2 weeks ago - now it's more like 6x a day - shooting for 2X (AM/PM) in the 
next couple weeks --- I didn't get to that point overnight so I can't expect to get away from it that quickly.

TV for example - I used to watch 3-4 hours per night --- now, maybe 4 hours per week, save for an occaisional 
sporting event. don't miss it AT ALL.

same for news & weather --- none of which I have any control over & neither really has a major impact on my life 
- browse CNN online 1X per day for 5 min.; weather? it's gonna do what it's gonna do...

getting so much more done w/ so much less "rushing around" - feels good.

baby steps. just try it. nothing much is really that important, is it?
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final_id 

Suggestions:

1. Set up Outlook (if that, indeed, is your emailer program) to not automatically get messages from the Outlook 
Server, but instead to only go fetch them when you manually hit the send-receive button.

2. Write down all occasions when you hit the send-receive button. Just keep a little notepad by the computer and 
every time you poke that little thingie, write down the day and time.

3. Respond to emails only if they're older than one day (then two; then four; etc.). In other words, get them 
coming IN at a regular clip, but let them rest there in the in-box for a while. In fact, you'll find yourself more 
productive about the response because it has germinated in your head a little bit, so you're able to write what 
you want to say more quickly and directly and clearly and git-'er-done. And you'll likely offend fewer people.

4. Learn to use the "draft" feature on Outlook. This is the place where saved, but not-sent, emails rest until you 
send them along. (It's different from the outbox. That's where going-on-their-way-out-the-door emails sit until you 
hit the send-receive button. You can move things between draft and outbox and vice versa just by dragging.) By 
putting outgoing emails into the draft folder rather than the outbox, you can give yourself the minor addicted 
pleasure of writing something immediately (naughty!), but then not actually implementing it. Leave them sitting in 
"drafts" for a day or so, before delivering them to outbox and then to recipient. Eventually you'll learn that things 
which aren't implemented immediately don't blow up.

Krayzi 

Just stop checking your email every 5 minutes.

First, the technical aspects (do these first) -- turn off all automatic notifications, sounds, popups, etc. Only learn 
about new mail when YOU choose to.

But the technical solution is only 10% of it. When it comes down to it, it's pretty hard to just NOT do something; 
you need to make sure you have something else in its place. Have a clear purpose for every 15 minute period in 
your day.

If you plod along aimlessly and feel that what you are working on RIGHT NOW isn't 100% the best thing you can 
be doing with your time, "checking email" can easily bubble to the top and send you scanning your Inbox for 
something that could be more important.

Note that the actual factor with power here is the *perception*, not the actuality of something being more/less 
important.

So there is a lot of merit as well to implementing the 80/20 principle and eliminating all of the cruft that you really 
don't need to be doing. Plan out your time in advance and make sure you'll so busy and focused and engrossed 
in important work that checking email is _actually_ a waste of time, and you'll be much less likely to do degrade 
into that pattern.
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Crickwat  

Try checking your mails once a day. Keep yourself busy with other activities. Spend some time outside, you can 
indulge in sports or just have a walk enjoying the nature. You can tell yourself that most of the mails are not that 
important and can be checked later.

timeforlife 

I recommend trying out RescueTime.com. It comes with a little download program that tracks where you spend 
your time. I started using it this week and it tells me I spent 2 hours total in my email program and 17 hours 
coding (I currently program web applications for a living). Not too bad of a ratio, but I think I can do better next 
week.

Also, I started a new habit. I clear out my inbox completely every day. It's really refreshing and helps me realize 
the important YAGNI prinicple, You Ain't Gonna Need It.

I'm also tracking my time on this site, thinking that if I spend as much time as I used to in email, learning how to 
become an entreprenuer, then I might not need that email program quite as much.

Webgal

Slowly wean yourself. 

tadk 

In one week, my first, I got down to 4 times a day on the work one.

I think I can make it to 3 times a day due to how work actually is.
Next task to limit each time to under 30 minutes. So far almost there already.

Tbone2345

i used to have a similar problem but finally worked out my problem was with my focus, not specifically with my 
email checking addiction

I realised my caffeine consumption was through the roof, was throwing out my focus and one of the symptoms 
was constant wheel spinning busy work like email checking

Maybe you should take a step back and ask yourself what why specifically you're checking your email.......find 
the motivation behind you're addiction and tackle that instead!
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/my 2 cents

lovinglife 

Are you getting emails everytime you check and, if so, what kind? Over time, I have signed up for a lot of 
newsletters, groups, etc. Quite a few of them were because they sounded like something I would be interested in 
but ended up either not reading/following through or only read them when I wanted a diversion. If you do that, 
take a hard look at the stuff coming through and ask yourself if they really do contain information that you are 
immediately acting upon. If not, unsubscribe (I add the original website to my favorites so I could find them again 
if I truly ever had a need for them in the future). I've been doing a lot of unsubscribing and my mail count has 
dropped dramatically. I have both personal and business emails that I have done this with.

Also, are you checking emails as a form of diversion from projects? I'm very guilty of that. I've set up a system so 
that, on most days, my daily tasks can be done first thing and without taking too long (I admit I check email after 
each batch is completed as a reward). But basically, once my work is done for the most part and there are no 
emails coming through every few minutes, it's kind of boring staring at the email box and I find it easier to walk 
away and do something productive.

final_id 

Once a day. To me, that's a major plateau.

I had no problem going from "all the time" to once an hour, to four times a day, to twice a day, to once a day. All 
of those were just, "I was in a meeting and didn't get your message until just now" types of excuses.

But jumping from once a day to ANY lower amount seems unforgivable in my current work context. People email 
on the presumption that the contact will be responded to by the end of the work-day. The current American 
assumption about business is, that everyone's "last thing" at work, for the final half-hour, is to look through the 
email in-box and deal with all items that have content which requires response today.

I know, that's what OTHER people expect of me. But at some level, I don't have the authority to tell them not to 
expect that. I have a job and a set of job requirements set by other people, and part of that job is, by definition, 
interacting with others, and those other humans have expectations of me. Whether or not those expectations are 
legitimate is ENTIRELY beside the point, because THEY HAVE POWER OVER ME to determine (at least some 
of) my actions. They have an expectation that I should act in a certain way, and that if I don't, then I'm not 
fulfilling the duties of my job.

Ideally, I'd just say, change jobs. Get one where you're not laden with those typical social expectations. But 
umm ... they don't grow on trees. I'm happy to have the one I DO have.

Dantplayer 

About e-mail,

I did an internship in accounting this past summer. They put me in documentation which meant tons of e-mails 
and paper flying around.
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The way my cycle works, I am the most productive from 7:00am-11:00. Keeping that in mind, I found that I was 
most productive time at work was as early as I could arrive (7:30) until about 10:00.

After that, everything was a haze, which is why I reserved checking e-mail and walking around the office (looking 
important!) for then.

I don't think fighting the e-mail habit can be done without finding something to replace it. Don't open Lotus notes!! 
Instead do the work that MUST be done that day when you are the most productive.

JKohlbach 

It's hard to do - don't punish yourself

I also found it pretty hard.

The work email I check twice a day currently at 10:30am and 3pm. I sometimes regress and check it during the 
day as I've always got Outlook open so I get my meeting notifications (all other notifications, sounds, beeps and 
popups are off). It was hard to get used to for the first week, but once i'd let everyone know the expectations of 
me and how i use my work email it was fine. People now know not to expect an answer unless it's one of those 
times. Interestingly this didn't really spike the amount of face to face visits either which is the opposite of what i 
was expecting.

The personal email I read whenever a message comes in (i know, bad! *smacks wrist*). But at least I've setup 
gmail notifier so that I don't have to go off and check it constantly.

I never check email at home unless it's muse related.

Dantplayer 

I have some friends who have a pop-up on their screen every time they get an e-mail....do you have any idea 
what it's like working WITH these people? It's madness!

sadu 

I'm freshly weaned from checking every 5 minutes, and are currently on 3 times a day, planning to drop to twice 
a day in the near future.

My email signature now has the following links in it...

http://www.ragepank.com/email/

http://www.ragepank.com/im/
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So far, it's working great. I won't be apologising for missing any email, because I have provided a solid 
mechanism for people to get their important email through if they really needed to (they just include the word 
'important' in the subject line and my software sends me a SMS).

The emotional difference this makes is massive - I can now quite happily ignore my email knowing that there is 
nothing of critical importance in there - if there was something critical, the client would have marked it 'important'. 
If they didn't mark it 'important' and I didn't deal with it quickly, then I can say "Well, if you had marked it as 
'important' I would have been able to attend to it, just like it says here...".

The SMS alerts do go against the principles of total freedom, but it works really well as a soft introduction. Using 
this system, I have had no trouble with 3 times a day email, and are loving the time it's freed up.

I have also been using Tim's "don't check email until you have completed the most important task" rule, which is 
also working brilliantly. You get to lunchtime, have got something important signed off and out the door, and are 
basically in cruise mode for the rest of the day. Everything else is easy once you get the important stuff done. 
Loving it.

Jackson

Is there a reason why you're not supposed to check it first thing in the morning? I have that problem at home.

sadu 

First up, identify your reasons for checking so often. Are you worried about missing something important? Are 
you using it as an excuse to put off doing unpleasant work? Something else? Identify the problem, then find a 
workaround so you don't have to check the email so regularly.

As others have said, you can't just go from every 5 mins to twice a day in one jump because people expect a 
quicker answer than that. You need to 'train' clients / suppliers / colleagues so they understand your work pattern 
and can accommodate, otherwise you might be seen as being unprofessional. Training means that you tell them 
what you are doing (Tim's autoresponder, or include the information in your email signature). Others have 
suggested leaving the responses for a while so people don't expect answers in 5 minutes like they have grown 
accustomed to. It will take a few weeks to change people's expectations.

If you are expecting urgent email that simply can't wait up to 12 hours to be dealt with, put in place alternative 
systems to handle this. I setup a script which sends me a SMS if the subject line of an email has 'urgent', 'asap', 
'critical', or 'important' in it. Clients know to do this if they really need a quick answer, so I can now check email 2-
3 times a day and never miss anything important.

I also use filters extensively, which saves a bundle of time. Automate as much of the sorting as possible, and find 
ways to get rid of unimportant crap from your inbox (facebook status updates, monthly newsletters, etc). I'm 
looking at getting an outsourcer to check my email half an hour before I do, to manually remove / filter the spam 
and rubbish that my automatic filters didn't manage to get. That way there is less chance of being sidetracked 
when checking email.
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mikephx 

Contrary to the popular conception, since getting a Blackberry last summer, my time online has drastically 
decreased; I'm even a heavy business traveler. I believe the reasons for this are:

1) I get my email directly to my phone. I realized most of the messages I get are junk or unimportant, and can 
just be deleted on the spot.

2) I can reply via phone to the message, or when I do login, I have a targeted plan of attack of what needs to be 
done.
3) Since I hate tapping out long messages on the phone, responses became shorter and to the point.

Before the Blackberry, I would check email several times daily, just to see if there were messages. This would 
often lead to hours of random surfing and time-wasting. Also, strangely enough, I discovered that the less I was 
online, the less I missed it. I realized the Earth traveled around the Sun just the same as before the web. Ha ha!

I just wanted to jump in and, hopefully, add some relevant insight.

final_id

My Blackberry has led me to a similar freedom. Previous to owning a Blackberry, I had to log in and turn on and 
check thoroughly all my email accounts one by one, some with web access through an Outlook server, some 
with Outlook direct access, some with HTML internet web access, etc. etc.. Now, since all my email addresses 
twitter and tweet to my Blackberry, I get a copy of the message to my cell phone. And I look at it. And I know that 
there is no reason to bother with it until later. In general, in fact, I just delete it.

So, the Blackberry allows me to "get a beeper page" every time I have an incoming email, and therefore, I know 
when the few occasions do arise, that would require me to log into an email account and actually deal with 
something. Previously, I had to LOOK at emails in order to know whether or not I had to DEAL with emails. Now, 
I know whether or not I need to DEAL with one or another, before I ever officially LOOK at them.

DeyIrfan

hmmmm my best advice is to email Dr.Phil about your problem. Maybe he can help you

just kidding

PegSta 

1. Set up Outlook (if that, indeed, is your emailer program) to not automatically get messages from the Outlook 
Server, but instead to only go fetch them when you manually hit the send-receive button.
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adam.sn  

This is what I did for a while... worked well!

Ditch your email client and go towards an online one or have everything forwarded to a Gmail account.

Then set up firefox with LeechBlock and block Gmail for everything but 1 hour a day (30 minutes at 12 and 30 
minutes at 4).

Then delete the accounts off your blackberry / iphone, etc...

You'll get used to it and ... hey... silence is GOLDEN.

I got over 200 emails today... and took care of it with that strategy.

justin 

I think having to actively check your mail by going to Gmail or your client is the biggest problem for me - as it is 
an active thing, if you are lazy or don't know what to do, checking e-mail makes you feel productive.

I would end up going onto Gmail often on the off chance that I had a new e-mail, as a time filler, or a type of 
"Work for Work sake", as Tim would put it.

So I believe the solution is not necessarily total cut-off from receiving e-mails, but just limiting visits to your e-mail 
account to when you actually need to or can take action, and ignoring or dismissing the rest. A Blackberry has 
helped me with this - it takes care of checking my e-mail for me, and also saved me visiting Gmail unless I really 
needed to type an important e-mail. 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=434 Cutting down on email...yikes!

Kevkos

I've decided to cut down on email checking to 3 times a day- 8 am, 11 am, and 4 pm. Before I was one of those 
people who checked it well over 30 times a day. This is TOUGH, let me tell you. I do plan on cutting this down to 
2 times and eventually get to twice a week. I don't think I'll ever do twice a month or whatever Tim does!

And, I have a couple of questions:
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1. If I'm getting something from an old email and happen to see my new emails at a non-email checking time, 
does this count?

2. Does sending and email count as checking? Sometimes I suddenly remember something that I need to send 
to someone. It seems silly to wait until my designated time to send it....or maybe not!

Thanks for help!

final_id 

Sending counts as checking. You knew the answer before you asked, didn't you. Getting old emails and "noticing 
accidentally on purpose" that there's something in your in-box also counts.

If you're on Outlook or Outlook Express on a Windows machine, with an Outlook server, do the following:

1. Set up an auto-responder. It's pretty simple in Outlook, IIRC. On the "Tools" menu.

2. TURN OFF THE PROGRAM. Simply close it. Do not re-open it until the designated time. Click the little "X" in 
the upper right corner of the program so that it is NOT RUNNING. If there's a little boxy thing down in your 
bottom toolbar (you know, the buttons which indicate what programs are running) or an Outlook icon in the "tray" 
(the lower-right portion of your screen next to the little digital clock), then the program is STILL RUNNING. Turn it 
OFF.

Tah-dah.

C'mon, you knew what we were going to say, didn't you.

travelmore 

I was addicted to email. From as soon as I got up to right before going to bed, and like Tim mentioned anytime I 
was up in the night I would check it again too.

So far, since reading that section of the book I have only checked email twice a day as Tim says. It was 
AMAZING to not check it this morning. I leave Mail off until it is time (all of them).

You know, reading the quote that no-one expects a reply immediately made sense and I don't really think i am so 
important that people are waiting for me.

Just made sense. TRY it!!!
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ajmastrean 

Can you clarify the sending email limitation? What do we do if we need an answer without committing a violation 
of our own interruption rules (calling a colleague or walking over).

I understand that by sending, the urge to check may take over, but please explain.

Also, where does IM fit in these scenarios? My company has an internal chat program that I find even more 
useful than email for short, low interruption questions.

MikeFromMarz

I would say that IM has similarities to e-mail except more distracting. Not only is it intrusive (pops up on your 
screen, or at the least alerts you when you have a new message) but it "demands" live response. I stopped 
using IM about 3 years ago when I found that I'd lose my train of thought/work in progress while it was open. Too 
much multitasking in the workforce already. Social networking sites like facebook and Myspace probably should 
have the same (if not more strict) rules as e-mail. Just my 4 cents.

Rlentless

I agree- IM is more distracting. I have put all but a select few contacts on my "block" list and set my IM to "busy" 
when I need high focus for a task. If one of the few contacts I have on my "not blocked" abuses the privelege off 
to the "blocked" list they go.

kamakiri 

One thing that I do that had a huge impact on the time I spend on my email is to keep my in box empty. When 
you check your mail (once, twice, or many times a day), make a decision within 3 seconds to do one of the 
following:

Trash
Browse
Read

Then respond to the emails that require a response and trash them. You will find that it cuts down tremendously 
on the time you spend because you only read your emails once. Before I made this a habit, I had 6 month old 
emails in my in box. Just a waist of space and time because you tend to look at it many times and think 'I should 
get to that' and just let the little ember of stress burn endlessly.

As for auto responders, they suck. They are one of the most useless things ever invented. If you are going on 
vacation, then put one up, but really, you have no need whatsoever to use one otherwise. Unless you can really 
use them effectively, they are just obnoxious spam.
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MarkWolfer

Since reading 4HWW I've cut my e-mail checks down drastically. I never check e-mails before 11AM (I start work 
at 9AM). I work on the most critical tasks of my day first thing in the morning and set my phone calls to go 
directly to voicemail. I never check e-mails more than five times a day. My goal is to get this down to three times 
a day by the end of this month and down to twice a day by the end of March.

Each time that I check e-mails I process them completely. I receive about 40 e-mails a day though this number is 
decreasing because of the effort I'm putting into applying filters and rules to my inbox. I spend approximately 15 
minutes each time that I check e-mails depending on the time of day. When I am done checking my inbox is 
completely empty.

I delete 95% or more of the e-mails by using the following rules:

1) Delete it right away from seeing the subject line and who it is from. If I can tell that I don't need to read the e-
mail I delete it immediately. If I think I'll be subjected to many similar e-mails, I create a rule using Outlook that 
moves these repeated messages to my deleted folder automatically.

2) Read, respond and answer a question or provide what is asked in the e-mail if it will take me 5 minutes or less 
to do so. Then delete the original.

3) If it will take more than 5 minutes to deal with the e-mail, I drag and drop it into my task folder in Outlook and 
decide when and how I'll deal with the content of the e-mail. If appropriate I'll reply to the sender to tell them 
when and how I'll answer them. Then I delete the original.

4) In rare cases where I am expecting to receive multiple e-mails that will help me with a specific task, I'll store 
incoming e-mails away in a special folder. This is done to help me batch the work. I also assign a task for myself 
to deal with the contents of the folder on a particular day. Once dealt with I delete all of the original e-mails. An 
example might be when you've asked for input and comments on a document that you've sent to multiple 
people. You will received responses at different times but its not worth dealing with each e-mail on their own. 
Better to tuck them away and deal with them all at once when you've received the last response.

I've spent the last five weeks with a completely empty inbox when I leave work. I have set the calendar as my 
default view in Outlook and added the 'new message' icon to my Calendar toolbar so that I don't have to go to 
my inbox when I need to send a new message.

Interesting side note: I have compared the number of e-mails received in an average day between my old life, 
and since I began this new e-mail regime. I also compared the number of e-mails sent during an average day 
between these two time points. I expected to see the average number of e-mails received to decrease because 
of the increased use of rules and filters. This held true, my inbox gets hit about 20% less now than it used to. 
What I didn't expect though was the 35% increase in the number of e-mails that I was SENDING! I see this as a 
productivity increase, I believe I am responding to and solving more requests for colleagues and stakeholders 
than I used to.

The most useful advise that I've been able to successfully apply from 4HWW and 'Never Check E-mails in the 
Morning' (Julie Morgenstern) has been the concept of spending the first two hours of my day on the most critical 
tasks planned for that day. I am back in control of how I spend my time during the day.
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shanerbock 

Hi guys,

Here is my take... some people are taking these rules that Tim made a little to absolute. Make your own rules.... 
HOWEVER, with that said, looking at your email, reading your email, responding, etc... is all part of it and 
included in my opinion.

I get approximately 200-250 emails per day. I can't handle that many emails, but I also cannot put an auto-
responder on my email... I just dont think it is feasible in my particular position. But, you know what, people learn 
pretty quick when you dont respond immediately to everything that happens. I have been slowly training people 
by telling them I get too many emails to respond to all of them and that if an issue is truly urgent they should just 
call me.

I also absolutely do NOT answer any phone calls that I do not recognize the number. I force people to leave a 
message much of the time, even if I do recognize the number.

Anyway, I just wanted to chime in on this with my experience... Also keep at it, people will learn! just train them

lolpie

What exactly do you do that requires 200 emails a day? 

shanerbock 

I manage software implementation projects totalling anywhere from 2-4 million dollars/Quarter in value. its 
getting really old.... really fast!

jimmyinthecity79

Any ideas for someone that works in IT?

Hello. I am half way through the book and I feel I need to ask this question. I manage the technology for three 
offices and that includes providing desktop support as well. I find it difficult to not check email consistently 
throughout the day. I am taking the points to no longer pick up the phone (have it go to voicemail) and then 
respond to them via email. My job does promote strong autonomy and the ability to do what I want when I am 
not busy. I can get away with working remotely on some days but when it comes down to it, I need to be here for 
my staff.

Any ideas? or should I be looking for an exit strategy from this job and how to automate making money?
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lolpie 

You should work remotely when you can and be working on your muse(s) at the same time. Once your muse(s) 
take off and you make $x/month you might wanna look into leaving...just my opinion 

From Tim's Blog:

Preventing Email Bankruptcy: From 1920′s Postcards to Video Confessions:
http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2008/06/06/preventing-email-bankruptcy-from-1920s-postcards-to-video-
confessions/

How to Stop Checking E-mail on the Evenings and Weekends:
http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2008/02/18/how-to-stop-checking-e-mail-on-the-evenings-and-
weekends/

The Holy Grail: How to Outsource the Inbox and Never Check Email Again:
http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2008/01/21/the-holy-grail-how-to-outsource-the-inbox-and-never-check-
email-again/

10 Steps to Become an Email Ninja:
http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2008/01/09/10-steps-to-become-an-email-ninja/

TV/news: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=2656 Eliminating news and TV

sadu 

About a month ago, I followed Tim's advice and stopped reading the newspaper, listening to the radio and 
watching TV. I also got rid of all my blog RSS feeds and cut email usage waaaay back as well.

All I can say is WOW.
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It really has made the biggest difference to my state of mind, and I would highly recommend doing the same if 
you haven't already.

Thing is, the newspaper / news is chock full of bad news. As a responsible adult, I find myself getting quite upset 
about the day's events, and it puts me into a negative state of mind. Most of these events are out of my control - 
I can't stop the toddler from being beaten to death by her parents or the car full of people being hit by a drunk 
driver - yet these events were ruining my day and regularly occupying my thoughts. Not any more.

I'd listen to the radio for an up-to-the-minute account of what politician said what, and again finding myself 
getting angry about the lies we get spoon fed every day. But If I don't listen to the lies, I don't get upset by them 
anymore. Brilliant.

Then there's the TV - I used to have my appointment at 7:30 every Tuesday to watch Donald Trump pretend to 
fire someone, on top of all the other crap that I didn't even enjoy watching. This would be peppered with ads 
telling my to buy shit that I don't need, and making me hungry for a double cholesterol burger or a large home-
delivered pizza with extra saturated fat. Losing the TV habit was easy.

Getting rid of my RSS subscriptions was also easier than I thought. A lot of this is job-related stuff, so I was 
pretty cautious about losing them. But really, reading blogs is a bit of an excuse for not doing important stuff and 
I'm finding I have way more time without them.

Anyone else doing well without the news and media? For me, this one small change was well worth it and I can 
totally see the benefits of this extra time. Loving it.

Sub8hr

I never really did read or watch the news. A habit formed since elementary school even, since the first thing my 
teachers did every day was talk about stuff in the news. I actually became reliant on the fact that if something 
interesting enough was happening in the world, I would hear about it without having to read/watch the news. It 
continues to be true. =)

One thing I do these days though is just scan the headlines on my "My Yahoo!" page. Then, rarely, if something 
merits reading further I'll take a look at it.

As for TV shows, I've cut out all game/reality shows. Never really liked them that much to begin with. It's so 
much worthless drivel and I don't really care if Bobby made Janey upset and they had a fight over it.

I generally limit my TV watching to movies and shows with actual stories, I love a good sitcom. Sometimes there 
will be something interesting on Discovery/NatGeo type channels.

Cutting out the negativity of news also helps work on the bigger picture of creating your own environment. I 
stopped listening to most music too because it was so depressing and full of tween angst. I can't remember who 
I heard say it, but "If you want to succeed, put yourself in an environment where success is automatic." 
Controlling the inputs to keep you in the right frame of mind is so powerful and will trump sheer will power and 
self discipline every time.
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sadu

Yeah, we are still watching movies, and have been working through the Stargate SG1 series on DVD - actually 
pretty good stuff when you can watch them back to back and without any ads or interruptions.

But yeah, once you are in a good frame of mind, everything else is easy.

adios pantalones 

I gave up TV nearly 5 years ago. With the exception of History or Nat Geo etc. it really is akin to having an open 
sewer running through your living room. God help you if you actually have a tube in your bedroom.

I also stay away from the papers and radio. We're fortunate in San Diego to have a good college jazz station 
with no ads and little news. (88.3, you can stream it.)

I'd done all this before reading 4hww, I loved reading about TF doing the same.

kamakiri 

I gave up the newspaper first. I also found myself getting angry at the stupidity of it all. Morons in the news, 
morons writing the news. I started writing letters to the newspaper at first complaining. After I got a reply to an 
email that essentially said, "Yes we got it wrong, what's the big deal?", I canceled my subscription. I still pick up a 
paper when they are free on airline flights, but haven't regretted it.

I gave up TV in 2003. I watched myself in a 1.5 hour TV special about the all Japan pizza championships. (Pizza 
is extremely healthy, and relative to any other restaurant entree, has less saturated fat!). I took first in the taste 
competition, and second overall, just to honk my own horn (hehe).

I haven't missed it at all. I do have a home theater and watch movies and some of my favorite series, like 
Farscape and Firefly, but that is about it.

adios pantalones 

Yeah, we have netflix here in the states and we stiil watch a disc on occasion, be it a documentary or brain fluff 
like The Big Lebowski. Every brain needs a little downtime now and then!

GenU 

I only catch the news for the weather updates on occassion. Otherwise, I don't watch the news on TV. I have 
been using the internet for all the news that I want to read for the last few years. However, I am finding that like a 
train wreck, there's really nothing out there that is worthwhile to read other than the world is going to hell in a 
hand basket. After I started reading Tim's book, I've figured that my life would be better off without knowing or 
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caring about what else is going on with the rest of the world. There's not a whole lot that I can do about most of 
the things anyway. Just a few days of not caring about news have made me feel that much better.

-GF-

This is probably one of my biggest struggles. Being a political junkie, I have always enjoying being "plugged in" 
but as of late am noticing how much it drains me.
Thanks for these testimonials, folks - it's inspiring to me. I'm going to take the first step tomorrow and see what a 
day without the TV news is like.

Adguru

yeah i started doing this about 5 days ago and it's absolutely UNREAL how much better I feel and so much more 
focused.

It's a god sent in retrospect... I would check Canoe.ca (canadian news website) like 10x a day (actually it was my 
home page LOL!). Plus watch cp24 (another canadian news show) and CNN/Headline news like clock work. 
Absolute information overload and I could never concentrate... I also turned off ICQ (which was a big deal to me 
because alot of my biz is handled by ICQ) and now only use internal office messenger.

I also removed all the junk distractionary stuff on my iphone and turned off my e-mail functionality so i could only 
check e-mail on my laptop. The only other thing I still check occasionally thru the day is facebook (in retrospect i 
should remove this distraction as well). Plus the message boards I frequent for biz have been removed because 
of the immense amount of bullshit i would read thru that had no affect whatsover on my business.

Thanks Tim!

webgal 

I've not watched TV in years. Reality TV hit the waves and I tuned out. I do watch the Olympics and ACC College 
Basketball. 

swoop 

It's surprising how many things can compete to waste your time. I've been on a low-news diet for years but up 
until very recently I was an internet forum addict. Thankfully, I've got over it and this is the only forum I look at 
once a week or more. I only go to other forums when search engines lead me there.

If you think you're using forums too often, try avoiding all the forums you currently use for a couple of weeks, or 
even a month. Then go back to them and see just how little worthwhile information has been added while you're 
away. It's a very sobering experience.
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TV is another one. I used to live with a bunch of guys and we'd watch hours of crap every day, making witty 
comments and thinking we were cool. I think this is a very widespread habit!

JKohlbach 

I rarely even have the TV on. A few weeks ago I was toying with the idea of buying a new one, but quickly asked 
myself.. why?! Saving: Thousands of dollars.
I don't buy the newspaper, and the only one I even read is the free one given away in my city. I actually find it 
boring. I can't understand why someone would give away a couple of dollars a day. Saving: Around $400 a year 
and god knows how much time.

jumpcat 

Actually, I ceased media interaction prior to reading Tim's book. I guess I stumbled across the "peace of mind" 
on my own. I love it. It was difficult at first, letting go of the Sunday newspaper was a challenge. I am having 
trouble of letting go of television. Though I am getting better at stopping a show once I realize it is lame. 
Stopping, just stop, erase from my DVR so I am not temtped to watch again. My DVR memory has never been 
so low, 25% full.

Free4Family&Community

I was a complete addict

I used to watch TV 24/7 and always had the TV on. ONce my son was born I knew that I would need time for him 
and not the TV. So I choose to not watch any more soaps. I used to watch about 1 hour every day. I also never 
watched TV during the day and only watched it in the evening. I now can switch the TV off and read a good book 
when I want to which before was completely impossible.

I cut out the new but currently I am really interested in the credit crunch (what we call it in the UK) and I am 
watching all programmes related to Economics, Recession and finance.. this includes the new. I only watch the 
new when they talk about economics then I which off or over to another program when the article is finished.

I love watching factual programmes and any program related to my various hobbies.. these usually come on TV 
from 8-11pm. I also read during that time too.

As for news papers I don't buy it and only read the deadlines in the shops when I am passing. I sometimes read 
the paper when a friend hands over her news paper.

I get a weekly moneysavingexpert.com email message summary that I read and sometimes read the 
articles/thread related to a particular topic.

I must say that I can go over board with researching for things/stuff/actions to take so I am working on taking 
action with less research and tryng to gain info from others without me doing all the leg work.
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My son does not watch normal TV. He watches pre-recorded programmes on cable for DVD. If on the rare 
occasion he does watch normal TV then its the BBC which has no adverts. Pre-recorded Tv has programmes 
where the adverts have been removed. He is only allowed a limited screen time every day in the evening where 
he can choose from internet/DVD/pre-recorded cable/playstation.

Since my son was born and I want low with TV I found that I would be more interested in the news from my 
everyday life .. like what was actually happening with my friends, family and community. I new how the 
government was effecting my actual life and not what the new was saying.. e.g. I could see new schools being 
built and I could see improvements in facilities for parents. I could also see what they were not doing & how it 
was effecting my life. Before I would be only listening to what the TV was saying they did or did not do for us and 
now I can see for myself.

I personally still love watching TV. I am now very selective with what I watch and many times it has started off 
new interest that I have taken over as hobbies.. like gardening. I have learnt a lot of gardening skills on the BBC. 
When I watch a program there is always a good internet page or pages that expands on the program content 
BBC and Channel4 are great for that. Many times the program comes with a book that I can order from the 
library to read. TV no longer dominates my life.

Cameron B 

I don't own a TV and haven't for my entire adult life. I see stuff now and then when I visit friends, but as far as I'm 
concerned, all of the news is pretty much re-runs. I only check my email about once a day. Otherwise, I hear 
enough. Though may buy a TV soon, just to have something to watch movies on with friends. 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=4144 Low-Info Diet in terms of news consumption.

A Hill 

So I've read the book a few times now over the past year and the whole low information diet was the hardest for 
me to take but I've tried hard to scale down. I've successfully illuminated about 5-10 hours of TV so I'm down to 
about 2 hours a week. Yet I am probably still one of the most informed students in my Senior class (I'm a High 
School Senior)

How? Its simple really.

Get a News apps for the Ipod Touch/Iphone or whatever device you carry and read the headlines each morning.

I like the New York Times app (AP app is good as well). I just sync it while I'm in the shower and then grab it on 
the way out. While I'm on the bus (30 mins to school) I eat breakfast and read the headlines plus the first 
sentence under it. If one jumps out at me I'll read it, I limit myself to one a day. This way I can use the headlines 
as conversation starters with teachers and always have one I can use. Its also free so I don't pay for my news.
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In my area I can't walk by the news stand to read the front page of the paper so this is what I do. IF something 
big happens I'll go home and do a google news search and read a few up about it.

Anyone else have different ways to keep up with the News but not get crushed by it?

winvest   
  

For general news I just listen to PBS NewsHour and New York Times podcast. With those 2 podcasts i'm 
covered as far as current events.

J_Rock 

I just ask guys and gals this simple question:

What the heck is going on in the world, man?

This is where I get all my information, news etc--talking. My sticking point with the low info diet is the cell phone 
use. But still-- I only use it about 1 hour per week.

sadu 

I find the news in any format depressing. Always some toddler being killed on the front page, some corrupt 
politician bleeding the system, some random disaster wiping out thousands of people in some impoverished 
country, or Americans sending another few thousand troops to smite the middle east for no particular reason.

I find my chi is considerably more balanced if I simply ignore the news. The important stuff always comes up in 
conversation.

I find reading books a better way to stimulate the intellect. This gives you things to talk about, and you learn new 
things without being exposed to the biased media's point of view or all the advertising and nonsense that you get 
in the paper or on TV.

ScottVA

I find a quick scan of Drudgereport.com or CNN.com is good for that as well.

Though I will be first to admit I am a news junkie.
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phil 

I never read nor watch the news. I've gotten to the point where if I walk past a newspaper, I don't even see it - it 
doesn't even register with me.

I never watch TV except for an occasional downloaded Entourage show on iTunes.

Winvest

I feel there has to be a balance between being a productive human and ignorant human. We all live in the same 
world so we should have an idea about what is going on around the globe. I'm not talking about pop culture 
scandals ie Tiger Woods. I'm talking about things that change this earth and the people that live on it. I wouldn't 
pride myself about being ignorant about things like the tsunami from a couple years ago, wars or the protests in 
Iran.

A Hill 

I hadn't thought of that recently, I have done it in the past... Maybe this will be the one of my changes in the new 
year.

For me, thats a bit extreme. If anything, I would think people on here would understand how small a world we 
live in and have some interest from a professional standpoint on what is going on in the world. With that said 
toning down the news is what I'm trying to achieve.

As for reading books... I'm with you, I don't watch the news to stimulate intellect. I'm going to buy a kindle this 
week as well. Right now I'm reading "Surely you're joking Mr. Feynman!" Which Tim Ferriss mentioned 
somewhere, its great. I'm also reading Counselor by Ted Sorenson, I met in October and got an autographed 
copy. Fun stuff reading is. My goal is to read 50 books this year or about one a week.

I think they both also have apps as well yet I think NYT has the best app or at least had the best app when I was 
originally looking.

Well you've got me beat. I do plan at some point to just buy all my TV shows but until then, I'm a fan of Hulu.

I agree completely. The essential key to this is getting that perfect balance which is low in time to consume the 
media and high in return. The return could be a new product/muse or just personal satisfaction. This is what I'm 
trying to figure out, what way is best?

The resulting ideas this far are podcasts and mobile media apps? Secondly one could go online for more info or 
a quick scan, places such as drudge report, Google News (yes not exactly a news agency itself), and more?

Thanks for the responses, hopefully this discussion can yield some great results.
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Sadu

Oh yeah - I'm interested in what's going on, don't get me wrong. But that doesn't mean I should go out of my way 
to read the news in a format that is chock full of advertising and "filler" and is generally biased. I really don't need 
or want to know about Tiger Woods' love life, but the people who sell newspapers call it news because it sells 
more newspapers.

Anything important will generally come up in conversation (my friends share similar ideals to me), or will stick 
around the front page long enough for it to catch my attention in a cafe or whatever. I do keep my eyes and ears 
open, I don't want to the ignorant guy who has no clue about the world.

Aside from that - most of what is in the paper is bad news - actually terrible stuff most of the time. There is no 
benefit to be had reading about most of this, and I find more good in the world around me by not dwelling on the 
bad stuff going on.

REOBULK

I've just stopped with scanning the news, as a test run like the book recommends, and I save a lot of time. Now I 
don't watch sports, read or watch news, and I don't miss a beat.

I'll read a bit about the industry I'm involved with but that's it. Usually it's all sensational stuff anyway.

Take back your time and enjoy....

ScottVA 

I don't understand this part of the book or what some of you are doing..

Not watching the news, no radio, no tv, not watching sports, reading less and then "set back and enjoy"

To me.. "Enjoying" is sitting back and watching a football game or basketball game.. when I obtain a good 
passive income, this is my goal, to enjoy more of these games and travel to see the team play away in each city..

I also enjoying knowing what is going on in the world, discussing with friends.

To be not watching the news or just seeing "bomber on xmas day flight" - just knowing that headline.. you have 
no idea where in the world, if he succeeded or if it will have any lasting effects..

A Hill

I think you're misunderstanding the general idea here. I would wager that everyone that has posted here knows 
about the security screw up with the bomber. Maybe a few may not but that is a bit extreme. Also, if you did see 
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the headline right away it was actually like "guy tries to set of fireworks on airplane" or something, not "Plastics 
Explosive smuggled onto airplane in guy's underwear!" which came out a day later, so missing the instant news 
didn't affect you at all. On top of this, it was an isolated incident and I hate hearing about this type of stuff before I 
get on a plane.

A more personal example, when I was flying home in Nov/Oct of this past fall and on the news there were two 
stories in the same day. There was the pilot who fell asleep but at the time they thought the plane was hijacked 
or something, and that same day there was another plane that went off it's route and they thought it was hijacked 
or something (turned out because a baby was being born on it I think). At the time I was sitting in the terminal 
waiting for my flight, and it was a bit nerve racking to say the least. If I hadn't seen the news, nothing bad would 
have happened and I would've had an easier time flying home. The problem was that the screens in the airport 
were blaring CNN and Fox and they were reporting on it live.

Generally people spend a LOT of time watching/reading the news and the return is pretty low to say the least. It 
also isn't very positive nor does it add much to your productivity. With that said, I know all the headlines every 
morning and what is going on in the world better than all of my classmates since I can't exactly discuss the news 
with my peers since no one in the entire High School (students I'm talking here) really watches the news at all.

Sports are discussion points being a Senior in HS. So I generally will passively watch the game if I'm doing 
something or just watch the highlights the next morning, then I'm all set and can partake in the discussion. I also 
can grab the other things I may have missed from my friends.

Yet, if you like watching sports go for it! This philisophy isn't to not enjoy what you love but to do more of what 
you enjoy so if you like news keep at it, but I challenge you to try a low info diet for a few weeks and see the 
results. Prior to me trying it out I watched way too much news and read a lot more than I watched. Now I just 
read the NY Time's headlines and an article or two on the bus in the morning while eating my breakfast on the 
way to school. I still haven't gone podcast yet, but plan to soon.

Also, as far as reading books goes I've always been an avid reader and tend to read about 50 or so books a 
year. This is something I enjoy doing so I do it.

Dunno if this was all sensible but its my take

From Tim's Blog:

Napoleon on News and Information Management (Plus: Video on Outsourcing E-mail and More):
http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2009/02/12/napoleon-on-news-and-information-management-plus-
video-on-outsourcing-e-mail-and-more/
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Batching:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1737 Elimination, Batching, Outsourcing, etc for 
Home?

Dixon 

We know the principles involved in getting more time to do what you want. However, sometimes things you do 
on a daily basis seem to go unnoticed when there could be improvement. This thread is for suggestions on how 
to outsource, batch, or eliminate duties around home such as cooking, cleaning, and laundry.

Please provide some of your own tips.

Things I've thought of implementing:

-Using a laundry and folding service once per week
-Having grocery shopping delivered
-Batch cooking food and then partitioning it into portable, throw-away containers with plastic forks in order to 
reduce cooking and dishes time and be able to eat on the run.

Other suggestions?

Stallion 

Automate your bills.

If you can't automate certain ones, pay them on the same day.

In fact I go shop for groceries, do banking and pay bills on the same day.

taurineblitz 

Laundry is deffinatly a big one. Most coin laundry mats in my area, NJ, have an in house laundry service. Instead 
of killing a time doing it yourself, just drop off your load and they charge by the pound to wash, dry and fold it. 
You save money bc you never have to buy detergent. Just come back and pick it up all done. I usually do mine 
on a Wednessay and drop off in the morning around 9 or 10 and its ready for pickup around 5-6. Wednesdays 
works for me bc not only are there less people doing laundry on Wednesday, but my laundry mat offers a 
discount on wednesdays, so its actually cheaper to use the machines and the price of the service goes down. 
I've tried to have it done on Saturdays, but alot of times everyone is doing or getting their laundry done on 
Saturdays, its crowded so even if you drop it off in the morning, you may have to pick it up on Sunday.
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Ephigy

Why not use the time you're at the laundromat to read or get phone numbers?

just a thought*

jonparker83 

This is something I always did back in the UK - it saves time, money (buying larger quantities) and is also useful 
when trying to get/stay in shape especially if you work 9-5.

It works best for things like chilli or stews but can also be done with meat e.g. cooking up a batch of chicken 
breasts at the beginning of the week to use in salads etc.

Dixon 

Weird. Ever since I became of credit card age I've never paid bills manually. I've always had automatic payment 
for everything and assumed everyone else did this.

Anybody have new suggestions?

repguy 

I do this and carry my meals in a cooler, it is the only way to eat "right" in a busy environment. Not to mention it 
helps avoid eating out. You can also cut down cook times if you can properly design a meal plan and multitask 
the cooking. For more on this John Berardi's precision nutrition series is great.

If you must do your own laundry and have the machines in your home toss a load in daily so you do not need to 
spend a single large amount of time on it or as mentioned use a laundry mat with several machines.

Hire a local kid to cut the grass and do yard work.

Get into home automation, what it can do to save you both time and $ is amazing. From starting your coffee 
maker a few minutes before you get up in the morning to taking care of some aspects of pet care and turning off 
lights by timer or voice command.

webgal 

For meals:
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I go to a place called dream dinners and order meals that I freeze. You can build them there with all their 
ingredients but I don't do this. I get them to do that then pick them up. You can have small meals that feed 3. If 
you are a party of one or two, that leaves a leftover for lunch. Or you can cook all of them for lunch. They have a 
"heart healthy" menu that is low in fat, too.

repguy 

Good point, John mentions that in one of his videos though I have not tried it.

JFrenzel 

Quick suggestion. It is faster and easier to cook from home. By the time you go to pickup food and so forth you 
could have cooked a healthy meal. For example, you can cook fresh salmon and sweet potatoes in 20 mins.

Really I would say the best is to cook at home to save time.

webgal 

Well, the dream dinners is somewhere in between. They are "put together" . We still cook them at home. And 
since I have a home office, I have lunch. We get meals for 6 and there are leftovers which is great. So it's a lot 
less expensive than eating out and quite frankly, I've not found it more expensive than buying the stuff and 
putting it together. We still make stuff but it fills in some gaps.

Stallion 

I guess I had a very long tard moment.

I always knew you could set up bills with your bank account, but I assumed that it was an automation thing. As 
in, the bill would automatically come out at a specific date and that was that. I didn't like this, since I don't plan to 
pay these bills for long, and it can be a real pain in the ass getting back money from a business that takes it out 
after you cancel something.

I just figured out I could set them all up and just pay them manually through the bank account. It requires about 
an extra 5 mins compared to automation, but much less than my old, go drive there and pay it method.

I was even doing bank juggling. I have a new bank account (well it isn't new, I've had it for 2 years). It is no fees, 
free checks and I get points for using my debit card. But I've always had to maintain my old bank account 
because I have my Visa from that bank.

Juggling was a huge pain in the ass, but I just figured out I can pay the Visa bill for that bank, through my other 
bank account. This will cut off a lot of the crap of driving around paying bills.
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cjbarton 

Believe me, I can respect batching and eliminating - streamlining what you do. It makes you more effective, 
saves time, money, and even gas. However, maybe there's such thing as too much? I mean, it takes two 
minutes to throw laundry in. While you're doing that, you could be heating up a burger on a George Foreman grill 
(knocks the fat out! ). I would say to be careful to become so obsessed about streamlining your life that you don't 
take time out of your day (or week) to do things that the rest of the human race do: cook dinner and do laundry. 
For someone like me who enjoys the creative process of cooking - I find it a benefit of my time. But, then again, 
that's just my 2 cents.

badhank 

i batch haircuts and shaving.

i get my hair cut short and let it grow out for 2-3 months before having it cut again (just got it cut today actually).

as for shaving, i let it grow till i look like a taliban, and usually only shave after 5-7 days unless i have a meeting 
or get a complaint from the ladies.

also i always cook 6 meat portions (3 days lunch& dinner)at a time. salad you just throw together and same with 
veg/most side-dishes i eat. I hate Hate HATE preparing/cooking a meal for 20-40 minutes, then taking 20 to eat 
it... so much lost time.

repguy 

What takes the most time with cooking is prep, I still do meals with family and friends from time to time as I do 
enjoy cooking, I just know how to batch my cooking and multitask to produce my meals for the day, a burger on 
the george foreman is not really a meal but if you have a batch of spinach salad ready there you go, and you 
have saved some time by doing the prep work before hand. I eat 6-7x a day so it makes sense to batch it though 
I probably wouldn't have my meals prep'd for me as I enjoy cooking some others do not. After all it's all about 
making time for what you enjoy. I however don't see how you can enjoy cooking on the foreman grill, it is more 
for meals in a hurry. Also eat lean meats, you won't have a fat issue

I don't care if I do thing's the rest of society does, if I wanted to do things like them I would work a normal job. 
The point really is about not having to do what you arent good at or do not enjoy. I would love to buy one of 
those washers that is also a dryer so I didn't have to be around when the load is done but I do. I enjoy 
electronics and home automation so I use it. I enjoy cooking and conversation so I have friends over and cook 
for them but batching some things does make alot of sense especially if it makes me halthier, gives me more 
time and or makes me a happier person.

Each person needs to decide what to automate and what not to.

Stallion

Ha, I do this too. I usually shave when it gets ichy. I think I'm bound for another shave now.
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I've also started the mass cooking for the week. First time I did this. I spent probably 10 minutes longer than it 
actually takes me to cook one meal, to complete a week of meals. Now all I have to do is put it on a plate, 2 
minutes in the microwave and i'm ready to go.

Free4Family&Community 

I need to start batch cooking. I usually cook carbs (pasta, rice etc) for two days but I usually don't cook the main 
part of the meal for more than one day.
I'll start from next week and see how it goes. I'll need to purchase a few plastic tubs to put each cooked into.

berlin 

I've eliminated all time spent on cooking - before reading the 4hww - the following way. It's probably nothing for 
gourmets but that's never been my focus:

+ removed the stove and microwave from my kitchen

(same goes for the tv which I threw out 3 years ago)

+ my fridge contains the following right at this moment, just the basic building blocks to prepare a non-cooked 
breakfast or snack after work or at night:

- 23 slices of precut breat (not white) (8 unpacked, rest backup)
- 500 g of margarine (250 unpacked, rest backup)
- 400 g of salami and other meats (150 unpacked ...)
- 600 g of cheese (200 unpacked ...)
- Apples and Oranges for two weeks
- 2 jars of marmelade (1 opened, rest ... backup)
- 5 L. of Grapefruit Juice
- 2 L. of Milk
- 3 bottles of white wine

This allows me to go shopping for food once every two weeks. Also, there's stuff that does not need to be 
cooked like canned tuna.

+ I've talked to a good, local restaurant close to where I work and negotiated a warm meal for 5,- € if I come in 
four times a week. They agreed and it's given me great variety. The fifth day or on weekends I eat outside, too. 
Wherever I feel like it. Never fastfood, though. It's just not my thing.
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Dus10 

AngelMinistries.com

This is a service that has no "requirements". They have pre-packaged food available, and it is typically about 
50% cheaper than buying the same food in the store. Just sign up with a local sponsor church and pick it up 
each month.

Don't shop.

Free4Family&Community

It is good to hear from others saving time in the home 

berlin 

yes, it is! One of the strangest aspects for me is that it can be so hard to leave things untouched ... once their 
batched.

e. g. shopping ... I have to force myself to write everything down - especially the small, secondary objects - 
instead of heading to the store and buying them right away.

Also, there are two letters in my snailmail. Everytime I walk by they tell me ... "read me, I'm important, I'm a 
loveletter or the winning lottery ticket, I need immediate handling".

But no, I've batched both because I didn't enjoy wasting my time on them. So I'll wait until Friday to buy the 
toothpicks and pay the two bills

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=154 What are you batching?

Vagabond 

I think this is a great concept. I tend to waste a lot of time doing tasks that I could easily batch... the weird thing is 
that even though I know i'm being more efficient its hard to break the cycle.

So, have any of you implemented this and if so, what?
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ardor 

Like most people I batch my Snail Mail
I get the mail from my box weekly to bi weekly
I sort and toss.

about once a month to once every 2 months.
I process the mail that is sorted.
I am often late paying my bills,
and often pay 2 months worth at the same time.
I paid my water company 140$ when i signed up, and have had a negative bill for over 6 mths.

I am still working on located more things to batch. So any ideas would be helpful.

As far as batching email goes, I have yet to really try, as noted above its hard to break the cycle.

kindwomanxx 

For those of you into productivity p0rn, there is a methodology called
"getting things done" or gtd. One of the main ideas is batching things by
place, i.e., phone calls, shopping, computer work, reading.

Here's the website for the author. It's got quite a following on the net.
http://www.davidco.com/

Webzu

Paying bills late isn't a good side effect of batching. If you have a lot of 30-60-90 day late pays on your credit 
history it will affect your credit rating. I batch my bills together, I have them all due around the same time. You 
can call them to change your payment due date so you can have them all be due around the same week or so. 
As they come in, I batch them together then about a week before they're due I setup payment online. I only have 
to do these with a few since most of my bills that are recurring like mortgage, car payment, etc. I have set for 
automated payment.

Marcie 

I thought he meant he prepaid his water bill???
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Webzu

He also said:

Quote:
about once a month to once every 2 months.
I process the mail that is sorted.
I am often late paying my bills,
and often pay 2 months worth at the same time.

I'm not a fan of prepaying either, I like to hold on to my money, why pay them early!

read 

Joann,
I never thought of GTD contexts as batching. I'm wondering how you end up using this? I tend to have many 
tasks under @office, and since I have a home office, when I'm @office, I'm not only @phone and @computer, 
but I'm also @home. Any ideas on using this to help batch more?

Batching is something I do need to work on - especially when it comes to email. I've had some luck with 
voicemail, though. I've used Tim's latest blog post to successfully batch phone calls -- without having to get into 
long conversations.

kindwomanxx 

I don't do much in the way of batching myself, since I mostly program. I don't get many phone calls (or emails 
either, for that matter). I would guess I would batch depending on what I HAVE to do next. I.e., if I have to make 
a phone call due to timing constraints, I'll try to make a bunch of them at the same time. Then I move back to 
programming.

The batching in programming is sort of built in in the design phase, so I don't have to think about it after that.

MariaG

@ Read - I've been using GTD for a while, and my understanding is that it is good to batch tasks by context. For 
example, if you have 4 phone calls to make, you could get them taken care of on the train.

I batch a lot of household tasks (if I had more money I'd outsource this!). Short list:
- Laundry - both washing and folding
- Vacuuming/Mopping
- Dishes
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You have to have a certain tolerance for messiness, but it does save a lot of time.

Bitcomet Files
Email
Daily Learning & Blogs
Mail & Bills
Physical commissions
Cleaning, Laundry 

final_id

My standard things are

Outsource:
laundry (all of it; dry-cleaning the suits; wash-dry-fold service for 100% of everything else)
cooking (nearly all of it; I "eat out" in the sense that I eat pre-prepared things, or fruits and nuts, or at a 
restaurant)
travel (I want someone else to do the driving)

Batch:
internet entertainment (including this website; if it doesn't have a "view all new posts since your last visit" then I 
don't use the forum)
emails (three times a week)
shopping (one full day about twice a month)

Done by me with neither outsourcing nor batching:
bathroom and kitchen cleaning (I just constantly wipe-down after use; thus no scunge ever appears and the 
cleaning is 10 seconds every day instead of twenty minutes once a week; use CLR brand scum remover in a 
spray bottle)
personal letters (by email or by written correspondence; this is my real self, the most important thing to me; I 
take all the time in the world)

Interesting concept:
on a dating site (or in a book on dating) I once read that a partner will appreciate five minutes of dedicated high-
quality time more than two hours of distracted low-quality time. In other words, you should "batch" your attention 
to your loved ones, too. Either be IN their face, or OUT of it, and you'll both be happier for it.

MyOwnSuperhero

I batch plenty, it's the only way to go!
I batch:
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e-mail
voicemail (actually, my business phone goes straight to voicemail, also allowing me to batch my calls when 
responding)
client meetings (Mondays and Tuesdays only)
laundry (once a week, I also "outsource" it to my wife)
grocery shopping (once every two weeks)
cooking (it's not too difficult to make more of stuff to eat later)
bill paying (once per week)
errands (and the driving that accompanies them)

inntee

I work from home so, among other things, I'm able to batch shaving. I shave about 3 times a week; compared to 
shaving every day, that saves 15-20 minutes over the course of a week.

final_id 

I used to want to batch shaving. But now I love it, thanks to the "traditional wet shave" resources on the internet. 
And having to haggle for a mere 15 minutes of savings in time, is too stressed an existence for me. I guess it 
adds up, especially on a hectic morning when many are hustling to get to work, but I am trying to choose a less 
time-obsessed lifestyle in all things. Sure, you got a little bit of time by knowing the smallest of details about your 
minutes expended. But I'd rather NOT know about my minutes expended ... at all.

MJ1225 

I batch everything!

As for my business. I am making my own fabric covered boxes for the packaging of the chocolate. (The 
chocolate I buy wholesale.)

I have a pattern for the fabric boxes and cut all of the fabric pieces at one time (usually for 20 boxes at a time). I 
then use spray mount and cover all of my box pieces and poster board pieces for all of the boxes and glue those 
pieces together. Last, I glue two pieces of pre-measured and cut trim to each box. (Eventually, I want to out 
source the boxes.)

I am still in the process of building this muse. But, I hope to average 10 minutes per box, once I get going.

I also batch most everything in my personal life. I make out an extensive shopping list for each store I need to go 
to and run whatever errands I need to run at that time. Saves time and money.

I clean the house and do laundary one day a week and pay bills on the 1st and 15th.
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Huey

I batch the following:

-laundry (once a week) (Tim said he does this every other sunday. Wouldnt that require quite a large wardrobe? 
Doesn't that contradict his Walden/minimalist philosophies?)
-filling the car up with gas (once a week)
-keeping in touch with friends. I have friends from all over the world so every 7 days I pick 10 at random and 
spend an hour or so emailing or phoning them, keeps you involved in everybodys life and maintains your social 
circles
-withdrawing money from the atm (once a week, would like to batch further)
-washing my hair. Some people may think "eww gross" but I've read that shampooing every day can be 
hazardous so I wash mine every 5-6 days (I'm male with med length hair btw)
-cooking. I prepare most of my food the night before (chopping ect.) so its all ready to take with me in tupperware 
boxes. This also forces me to stick to my diet as well.
-reading my favourite blogs instead of checking everyday for new posts (once every 10 days or so)
-lesson planning. I'm a teacher so I plan all my lessons for the week every monday.

I'm always looking for new things to batch as this has saved me a HUGE ammount of time. Thanks Tim!

cleverusername  

-I batch cooking, making big pots of soups, sauces, veggies, etc., and then breaking it up into smaller containers
-Errands and car stuff. I've got a list on my fridge I add to throughout the week, usually whenever I think of 
something I'll write it down. Do my errands, fill up the car, add oil (bad rings-burns oil), maybe run it through the 
car wash.
-I've only got enough laundry to fill up one load, so I tend to do then when I'm doing the weekly cooking.
-Personal phone calls get down in an afternoon, usually once a week.

Room for improvement, but all this saves me some time.

Livingstone

I found that after batching I find it easier to apply the 80/20 rule. For example answering customer inquiries, I 
tend to focus better on the quality leads when I work through 20 of them one after another. (being bored with it 
helps..)

Futhermore I batch: shopping (twice a month), email (once a day), small tasks in and around the house (actually 
a houseboat), bills (once a month), tasks which require me leaving my desk at the office (coffee, toilet, waking up 
a collegue, etc) and furthermore pretty much everything worth batching..
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indieman958 

I do this with errands - esp. w/ hi gas prices.

First, I try to get the errands as close together as possible in time and place (e.g., go to the grocery store closest 
to the post-office rather than my usual one, etc.).

Then, based on what I learned in a logistics course, I try to make the routing efficient. (The method for 
maximizing efficiency of a delivery truck's route was to plot the destinations & start/end point on a map. Then 
from the start/end point, connect them all so that the route forms as close to a tear-drop shape as possible. If 
need be, you can make multiple tear-drops if you have to go back to re-fill the truck or something.)

hope this helps.

jopinion 

Just getting started on this stuff, but here is what I am currently batching:

1. E-mails. Have several e-mail accounts used to test different muses. Use a program called nutshell mail 
(www.nutshellmail.com) to send me an e-mail report in the morning, midafternoon, and towards the end of the 
business day.

2. Checking stats of websites. Check the stats once in the morning and once in the afternoon. Look at what is 
working and what is not and allows me to adjust working on the muses during the day.

3. Outsourced Work/Freelancers. Most of them are in India so I have adjusted to be able to speak with them via 
Skype. Usually around 10PM EST and 7AM EST are the beginning and close of their business day. If I need to 
communicate something clearly I will go on Skype to go over project details.

4. Just started to implement this one for social networking... spend at least 10-20 minutes following up on social 
networking sites (right now, really testing out Twitter). Trying to stick to doing these social networking follow ups 
about 3 times a day.

Need to batch writing articles and posting on forums! 

Free4Family&Community

I batch. Grocery shopping once a month(takes 1hour& 15mins 30mins to order & 45mins to pack), check post 
weekly, check briefly email daily and reply once a week. Sending out post once a month. Buying stamps once a 
year. I bulk buy stuff for the house like light bulbs & saves on trips to the shop. Big house major clean up & clean 
up once every two weeks. I too have list that I add to over weeks 7 month like my Ikea shopping list or stuff from 
the city shops then every 6 months I get everything I need on one go. 
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80/20 Rule:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1305 How did you do your 80/20?

read

I'm curious about what questions you asked yourself when you did your 80/20 analysis. I've tried doing an 80/20 
analysis before, but I feel that I may have missed a lot. It'd be great to get together a list of questions to ask 
myself during regular 80/20 reviews.

Any ideas?

EditorDude 

Well, to state the obvious, there are infinite variables to this as we are all in different professions, roles and 
career positions - ofcourse. So here is one for students - or anyone that may be required to type up a report, 
essay etc.

Question wise, I suppose it would be: how can I cut down on time spent typing up reports?

Ans:

1) Rather than sitting down at a computer and starting to type straight away, first think of what you will talk about 
- then jot down a list (about 10 - up to you how much) of single sentence outline statements you are going to talk 
about.

2) Then get a dictaphone and talk about each statement in depth. Don't worry about how bad it may sound - for 
now, just keep talking - don't do any editing.

3) Now, play back your recording and start typing.

4) Once you are done typing, start refining and editing.

This streamline process cuts down on time spent thinking up an essay whilst typing as you think faster anyway 
than your typing speed. Personally speaking, it has helped me a lot. Ofcourse it's even better if you have voice 
recognition software - in which case you don't have to speak in to a dictaphone at all - just go straight to the 
computer.

badhank

Do u know of any good/free/cheap ones?
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SCBidCaller 

EditorDude...

What voice recognition software are you using? I used Dragon, but have since switched to a Mac...

EditorDude

I don't know much about this sort of software. Actually, I am on a Mac too - a friend of mine uses Dragon as well 
- but I myself still use a good old fashioned dictaphone. (The one built in to Windows XP isn't very good I've 
heard.)

Sven

You may have missed a lot. This one is the important one:

It is only the first 20% of the questions that matters. The rest will come along when the routine in 80/20 thinking 
sets in.

Paranalysis 

Yeah, but only 20% of them matter

EditorDude

Yeah - but even so, my 20% is not going to be exactly the same as your 20%. We've all got different priorities, 
roles, responsibilities etc than one another. That's what I mean by infinite variables.

dannielo 

If you are a business owner, I think the 60/30/10 ratio is a better one to work with:

focus 60% of your time on marketing and selling
30% on product creation
10% on management and administration
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Sven 

To me that could be how to devide my 20% effort:

12% marketing, 6% product creation, 2% administration. And than I'd need the remaining time to think why stuff 
is so complicated :-).

 
EditorDude 

The numbers are great - but you've got to turn them in to specific action steps otherwise they loose meaning eg 
identify and eliminate 80% (useless) customers, or, identify and implement strategy to avoid 80% (timewasting) 
friends etc - infact, the numbers become less significant so long as the principle is in practice.

Read

EditorDude,

I agree. The numbers aren't as important to me as knowing what types of questions to ask about my work. I'm 
looking to apply this to my regular job, which doesn't fit into a sales/entrepreneurial category, so the examples in 
the book don't directly apply to my situation--

lovinglife 

You might try the 15 minute method. Either keep a piece of paper handy or open up a Word document. Every 15 
minutes jot down what you did the previous 15 minutes.

8:00- 8:15 picked up meesages from receptionist, got coffee and chatted with John about the game last night

8:15 - 8:30 went through emails, replied to Dan about the ABC account, fwd question about last weeks meeting 
to Nancy, checked out youtube link Sam sent

8:30-8:45 ret call to Floyd and discussed XYZ, told him Sharon was the one he needed to talk to

8:45-9:00 surfed the net while waiting on staff meeting to start

And so on. If you can, do this for a couple of days or a week. That should show you where you are wasting time, 
what things can be delegated out, calls that are taking too long, etc.

What I did for myself was different. But I work at home, 99% of my business communication is done by email, 
and I also start very early in the morning when the house is quiet.
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I have a list of things that need to be done on a daily. I have a system on how I do things including how I have 
my supplies set up so I am not running all over the place. I also have stock emails set up for several situations 
so that I usually only have to copy and paste (occassionally I have to modify it for a particular situation but that's 
the exception rather than the rule). I grab my coffee and start in and do not stop (except for more coffee) until I 
get through the list. No net surfing, no reading non-business email that comes in during that time, just pushing 
through. I found that doing this I was able to achieve the must-dos in a fraction of the time I used to spend. 
When I get done with that part, I take a break and then start on whatever non-daily projects there are. Some 
days there are none. Because of my business, I do have to check emails periodically throughout the day, but I'm 
usually able to take care of them in a matter of minutes and I can go back to whatever else I was doing. I've 
been able to free up blocks of 2 to 4 hours during the day to go get a massage, take my child somewhere, go do 
lunch,etc. (having time to do those things was my goal - not interested in taking off on mini-vactions around the 
world right now)

final_id

Any idea whether there's any software which would tabulate your computer use? Like, as the 15-minute period is 
suggested, maybe it could TELL you at the end of the day what you've been doing in each chunk of time?
I know lawyers have to bill "by the hour" and therefore keep detailed logs of the tasks they've performed. You'd 
think that whatever is up and on-screen could be read and identified by a software program, and it could write it 
down for you. It might not be foolproof -- some research on the web into addresses of newspapers might be 
accidentally read as reading the news on the web, for instance -- but at least it would be a start. It could see 
where your browser goes, for how long; whom you're writing to in email, whenever the new email message is on 
top of all the other windows; which wordprocessing document is on top and which project it's associated with, 
whenever wordprocessing is the top window; etc.

Thoughts? Seems like it would be a great 80/20 tool.

lovinglife 

Looks like this program would work http://www.workingprogram.com/qlockwork.html. It's in 5 minute increments 
but it appears to note what website you are on.

I already knew that I spent way too much time playing on the net. I tried the 15 minute log and it only took me 
less than half a day to realize that, if I worked straight through with no interuptions, I could get done in 1-2 hours 
what I couldn't seem to get accomplished in an entire day when I didn't stay focused.

EditorDude 

Yes - if you keep a time log, you can also set three main goals for the day and check where you deviate for each 
one - similar to the 15 min system above.

final_id

Just got diagnosed with ADHD. Maybe it's the case that nearly EVERYONE who isn't effective with their 80/20 
ratios, is ADHD ... 
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III. Automation

Advice on Virtual Assistants/Outsourcing/Remote Working

VA Podcast:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=9504 Hiring a VA (full time) ... here's my advice

FrozenCanuck 

Hey guys,

Here is a podcast where I talk all about hiring a full time VA. There are lots of useful tips given out here. Hope 
you enjoy and learn something to help you out.

http://blog.outsourcefactor.com/podcast-episode-03-hiring-a-virtual-assistant/

carlison 

Thanks for sharing this article FrozeCanuck it is very helpful. I am also planning to hire some VA. After reading 
this article I got an idea where I can get a full time VA. 

Virtual Accounting:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=3319 Online Bookkeeping - How?

JRL 

Hello All,

Long story short, my wife goes to school in the Caribbean and I'd like to join her without giving up an income 
entirely.
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I'm an accountant and am interested in setting up an online bookkeeping company. As entrepreneurs, would you 
at all be hesitant in dealing with an entirely online-based firm? Documents & file transfers would clearly need to 
be all electronic, as would essentially all communication.

My idea is to be the "finance & accounting guy" for small businesses, operate as a partner and be on call 
through e-mail at all times. I'd do this while charging a fixed monthly fee - say, $99 - and offer complete 
bookkeeping services, monthly financial statement preparation & analysis, tax planning, etc. Questions:

A) Thoughts on the idea at-large
B) Feasibility of everything being online & electronic, with the real possibility of never actually meeting the client 
in person
C) Ideas for resources of online assistants, virtual offices, document transfer, etc.

Really, truly, thanks very much in advance.

dhkosta 

Accounting is a very important aspect of a business where things can and do go wrong, and while an online 
accounting firm has more appeal to those interested in mobility, I think you'll have a difficult time appealing to 
most businesses, small and large. Also, that sort of thing would require a tremendous amount of initial capital, 
and if you're not to the point where you can throw half a million dollars on the ground, light it on fire, watch it 
burn, and say, "That's kind of cool," you should probably stick to safer ideas with less initial capital. And it's just 
my opinion, but being on call at all times sounds like a headache. Accounting problems that need resolution at 
odd hours of the night or morning are exceedingly rare. The flat monthly fee will screw you too, come January. 
Financial statement/tax season is hell, and hell means you need a lot more money to get all the work done, let 
alone be happy, if money will even do the trick.

Life's too short for what you're doing right now. If you love your wife, put your two or four weeks in tomorrow and 
book a one-way flight to her location. Open as many high-limit credit cards as you can while you still have 
provable income, and start up a well-researched business of your choosing once you're there. Even if you 
amass a monstrous pile of debt and pay it off doing manual labor in Cuba, you'll be happy with your decision. 
Take what you want now, do your best to responsibly finance it while keeping your family and own business in 
the highest priority, and don't fear the potential negative consequences. They don't hold a candle to loneliness 
and celibacy.

By the way, I'm scheduled to graduate with a BBA in accounting in December of this year, and I have no 
intention of working as an accountant for any extended period of time. Even now, I'm on the verge of canceling 
my last five classes.

Sven

Well, there are two things at play here:

1 storage and applications etc on the internet
2 knowing a paerson needs to be available for advide and knowledge

I did a search for online bookkeeping and only found this one that seems international:
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http://www.twinfield.com/ but I think we have at least 4 companies here in holland that offer online bookkeeping.

But the online part is just the software which is very complete, you still need advice right?

That may be a very good niche if you set yourself up as a traveling accountant! But you probably can't do it for 
all travelers, you'd need to focus on travelers from area's you know. I'd say, go for it!

JRL 

Also, that sort of thing would require a tremendous amount of initial capital, and if you're not to the point where 
you can throw half a million dollars on the ground, light it on fire, watch it burn, and say, "That's kind of cool," you 
should probably stick to safer ideas with less initial capital.

I would hardly need any initial capital at all. All I'd really need is an e-mail address. I have the accounting 
software that I use personally already. What else would I need in the way of capital? This seems, to me, like one 
of the lowest-risk, easiest start-ups out there.

And it's just my opinion, but being on call at all times sounds like a headache. Accounting problems that need 
resolution at odd hours of the night or morning are exceedingly rare. The flat monthly fee will screw you too, 
come January. Financial statement/tax season is hell, and hell means you need a lot more money to get all the 
work done, let alone be happy, if money will even do the trick.

Agreed, the potential of the business while I'd be only a single individual is pretty small - but I also don't exactly 
NEED that much income while living in Grenada. I'd only take on about 5 - 10 clients. Also, I wouldn't be doing 
their taxes, what I'd be providing is clean financials which makes it easier for their hometown accountant to file 
for them. This would strictly be bookkeeping.

Sven

If it is only about bookkeeping, what is your added value to the customer? Seems like a lot of hassle for your 
client for a service that is incomplete...

I want my accountant to do the bookkeeping and I can give him the reciepts and invoices and bank statements. 
No traveler could give em to you. Or am I missing the semantics of "bookkeeping"?

JRL

Sven,

Thanks a lot for your responses. I'm not looking to cater to travellers specifically, not at all. What I'm looking at 
doing is offering bookkeeping services for small businesses, the one difference with me is that it'd be completely 
online-based. Even that isn't something that I'm claiming to be my "competitive advantage" - it's just a reality of 
my life's situation should I carry out the move to be with my wife in Grenada.
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By "bookkeeping", I basically mean maintaining a balance sheet, income statement, and cash flow statement. 
Let them know how their business is doing. The biggest concern that I have is getting over the reality that I'd 
probably need to rely on the CLIENT to get me the papers (invoices, etc.), and it wouldn't be fun to have to 
chase them down all the time. Maybe they would also find that to be too much work. I don't know.

sadu 

I use Xero.com for my accounting / bookkeeping and pay an advisor to answer my questions. This works well.

I don't think I could ever be bothered with scanning and emailing paper receipts to someone - sounds like hard 
work.

I would suggest playing down the fact you are in another country - if you must accept receipts from clients so you 
can enter / handle them, get a local PO Box and have the mail redirected to your remote location. Working 
remotely is fine, but clients hate the idea of it so let them think they are dealing with someone locally and life will 
be easier.

Sven

For me it would be a very big breach of trust if I found out my accountant is not where I expect him to be.

Boxman

You are obviously unhappy being an accountant and would much rather live with your wife in paradise. However 
there is an important piece of advice you must constantly remind yourself of, just because you started something 
does not mean you should finish it.

My advice to you is to drop the accounting business altogether because it is the primary source of your 
unhappiness and pursue a different field of interest in paradise.

Merlin

Hi Jack,
What you're talking about sounds fantastic to me. I'm really surprised by what dhkosta and boxmanboxman 
wrote - because I didn't read anything like that in your post.

Questions:

Do you enjoy what you do?

Would you be able to focus, even living in paradise, even if the beach is right out your window? Do you love 
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what you do that much?

If yes, then you are offering a service I've been looking for. I don't care where my accountant is, but here's what I 
DO care about:

1. Trust - I would be giving access to very sensitive websites, financial information, bank accounts, etc. At a 
minimum, I would need to call verifiable references to be able to trust you with this information. At best, I would 
want to meet you in person and get a feel for your operation. Not great for someone who wants to escape to the 
Caribbean.

2. Your experience and knowledge. I own a Wyoming corporation, with a Washington State mailing address and 
official personal residency in WA, yet I live in California. Do you have the experience to help me avoid paying 
income taxes in California LEGALLY, and fulfilling the intricacies of state-state taxes/requirements?

If you can satisfactorily answer the above, I would gladly pay for your service. I am already completely 
paperless, so email/internet is not a problem.

Tools:
- I strongly recommend (and personally use) the Scansnap S1500M + Adobe Acrobat + Electronic filing 
system/software of your choice. In my opinion, this is the ONLY viable personal paperless solution. See great 
blog here: http://www.documentsnap.com/

- Quickbooks web or QB remote access

- I strongly DON'T recommend trying to build your site into an accounting software. Way too much work. Try out 
a multitude of systems, adopt the best one, and offer that as value added to your package. I have never seen 
xero.com, but after seeing it I'm impressed. Maybe worth looking into.

Hope this helps, and if you come up with some 'yes's' from what I ask above, I may be interested in hiring you. 

sadu 

Xero is great. It's made by New Zealanders but as I understand it's designed to work for international businesses 
as well.

The beauty of online bookkeeping is that they handle all the backups and updates for you, and your accountant 
can login whenever they want - none of this nonsense with emailing them a backup or report printouts like with 
the offline systems.

Xero has really done their homework in regards to putting the thing together - very easy to get started with. I 
definitely recommend having a look if you are looking at online bookkeeping.

I'm not affiliated with Xero in any way - just a customer.
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JRL 

Hi Jack,
What you're talking about sounds fantastic to me. I'm really surprised by what dhkosta and boxmanboxman 
wrote - because I didn't read anything like that in your post.

Yes!

Very refreshing to hear. Love your enthusiasm and I also agree that I'm not really sure where either of those two 
were going (especially boxman).

I do enjoy what I do. I'm currently working for a major railroad in the Corporate Reporting department, and our 
job is essentially to put together the financials, the notes to the financials, and the annual reports to 
shareholders. What I'd love even more is helping small businesses succeed. I truly believe that an engaged 
accountant, like me, is very important in a business' success. I would love to be thought-of as a go-to guy for 
small business, someone on call for investment decisions, analysis, whatever.

And my wife's a medical student, so her face is in a textbook for about 20 hours/day. I would definitely have 
plenty of time down there and wouldn't lose focus.

Reasonable. I'll only actually be in Grenada until May of 2010, where we'll then be moving to New York. My 
concern, as a Canadian citizen, is the ability to find work down there, hence my idea to be an online bookkeeper

It's all based on one concept; residency. Not too difficult. Would need to know more in-depth of where you spent 
your time for the fiscal year, but it's all based on residency. For your corporation, it's where the "mind and 
management" (ie, you) reside. A thorough discussion is all we'd need.

THANK YOU! Exactly the type of recommendation that I was looking for.

Really appreciate the response, Merlin. Thank you.

Chris H. 

Hi Jack,

I have been using a virtual bookkeeping company for the past 4 months, before this my virtual assistant did my 
bookkeeping for 3 months. I use this service- www.virtualbookkeeping.ca

Monica is based in Canada and has a team of employees helping people around the world. It's a fantastic 
service.

They pretty much do everything for me--pay bills, reconcile accounts, sales tax, etc. I have a cpa who handles 
my tax stuff and I do my own billing right now.

They charge $35 per hour which I think is reasonable for the specialized service.
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Most receipts and invoices are emailed to them. I also use EarthClassMail.com which turns my postal mail into 
pdf's I forward to my bookkeeper. Every couple of weeks I also mail them some invoices I have. It's a very simple 
process.

I'm sure you could do something similar.

Hope that helps.

JRL 

Hi Chris,

That helped tremendously. Thanks very much.

Dantplayer

Hey,

Good luck with that. Even if you only served businesses in one country (and expanded from there) you could 
stay busy for quite a while.

I love how everyone shot down your idea initially. Clearly they think it's a good idea, but don't have the guts to 
admit it.

If I was in your shoes I'd whip up a website that *looks* complete and see you could get some hypothetical 
customers to buy your services off of forums.

Post the "fake" site on the Warrior forums and see if anything comes of it. If you can get a few fake sales (reread 
4HWW if you're not following), then you'll have a green light to keep doing more research into the topic.

Just don't make the mistake that 99% of everyone makes.... take forever to roll our your site. Do it fast.

brucefenton 

simplest path is to run it the same way as you would in the States -- people become clients all the time of 
accountants online who are local and never even meet them - you can do 99% of what you would locally if 
designed right
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padma

http://outright.com

Merlin 

Just checked out Outright.com. Blech. Signed up, entered some data, it's far, far from being a finished product. 
Doesn't even have a help page.

Xero.com: Awesome, really nice design, well though through.

QB Online: Another blech ...basically a online copy of the mind-numbingly confusing and life-sucking quickbooks 
application.

After looking through these options, I decided to go with Chris's bookkeeper. I am just starting out with her, but 
she is a godsend - why pay $20-$50/month for an online solution, when that can go towards someone who does 
all this:

- Goes to my shopping cart, credit card, paypal, google checkout, merchant account, and bank accounts, 
downloads all the data, and inputs it into excel.
- Takes scanned receipts for expenses and inputs them.
- Sends me reports on a monthly basis (will get more frequent as business picks up)
- Gives me the freedom to NEVER open quickbooks, enter data, or have to learn a new system... instead any 
reports, etc. that I need are a quick email/phone call away.

NOW - I am PM'ing Jack (JRL) because I want a virtual CPA...

Every Day Is Saturday

Hi Jack,
My company has a virtual accounting firm that handles all of our bookkeeping. On a busy month we have 2500+ 
transactions run through our online merchant account - Powerpay via Infusionsoft.

My accounting firm logs into our Infusionsoft account, retrieves the information, reconciles with Powerpay & my 
bank, then sends me the financials at the end of each month.

What your describing sounds not only possible but probable if you have the passion for virtual 
accounting/bookkeeping.
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mtnchang 

I'm looking for someone to do exactly what you're offering, but full-suite (taking care of taxes as well). I don't 
mind scanning, because I hate paper filing and would be doing it anyways. I notice this thread is a bit old so I 
hope you're well on your way and happy with it! 

Recommended VA Firms:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=3564 Experience with AskSunday, VA 
recommendation

appenz 

I recently tried out AskSunday. Overall it was pretty disappointing. The initial test task that I had picked was 
scheduling a haircut, and they never were able to complete this assignment. This was despite 25+ emails being 
exchanged. While their price is very competitive, both the quality of their IT systems as well as the training of 
their agents make them not a fit for me. If you are interested in the turn-by-turn details, they are posted on my 
blog:

http://guido.appenzeller.net/wordpress/2009/10/asksunday-not-the-right-virtual-assistant-for-me/

If anyone has a good recommendation for a VA I'd love to hear it.

DaveinHackensack

Why on earth would you hire a VA to schedule a haircut? I think it was David Walsh (anyone heard from him 
recently, btw?) who said most of us are nowhere near busy enough that we need a VA for trivial stuff like that. I 
think he was right. The only things I've outsourced to India so far were two spreadsheet-related tasks that would 
have been genuinely painful for me to do myself.

appenz 

The idea with the haircut was mostly as a test to see if the service works. It is a lot easier than most things I was 
hoping they would do, and there was not much downside if it didn't work out.
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charliedavis 

I agree, I toyed with the idea of non English VAs but I require someone to answer my phones, reply to my emails 
and explain my USP to clients too. I ended up posting to People Per Hour (mainly a UK based freelancing site) 
and I found an English speaking VA for just £7 per hour who is totally switched on. I am also going to help her 
get more clients (so she doesn't quit on me as she is new! Just my work alone is not enough to feed her family 
lol) so please PM me if anyone wants an English speaking VA :-)

jakediddy 

I'd personally be hesitant to contract a private VA instead of someone through YMII or similar. Just because of 
stability and security. But that's my opinion.

vmgbpo 

Whether working with an independent VA or an Outsourcing Company, it is important to remember that giving 
clear and concise instructions is very important. No matter what language your VA speaks, they aren't in your 
head. We tend to give instructions in our own personal shorthand. Give as much detailas possible as well as 
clear reporting requirements. Give milestone deadlines and an hours cap. And encourage your VA to ask 
questions and when they do, carefully and positively respond.

Most importantly, remember that you aren't going to the gas station, putting in your credit card and pumping gas. 
You are working with and communicating with another person. This means carefully building a relationship and 
giving it time.

BlindSquirrel

Anyone?
I am also insterested to hear recommendations, or at least a link to another thread here that contains them. I 
was unable to find any with a search...

FrozenCanuck 

What I'm doing is to hire my own people full time, so they become my dedicated employees. I do this out of the 
Philippines. They don't cost much at all, about $300/month on average. English is VERY good.

I use John Jonas' "replace myself" system.

I've written a lot of blog posts about what I'm doing over here.

The benefits of hiring someone full time is that all the training you give them will ultimately benefit your business 
for the long term. This is much better than hiring people piece-meal for the tasks you need done.
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cheesesandwich 

Im so frustrated with AskSunday right now...they dont confirm tasks within 15 minutes as promised on the site. 
They are inconsistent with getting back on tasks - sometimes very responsive, but sometimes can go days (and 
many reminders) without a response. A lot of times it seems they simply do not read all the instructions - Ive had 
to post to them the same instructions over and over again, and the result I get is their own interpretation of the 
task at hand, and not what I actually want to get done. Even their customer service is unavailable/does not 
respond! Im sure with the complaints I see on this forum this is not just my experience, and I find it surprising 
they can keep the business going at all with this type of inconsistency and lack of proper staff training. A VA 
service should be dependable first and foremost!

Any other helpful suggestions? Am looking at switching services asap...

Tharkun 

Same here, exactly the same symptoms, looking for something else... I guess it can work but I think I was also 
too enthusiastic about it after reading the 4hww. Tim Ferris is of course a special person with special skills and a 
great deal of optimism and the book is written to sell... so what I'm trying to say is that the pink way he describes 
how everything is just so easy if you just do it the right way... naaa, that's not reality. But this is not his problem, 
this is just me being too blue eyed about stuff I read and then getting disapointed at first when it turns out to be 
harder... we'll get there.

paulwbrowning 

I tried all the firms recommended in 4HWW and out of about 5 only 2 bothered to reply and both were useless.

I found www.bpovia.com eventually and this time tested them on mini projects and built up. Now I use them for 
my VA stuff as well as programming and website design. I was recently quoted $4k for some work but they are 
doing a great job for $1200.

Tharkun 

After my last post I tried WorkTango (www.worktango.com) and they are amazing! As they say themselves, 
infinitely better than AskSunday, -Monday, Thuesday, etc. Really, really convincing! The funny thing is that the 
guy who founded them, Ted, is himself someone who red Tim Ferris, tried the services and wasn't convinced.

kshapiro 

I too was curious about Ask Sunday but it sounds like most people have had terrible experiences. I contacted 
Brickwork however they've gotten a little big to deal with. I wanted a VA to pay hourly and they won't even allow 
me to get one. They insist I hire them as SEO consultants for $800/month. In any case, I am looking to hire a VA 
to write blog posts on our Central Park tour site. Therefore it's very important that the VA speak and write 
impeccable English. Has anyone found a service that they could recommend?
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bsiege 

I'm looking to outsource some stuff right now. I was planning on hiring brickworks but based on reviews maybe 
I'll just hire some person on elance. Since I am sort of obssessed with elance, I get such great workers for like 
nothing, it is really awesome+they work extremely hard (most foreigners will even work weekends which is 
awesome).

And the person who posted that worktango link, it doesn't work.

My only problem with hiring solo people is if they disappear or whatever I'm screwed. Also, I can't give them 
passwords (brickworks enforces all the security stuff); and I really wanted to automate my social media stuff.

Any ideas on the password problem, and hiring solo?

By the way that BPovia thing looks good, I may use that service for my more sensitive data. Thanks

Augvstus 

Lots of good ideas here. I've never hired a VA myself, but someone who did a job for me eventually turned into 
my VA. With time, as I develop a relationship, I'm sure I can eventually start trusting them with access to my 
other accounts. Especially as there are more and more ways to retrieve your passwords from websites such as 
SMS text etc.

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=8882 Decent VA's?

Ash57005

I'm looking for a company for hiring a virtual assistant. Anyone happy with a company not mentioned in the 
book?. Ty.

adam.sn

Hire directly from Craigslist Philippines (Manilla)
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ash57005 

Thanks Adam, I certainly would have never guessed that answer. I read in another post you had made a muse 
that was doing about 7k a month. how difficult do you think would think it would be to duplicate that once one 
has achieved it the first time? My dreamline is a depressing 8k/mo to realize. In the book Tim always warns the 
dangers of being realistic, but i still wonder if i should make a different dreamline that would be easier to achieve 
so is not to get discouraged. it seems muses over 2k are fairly rare on the boards here. at least from my reading 
thus far. ty

adam.sn

Hi Ty;

They are rare here It's because the people that make 2k+ a month aren't really spending much time here - 
they're out having fun.

But yes, once you make your first big muse and make all the mistakes you can make, it gets a LOT easier and a 
LOT faster.

Don't get discouraged... but 8k is VERY high for a TDI... Even living like a rock star, mine doesn't go above 4k.

Lance Luker 

Hi ash!

If you're looking for a decent VA company, add this to your list: Pepper Virtual Assistants.

They're a team of professionals with various specialties who can handle almost anything for you.

Another thing that makes them stands out from the rest is that they do offer a free trial for you to actually try their 
services, before deciding if they are the right one for you.

Hope this helps!

HYVAssistant 

My firm is not mentioned in the book and we will enable you to focus on your income producing activities when 
you delegate time consuming work to our Virtual Assistants.

Please see http://www.HireYourVirtualAssistant.com
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P.S we now offer a Free 7-day trial so you can try before you buy. Cheers!

wapminnin 

i think its called sammasource.org its geared to helping third world countries provide outsource services and was 
featured in various media press etc.

whatever you do research and make small tests.

ash57005 

So I changed one of my dreamlines from buying a house to traveling instead and it lowered my TMI significantly.
I've decided not to get a VA, the ones I've done with the trials seemed to complicate my life and give me work 
managing them instead of just doing my tasks and getting them done. anyone else find this true?

I've also started a internet marketing course online and i really like it! It's been a tonne of working learning 
everything and there's a lot of writing involved but I seem to really vibe with it. Is this the way to go rather then 
the magazine technique tim teaches in the book? i wanted to follow the muse chapters step by step but they 
seems pretty out of date compared to what people say here and other places about making automated income.

What sort of results and time frames should i expect with pushing affiliates and private label ebooks? this looks 
like where I'm going to start until i know a little more about this new world of making money.

Finding the Right VA:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=7566 Virtual Assistant Help

Mr Miyagi 

I am looking to find a Virtual Assistant, as Tim mentions in his book, who gets paid by results.

Has anyone had any experience of doing this?

If so, where did you get your VA?

I usually use Elance for outsourcing work, however you have to put in a fee, when really I want to pay the VA by 
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results not in a one off fee or hourly.

HYVAssistant 

Most Virtual Assistants will not do that; as in they will not want to be paid based solely on their results. What you 
can do is create a limited base payment structure and then give additional incentives based on results. For 
instance I just created an affiliate program for my Virtual Assistant Services and I hired on a new Affiliate 
Manager from the Philippines. He has a base pay and I added an additional incentive to pay him a certain 
percentage of the total sales each of the affiliates he recruits makes every month.

In regards to finding the best sites/resources for outsourcing admin tasks and so on, you can either go the Do It 
Yourself (DIY) or the Done For You (DFY) route.

Going the DIY route:
1) Check out Virtual Assistant Forums such as VirtualAssistantForums.com and VaNetworking.com. Virtual 
Assistants from around the world hang out on sites like this to network and exchange ideas. You can go on there 
post your job request.

2) Check out Freelancing sites such as Odesk.com, Elance.com and the great thing about sites likes this is that 
you can get to review the feedback left for the providers and ratings on similar work that they have completed.

3) Make use of Job Boards like and if you are specifically looking to place ads for Philippine based Virtual 
Assistants, check out Jobstreet.com.ph and BestJobs.ph. Just be ready for a flood of responses.

Going the DFY route:

1) Virtual Assistant Placement companies such as Zirtual.com and VirtualStaffFinder.com for a one time fee will 
help you find a VA who matches your requirements and can get the job done.

2) Virtual Assistant Services Providers are firms like ContemporaryVA.com. AskSunday.com and 
HireYourVirtualAssistant.com (full disclosure - this is my firm) who provide Entrepreneurs with a team of Virtual 
Assistants and also project managers to handle all you time consuming business tasks so that you can focus on 
what really matters in your business.

My final point is that even though you find a Virtual Assistant to help implement the work, you have to realize that 
you have to monitor and manage the process so that you get the outcome you want. It's never going to be totally 
hands off don't believe the hype! That said when you hire the right VA, or team of VAs they will make your 
experience pleasant!

Mr Miyagi 

Thanks for the reply, very helpful. 
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http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=5017 Virtual Assistants
 

om20 

How Many People Are Using these? how is it working out for you?

Jimbland

See my post at http://jimbland.wordpress.com/2010/05/16/getting-the-most-from-a-virtual-assistant/
I use several different VAs and other tools on an as needed basis. Some generalist VAs are not worth the bother 
though. Language and cultural differences can make management very difficult.

Jackson

I need a few VAs, if anyone knows of anyone reliable and good!

jimbland 

Depends on what you need to have done. Try anniecleary on elance. Solo, english speaking, good and 
responsive.

seth121 

I find that VA's are best for article writing and article submissions. They seem to have a direct impact on your 
marketing efforts if you train them well. They can do all the marketing online while you network with people 
physically.

2 channels of marketing

OutsourcedMyLife.com 

I wouldn't be able to work 100% from home were it not for my scads of VA's helping me to do all that I can't do by 
myself.

All the sorted details are on my blog, but I use VA's for everything from data entry and research to email support 
and light programming.
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jimbland 

Dear OutsourcedmyLife.com,

I agree with you. VAs can do a lot of different things for you. The key is selecting the right ones, which frankly is 
a challenge at first.

BTW, I like your web site. Do you earn $ through the site or is this just a sideline?

I posted a couple of times here and have received lots of email about VAs so I posted a few longer articles at 
jimbland.wordpress.com. Same topic areas as your blog. Feel free to link, repost (with credit please) if you like, 
or comment.

OutsourcedMyLife.com

I'm pretty passionate about outsourcing, especially after reading "the world is flat" and "4HWW" (as I've 
plastered all over my blog).

My blog is more of a way for me to share my experiences with others (I have a lot of friends that kept asking me 
to update them on my experiences with outsourcing). In fact, the advertising came much later as a test.

Jim, I was checking out your blog last week. It looks pretty new, but the articles are great. I hope you keep it up!

jimbland 

My blog is new and really needs significant improvement. I just had a lot of people emailing me about this so 
popped it up on wordpress quickly.

Any suggestions are welcome. Clearly it needs work but thanks for the compliment on the initial content. I have 
no ambitions to monetize it at this point, just trying to be helpful.

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1081 Visa Signature Concierge as Virtual Assistant

MariaG 

In the past, The Tim has sung the praises of the American Express Platinum card and its associated concierge 
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services. This sounded really awesome to me, but it doesn't make economic sense for me to pay the $200 
annual fee at this time.

However, I've discovered a free (or nearly free, depending on your card) alternative with Visa's Signature card. 
The version I have (through Chase bank) doesn't have an annual fee and I get unlimited access to Visa's 
concierge services.

So far, I have used this service to research vegan restaurants in Sedona, AZ and to find me a list of maid 
services that work in the suburban Phoenix area (as a gift to the friend I stayed with in that area). In both cases 
I've sent off a quick email and gotten a response in perfectly formatted English within 48 hours. Compared to my 
experience using a firm I hired through Elance, this has been a painless (and free!) experience.

As far as I can tell, these services won't replace a firm like AskSunday, which can do things like call your mom or 
wait on hold with your phone company, but I haven't tried to push it very far yet.

I would love to hear about others' experiences with using these types of services and what you've gotten them to 
do for you

mascij 

does this at all save you any time?? Waiting 48 hours to get a list of local vegan dining doesn't seem practical. If 
you have any cell phone you can just send a text to google (466453) and say 'vegan' and then the zip code of 
your location and it will instantly provided you the address, phone number, and name. Same for things like dry 
cleaning.

Unless they can provide a time savings, I don't think this is very effective. Between the time it takes to call them 
up and make the request, then follow up, I could already be on my way to the place and ready to eat.

check this out for more info: http://www.google.com/intl/en_us/mobile/sms/

MariaG 

@mascij - You make a good point for some tasks. In the case of the restuarants, it definitely saved me time 
compared to doing a Google search. I shot off a quick email and this is what I got back:

Quote:
Thank you for requesting dining recommendations from Visa Signature® Concierge. Based on your request, 
we’ve provided several options below.

If you would like to make a reservation, or have any questions, please call Visa Signature Concierge toll-free – 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week – at 800-953-7392.

Option 1
Restaurant: The Heartline Cafe
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Location: 1610 West Highway 89A; Sedona, AZ 86336 USA
Phone number: 928-282-785
Website: http://www.heartlinecafe.com/

Type of Cuisine: Continental
Dining Style: Casual Elegant
Dress Code: Casual Elegant
Average Cost: $21.00 to $50.00 per plate
Description: Offering innovative presentations of pasta, fish, chicken, and a variety of meats, grilled or roasted. 
Many vegetarian dishes are offered, some of them are green-only dishes. The pleasures of the meal are all 
represented, from appetizers to dazzling desserts, with soup, salad, sandwiches, and great entrees in between.

Option 2
Restaurant: D'Lish
Location: 3190 West Highway 89A; Sedona, AZ 86336 USA
Phone number: 928-203-393
Website: http://www.dlishsedona.com/

Type of Cuisine: Vegan
Dining Style: Casual Elegant
Dress Code: Casual
Average Cost: $15.00 to $30.00 per plate
Description: D'Lish's menu was inspired by and has evolved from employees and community requests. You will 
find delicious sandwiches, salads, wraps and desserts. Homemade soups and daily specials are what keep the 
locals coming back. They take pride in offering the finest and freshest ingredients available. Homemade Chai, 
organic teas and organic coffee start your day off right. They even offer great snacks for the trail, veggie juices 
and smoothies. Check out the daily specials link for up to date offerings from the chef.

Option 3
Restaurant: Sedona Raw Gourmet Cafe
Location: 1595 West Highway 89A; Sedona, AZ 86336 USA
Phone number: 928-282-2997
Website: http://sedonarawcafecom/

Type of Cuisine: Vegan
Dining Style: Casual Elegant
Dress Code: Casual
Average Cost: $15.00 to $30.00 per plate
Description: A raw vegan food cafe featuring an all raw food menu including salads, main entrees, soups, 
desserts, and raw chocolates. Also offering oxygen bar, biodynamic wine, organic onsite garden, books, bulk 
staples, raw food preparation classes.
It would have taken me a lot longer than 2 minutes to find all of this, and a simple text from Google wouldn't have 
done the trick either.
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However, for some tasks, like looking up a quick phone # or making a simple reservation, I don't really see the 
point of using a service or VA at all.

mascij 

It would have taken me a lot longer than 2 minutes to find all of this, and a simple text from Google wouldn't have 
done the trick either.

However, for some tasks, like looking up a quick phone # or making a simple reservation, I don't really see the 
point of using a service or VA at all.
wow, that's actually really awesome - I didn't expect it to be any more comprehensive than just a phonebook 
listing, that's very cool and worthwhile. 

Outsource Factor:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=9678 New outsourcing site - I'd love your 
feedback!

FrozenCanuck 

Hi guys,

We're about a week away from the official launch of a new outsourcing site and I'd love your feedback.

The quick "pitch" on what the site is for: Helping online entrepreneurs hire talent to work for them in their 
business. So, hiring a VA, or a content creator for your blog, or a programmer, or whatever.

It's NOT Elance or oDesk. Instead we target helping people hire actual full time employees. We don't get 
involved in the financial stuff. We're a job posting / resume posting site. We connect employee with employer.

We're BETTER by being clean and well designed, plus offering lots of training (which I'm writing lots of).

Where I need your help:

Go sign up for a free account and fill out your user profile. It is totally easy to use but we want your feedback. 
What do you like or not like?
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Don't invest a lot of time in creating an account. Just 3 minutes. We'll be wiping out the database before we go 
live. So this is all just test data.

SITE:
http://OutsourceFactor.com

BUSINESS MODEL AND DESIGN COMMENTS:

For those interested in how the site was built and what the business model is, here you go:

My partner is a brilliant software engineer and very good at architecting web stuff. He built it with Python / 
Django. It's all done in modules. It's custom stuff that would have cost us a fortune to hire out. My partner did 
everything except some of our front end design. We hired a HTML/CSS/Photoshop guy for some of that stuff. I 
used oDesk for that.
The business model is one of building huge value for the user, and building a relationship through quality 
content. Then, when we make suggestions on products or services, we are likely to have an audience that trusts 
us and responds to suggestions. It's the ideal, ethical, feel-good way of building a business by helping others.

Later on we'll have paid training and paid upgrades, but for now it's all free.

When we launch, members will get a free guide on outsourcing (pretty much everything I've learned so far). I'm 
putting the final touches on this document this week. Any requests for additional info in there? Happy to include 
as many helpful bits of info as I can. This whole site is designed to help people live the 4HWW.

Musetester 

Having much experience in the market as a co-author of the Warrior Forum's best selling "Outsource Mastery"--I 
can tell you the niche market for this is huge.

I suggest you laser target "internet marketers" and "local marketers" in addition to 4HWWers. You'll do well.

Another thought........perhaps put a squeeze page leading to your home page and purchase solo ads to lists of 
IMers to build a list and convert to clients?

v/r

Lane

FrozenCanuck 

Hey MuseTester - I didn't know you co-authored something on the topic. That's fantastic!
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I'll be using WF as a way to promote the site for sure. Initially the copy spoke directly to "Internet Marketing", but 
we've changed it to "Online Entrepreneurs". Don't want people to get turned off if they have an aversion to the IM 
term.

Site goes LIVE this weekend!

FrozenCanuck 

Update: The site is officially LIVE. So awesome. We have a great story about launch automation here too.

My partner, the tech guy (architect), had a power failure. He literally pushed the "launch button" because the site 
(coded with Django) was built in modules and when he executes the command line everything is done. 
Databases created, HTML created, etc, etc. So he builds + tests features offline and executes the launch with a 
command.

Power failed. He had backup power (battery) for a few hours. Managed to hit the launch button in candle light. 
Then the ISP backup power failed. So he checked via his iPhone to verify it actually worked. It did. WOW.
P.S. forgive me if the technical explanation of the launch is wrong. I'm not a programmer. I just understand bits of 
what he tells me. 

Outsourcing Programming:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=7066 outsourcing to a full-time programmer

Esuus 

Hey Guys,
a business contact said he has programmers in India working for him for like 280$, but he's not helping me 
source similar programmers.

I wanted to ask you guys if you know how and where to find (Java) programmers that could work for me from 
home fulltime for 250-350$. Is onlinejobs.ph a good site for that? Can I find programmers for that price range at 
oDesk, vworker and the other "usualy candidates"?

I tried posting classified ads on the Indian craigslist etc, but I'm not sure if that works. Also, do programmers at 
that pricerange have their own computers at home that they can use? Are they turned-off, if I can't offer them an 
established company as employer?
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adam.sn   

Try craigslist philippines for that. My assistant is $275 a month and is more than qualified to run my business.

For a coder though look between $300 to $500.

Esuus

Hey Guys,
a business contact said he has programmers in India working for him for like 280$, but he's not helping me 
source similar programmers.
I wanted to ask you guys if you know how and where to find (Java) programmers that could work for me from 
home fulltime for 250-350$. Is onlinejobs.ph a good site for that? Can I find programmers for that price range at 
oDesk, vworker and the other "usualy candidates"?
I tried posting classified ads on the Indian craigslist etc, but I'm not sure if that works. Also, do programmers at 
that pricerange have their own computers at home that they can use? Are they turned-off, if I can't offer them an 
established company as employer?

siberia77 

try www.bestjobs.ph/ also. They dont care anything about you other than do you pay on time, how would they 
know anyway if you were a company etc!

Bishop81 

You won't be able to sign up for bestjobs.ph, but onlinejobs.ph is a good source. It has a $50 per month fee or 
something, but that's where I found my developer.

Craigslist is a free alternative, and should work just as well.

I have to agree with the Philippines, though. My developer is awesome!

preneur 

Look, definitely oDesk and Elance, some place like that, can get your good coders. But primarily, the people on 
those platforms are looking for one-off jobs. They're not there to try to find a full-time employment. So that's why 
I do agree that places like BestJobs.ph or OnlineJobs.ph are a good to look at.

I'd also look at some of the recruitment companies out there. One that I recommend is called 
RemoteStaff.com.au. They are basically a recruitment agent for virtual workers. They'll go and recruit a full-time 
staff member for you. I've used them quite a bit and found some fantastic team members. Hope that helps.
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erehwon 

Have you tried Freelancer.com?

jabby 

My first question is why Java? Do you have a detailed specification and a reason Java is the language it has to 
be in?

cabe   

There's little reason to hire someone full-time right out of the gate. It's impossible to know for sure if he's any 
good. Why not try one of the outsourcing sites on a relevant project and build a relationship with someone you 
trust - if you eventually want to take it full time you can discuss it once you're comfortable with it. vs. if you hire 
someone right away it can be a disaster to get out of if it's not a good fit. It's like marrying someone after one 
date - big risk with very little upside!

Bishop81

Why not Java? It's cross-platform compatible, and many programmers already know it. 

HarryO 

Ever heard of www.exacthire.com?

I have actually heard of hiring programmers over in India as well. It's so expensive here that it is a good 
alternative. I do feel a bit un-American when I hear of though. You've gotta do what you've gotta do to keep 
business afloat though.

FrozenCanuck

Essus - you asked about OnlineJobs.ph and I use it for my hiring because I have a perpetual membership 
through Replace Myself.

I wrote a onlinejobs.ph review here, FYI.

Adam is right. You should expect to pay MIN $300 per month for a coder and easily up to $500, but probably not 
more unless the guy has a lot of experience. This is one of my pet projects right now because I'm getting into 
mobile apps and I need to find someone to freelance with as a first test ... not ready to do a full time hire there 
yet.
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Usually I hire writers who I can train on web-related things (not too technical). I typically pay about $300 to start 
and take them up to about $350 or so quickly. Then it's based on performance to get raises. I want them to make 
me money, obviously.

Virtual Office:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1445 PC World Article:5 Ways to Build Your Virtual 
Office

kamakiri 

This was a good read. Some of the services are mentioned here, but there was also some new information.

5 Ways to Build a Virtual Office

I finally hooked up skype in my house, and am thinking about getting a US number to make it easier for people 
to call me, as I live in Japan.

Anyone else living in Asia/Europe have a US phone number? If so do you use it/like it?

Sven

Very nice indeed, thanks for posting!

webgal 

Great changes.

FreddyBoy

I use www.magicjack.com the Idea is great but quality of the phone connection as been up and down. Seems to 
be getting better, I think they are still in beta testing.
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Never the less still a good cheap way to have your USA phone number follow you around while travelling.
mine4ever  

Though this post has been here for a long time, I am still overwhelmed about the benefits that virtual office 
brings. It really is a great opportunity to have one these days.

Evolutionarily  

Here is another great article on What Is the Best Way To Build a Virtual Team?, this time by slashdot. It is simply 
a question asked to the community, so some real good real world examples and breakdowns given. I typically 
find this type of information much more useful and practical than one editors opinion/summary...

dontplaywithme

Very interesting article. Skype is the best virtual communication tool that allows users to communicate from their 
computer while connected to the Internet.

Here are some other tips to build a successful virtual office. Virtual office is a fantastic solution for business start 
ups or small online businesses which don't require a physical office to operate.

Blaine 

Its fantastic to know about the communication way through IT just like the process E-commerce.I have read the 
information , its really worth and outstanding.This is classic way to experience the virtual office.Thanks for 
sharing.

howtotraveler  

People often forget that if they're going to be working from abroad or virtually that there are still a few things in 
the 'analog' that'll need to be dealt with, including postal mail. Yes, we can get most everything online these 
days, but there are still pieces of mail that arrive and will need to be read and responded to. I discovered this 
recently when I left Seattle for 5 months to travel. The good news is that there are companies that will receive 
and scan postal mail and then you can download it online. I've used a company called Earth Class Mail and 
have been quite satisfied. Wrote about it on my blog at http://www.howtotraveler.com/2011/04/managing-postal-
mail-during-a-long-trip/
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Phone Stuff: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=2946 Some notes on working remotely

sadu 

Hi All,

I have just moved from New Zealand to Ireland, and thought I would share a few experiences and tips.

What's a bit different about this move is that things are a lot cheaper in New Zealand (everything in Ireland is 
2.5x more expensive) - so it does go against the principles of 4HWW in that I'm earning in a cheap currency and 
spending in an expensive one. Consequently, I'm still working a 40 hour week and the extra efficiency I have 
gained is lost in living costs, but I'm working on that still. I'll try and get the wife to agree to moving to Thailand 
next time, but I don't see it happening.

I run a web development business which mainly has a NZ client base. Before i left, I got clients trained on the 
'check email 2-3 times a day' concept, which has worked brilliantly. I also told people that if they used the word 
'urgent' in the subject line of an email, it would send me a SMS and I would respond immediately (I wrote some 
software to do this for me). Since doing this about 3 months ago, I have had less than 10 'urgent' messages, 
which were all genuinely urgent. Oddly enough, me checking email less often has resulted in much faster email 
response times for clients, especially for urgent issues.

In terms of phone calls, I have been using VoIP for about a year, and shifting phone numbers from NZ to Ireland 
was trivial, I just packed my phones on the plane with me and plugged them in. My NZ clients can reach me on 
the same phone numbers as before, 0c per minute for both of us. My cellphone wasn't so portable however, but 
I'm hardly ever out and about when NZers need to call me so it's just not an issue. Business hours in NZ equates 
to approx 8pm - 4am in Ireland, so basically I'm available to answer calls in the morning (NZ Time) and let it go 
to answerphone for the afternoon (NZ time). The key for me is to make sure there is a system to get hold of me, 
or someone, 24x7 if there is a genuine emergency, and I have this in place.

The timezone thing is amazing. I get no email and no phone calls during Irish business hours, when I'm working. 
It's all purely productive time. I simply work through my list in order of importance, and spend the last hour 
emailing prople to let them know progress. I make sure that I ask them to reply before noon as I'll be "out" (aka 
asleep) for the afternoon - that way I can get them a same day response to their reply. In the evening, I get a 
couple of phone calls and emails, and I'll make notes based on these for actioning the next day.

I explained the move to a lot of the clients, and they were generally fine with the concept but concerned about 
my availability. I have been working hard to make sure everyone gets a fast and proper response so they can be 
confident that I'm not skiving off on a big long holiday - which EVERYONE assumes by default. I explain that it's 
not a holiday, and that I simply feel like going to Ireland for several months and I'll be working just the same as 
before. People don't get this concept - people associate going overseas with a holiday or a business trip, of 
which this is neither.
Many clients have no idea that I'm working remotely, and have been a bit shocked when they call on an 
Auckland number asking for a meeting and I say I'm in Ireland. It's a damn good excuse for not coming to 
meetings, no need to make up stories etc.

Before I left, I outsourced the shipping of my muse products through some friends for a set fee per product. The 
muse income was covering my rent in NZ nicely, but doesn't go so far over here - so I'm looking to repeat the 
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formulas in Ireland and see if I can get some similar streams going.
Settling in here was hard work, and very stressful - Tim made this sound quite trivial in the book, but with 2 small 
kids in tow it's bloody hard work. You have less hours in the day to get things done (they get grumpy and need 
breaks), and you can't just sleep on a friend's couch or buy budget backpackers accommodation. Getting a 
house on a short-term contract was extremely hard and we had to compromise big time to get anything at all. 
Finding a car was unpleasant, but getting car insurance was even harder because insurance companies don't 
recognise a NZ driver's license. They were quoting up to 3200 euro pa to insure a 1000 euro car, literally about 
15 times what we paid in NZ. Before you leave, call insurance companies for quotes and find out what licenses 
are valid.

I would highly recommend getting a VoIP phone number for the country you intend to move to BEFORE you 
leave home. We did this and used the number to make a few appointments before we left which was handy, but 
should have done more things like arrange insurance, tax numbers etc. Being able to give out a local number 
makes it much easier to make appointments with people.

Also, make sure you have references from everyone you can. Being a foreigner, the locals won't trust you 100%, 
so good references are essential. Get them from your employers, landlords, your bank, and customers. Print out 
5 copies of each before you go, and scan a digital copy as well. Some people are quite happy with scanned 
digital copies but will often want to see the original.

In terms of money, we organised a Travelcard before we left. This is like a credit card, but the currency 
conversion is done up front rather than every time you buy something. Much much cheaper fees. Make sure you 
get some cash out as well, not everyone accepts credit cards.

We bought a local prepay simcard at the airport and stuck this into our existing phones. Get the person at the 
shop to configure the internet for you - I did this myself and it took me a few days to get sorted. This should work 
out cheaper than paying the local wireless hotspots, which we found to be unreasonably expensive. We simply 
connected the cellphone to the laptop and used it as a modem. Works good, and very portable.

We have been here 3 weeks now and are starting to get settled. I'm back into work again and are loving it, 
clients are happy too. There isn't much for kids to do here so we are looking at what options are available. If one 
of us can pick up a bit of local work that pays in euro, we should be living a bit more comfortably. We are taking it 
1 day at a time, but overall it's been everything I expected from the mini retirement really.

David-Andrew

Wow, thanks for your story, its a good read and a nice eye opener.

In some ways we are a like you know

I am also a web developer and on my first mini-retirement, left the Netherlands for a month in Curacao! I 
definitely recognize some of the stuff your saying, although we don't have kids

Because of your post, I will be focusing on communication:

"The key for me is to make sure there is a system to get hold of me"

I will also write a post about my experiences with this first mini-retirement. Hope others will do to!
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Caesar_X 

Totally agree about the timezone. I work in California and my outsourcing partners are in Ukraine. We do a 
Skype call most mornings (their end-of-day) to get situated. And I always have a bunch of email from them at the 
start of the day. But then I get to work mostly unbothered by interruptions (as I mostly work from home). And then 
by the end of the day I have given plenty of feedback and direction that the Ukraine folks can use when they 
wake up the next day.

It feels like 24 hour development!

The rest of your post rings true as well. I have a friend who just moved from the SF Bay Area to Switzerland (one 
of the few places he could have moved with HIGHER cost of living! LOL) and he is running into similar issues of 
trying to get situated and fitting in with his family. Plus he doesn't speak Swiss or German!

Nice post.

Sadu

Having just gone through this with 2 kids in tow, it's hard work, and everything is more expensive. I would think if 
you were single and unattached, the 4HWW would open up a lot more options.

The main concern for me regarding my availability is the 2 servers that I maintain. If they fall over and nobody 
responds, it's a problem. Aside from that, websites can display issues that won't trip the server monitoring 
software, so someone needs to be available by phone to deal with that.

I can highly recommend the system of using software to detect the words 'urgent', 'important', 'asap' and 'critical' 
in subject lines. I wrote a PHP script that connects to my IMAP server every 10 mins and looks for those words. 
If it sees an unread message with one of those words in the subject, it sends me a SMS message and an IM via 
live messenger. The script isn't ready for deployment yet, but after I'm finished testing and tweaking, I'll be 
releasing it (It has a lot of other useful 'elimination' features that other filters don't).

My email signature has the following text at the bottom instead of a corporate disclaimer:

"If you need to contact me urgently, please read my email policy www.ragepank.com/email/"

The email policy is my instructions to clients. This serves 2 purposes really. Firstly to train them how to get hold 
of me efficiently, but also as a disclaimer - if they send me something urgent and I don't respond for a day, it will 
be because they didn't follow the instructions. I figure people might make this mistake once, then I can explain 
where they went wrong, and they won't make the mistake again.

My IM policy is similar (www.ragepank.com/im/) Prior to this, I would often get interrupted by Skype / MSN every 
hour with unbillable requests. Many requests were people being too lazy to RTFM - it was easier to ask me on 
IM. I would turn off Skype and MSN most of the time because it was the only way to get work done.

My Skype / MSN 'tagline' that shows next to my name is now the above URL. It took almost no time at all for my 
IM volume to drop to about 2 interruptions per week, which would have previously been maybe 50-100 per 
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week. But I'm now almost always available by IM in case of genuine issues.
I have backup contractors I use back home, and key clients have their contact details - but I have found that the 
clients can be a bit eager to contact the backup person which is really frustrating. Somehow instructions like 
"Here's the backup number to use only if it's urgent and I'm not available" get interpreted as "Here's the new 
number to call for all our web stuff while Harvey is away". Again, people not understanding the concept of 
working remotely.

I have definitely put a lot of thought into getting the right mix of 'ways to get hold of me' which makes is easy to 
get me if it's urgent, but barriers if it's not. I'm still tweaking, but overall I think the mix is very good. Certainly 
much better availability than many other one-man operators back in NZ, even though I'm in the opposite 
timezone.

David-Andrew 

Good, you really gave it some thought. I will try to spend some time on this also.

maxpr 

I am extremely intrigued by the Urgent phone message software!

::Wondering if I can get my programmers to initiate the same thing for me::

DaveCraige.com 

Sell that shit. People here would probably definately pay like $29 or $49 for that great script.

Sadu

Yep, it's definitely on the cards.

Releasing this as a muse product was always at the back of my mind (and also releasing it open source), but I 
did want to use it for a while myself first to find the issues and get it polished.

I have been using it for several months now and wouldn't be without it. So I think it might be a good time to do 
something about it.

maxpr - if you wanted to do some beta testing for me, feel free to send me a message - you will find my contact 
details on the site linked to in the previous post.
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Sadu

Incidentally, the daylight savings time shift really sucks. With daylight savings in Ireland starting and NZ daylight 
savings stopping, I now have to stay up 2 hours later at night.

'Business hours' previously started at 8pm for me, which was great. But now that it's 10pm it's starting to get 
really hard. Not easy to be top of your game when the phone rings at 1am.

No points for guessing what I'm trying to eliminate/automate next.

tomswiftjr  

Not to destroy the OP's potential income stream here, but you can accomplish almost the same thing as his 
script by the use of simple filters in Gmail (or almost any email program) that forward mail with those "trigger 
words" to an email address. And most cell phone networks have an email -> SMS bridge address:

T-Mobile: phonenumber@tmomail.net
Virgin Mobile: phonenumber@vmobl.com
Cingular: phonenumber@cingularme.com
Sprint: phonenumber@messaging.sprintpcs.com
Verizon: phonenumber@vtext.com
Nextel: phonenumber@messaging.nextel.com

Emails sent to those addresses will end up as SMS messages on your phone. More info here: http://www.tech-
recipes.com/rx/939/s...erizon_virgin/

There may be an email -> IM bridge service out there as well...not sure. 

sadu 

That may be true is you have a US cellphone, but it's certainly not the case for New Zealand phones, doesn't 
seem to be the case for Irish phones, and probably isn't the case for many other countries.

If you have a way of getting SMS alerts for certain important messages (eg as Tom pointed out), I highly 
recommend doing it. I'm in an industry where I simply can't ignore certain messages, and with this in place I'm 
happily down to checking 2-3 times a day without having to worry.

David_D 

Here is a site with the complete list of email-sms gateways..
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http://www.mutube.com/projects/open-.../gateway-list/

I really like some of your methods... they all seem very well thought out.

I would use an answerig service though to take your phone calls

I use alldaypa with a pretty detailed FAQ attached.

If they cant answer the callers question they either send you an SMS to call the customer back, or they call you, 
and ask you if you cna take the call.
Top thread!

timwhistle 

Thanks for the update and congratulations on your move! I am planning my transition to Ireland as well from 
California. Curious what you're doing about immigration; I know that as a tourist you're allowed to stay 3 months 
at a time.

I have a similar situation, where I'm a marketing writer/PR consultant and I'll just need to artfully inform clients 
when the time comes so they they stay with me and don't want to jump ship. Actually, I'm looking forward to the 
time-zone shift -- for 15+ years I've been serving clients on the east coast while I'm on the west, meaning I'm 
always playing catch-up to their day. It will be nice to be 5-8 hours ahead of my clients for a change.

If I may ask, where in Ireland did you settle? I'm a musician (Irish trad) so despite the exchange rate, I plan to 
live in the west of Ireland (Clare) where it's much cheaper than Dublin -- and it's where all the best music is 
anyway.

Sadu

Hi Tim,

I have moved on from Ireland now and are now in Berlin. Let's say I have learned a lot in the 3 months I spent in 
Ireland, and can now share a few wise words.

It's fair to say that I am enjoying Berlin sooooo much more than I enjoyed Ireland. Ireland has a number of 
problems at the moment, and I was surprised at both the unbelievable living costs, and the amount of 
beaurocracy required to get anything done.

Don't let me put you off, but make sure you are ready for all this, and that Ireland is where you really want to be 
(Doesn't Canada have a fairly strong Irish music scene?).

My wife and kids hold Irish passports, so I was able to get a special permit based on this. You can otherwise 
enter for 3 months on a visitor's permit. My understanding is that this gives you 3 months total in the EU, so you 
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can't leave Ireland after 3 months and hop over to Europe for the next 3 months. But do check up on this.
One thing to note is that you MUST get your immigration matters sorted in the closest town to where you live. 
You could either spend a few days in a Dublin hostel and get your immigration sorted there, otherwise wait until 
you settle in Clare and make an appointment at the local office. The immigration queue in Dublin took me 4 
hours to get through (+ 3 hours travel), then I was told I needed to go to Athlone, and after making an 
appointment there was told I needed to go to Ballinasloe.

So as above, we ended up settling in Athlone, Co. Roscommon, which is smack in the middle of the country. We 
rented a large modern house for 850€ per month (3 adults, 2 kids), which was fine, but we hadn't budgeted on 
the gas, power, phone, internet being so high.

I'm told Clare is nice, though we didn't get to visit. We spent some time in Galway with friends, and really 
enjoyed this part of the country.

You will find the problem with accommodation is that everyone wants a 1 year lease. Especially with the 
economic problems at the moment, people want to secure long-term tenants for their houses so they don't sit 
empty. This was a big problem for us, and ultimately we were forced into picking a house that wasn't ideal 
because there was very little choice. Houses generally come with beds and furniture, but not sheets / bedding / 
cutlery etc. I can give you the names of some good places to pick this stuff up from if you need to.

Watch out for broadband access in Co. Clare. We were a bit rural in Athlone and couldn't get DSL. We ended up 
getting a mobile USB stick with 3, which was OK but ultimately made things harder (getting work done slower + 
not fast enough for VoIP + unreliable during peak times). Make sure you settle in town where DSL is available, 
and make 'acceptable broadband access' a clause of your rental contract so you can move if the internet is no 
good, which we ended up doing.

I was expecting to pick up some local contract work in Ireland, but it just didn't happen. I attended all the 
networking opportunities whih have previously worked well for me, but nothing came from it in Ireland. I think 
there is simply very little work available, and there seem to be a lot less small-businesses and entrepreneurs in 
Ireland (the people I was networking with all seemed to work for the man and weren't able to offer anything).

Despite putting a good amount of time / effort into finding local work / contracts, it just didn't happen for me.

The other thing that really surprised me was the use of the internet. In my opinion, Irish people are years behind 
in terms of internet adoption. Try buying anything on ebay.ie - there is nothing on there. Almost everything listed 
on ebay.ie is coming from UK or Europe, so the freight costs make it too expensive unless the items is very 
small. I couldn't find simple things like a vacuum cleaner, a TFT monitor, a keyboard, a baby cot, etc. All these 
things and others I had to buy brand new because the local buy/sell sites yielded nothing. Having just left 
TradeMe.co.nz behind in NZ, this was very disappointing, and cost a lot more than we budgeted.
Other things like the 'pay your tolls' website didn't show up in Google when you search for 'tolls', and the 
payment page doesn't work using Firefox. I really don't rate the quality of Irish websites very highly.

Do not underestimate the cost of living in Ireland. Things are a lot more expensive, yes, but there are also a lot 
of hidden costs that we didn't have back home. The place seems almost mercenary, everyone wants your 
money.

Here are some of the costs for things...

Toll from Dublin airport to city = 3-12€ depending on time of day
Rental car = 55€ per day + 15€ per day for insurance
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Toll from Galway to Dublin = 3€
Pint of Guinness in a pub = 4 - 5€
One 500ml can of Guinness in the supermarket = 2€
One 500ml can of Cheap nasty Tesco Lager in the supermarket = 1€
Diesel = 1€ per litre, petrol slightly more
Car insurance = 800€ per year to insure a 1000€ car (because a NZ license is not recognised)
Cinema ticket = 15€
DVD overnight rental = 5€
Bus ticket (return) from Dublin - Galway = 25€
Internet connection = approx 30€ per month
Vodafone sim card = 10€, calls are cheap enough
Parking ticket in Longford (small town) on a weekend = 40€!!!!!
Motor vehicle tax = 600€ per year (depends on the car)
Our gas bill in winter = 250€ per month
Our power bill = 100€ per month
Blarney Stone / Clonmacnoise / Rock of Cashel / Guinness Storehouse tour / other similar attractions = 8 - 20€ 
per adult
VoIP number through Blueface = 10€ (highly recommended)

Dublin is particularly expensive. Good call to head out to the west coast. I don't know how all this relates to 
California (our night in Los Angeles on the way here seemed quite expensive too), maybe you are used to these 
sorts of living costs?

Feel free to ask me any questions off list etc. I made an honest attempt to fit into the country / culture, but it 
really did seem like I was fighting battles at every turn. Berlin is the total opposite. I 'clicked' with Berlin from day 
one, and if it's nightlife you are after then there is absolutely no shortage of that. Our apartment here is cheaper, 
has gas / power / internet included, is central to everything, has a short-term contract, and was easier to arrange.

Sorry if this all seems a bit negative, but it's honest. I think there are far better placces to 4HWW from (Did I 
mention Berlin?).

officer_dibble 

Bear in mind that Ireland is in recession at the moment. So that could limit job/contract prospects.

There was a saying going around recently that the only difference between Ireland and Iceland was 1 letter and 
6 weeks. Being part of the eurozone has probably saved it from that - but things are pretty bad.

Those prices are atrocious btw - even London isn't that expensive.
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timwhistle 

Thanks so much for the thoughtful replies. A friend of mine just moved to Clare and she's experiencing much of 
what you mentioned. In fact there was a story recently in the Irish press that Dublin is now more expensive than 
Paris or London.

I had no idea energy costs were so high. Wow. Some of what you cite here seems expensive even coming from 
San Francisco (which can be outrageous, most especially housing).

How are you liking Berlin by comparison?

sadu 

We were living in a big house with central heating, but we were being pretty careful with it - ie we switched off 
the heating in most rooms and only used it when we were really cold. I was truly horrified at how much the gas 
cost and how much we used. If you were renting just a room, or living in an apartment the costs would obviously 
be much less.

Berlin by comparison is much cheaper. Beer / alcohol is especially cheap, which goes a long way to me liking the 
place. I'm currently working my way through a crate of 20x500ml bier which I paid 5€ for. You can buy a bottle of 
wine for as little as €1.50 (ok, not fabulous quality). 5€ seems to get you a bottle of reasonable wine but of 
course you can pay as much as you like. I have just been samplling random bottles off the shelf, it's not like I can 
read what they say. Haven't had a bad one yet

I have a lot of good things to say about Berlin / Germany. I'm here for another month then moving to Mannheim 
(near Frankfurt) for a few weeks before my visa times out. I'm definitely giving serious thought to coming back as 
soon as I can.

From Tim's Blog: 

How to E-mail Virtual Assistants (or Any Assistants): Proven Templates:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2010/11/02/virtual-assistants/
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Brainstorming the Muse 

General:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=926 Muse idea generation.... HELP!!!

jeffbrown9

OK 4HWW gang, I (and perhaps several others here) NEED YOUR HELP!!!

I'm sad to say this but I'm striking out with generating new muse ideas. Its killing me to, because I'm a resonably 
creative person, have a technical background and an MBA from the #1 Entrepreneurship school in the US 
(Babson). So why am I having such a hard time?

Any suggestions? I've followed all of Tim's suggestions in the book (i.e. look at your background or what you like 
to do, find needs of that market, etc.) and I'm just not coming up with anything worthwhile.

Any suggestions you have are REALLY appreciated. Even examples of successful muses (i.e. 
PleatyOfFish.com, etc.) would be motiviational at this point. Whatever you can offer would be great!

Losing Hope

dsharpe

Do you have a list....
....of target markets that you belong to and are familiar with?

If so, and you don't mind sharing it, I'd be happy to post some suggestions.

jeffbrown9 

Awesome Dave, thanks... if anyone else has some devine intervention strike them with a good idea in these 
niches, PLEASE let me know....

I'd like to focus on product ideas so that they lend themselves to an automated architecture...

target markets I could be considered part of:
- Microbiologist (in other words a biological scientist)
- MBA student
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- golfer (this market is quite over done though)
- car enthusiast
- hobbyist videographer (video editor, short video ad maker, etc.)

Thanks again.

jeffbrown9 

some more ideas
- fitness enthusiast (work out a lot)
- mountain biker
- smart phone user
- I wear glasses
- I'm big on goal setting, etc.

dsharpe 

Just off the top of my head...

To start with, your list is nowhere near complete. Are you married? Single? Divorced? A Parent? Own a Volvo? 
Drink Drambui? etc.

For example, just a few of the market niches I'm a part of:
Happily married (products: romantic gifts, relationship books, etc)
Parent (children's books, outdoors toys/gear, info on raising an "only child," life insurance, info on how to work at 
home when you have kids, etc)
Entrepreneur (personal development, productivity tools, information, etc)
Webmaster (marketing info, software tools)
..and so on.

The golf market is not anywhere near overdone--it's a huge market with new products showing up every day. 
There's always room for one more. People who have a passion for an activity will usually purchase products that 
overlap in purpose. But, you definitely need to think in terms of long-tail niches. For example, somewhere out 
there on the net is a book that I wrote a chapter for--the chapter was on cleaning golf equipment. That chapter 
generated several hundred subscribers to my ezine in a month or two, and would have continued to grow if I had 
kept the project going.

Car enthusiast--any specialty? Are you a dabbler, or really into 1964 Mustangs? Maybe door handles for 1964 
Mustangs? Again, think long-tail.

Hobbyist videographer--this one is probably your gold mine. I'm not set up as an affiliate for either of these 
resources, so I'll go ahead and post their links:
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http://www.sellbooksandvideos.com Don't let the simplicity of this concept fool you--making money with video 
does NOT have to be complicated. Here's Terrance's concept in a nutshell, applied to your interests: go to a car 
show, videotape the show, sell the video. Don't laugh--he's making $8k/mo doing just that!

The other is http://www.bmyers.com Bill is a product development guru and has a LOT of excellent resources for 
creating video info products. He's been around for a long time and practices what he preaches.

Once the video is shot and edited, automation is easy--have a fulfillment house handle the duplication and 
shipping. I believe that bmyers.com has a list of fulfillment houses who specialize in video.

Fill your list out a bit more, and it will be easier to add more suggestions.

jeffbrown9 

Wow Dave - you're the real deal! I really like your video suggestions - I'll start looking into it. If you have any 
more vidoe ideas that would also be appreciated (I really the video niche). I would however like to take you up 
on your offer of more suggestions based on other markets I'm a part of:

- married, happily most of the time
- 2 kids, going on 3 in April - I adore my girls
- I drive a pickup truck, also own a Honda S2000 sportscar, but looking at a crossover (read family van) for my 
next vehicle
- I like to teach - I was an undergraduate lab teacher and I'm a leadership Coach to undergrad business students
- MBA in entrepreneurship (I know lots of "how", just not much "in what?" right now)
- I've worked in the medical device world for 10+ years
- I used to be #1 in sales for a software firm
- I like to play tennis
- I'm pretty good at researching things (my friends always ask me to look into new products for them)
- I REALLY like new cars (not really old cars). I'm a big fan of foreign cars. I'm always looking into the latest 
features, performance numbers, etc. I've dabbled with the idea of owning my own car dealership however new 
car dealerships are virtually impossible to get, and the used car business has very negative connotations.
- I enjoy watching movies with the family (and producting movies of the family)
- I own a bunch of watches and like the watch niche but I'm not a collector
- I've owned several swimming pools
- I enjoy and used to compete in billiards competitions
- I'm a gadget guy - I love the latest high tech gadgets
- I enjoy traveling (Europe, far east, all over the US, caribbean, etc.)
- I love the outdoors, hiking, picnics, etc.
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dsharpe 

Here are some ideas--no guarantee on viability (you'll want to do some research), I'm just showing you that you 
have more options/potential than you might realize.

I'm going to put my ideas in blue if I can get the format tags to work properly.

Several of these ideas combine ebooks and DVD, but if you create a kit that combines video, audio, and print, 
you can double or triple your price.

Quote:
I would however like to take you up on your offer of more suggestions based on other markets I'm a part of:

- married, happily most of the time
ebook: How to be happily married (most of the time).
Drop ship high-end gifts for the times you screwed up.

- 2 kids, going on 3 in April - I adore my girls
Drop ship kids toys.
Ebook: How to be a great Dad: 101 activities you can do with your children. Video: Parenting skills for new 
fathers.

- I drive a pickup truck, also own a Honda S2000 sportscar, but looking at a crossover (read family van) for my 
next vehicle
Video: Your First Minivan: a Survival Guide for Men (seen the Peyton Manning pep talk about the minivan? Play 
off of that)
Video: 20 Low-cost Things You Can Do To Pimp Your Honda S2000.

- I like to teach - I was an undergraduate lab teacher and I'm a leadership Coach to undergrad business students
Video: What they won't teach you in business school: How to develop leadership skills on your own.
Membership site: Become a Leader.
ebook: Developing Leaders: a guide to coaching new leaders.

- MBA in entrepreneurship (I know lots of "how", just not much "in what?" right now)
I'm drawing a blank here.

- I've worked in the medical device world for 10+ years
Videos: instructional videos--ie, How to Get The Best Performance From Your Spingbang Farkle Transmogrifier.

If you have some special or unique achievement in this field, other people will pay to learn how to do the same 
thing. If it's a sales process, license it to other salesmen for a yearly fee.

- I used to be #1 in sales for a software firm
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See above. Develop a manual with instructional DVDs and CDs that teach your sales process. License it to other 
software companies. As long as they use it, they pay a royalty/licensing fee.

Membership site: sales training/coaching.

- I like to play tennis
I'm not a tennis player, so I'll resort to the "expert product" Ebook/DVD: 47 Secrets of the Pros. Get several 
pros/instructors to give you their best tips/secrets in exchange for promotion of their services.

- I'm pretty good at researching things (my friends always ask me to look into new products for them)
Ditto here. I have yet to figure out how to monetize it effectively.

- I REALLY like new cars (not really old cars). I'm a big fan of foreign cars. I'm always looking into the latest 
features, performance numbers, etc. I've dabbled with the idea of owning my own car dealership however new 
car dealerships are virtually impossible to get, and the used car business has very negative connotations.
Car "fan blog." Although a blog tends to not always fit into the 4HWW parameters, there are some forms of 
blogging that don't require daily updates. Find photos of your kind of car--make sure that they have a Creative 
Commons license, and post them on your blog, along with your thoughts. Sell affiliate products.

Lead generation service for performance car dealers.

- I enjoy watching movies with the family (and producting movies of the family)
DVD: How to produce a home movie you can be proud of.
DVD: Creative lighting for home videographers. ETC.

- I own a bunch of watches and like the watch niche but I'm not a collector
Portal site: Resources for watch hobbyists.

- I've owned several swimming pools
Ebook, DVD: How to take care of your pool.
DVD/Ebook: How to avoid getting gypped by your pool service company.
DVD: 14 methods for killing algae in your pool.
DVD: install your own solar pool heating system.

- I enjoy and used to compete in billiards competitions
DVD: How to Win billiards competitions.
DVD: The Insider's Guide to Watching Billiards Competitions.
DVD: fitness routine for Billiards players.

- I'm a gadget guy - I love the latest high tech gadgets
Gadget Blog. See Car Blog above. Yes, gizmodo is already out there, but people like to see a variety of opinions.

Drop ship the latest high-tech gadgets from your blog.
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- I enjoy traveling (Europe, far east, all over the US, caribbean, etc.)
Write a book called The 4-Hour Work Week!

The medical tourism field is expanding--specialize in a country or a medical procedure, write an ebook, create a 
video, etc about going to another country for medical care, and JV with a travel agency to create travel 
packages.

DVD: see Terrance's material from http://www.sellbooksandvideos.com --he's done some "vacation videos" in 
Jamaica that were quite successful.

- I love the outdoors, hiking, picnics, etc.
Video: Getting the most from your outdoors videography.

Ebook/DVD: Creating the Perfect Picnic.
DVD: 27 Hikes you can take in [your local area].

I'm going to include the items from your other post

- fitness enthusiast (work out a lot)
Membership site: Get Fit with Me!

- mountain biker
DVD: Mt. bike repair/adjustments you can make at home.
DVD: My Favorite Mt. Bike Trails.
DVD: Choosing your first mt. bike.

- smart phone user
DVD: The definitive guide to using the XYZ smart phone--without throwing it against the wall!
On a lot of these, you're going to say something along the lines of "But I don't know enough about Spingbang 
Farkle Transmogrifiers to make a video about it! (and the voice in your head will probably be a bit whiny!)

The majority of the buyers for most niches is made up of beginners and intermediate level 
knowledge/experience. If you know 5% more than they do, you're an expert. Target that segment of the market, 
and you don't have to worry about it.

As you can see, you have more options than you thought!

Good luck sleeping tonight!
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Micah7

One thing that has helped me when i drew a blank, and thanks Dave, by the way... you mentioned some things 
that I forgot to add to my list as well. Try to think of products for those around you, say your wife's belongs to a 
family of hunters, then observe there conversations, tools, habits... pick there brains on what can improved or 
what product they wish someone would invent.

My wife i not a business brain by all means, very emotional driven but came up a great product that we are 
looking into and from that one product while meeting with a few patent attorneys today I came up with three 
quality products that will add value to the niche market.

Watch the Big Idea, grab some ideas from there... apparel seems to be hot again, especially baby and maternity 
apparel.

hope this helps...

kamakiri 

You might not want to have your own muse. In order to succeed, you really need to have a passion and the drive 
to make your business successful to get out of the starting gate. You mentioned that friends often showed you 
their new products, that might be the way to go.

In general people who think up new stuff are not the ones successful in selling them. You seem to be a good 
seller, and have the educational background, so why not just make an offer. You set up the sales channel, they 
get a percentage of every sale. Unless it is the new Rubik's cube, the chances are high that it will not get to the 
point where you actually need a bricks and mortar company running things.

Look at Tim for example. He might have had the idea for Brain Quicken, but he outsources everything. He 
probably pays a bit more to the drug manufacturer who is doing the consignment work, but he is out to optimize 
his time, not his profits. No reason at all you can't outsource your muse idea creation.
Edit/Delete Message Reply With Quote Multi-Quote This Message Quick reply to this message
 

Sven

Could it be you say "No, that isn't it because..." to early?

If you think this the next time, make sure to follow that with: "If this were not a problem then I would..." Do this 
EVERY time you find yourself saying no to an idea.

Make the line of thought real by taking it out of your head in one way or another. You can use drawings, a 
scrapbook, powerpoint or my new favorite FreeMind the free mindmapping tool.

A lot of people stop their creation by saying NO to themselves. Let your mind finnish the line of thought and only 
judge the idea at the very end!
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Joxx 

Wow this is such a fantastic thread really stretched my idea of what I can do with a muse.

Squeegee

Wow lots of interesting ideas.

Jeff I got this idea when I read your post.

golfer (this market is quite over done though)
+
I'm big on goal setting, etc.
+
hobbyist videographer (video editor, short video ad maker, etc.)

=

teach people how to use their camcorder to videotape their golf swing in order to see where they are making 
mistakes and to improve it?

EDIT
also I find that I get great ideas by writing on paper by hand, even though I prefer typing. just try it.

jeremyt 

I am new to this message board. I have read through this whole thread and I have been very interested about 
how creative everyone seems to be. I feel I am pretty creative myself and have come up with some ideas I think 
could be great. From reading the 4 Hour Work Week I concluded that the first step I needed to do was write out 
who I am or what kinds of groups I am included in. I wrote down a bunch and I have listed them below. If anyone 
reads them and has any creative suggestions I would appreciate any feedback. Hopefully I could help you out in 
the future as well

Male College Student
Amateur Photo Enthusiast
Diesel Sedan Driver (Volkswagen TDI)
Eat almost purely Organic Food
Health Fanatic
Exercise/Lift Weights
Cat Owner
Greyhound (the dog, not the bus line) Lover
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Blackberry World Edition User (and big fan)
Mac Laptop User (once you go mac you never go back, haha)
Enjoy maintaining a nice overall appearance (clothes, hair, body, etc)
Snowboarder

reescup4

Hi, Do you have any advice you can share on writing children's books? The best way to start off? Who to 
contact? Anything you can think of that will help would be great. Thank you so much!!! 

Daydreamer 

Dave you are amazing with how these ideas pop into your head!

I was just wonering if you knew Terrance personally or if you stumbled across his site and cold-purchased his 
product? If you bought the product do you personally feel you learned something from it and has this information 
benefited you?

I don't mind spending money if I'm going to actually walk away with something but I'd hate to put money out on 
something that is just a bunch of "fluff and stuff" if you know what I mean.

Thanks for your insights and your ideas!!

I'm sure you're very busy but I thought it was so cool how you just listed those things off for the OP that I thought 
I'd throw out a list of my target markets that I belong to and are familiar with just to see if anything came to you 
for me:

Walt Disney World!! I love the Walt Disney World Resort and we own DVC (Disney's version of the timeshare) 
and last year we went 3 times in less than 6 months. --Sadly, not this year as we're broke as jokes with having 
just bought a new home.

Happily married for 11 years

No kidlets

Dog and cat owner

Darling Husband loves cigars and is a truck driver. Works on his on rigs although he's never had formal training.

I can spend hours reading and reviewing and reseraching different topics on the internet.

Vegetarian with strong convicitons to be a vegan. . . Would love to go all the way to being a Raw Foodist.
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I drink various kinds of Green Smoothies every morning for breakfast and am always looking for new 
combinations of greens and fruits or greens and spices.

That's all I can think of off the top of my head at the moment.

parentwarrior  

I started parentwarrior.com in March. I send out 400-500 news releases per day which has rippled out to places I 
couldn't even dream of. The business is exploding and has found the huge market of parents who want to take 
back control of their families. It is going great with the sale of the parentwarrior Starter Kits and life coaching. I'm 
a believer in the 4 hour workweek and the concept of living fully and making the most of each day. I want parents 
to be able to do the same so families can thrive.

Reescup4

I once read that whatever you would do for free is exactly what you should be doing. 

Daydreamer

See, now that's a tough one for me because what I would be doing for free (and what I do all the time) is read 
message boards and surf and research on the internet but I don't know of a way to make money off of that.

Jpstephens

I too am all out of Muse Ideas....I have been actively looking for about a year now. I tried one muse, it was a 
yahoo store selling music equipment...it went terribly.

I now am trying to regroup and I am determined to make the money back that I lost with my first stab at it.

Below is a brain dump of some of the markets that I belong to, I can't think of much that I could use. I am looking 
for a product that I could sell between 50-100 bux.

Markets I belong to:
I am a Web Design Firm Project Manager
I've been in a relationship for 8 years to the same woman
I am a mac enthusiast
I love technology
I drive an Acura TL
I am a big supporter of Barack Obama
I'm a vegetarian
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I'm trying to save for a house downpayment
I am 24
I used to broker scrap foam...Bought large truckloads from mattress companies and sold the scrap foam to 
bonders

Any ideas? I am desperate and me and my gf have a dreamline of getting engaged and buying a house within 
the next year, i need at the very least an extra 1k a month to make this happen.

emptyo 

This is a great thread. Really got my wheels turning.

Thanks. 

blackhatontherocks

1. STOP being desperate. Being Desperate about anything unless in begging is the easiest way (after maybe 
continuosly worrying about it) to make something NOT happen. Just stop. Have some trust. You REALLY are 
messing up everything you touch right from the begining with this attitude. Seriously man, aside buying the 
winning lotto ticket, nothing will work out this way - you could accidently stumble upon a giant pot of gold like, 
let's say, the idea for "facebook" 3 years ago, and you'd discard it for about thirty reasons.

2. Get to the IDEAS behind the "Markets you belong to".
WHY Are you a mac enthusiast, WHAT are your reasons for being a vegeterian, HOW did you end up being a 
web design project lead, what do you like about it and what sucks about it, WHAT are the obstalces your facing 
with saving for down payment, etc. pp.

I won't go into much more detail here because you'll be more thrilled about the actual ideas if they pop up in your 
own mind, but man, this is some great stuff to work with. Half of what you listed has between one and a couple 
dozens of niches directly or indirectly associated to it.

It's like you've put together this list and then decided to get frustrated and like that's basically as far as you will 
go - like you deliberately made the decision to not go any further and expected this list to tell you what the niches 
behind those things are.

You have a brain, and judging from your job and foam scraping background, a rather creative one indeed. So the 
only things you could possibly lack are a) effort or b) self esteem& confidence.

Now get to that list and figure out niches behind those words. DON'T post again and DON'T do anything else 
regarding this topic until you managed to get at least 8-12 seperate niche markets out of this. As I get that many 
out of ONE of your list items alone (possibly even out of 3 of them), you should have no problem ending up with 
12 in total if you put your mind to it. And be clear about me not saying "working, valuable niches you're easily 
able to get into", I just said get some niches.

Consider this your wake up call. You won't get many if you keep up that attitude, that's for sure.
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Wait, didn't I tell you something similar on a muse Idea thread of yours? Yeah, I just checked it, I did, and judging 
from your post here, you immediatly abandoned the idea you had back then right away, most likely based on 
your own (self?) doubts fueld by my criticism.

Why? Why would you do that?

a) I'm not god, thus not alknowing b) making things work inspite of harsh surroundings is a basic principle of 
entrepreneurship, even though making a great choice to avoid that problem is an even better one.
c) Your a web developer. You think about writing a book about web developing. Which incidently is somehting 
catered to yourself or people already profficient at the things you are profficient in, or just slightly below your 
level, and which already had lots of literature specifically catered on the topic. I.E., this was not something for the 
people you're already working for - your customers and clients.

Which means, simply refocus on an idea that's more easily applicable to your market. Out of the top of my head:

Make a school for great web design (there are no written standards so you could simply create some if your 
statement sound even remotely credible). Make tools for easier web design. Make videos about important steps 
in web design, make them free, and use them to sell a course to a list you've captured from the people who 
came in via your videos on youtube.

Look, it took me 5 minutes. I'M NOT SHOWING OFF, you're FORCEING yourself to believe that you CAN'T 
come up with something, so your mind complies, and doesn't come up with something.

The only thing you really need to change is your attitude. Then go over this things again, talk them through with 
a friend, and look if you two can figure out something great.

You can NEVER loose in your own mind. You simply cannot. Remember that before your next attempt to go out 
and defeat yourself.

EDIT: I'm fully aware of giving you two entirely different sets of adivce here, compared to the other thread. Which 
isn't so much to go out and advertise that I'm bordeline-scizophrenic (which I am, obviously) but rather to show 
you that you're OPTIONS isn't what is limited here - it's your believes that keep you locked up in the birdcage. 
Change them and you'll find a pile of possibilities where you right now only look at even more worry.

Dreamlines are there to dream, not to put you under negative stress or achievement pressure. You put them up, 
you act upon them, you feel hyped upon them, you work your ass of to get them into realite - but all the time, be 
able to accept any possible outcome out of any possible situation instead of NEEDING something to be in a 
certain way (which is the very definition of despearation at it's core).

Caesar_X 

From your comment, it sounds like all you learned from your music equipment experiment is that is failed. You 
sound like someone who lost $500 played craps and is trying to double up to get your money back.

Step back for a moment and analyze just WHY that venture failed in your opinion. Was the music idea bad? The 
implementation didn't work? You didn't reach your customer base? Couldn't source the right equipment? Didn't 
have enough money to invest to really get it started? Not enough time? Gave up on it too easily?
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Almost no business people success on the first attempt. So take what you have learned from the first venture 
and use that to your advantage in going out again to try something new.

And lose the desperation. It's not helping you at all. Think positive energy!

Dubserve

Hi There

I was just thinking...Is this ebay and "how to" that easy as Terrance says at http://www.sellbooksandvideos.com/

Sorry if i seem to be worried, but does anyone know if this is actually the truth and that he actually has done all 
the things he is saying he has ?

If so, a lot of respect!

blackhatontherocks  

It's your standard old "how to make information products" stuff. If he's selling multiple products and only making 
8k a month, I wouldn't trust this guy with 1 dollar because he obviously has no Idea about market research.

Anyway, you can "learn" how to create information products by copying the structure of any other good 
information product, it's really that simple, and if you want to learn market research, hit the 30daychallenge.com 
website and take their material to heart.

I recommend getting professional training in copywriting, sem and seo, in order of importance, anything else is 
achieved along the way or can be easily outsourced. Didn't bother to check if this guy has a refund policiy, if so, 
you might try him out ... but be aware of the fact that reading this probably won't tell you anything you couldn't 
have figured out yourself through actually getting started on a project.

Dubserve 

Ahh i see...

He actually has a money back guarantee:
"Just in case you have any doubts on this course, please understand I offer a money back guarantee. If you are 
not satisfied with the course, just ask for a full refund."

The thing is that i am quite curious about the way that he get's the costumers to buy hiss stuff on ebay, so i 
bought it! In your opinion what should this course do to "be worth the money" ?
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Another thing i didnt understand was the one you wrote with "getting professional training in copywriting, sem 
and seo"

I Am still quite new :-) I has always been good in writing, taking photos/video and teaching has a lot of hobbies 
so for me, the how to or information product could be a good way to start out.... ?

Thanks for your reply, i really appreciate!

overseasplease 

JP,

If you're not creative enough to come up with a "muse", just pick up affiliate marketing as a hobby.

It's not impossible, but it's never as easy as most people would like you to believe.

I just saw this WSO -> "Success Handed To You" which will supposedly give you a few niches with advertising 
info for each one every month...different ones every month. I'll pass, but it seems you're a bit desperate.

Also, I'll pay for your sign up fee for Wealthy Affiliate if you're brand new to internet marketing. I won't leave a 
link...just google it if you've never heard of it. If you're not brand new then there's no reason to sign up for it. Most 
of the techniques are pretty basic. I just stay involved because a lot of people want to sign up for it. PM me if 
you'd like your first month free.

Other than that...I doubt someone from the forum would just give their "muse" idea to you.

Have you tried sending out a resume for a job that was above your recent pay level? Have you tried looking into 
overseas contract work? Not everybody's going to be able to create the next Trivial Pursuit (met the nephew of 
one of the owners in Thailand...kid's never done anything in his life except get money from his uncle's fortune). 
Just try to move your way up for the time being until you come up with something worthwhile.

Dubserve 

Overseasplease, i have checked out the Wealthy Affiliate that you are mentioning and it seems quite 
professional! Do you know about the 30 day challenge as well ? Just curious cause the 30day is for free, but 
maybe not as good as the one you are mentioning....

Im brand new my self into internet marketing, and i just started to get a few muse ideas, basic it's information 
and how to muse's which im planning to sell on ebay, ejunkie etc... And maybe on my own homepage as well...Is 
it better to sell from your own page than ebay, ejunkie and so on.. ?

And isn't it right that the information and how to is the most profit giving way to do online business ? (except that 
if you have some kind of health product or something like that :-) )
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So let's say i have a couple of muse's and im new into internet marketing, would it help me to sign up with either 
Wealthy Affiliate or 30 day challenge or something similar for getting the basics or is there another way around ?

arobryn  

Oh my gawd! This is horrible!

I came here thinking it'd help me solidify my ideas by seeing what others were doing and now I have MORE 
ideas!!

This is my first go and I'm not desperate so I'm taking it easy step by step, but I gotta thank you all for the 
community - it's pretty cool being able to hear from folks who are making it work and also get the reality check 
that some people are struggling.

And then to get the reminder that if you're struggling you may want to look for areas to improve.

Thanks! I'll keep an eye out for "New Rich" next year on my northern European cruise!

overseasplease  

Arobryn...I know exactly what you mean. My biggest problem has always been staying focused on one thing at a 
time

jackson 

How about looking through trade magazines, ordering back issues and seeing which ads are repeated? 

For left-brained types:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=4493 Muse creation: it's really so easy?

Thinkdifferent

Hi to all.
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I read Tim's book and browsed through this forum.

There is a question which is still on my mind: what if someone can't come up with a good muse idea?

Maybe I'm the only idiot, but I think it's not so easy as it's written to have a good idea, create a profitable muse 
and leave your day job.

I'm almost 27,Italian, Bsc and Msc on computer engineering, so I'm able to program (mainly Java), former junior 
national chess champion, interested in fitness, nutrition, supplements and longevity.
Interested also on many other things like science,economics, machine learning and artificial intelligence, finance. 
I like reading a lot... basically I like learning in general.

But can't come up with a good business idea

It's just a wrong mental attitude?
Any help?
Someone else has been on my situation?

momentum 

muse suggestion

"Mind fitness for chess players"

ebook or audio or ...

be creative :-)

Stevea326 

Yea I'm sort of in the same boat as you. Trying to come up with a muse after looking into my own interests, 
magazines, friends, other materials, etc..

networkmemetics

It takes a lot more than 4 hours a week to get all the ducks in a row for the first time.

I have way more ideas than time!
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Sven 

In order to think different you must also think normal. If you have no good Ideas, you probably have no ideas at 
all.

Stop judging ideas immediately, write them all down. Then try the best. TRY and learn.

And do not fuss over good or bad. It is not about the idea, it is about the execution.

Bootweasel 

Although I'm far, far, from my first successful muse, one of the things I've learnt is that there's no limit to your 
ability to generate ideas.

Creativity is a muscle. Once you start to excersice it daily you'll begin to see ideas everywhere.

I bought a book called 'Thinkertoys' which contains lots of different brainstorming techniques. It was a great way 
to get started.

REOBULK 

My two cents? Don't try to "come up with a Muse idea". Instead, look around at what other people are doing, 
follow up on a few that you really like or ones that look like they are successful or interesting.

As a test, imitate the process of what they've done (don't straight rip it off, people don't really like that), what it 
takes to "make a muse", one of the ones that you've taken time to look into. How many pages do they have? 
How did they write their text? Is it content driven or a Sales page? Do they sell things or give them away? Do 
they have Adsense on the page? Can you contact them and ask them about what they do? Research it, follow 
the whole chain of events, and then test it, try it out. That shouldn't cost you the price of a night on the town.

Second, if you really like the results of that process, think you're getting the hang of it, then innovate on it - 
change it up a bit, play with it, move it around, make it better, make it yours. What did you discover? Is there 
anything different, better, was there a sub-niche that could blow the doors off and get some real energy flowing?

Finally, if that keeps you going, you'll now have enough information to either keep going with that muse you've 
been working on or something will have rung the bell upstairs and you're off to the muse track to create your 
own.

I'll caution against trying to create the "Super Muse" on your first go round, although I do think that a lot of people 
get stuck on believing that they have to create something no one has ever thought of before. I think you're much 
better off going for something fairly known, vanilla. Something that lots of people actually search for, use, and 
want, and then add some sprinkles.

Remember, what is the goal here?
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Being stuck is fine but there is an Irish folk saying - "thinking about turning the field won't get it done".

Kbernock

I agree with just writing down thoughts and idea's. Over time you will have a good amount on that sheet of paper. 
Some of the greatest muse creations are created by someone who never would of thought it was truly a good 
idea. Take that sheet of paper and look at your idea's and thoughts. I am a firm believer their is at least one good 
muse in everyone's idea's and thoughts.

Be confident and learn from your mistakes.

DrummerDave

You know, I currently have about 3 muse ideas right now, any of which could be really good, successful ideas. Im 
sitting on them w/ the intention of bringing them about, one at a time, when Im not working full time plus my 
current muse that takes most of the rest of my free time. .. I know, I know, that's what automation and elimination 
is for.

For me it has simply been about finding what I love (for me that's motorcycles), and thinking about the problems 
with what is out there now, and what can be done to fix them, or make them better, or just come up with 
something that I dont like about the other guys product.
One of them is just something that popped into my head that nobody else does, and I think it could be neat.

Dont worry so much about it, but keep your eyes open. When you deal with some product, and think "that kindof 
sucks", or "that doesnt work very well", or "this product would be so much better if it only did _____", then there 
you go.

Raquel 

Write some Blackberry or iPhone apps, bring in some residual income. 

Tetsuo73 

I think part of the problem is that sometimes we try too hard to create a muse out of fear of what it says about us 
if we don't. "Come on, what's wrong with me, I should be smarter than this. How come I can't come up with 
something?" When we stress over it because of what we think it means if we don't see immediate results, 
ironically the result is that we see nothing.

I found myself in this situation and when I realized the problem I was creating for myself, I decided to keep on 
looking but stop worrying. If the desire was there my brain would look for a solution on its own without me forcing 
it. I've seen over and over that if the human brain has a challenge it will naturally tend to look for a solution on its 
own. The Zeigarnik effect is a phenomenon that illustrates this.
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Once I stopped worrying I allowed space for my creative juices to flow without "me" getting in the way. As I result 
I had 3 muses come to me while doing everyday stuff like watching a movie or taking a shower. Of those 3 I'm 
currently testing one. Then I'm sure I will test the next, then the next... and by then I'm sure more muses will be 
coming to me.

This also illustrates another point: when you have an idea you will almost always think why it is NOT a good idea 
in the first place. For a lot of people it is but one step from doubting to dismissing. Then in turn, they interpret that 
as an inability to come up with good ideas. No, it is an inability to take action and learn from results instead of 
imagined scenarios. So try out and test. Then you will be a better judge instead of a just being, well, a judge.

SaveTheWorld

Hey thinkDifferent -

I've found that a great way to come up with ideas is to make a "Wouldn't It Be Awesome If" List. Here's mine:

Wouldn't It Be Awesome If:

-I could live on campus instead of having to live with my parents
-I never had to pay for gasoline again
-I could take classes that I enjoy instead of classes that I'm required to take
-It was easier to buy exotic instruments online
-etc.

The goal is to come up with awesome solutions to your life's problems. Each bullet on the list is a potentially 
SWEET muse idea, appealing to one of the niche markets you are a part of. Once you try one or two, you'll start 
to realize which ideas are more feasible, and which ones will be annoying to build muses for. Then you'll be good 
to go. The key is to generate any ideas, then sift through and find the good ones.

saveTheWorld 

Oh, and remember KISS - Keep It Simple Stupid. Successful muses are usually the ones that are the most 
simple, even obvious. They're the ones where you think, wow, I busted my brain to find a muse and this was my 
answer? It's too easy! I struggled waayy too hard for the answer to be this easy!

mark_barrett 

look at all your interests and look for things that could be improved and fix those problems... everyone great 
invention solves peoples problems

hey guys on a side note im brand new to the forum and i cant figure out how to create my own thread, its really 
frustrating..... can anyone help me please? because im so eager to start on my muse idea but i need help and i 
want to start a thread.... if anyone can help it would be much appreciated thanks
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SoftwareGeek 

Boy do I identify with where you're at.
Instead of focusing on coming up with good muse ideas, try focusing on coming up with a lot of BAD muse 
ideas. The theory is that if you come up with a bunch of bad ideas, one is eventually going to be halfway decent. 
As others have mentioned, it's all about getting in the habit of coming up with ideas. If you don't practice, it's not 
something you'll be good at.

Exercises I've used to come up with ideas:
- List all of the things that annoy me about the world. Then go through the list, and try and think of solutions.
- Research/brainstorm a bunch of niches - what solutions could each of those niches need?
- Brainstorm a list of new technologies - how could each of these technologies be applied in interesting/useful 
ways? How could these technologies be applied to niches I've brainstormed?
- What existing products do I like? How could they be made better?

I'm a programmer like you - don't limit yourself to just software. Your software engineering skills are still 
applicable to creating an information product or even a physical product.

FrozenCanuck 

Guys - here is some perspective from a guy who read this book 2 years ago and is WELL down the path to 
freedom of time.

- At first I had only a few ideas and wasn't sure any were "good"

- I settled on my best idea that I really wanted to implement. It was an audio program and it's selling today, sells 
OK but I need to focus more on advertising and conversion testing.

- It seems every month I'd come up with a new idea that I could easily get passionate about (but focus is key ... 
must execute. can't get drowned out by too many ideas in the pipeline at once).

- I've written down a LOT of ideas. I now am literally drowning in ideas but I'm only focusing on about 3 of them 
at a time (with full time outsourced help from 2.5 employees as of now)

- JUST DO THIS STUFF ... the ideas WILL come to you in time. Just get your head around the concept, start 
doing something, and then your own unconscious processing will bring ideas to you.

Gongchime 

Hallucinatory mushrooms make you think in a new way but that doesn't mean it's going to be profitable. Another 
poster said don't put the cart before the horse. Either learn to sell, (it doesn't matter what) or hire someone who 
does.
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Some people walk into a department store, see that all the sporting goods and outdoor men's clothing are on a 
end of summer clearance sale, ask to speak to the manager and offer to buy the whole lot at less than half the 
wholesale price and are able to turn around and sell enough of it on ebay or elsewhere to make a profit.

The managers go for it because they're not going to be able to sell all of it anyway, it's taking up shelf space and 
they're just trying to recooperate some of thier losses while avoiding paying someone to hall it off or keep it in 
storage. If the manager can do that in a one shot deal instead of stretching that over weeks sitting in his store, 
he's gonna do it cause then he can get the new inventory in the he WILL be able to sell now at a retail price and 
get kudos from his boss.

In the art of this kind of deal, it doesn't matter what the product is, if you can find a desperate supplier, which is 
actually your requirement for a supplier, then you can buy below wholesale and sell below wolesale undercutting 
everyone while still making a profit. Next week it might be ladies panties. For these kinds of buyers/sellers, the 
product is almost irrelevant. But you've got to be in places where you can constantly be on the lookout for these 
kinds of deals and ONLY these kinds of deals.

But only if you've got the bankroll and are fairly sure you know where and how to sell and that there is a high 
likelihood that you can and will sell it.

obiwankenobi 

Hey try to read "laterak thinking" by De Bono teach you to think differently and tap into your creativity

enjoy!

Muse-Building

Testing:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=7061 The Best Ways to Micro-Test Products in 
2011

nathanmeffert 

Hi all,

I wanted to create this thread as a follow up to my other thread, "Is the Muse A Thing of the Past?". I'm hoping to 
stimulate some discussion around WHAT'S WORKING IN MICRO-TESTING NOW!
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As many of us recognize, Google AdWords as a testing method is a bit ... expensive, competitive, gnarly, etc. 
these days. Things have changed a bit since the 4HWW, since BodyQuicken, and since the PX Method.

The principles are undoubtedly the same, but the methods have certainly changed a bit.

That said, what is working for micro-testing? Hopefully we can create a guide together that can be updated as 
time goes on. Here are some guidelines we could all use to keep it very clean.

1) Let's list methods that are...

- Cheap (under $500)
- Measurable
- Can be executed in a week or so
- At least 80% automated

2) Let's be very brief and specific about how we've used them, so everyone can benefit. We'll need to see at 
least the following in information (my example is fictional)...

- What platform did you use? (ex. Classified ad in Paper Clip Collectors Magazine, and The Paper Clip Digest)
- What call to action did you use? (ex. Visit website for free ebook on topic)
- What did it cost? (ex. $100 for one month)
- What results did you get? (ex. 900 visits to website, 9 downloads)
- How did you track where the visitors were coming from? (ex. Visitors needed to enter special code for their 
magazine before they could download)

Man, I'm really looking forward to seeing what we cook up!

FrozenCanuck

I personally believe that much of the "testing" stuff is unnecessary.

If you can find other people in your market selling stuff then you have a proven market that can generate sales.

Tim's testing ideas are good. But if you come up with a shitty test page and make no sales all it tells you is that 
either your sales page sucks, or your product is of no interest. You don't know WHICH one is right.

I know guys that redesigned their sites 10 times until they made money and THEN turned the business into a 7-
figure business.

My advice for 2011 is to do more research and find out if people are already successfully selling in your market. 
If they are - skip your test and go to product. Go straight to market.
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RossLeRenard  

Honestly Nathan, you sound like you are looking for a way to find the Gold Mine without doing the dig.

If there was a series of methods that matched your criteria, everyone would be rich.

FINDING the market and creating the product that sells is the hard part.

Once you have this, automating is what makes it easy.

RossLeRenard 

BUT.... if you ARE trying to find out if there is monetization potential in your niche, try building a valuable content 
site with Google AdSense to see if people who are interested in your niche are willing to spend.

Effective Google AdWords are still a proper way forward, but you must realise that you can't just throw any site 
together and expect to see results.

These days the internet populace has a very filtered frame of information consumption.

If your page is just trying to sell them something without offering any information (taking and no giving), it will be 
BOUNCED like it is NOBODY's BUSINESS!

Once you realize there is money to be made in your niche (what micro-testing is about) THEN start constructing 
your automated business.

ipdster 

Nathan, I've been able to test my muse with adwords for under $500. There is a little bit of a learning curve, so I 
recommend reading Adwords for Dummies.

Then use a small maximum bet (like $0.20) on lots and lots of keywords.

In Tim's reference material, he says that he uses a maximum bet of $0.50, which he does to get a quicker test 
(say, a week rather then 2 weeks).

But at a $0.50 rate you're looking at around a cost of ~$800 to $1000.
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nathanmeffert  

@ipdster - Cool! That's great. Where does he say .50? I think the stickiest part for me has been using the 
keyword tool and finding out that, in the test, things just don't work out the way I thought they would. I wonder if 
anyone has come up with any rules of thumbs in looking at keywords?

@RossLeRenard - I can appreciate what you're saying here. As far as the gold mine thing goes, that might be 
true. I definitely want to do whatever's most effective. I think that's what forums like this are best for - using the 
crowd's wisdom to help everyone learn quicker than on their own. I was just trying to inspire some Wikipedia-like 
crowdsourcing on the topic of testing, that's all.

@frozencanuck - This is brilliant. So the test is if there are people already selling the same thing? Then you get 
into a situation where costs for ads are sky high, though. Right?

Still hoping we can continue some collective brainstorming on testing methods...

FrozenCanuck

Think beyond google PPC.

Facebook, organic SEO, affiliates, giveaway contests, link bait, etc

Zilla

Google adwords us expensive, but there are other great ppc alternatives, Facebook PPC is one I'd them and 
unlike Adwords, you can precisely target your ads by geographical location (down to zipcodes), education, 
interests, age, etc. If your target market is divorced women over 40, you can get tour ads displayed only to this 
demographic in facebook. facebook ppc is much lower cost, too.

Plentyoffish (dating site) is another great low cost ad platform. You can also try purchasing banner ads on high 
traffic forums in your niche.

Think outside the box, people, don't follow Tim's book to the letter, he thinks outside the box that's why he is 
successful in the first place.

shlomofr 

Hey, A good way to lower the the adwords costs is using exact match.
I succedded in finding keywords as low as 6-7 cents, while they were 4 times more expensive in broad match.
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freedomtime  

Nathan, I was excited by your post and then read the replies and was disappointed to see people criticizing your 
intent. I think the key thing here is being able to measure each step. Yes if you are not making sales, it could be 
that your landing page sucks, or it could be that no one wants the crap you are selling. Well if you are tracking 
the funnel at each step you can get some idea of what step people are ejecting from your funnel. You then tweak 
accordingly and see what happens. Of course it's never a bad idea to look at other products that are making $$$ 
in your research but I think in most cases, before investing too much time and $$$ some testing is warranted.

I have a website with good traffic but intend to test some product ideas and promo them on the site. I will likely 
also do some Adwords or similar campaigns.... first I will build an ad and a squeeze page for a hypothetical 
product. I might then look to resell someone elses product as a test say via Clickbank or similar. This will give me 
an idea of what works that I can later apply to my own product. I thought the squeeze page could also hint at 
what the product is all about and then ask for feedback, but maybe that's a pipe dream that I'd get anything 
useful from free feedback.

Mr Miyagi 

I don't bother testing.

Primedirective

A friend of mine gave me a great idea so I'll share it with you.

Let's say I want to test selling a certain widget.

I go online and find 5 forums that pertain to the widget, sign up as a member, and just post comments every 
couple days for about 2-4 weeks. Eventually the other forum members will get to know you and recognize your 
name which sort of establishes trust. Then post a comment and say

"hey guys, a buddy of mine sells widgets. Here's a picture of the one he sells on his website. It's pretty cool I 
think. Anyway he said that if I can get at least 10 other guys who would be interested in buying the widget, then 
he'll give us 20% off! So whatta you say? Anyone want to go in on this with me?"

Then wait for the response(s).......You will get responses. Some will say yes, and some will say no, but you'll get 
valuable info from all of them like, "hmmm I would but does it come in any other colors?".......or "sure but can he 
do better than 20%?, $50 is still a lot of money, I think he should sell it for $30".......etc. You'll get real live testing 
done and even get helpful feedback too......and the best part is, if you get 10 guys to agree to buy then BAM, 
you just got your 1st 10 customers! Make the product, and take the orders. (and if you do this on 5 forums that's 
50 customers to get things rolling)

good luck
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sydney4hww 

Thanks for starting this thread Nathan,good topic

@FrozenCanuck
That's really insiring to know that people you know have had to tweak a website that wasn't working at all 10 
times to then go on to create a million $ business.
Do you have any more details about that,that would be appreciated?

As regards the last post on going to forums,good luck with that as I have been kicked off forums for what was 
considered advertising when I was only making a passing comment,some of them are very strict,maybe we 
could give feedback on which are the more easy going ones?

Brave_Man 

Something I have researched and will do right now is to create some article spin it, and then upload it into this 
sites

http://ezinearticles.com/
http://goarticles.com/
http://www.amazines.com/
http://www.articleblast.com/
http://www.articlealley.com/
http://www.buzzle.com/
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/
http://www.reddit.com/
http://digg.com/
http://www.stumbleupon.com/
http://www.delicious.com/
http://chime.in/

Then you can use this free tool to upload links, it will take like 30 min but it will be great for making backlinks

http://www.socialmarker.com/

With that you can generate great traffic and start seeing results with Google Analytics and Google Optimizer to 
correct mistakes

You can use http://getclicky.com/, the first site will be free, you can see analytics in real time, where do people 
come from, and you can build traffic this way, you can also use fiverr.com to pay 5 dollars to someone for traffic 
and backlinking, if you have a free ebook there's a lady there that can upload your free ebook to her site and 
notify her followers (more than 6000) about your ebook, you can build traffic this way and use a Facebook fan 
page or Twitter to ask questions, to make polls, to see what people want, what would they change, so that way 
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you can find out if your product/service works or if you have to change your idea and how to change it

use tumblr as well, great tools there

Getting Testimonials:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=9452 How to Get Testimonials

lewisdc

Hey,

Sometimes it's hard getting testimonials for your muse when you're just starting. I thought we could help each 
other out by providing testimonials and reviews of each others products.

Would anyone be interested in this?

I had the idea that anyone who posts could then review the top 3 people above them and give them reviews that 
way everyone will get at least 3 testimonials.

Anyone interested?

{Daniel} 

Unless people are using an alias on these forums then they probably won't participate, because it's going on 
record that you have testimonials/reviews that are incentivized and not natural. Some people don't worry about 
such things, but many have heard horror stories of competitors vetting other businesses and exposing such 
things.

The best way to get your first reviews is to coddle your first customers.

Brave_Man

What I would do to get testimonials would be to offer my product at a very low cost as a beta, you can promote it 
in squidoo, the warrior forum, even here, you say it's just a beta, if it is lets say an ebook you can sell it at 10 
bucks first, then ask for comments about it, and then you'll not only have some nice testimonials but also a 
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review about what you can do better and you can modify it
if it is a physical product, you can sell it at the same price that took to produce it, and then do the same and ask 
for comments, good luck

johnstardling   

Brave man you have give me a great idea dude i would do now the same thing i will definitely signup now on 
Squidoo to tell people about my Products that are Essay Writing and Essay Writing Services for sure!

Brave_Man

I'm glad I was able to help you John Good luck to you 

Resources for finding/buying products, working with foreign manufacturers:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=9614 Starting first Business importing/branding 
from China, need advice!

G_Holdings 

First post for me (of hopefully many more to come), so hi all

Will be starting my first muse selling a mass-produced product (imported from China) to local businesses 
through my website, though will likely have to do some door-to-door selling in the beginning. The hope is to 
automate gradually and move the marketing effort online and expand my coverage to the EU proper (I'm based 
in London).

On that note, I have a couple of questions for anyone who might be a bit more experienced, any comments 
would be much appreciated.

- I'm in the process of shortlisting manufacturers in China. All are promising delivery within 7-10 days of placing 
an order. How is the track record in general with getting factories to deliver on time?

- Any useful tips on negotiating the price down?
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- I have very strict ideas on how I want the packaging to look, again factories are promising the moon in terms of 
being able to meet my requirement but what are the general experiences in this regard?
- I'd like to hire a local guide in Shenzhen who can help me with an eventual trip to see the factories and perhaps 
scout out the manufacturers on my short list to make sure they are all legit...any suggestions on finding 
someone?

- As for the website, I'm thinking of using elance as it's so cheap. However, how does the website management 
work once it's been created? Do I have to pay per edit?

- Alternatively, does anyone have a good suggestions for a good designer here in London who is affordable? My 
website will be extremely straightforward and simple so don't need anything too fancy. Would be nice to have 
someone here in town I can meet in person.

Whew, that about covers it. If you're still reading, thanks in advance for any help/experiences/suggestions!!

TBV

First of all, are you manic? Just kidding. I would say you are asking general questions, so, in general, people you 
work with are going to over promise and under deliver by and large. So in my mind I would expect it would take 
longer, cost more than they are telling you.

Everything is negotiable and I was quite surprised at how much I could get just by asking. You might try the 
angle that you are just getting started, could they cut you a break, or you are looking to develop a long term 
relationship with them, could they waive some fees in the beginning. Sometimes they can't lower the price, but 
inquire if they could throw other benefits in.

Things that tend to slow down orders from factories are when you change something about the order (ie, the 
color, size, amount, label etc). If you just place your order with no issues, then you will have better luck sticking 
to the timeline.

If you have strict ideas on packaging, I would hire my own designer locally, not rely on the company designer. If 
you count on the company designer it can go back and forth forever while you make changes via phone or email 
and then they send you proofs, etc. The company designer is much cheaper or maybe free, but I doubt they will 
give you exactly what you want if you are picky.

As far as websites, there are a ton of options to do it yourself super cheap to $60,000+. If you are serious about 
this product and want to make it work, your web presence is paramount. I would expect to spend $1500 to 
$3000 US for a truly professional looking site with ecommerce. This will usually get you a company or person 
who will be around to help with the site if things need fixing or changing. Wordpress is the way to go these days. 
Google "web design companies in London", look at their portfolio and pick one that you like of what other sites 
they have done. I wouldn't pay upfront or pay very little upfront and see if you are going to like the first mock up. 
Pay in increments of timelines so you keep them motivated to finish your project. For fun, you can go to 
www.fiverr.com and for $5 someone can do a single, simple web page for you.

G_Holdings

Thanks TBV, and indeed might have to start cutting down on my coffee consumption.
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Thanks for the suggestion, I think I'll follow your suggestion and lok for a local design company. From what I can 
tell most of the web design companies are offering custom product design now too, and imagine they could help 
get the prototype made.

The cost might be higher but the thought of communicating my ideas halfway across the world to a Chinese 
factory designer is not enticing.

Compliments on the site by the way, like the look. So many e-commerce websites ignore the benefits of a clean, 
simple design.

Is the site generating the cash you hoped for/were expecting?

TBV

While we are doing ok, we are actually in the process of re-doing the message to expand the target 
demographic a little. Check back after Feb 1st for my changes.

Another thing that was very helpful for me was this Harvard Break Even Analysis Tool . This will help you keep 
track of what the product is acutally costing per item and what your actual margin is.

If you like my website, I work with Jason at Webstyley in Denver, CO. I know that would be over the email for you 
but he is very reasonable, fair and he will not cheat you in any way.

G_Holdings

Thanks TBV, will have a crack at the tool you mentioned. Quite useful by the look of it.

I'm having a go at making the site myself for now, after looking into my options with designers here I stumbled 
across Weebly and must say it covers my requirement quite well. Will post the site once it's done....

Will check out your update after the 1st!
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Patents:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=7929 Patent

Mr Miyagi 

Have you gone about getting one?

I have an idea for a product that I am think of launching / designing - but I might need a patent to protect myself 
for competitors.

Tim mentions in his book about putting an application in for $150 (is that right?) and once it is being applied no 
one can copy your product.

Can anyone give me some more information, especially about the second parragraph - the $150 patent to save 
time and money.

Primedirective

The patent you're referring to is called a "Provisional Patent"....or more commonly known as "Patent 
Pending"......it's cheaper than the "Utility Patent" but it is temporary.....eventually you'll get the "Utility Patent" but 
that takes 1-3 years (which is why they created the "Provisional" so you're protected in the meantime.) It's about 
$300. Look it up on legal zoom, Google, and wikipedia. Good info there. I'm planning on getting one but I can't 
seem to get any answers to the question "Do I get it now before making a prototype, or make a protoype, test 
the muse, then if it looks viable, go for the patent?"..........my hunch tells me to get the patent 1st just to cover my 
a##. Let's keep comparing notes, I'd like to know what you find. Thanks!

Geof 

"I'm not a patent attorney, and I don't play one on TV", but I have about 8 patents to my name and almost that 
many pending.

A provisional application is about $150 or so (IIRC) rather than $300- the smaller fee is for a "small entity", which 
covers a person as well as a small business. At a most basic level it is pretty easy to file- you just put down on 
paper everything that is needed for a PHOSITA (person having ordinary skill in the art) to be able to replicate it 
with some tinkering allowed. If it is a gizmo, this could be details on how to make the gizmo that another 
"ordinary gizmo maker/designer" could use to make their own. This document is not where you hide things- put 
your secrets down! Then you either send in a hard copy or file electronically (you have to PDF everything) along 
with the appropriate cover sheets.

Provisional patents are a great way to get the benefits of an earlier filing date for a patent application without 
having to go through the effort (or expense if using an attorney or patent agent) of filing a regular patent. You can 
think of it as buying an "option to file" for a year. This is ideal if you with to have that extra year to test out the 
idea before incurring that extra time and money expense.
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However there is one drawback- Once you've filed *any* patent application, if your invention really takes off big, 
and you want to pursue protection internationally (get ready to cough up $100k+ if you want to do this all out), 
then you have to file a PCT application (typically $3000-6000 in my experience, plus those nice lawyer fees) 
within a year of filing either the provisional or the regular application. So what that means is that the one year 
clock starts ticking when you file the provisional. This is a moot point, though, if you don't want foreign protection.

I suggest you take a look at the book "patent it yourself" by David Pressman for a primer, written for the layman. I 
use an attorney for many of my patents (the complicated or more critical ones) but this book has been helpful as 
I've done some on my own.

However there are two things to note:

First, if you have already "invented" the device, and you don't care about foreign protection, then you can 
actually wait a year to file. America is a "first to invent" nation (whereas the rest of the world is "first to file") This 
may change soon, but for now what it means is that if you actually make your gizmo, and can get multiple (3+) 
witnesses to sign statements saying that they saw it in operation (get them notarized, and no- don't lie!), then 
you actually can wait a year before filing *any* patent application! (The one year date is from when you first 
disclose the invention publicly or sell it.) So you can even get the witnesses to sign, then start test marketing 
now, and then wait a year before filing the provisional, and then wait another year before filing the full 
application- Two years to decide whether you want to make that investment.

Second, patents are not an "invincible wall". They are a barrier to entry. Many companies will infringe anyway, 
thinking you wont' notice, or thinking they'll just play a war of attrition in the courts if they are big and you are 
small. (Think Microsoft- oh wait- it's 2011- think Apple!) Also if you have a patent, it is up to you to enforce it- the 
Gov't does not do that. That means you have to sue infringers, which means either cough up the money to the 
lawyers, or convince them that the settlement amount will be enough for them to take on the case on 
contingency (e.g. if you sue and win they get a % cut). In practice this is not practical until the lawsuit amount 
reaches on the order of $1M. So if your idea has no chance to reach that level, then it is probably not worth 
patenting. (Though I do understand the ego satisfaction of having your name on a patent!)

Hope this helps.

Primedirective

Wow, Geof, that was a wealth of knowledge, thank you!
It's great to learn from someone who has "been there, done that"......very helpful.

The fees I found were on legalzoom.com.
It states:
Provisional Patent Pricing
Provisional Application for Patent $199
Government Filing Fee $110

Perhaps there's a better, less expensive way you know of..? I'd love to know! Like most of us, I want to spend as 
little up front on potential muse to see if it will even be profitable.

Maybe you can help with my question: My muse is a physical product which may sell for $30-50. Should I patent 
it 1st, then test it online, then manufacture and distribute?.............or do I test 1st, then manufacture, then patent?
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Geof 

You are welcome!

I just checked the USPTO website (http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/...eptember15.htm) and the filing fee for 
a provisional application is $110 for a "small entity" e.g. you.

Here is what I would do, if taking the "safe approach":

Step 1:

If you really want to pursue patent protection, the first thing I would do is write up a "disclosure"- hand-written 
text and hand-drawn figures are fine. But it should be detailed enough so that someone with "ordinary skill in the 
art" can look at it and duplicate your invention. For example, if it is a new engine then the document should be 
written so that an engineer or mechanic familiar with engine design can look at it and say "aha!". (e.g. you don't 
need to write it for someone without that experience.) Then have preferably three friends/colleagues, who are 
able to understand what you wrote, sign the document with the statement "I have seen this document/invention 
and understand it, signed John Doe, July 29, 2011". Then get that notarized.

Cost: A few hours (or a day or two) preparing the disclosure, a few dollars for the notary public, and beer for your 
friends/colleagues.

If you have already built it, then this is solid proof that you have indeed invented it or "reduced it to practice".

If you have not yet already built it, then this shows that you have conceived it, which is still useful.

Step 2: Test the idea using Adwords or whatever mechanism you want.

Step 3: Prepare and file a provisional patent application- it is probably adequate to take your disclosure and file 
that, but if at this point you think you really want to pursue a patent, put a little more effort into the disclosure.

Cost: As little as $110 for the filing fee and maybe a day or two or three of your time. More like $2k if you use a 
patent agent/attorney.

Step 4: Depending on the readiness of your product, you could start selling now and tell the world about it. Or if 
you like continue with further testing.

Step 5: Within one year of Step 3, you will need to file a "regular patent application". The filing fees are between 
$500 and $1k total, and the time to prepare could be a week or two on your own or a little less but $5k+ if using 
a patent attorney. Of course by this time you should have a good idea on whether this investment is warranted. 
Also if this invention clearly has a >$1M value, you could consider foreign protection as well. Get an attorney in 
this case.

The above is the "safer" path. A tiny bit riskier, but less expensive, would be this sequence:

Step 1: disclosure (as described above)
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Step 2: Make a prototype e.g. reduce it to practice (if you haven't already). Have that witnessed as well.
Step 3: Testing, and
Step 4: If warranted, manufacture and sell
Step 5: Within a year of the first time you publicly announce, sell, or disclose it (e.g. it is no longer a secret to you 
and your confidants) you should file a provisional application for $110 (plus your time). So if you prototype it on 
August 1, 2011, and first disclose it (disclose it or offer for sale) on September 15, 2011, then you need to file the 
provisional by September 15, 2012.
Step 6: Within a year of the provisional, you would need to file the full regular application. September 15, 2013.

The benefit of this latter sequence is that it gives you two years before the "big bucks" and "big headache" of the 
regular application. You could also file the provisional before the one year deadline if you deem it worth it. The 
weakness of this latter sequence is that you can only patent in the US. (Every country except the US doesn't 
allow you to file a patent application after you've sold or disclosed it publicly- we are unique in that manner but 
the US is such a huge market so what.) Another weakness is that you may feel a bit "naked" without having that 
"patent pending" status, so I understand the desire for the first sequence.

Do NOT do this (unless you really did come up with a way to turn lead into gold):

Step 1: Go to patent attorney and say "hey do ya think I should file a regular patent application for this"?
Step 2: Attorney says "yes" (unless he or she is honest and directs you to one of the above sequences)
Step 3: You spend a lot of money
Step 4: Testing? Oops I knew I forgot something!

Hope this helps! Again, get that book "patent it yourself" (No I am not associated with it or the authors)

stenlund

I had written a long and interesting post in answer to your question on my thread, when suddenly my computer 
locked up.(yes, it is Windows)
Here is the short version.

I wouldn't patent anything unless it's awesome. really awesome.

Because:

Stealing a patented product is easy, just change some minor detail.

there's no worldwide patents, you have to patent in every country that you want it patented in.

You need to have money and time to sue them when they steal your product, which they will do, if it's awesome, 
otherwise the patenting would be in vain. Not 80/20.

Hard to know exactly WHAT to patent. You have to patent the exact feature that makes your product better than 
the rest.
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I heard this from inventors I spoke to, so may be wrong.

This hardly makes sense, I hate my computer.

Mr Miyagi  

Thanks Geoff, some great replies.

I have a couple of questions:

1) I want to patent a brand name, is this easier to do? Or do I just go through the same process.

2) The product will probably only have a short product life span - probably a year, therefore I only really need the 
patent for this time. Therefore the temporary one seems perfect for me.

3) I am based in the UK. Will the process be different?

Primedirective

Pysical product - Patent
Information/written/spoken - Copyright
Brand/logo/name/symbol/word/phrase - Trademark

gents, correct me if I'm wrong.

I'm guessing the process is almost the same, different forms maybe, submitted to your government's office that 
handles all 3 of the above.

Seems like a full force $10,000 patent may be excessive this early in the game (for me at least)......I haven't 
even tested yet.........I guess I'll see if I can make six figures selling it myself, in which case a $110 investment for 
a provisional patent lasting 1 year is not a bad idea and not much money to waste......then if it's a big hit I'll hire 
an attorney, license the idea to a big company and move on to the next muse.

Thanks to all of you for sharing your thoughts and knowledge.

Mr Miyagi 

Turns out I needed a trademark, not a patent.

I'm in the process of getting this.
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Primedirective  

Let me know how it goes. I'm going to need one for my muse as well. Good luck!
ps.....forgot to ask you............did you test this muse yet? You can test it for 5 days with google adwords and see 
what kind of "sales" you'd get. 

Mr Miyagi 

Not going to bother testing it. It is risky, but I just know this product will sell.

Will take four months to get the trademark granted, but it gets back dated to the date you put the application in... 
so you are protected for that time.

Before you put the application in you do a search to see if any other individuals or companies have that 
trademark or if anyone is likely to appeal it. This is why it takes four months, to give people a chance to appeal. 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=6995 Patent first VS Testing first

junkyardmonkie

I'm having trouble on the order in which to go about testing a new product.

I have an idea for a product. I want to move on to testing. I saw someone mention Quirky.com, but i don't want to 
put my idea on blast without protecting it. I've called a few patent lawyers, but it's hard to get objective advise 
from them since they are essentially trying to sell. Has anyone started a muse based on a new product/invention 
(without cash rolling in from another muse), and if so, what were the methods and order you used in testing and 
getting a patent?

Kprimo25

When you talk to a patent lawyer, the first question you want to ask is whether or not your product idea can be 
patented. There are 4 requirements under US law: patentibility (e.g., subject matter), novelty, non-obvious and 
useful. A lawyer can help you determine whether or not you will qualify. Ask for an opinion letter.

Your question concerns novelty. If it's disclosed to the general public, e.g., by posting it on quirky.com, you might 
negate your entitlement to patent protection. However, there are some safe harbor provisions which give you a 
reasonable amount of time to file the application after it has been disclosed. But I wouldn't rely on this, since 
someone might beat you to the patent office.
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Assuming you get the green light, ask about filing a provisional patent application, which would then allow you to 
possibly start testing. Good luck.

blueline 

For any idea, the risk is far, far greater that you'll spend time and money developing a product that no one wants 
than it is that someone will "steal your idea".

It's been said countless times, and for good reason: ideas are worth next-to-nothing. Any vacuous bubblehead 
can generate a dozen product ideas in 10 minutes. It's the hard work that goes into the development of the idea 
that creates the value.

If the internet had existed in the early 20th century, Edison could have posted his idea for a glass bulb that 
produces light via electricity online for all to see and I would put money down that no one but he would have 
successfully produced a product from it.

It's damned hard work finding the right product attributes, manufacturing process, marketing channels, 
distribution channels, etc. If someone has your idea and does *all* of that better and faster than you do, then you 
lose. But that's a hell of a lot of work, and the crushing majority of people simply don't have the desire for that 
kind of work.

Now to your question: instead of thinking about developing a product, think about developing customers for your 
product. Anything that doesn't directly contribute to getting fast feedback from customers about your product as 
quickly as possible is waste.

Said another way, spend as little as possible validating there are paying customers for your product. You'll be 
kicking yourself (as I have) if you've paid for a provisional or full patent (or even paid to talk to a patent attorney) 
for a product that you find out months later no one wants.

Tamaldo

Put in place a standard Non Disclosure Agreement with anyone you contract with. That should give you some 
comfort

esben

Well put, blueline.

Lives go by while people stew on ideas, patenting, NDAs and secrecy. Patents are for big companies with 
development departments and powerful competitors.
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Hosting/domain registration: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1073 Domain vs Hosting?

ODHA 

I just finished the book and have an idea that I want to run with. With that said, I want to register a Domain name 
but am not ready to set up a site yet. I understand that the hosting can be different from the company that you 
register with.

Question:
1) Should I just register with someone like Domains in Seconds or GoDaddy then worry about hosting when I am 
ready? Eventhough they offer hosting as part of the registration package.

2) How do I go about moving the Domain to a host if I decide to use a different company from the one I 
registered with. Are there any fees that I need to look out for when I go to do this?

3) Would it be a good idea to register both the .com and .net versions. Are any of the other .??? worth grabbing 
also? [Located in the US so the country specific ones don't apply]

Thanks in advance for the input.

TimW 

I've registered the .com and .net versions of all my websites. I see no need for .info, .tv, etc. Waste of time, IMO.

Register them now, worry about hosting later.

"Moving" the domain to another registrar can be a PITA. What I think you're discussing is merely where the DNS 
(Domain Name Server) points. So, yes, GoDaddy can be the "registrar" of a company when it's hosted 
elsewhere (which is exactly what I do).
Edit/Delete Message Reply With Quote Multi-Quote This Message Quick reply to this message

webgal 

Don't host with godaddy. There are better hosts.
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Ali 

Why don't you want to get hosting in the deal? Getting an all in one package is much less hassle, especially if 
you don't come from a technical background.

I've been using bluehost for about three years and I've rarely had problems with them. Their support have 
always been helpful and polite, even when it was me that made the foulup!

webgal 

I've not used blue host but am about to do a WP website for a client and I like their one-button WP updates. 
Thanks for that endorsement, Ali. And I always rather get the package. I hate when you have to keep up with two 
expiration dates on the same site. Multiply that times 10 and you have a nightmare to keep up with.

Mike Rhodes 

@ODHA
there are some smart comments here & worth listening to
webgal is right when she says not GoDaddy
(if you're already stuck with godaddy them maybe this will help)

I'd also agree that getting a package is the way to go if this is your first online foray. I've not used BlueHost, but 
I'd also prefer to follow a recommendation from a fellow 4HWWer than finding one on Google!

I've got a few domains so I use HostingZoom - up to 50 domains for $5 a month. But there is a learning curve - 
be warned.

As always the Golden Rule is to only do the bits of the puzzle that you excel at & outsource the rest. You really 
can't beat hiring experts - especially early on - and concentrating on the parts that only you can do.

I got a huge smack-in-the-head moment the other day... spent 2 hours creating a (very gorgeous!) graphic for a 
site.... why!!! coz I was feeling cheap. WRONG!

Head over to rentacoder, elance, guru or getafreelancer (excellent) and have it done in 1-2 days for $10-20 
really... it's a no-brainer.

sorry - end of rant

Oh - last one.

A surprising number of people I've talked to via this forum have never heard of Seth Godin. Please do yourself a 
favour & read his blog, buy his books, listen to his books - whatever works for you. He really is the absolute best 
marketer for the 21st century & it all pretty much boils down to marketing when you think about it.
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So on the subject of 'being the best in the world' (or not) here's a good place to start reading Seth: 
http://sethgodin.typepad.com/the_dip/2007/04/the_seven_reaso.html

Enjoy!

Webgal

Mike is right about that clause in the godaddy contract that prevents you from moving it if you've made a change 
in the last __ days. That stinks. I've used over 20 hosts and godaddy is by far the worst. It offers virtually nothing 
in comparison with the ones I use. Stats are terrible, you have to login for every little thing and they always throw 
in your face new things to buy while you struggle to find the things that you have already bought.

I_Job. I don't mean to be rude and if you're used to them and like them then go with it. But I can't stand them and 
cringe when a client has an account there because it's always a nightmare.

Chop

I'll throw out a recommendation for Media Temple. I bounced around with 3 or 4 different one in the early 2000s 
when I had my web des. biz...I found MT at the end and have been using them since for my sites, one of which 
is ecommerce.....tech support that doesn't sleep and can always be talked to in person.

When starting new sites these days, I buy and host with Media Temple.

Jfrenzel

Sweet,
Thanks for the recomm. I just got them a few days ago for my personal blog. It is actually whom Tim uses. He 
has a virtual dedicated server.

kamakiri 

I have seen a few people say don't use godaddy here no, Why? They seem to be esy to use and I have never 
had a problem in the past with them. Did you guys have any real reasons not to use them? 

Webgal

Well, I have used over 19 hosts. I also just purchased a dedicated server for a client. So I'm not on a maiden 
voyage here.

GoDaddy is far the very worst. With a basic package of the hosts I use now, I have ONE login, fantastico deluxe, 
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cPanel (godaddy doesn't have cpanel), lots of MYSQL databases, email accounts that are EASY to set up, great 
tech support and if I want to move my site today, I can do so. I moved one from GoDaddy and by God it required 
an act of God. And you have to wait said number of days to do it.

There are simply so many features I get elsewhere as part of the package that godaddy does not offer.

I'll leave it at that. The list goes on.

webgal 

I had to do a site in January. So it was recent. But I do see your point about different logins. I don't know if that's 
an option with my accounts or not.

kamakiri 

OK, I get the idea here, but I am not even close to sold on it. My emails were simple to set up on godaddy, and 
even easier to transfer to gmail, and I would never go back to traditional email after using google apps. 
Fantastico and cPanel? I use those as often as I clean my nostrils with a carrot peeler, which is never.

I really tried to sound not skeptical here (but some sarcasm slipped, sorry.) Do you just not like them because 
the are the big guys? Many people rip on godaddy, but I have had nothing but good experiences with them. Are 
there any concrete details I should be aware of on that list you mention?

Here again, please don't think I am trying to be cheeky here. I really do want to know. If this can help me avoid 
pitfalls down the road, then it is pretty important in my mind. Webgal and others here have ripped on godaddy, 
but my (and Marcie's it appears) have been good. I see two possibilities here, one is that I am not web savvy 
enough, and the other is that godaddy isn't that bad. Getting an education on either topic will help me in the 
future, and that is why I push the question again.

ChiTowner

I've also read lot of negative opinions about GoDaddy. Check out the customer reviews at:

http://www.webhostingjury.com/reviews/Go_Daddy

Compare their scores against other service providers and GoDaddy wouldn't be (and wasn't for me) the first 
place to go to:

http://www.webhostingjury.com/

If you're going to install a blog, shopping cart or other popular content management systems (e.g. joomla) then 
you'll want Fantastico. Installing Wordpress is literally a 2 minute job. Otherwise, you're left with manually 
uploading files and creating databases etc etc
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machin 

I have a few things to add.

I use GoDaddy as a registrar but not my hosting provider.

I also use namecheap as a registrar and I have accounts (but no domains) with a few other registrars. I don't like 
GoDaddy's limits on domain transfers. This morning I had 3 domains pushed to my account (free transfer from 
another godaddy account), I now have to keep the domain names at godaddy for 60 days before I can transfer 
them to another registrar. My only other complaint about godaddy is the continually bombardment to buy other 
products, but I can live with that. I chose namecheap for my recent domain names because they were offering 
free privacy setup for the contact information. When you decide to register, do a search for the registrar's promo 
codes. The majority have specials going all the time to save a bit of money or add some extra feature.

For my hosting, I've been using hostdepartment lately, their service has been good. They don't have cpanel or 
fantastico but they do have some similar programs.

For wordpress, if you discount the ftp time, it takes 2 minutes even if you do manually set up the databases. I 
think you will be better off learning to manually set up wordpress than using fantastico. Either that or hire 
someone to do it. I've had fantastico fail on installing joomla and drupal, corrupting a database in the process. 
Since then, manual installs only and no more problems.

badhank

1)Get the name first, the rest u can sort out with a 0-2 day wait time max. If the name is gone then the name is 
gone for at least a year. You can register at one place, host ur dns (where the names get looked up) at another, 
and you site on another.

for example:

my .com names are registered to godaddy
my .ca names are registered to namespro.ca
i host my own dns server on a business internet connection
i have 2 web servers that host the sites that the dns points to on the same connection.

2) If you want to move who has the name registered, they i dont know a lot about that, just read the godaddy has 
a 60 day waiting period to move to another registrar.

This does not prevent you from using another dns host (altho its already free with registration, so theres no point 
unless u host ur own) and ur site can be anywhere

3)Some ppl register everything, other do just the .com
i do the .com and .ca since im in canada
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webgal 

Easy email and easy to transfer to gmail? All of them are good with that. I have no problem with any of my hosts 
with setting these up. That's kindergarten stuff and godaddy better have that. I love fantastico and cpanel is just 
great to me. I like having 4 different stat programs. I love Awstats. Webalizer is lame and I need info specific to 
SEO. And I get that.

But K, if you are happy with them and you have an account exec, I'm not going to try and talk you out of them. I 
don't hate them because they are big. It's just compared to hosts I use, they just don't offer much for the price.

I want a blog. I got to the host, click a button, Wordpress blog on the domain I ordered. There's work to upload a 
theme and change it but that has nothing to do with the host. I wanted to add a poll to a client's website. I go to 
fantastico, click a button, instant poll.

I can add it into email to ask a question which is great for one question surveys which is about as much as 
anyone will answer any way.

I downloaded a database program last week to collect emails and send out a newsletter. Done. I have 30 
available email accounts and several mysql databases. If none of those things are important to you, there's not 
much motivation for you to change. They are not criminals. But since I'm the one who logs in and makes 
changes, I simply prefer a cpanel and things that make it technically easier.

I think if people are going to do a lot of the work themselves and not hire out, then it is crucial to start with a 
cpanel at least. Cpanel has videos that offer instruction on all the processes. I think godaddy is only easy once 
you get the hang of it. It's not well planned to me.

So that's the difference. If you're hiring people, then it doesn't matter. If you're doing things yourself, it's just plain 
easier with a cpanel host and fantastico (or autoinstall). So I think that's where the difference lies. Let me know if 
I've answered your question.

kamakiri 

Thanks Webgal. In retrospect I wasn't even asking the right question.

My list of stuff to learn just grew by a few lines...

webgal 

It was a good question.

VinnyC 

Webgal, who do you use for domain registration and hosting? I want to park a url for an idea I have. I've read a 
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bunch of your posts, but I haven't seen you give the name of who you work with. 

webgal 

They're pretty small and I guess I like it that way but I like hostingmatters.com. They do have fantastico and tech 
support is good. You can't call it's only by email.

However, it depends on what you're looking for. I have some sites planned for bluehost.com for wordpress sites 
since they have one button update. And I have icdsoft.com for my personal site because the price is right. 
(icdsoft doesn't have fantastico, though). I have a list I keep and I use HM the most but use particular ones for 
particular projects.

Padma

Just another recommendation, I like 1and1 hosting (http://www.1and1.com)

They have a deal right now where you can get 6 months of hosting and 2 free domain names for 14.97, you 
have the ability to host up to 50 domains with that package. I just started using them after being frustrated with 
Godaddy and I love them.

webgal 

Godaddy is extremely frustrating. They just cut off a client's domain, it got sold to someone else and he had to 
buy it back for $500 through a website. The domain name is goortho.net. So clearly there are companies lying in 
wait for godaddy domains to expire so they can buy them immediately and put people in a bind. It's clearly 
automated in 4hww style. No one really wanted that one, they just earmark domains about to expire and count 
on someone missing the godaddy email which may or may not actually come to alert you of an expired domain 
name.

Marcie 

I think people are lying-in-wait for domains to expire from any hosting company, not just godaddy. The expiration 
itself is controlled by - icann - right? or whoever that big registrar in the sky is...I do think the process is 
convoluted, though, we should be masters of our domain and it shouldn't just go up on the auction block 
because we missed an email. There should be a period of time in which the rightful owner can still reclaim their 
"property".

Sorry if this is a little OT, it's something I think about alot For the record, I don't rely on emails to renew my 
domains, my godaddy home page alerts me to expiring domains and I have most of them on auto-renew so this 
does not happen
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webgal 

I have auto renew as well. I'm going to check monday to see if this client has auto renew on godaddy.

Dking

I use Joker.com.

It does not matter who you host with and who you buy the domains from; With joker for example I can buy a 
domain from them and use the full DNS support to point it wherever I want. As long as you understand the 
system, you can put it together hoever you like.

kapogoVP 

very interesting points... i am in the process of building 2 completly diffrent websites and am looking on using 
bluehost to get the job done, any advice?

webgal 

To get the job done you mean they build it? Or you are looking to have it hosted through them?

Vgnsh4

I used the site http://www.tucktail.com/ for registering the Domain Name and hosting the website at low cost,I got 
that service there,they providing GOOD SERVICE.

Nubian626

anybody use or familiar with register.com?
I have registered domain names .net and .com with them but haven't built my site out with them yet 
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Building a site/sales page:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=8917 Easy question about making a sales/landing 
page

jimsimm1

I have an idea for a muse that I want to test. It's an informational product, I'm not sure if I'll make it available on 
cd/dvd or download or both -- but anyway, I'd like to test the market for this particular idea so I need to make a 
sales page. I need some input on whether I should make my sales page with a wordpress site or on shopify or 
someplace else? I'm guessing shopify would be easiest to integrate with a shopping cart. With Shopify, I'm 
assuming I can see where customers leave the site: either on the page with the price or if they go all the way 
through to the shopping cart, right?

bytor99999 

My opinion, although I have not used Shopify for more than a mere trial period.

I think WordPress is the best choice. I just see so many nice pretty pages that tend to be from WordPress.

I currently use Big Commerce, but I want to move to WordPress. I had problems when I tried out Shopify that it 
didn't work for me as I was selling only one product.

jimsimm1 

Thanks for your reply, Mark. I'm also selling one product; what was the problem with shopify because of selling 
only one product? Also, I'm not familiar with how to accept payments with wordpress but I assume there are 
services and plugins that I can look into for that.

The other question about wordpress is: can I track which page people left from? I have a wordpress blog but 
haven't found a way to track who leaves on what page. I need to know who left after they saw the price, and who 
went all the way to the shopping cart after seeing the price (this is just a test to see if the product is saleable so 
the shopping cart won't be active initially, it's just for tracking purposes for a week or two)

Missy Holden 

Hi, I am currently using Goodsie shopping cart which integrates nicely with Fetch for digital downloads. I am 
currently in the creation and testing phase of my muse. You can see my store at: 
www.mydigitalscrapbookingdestination.com and my home page is on www.digitalscrapbookingdestination.com It 
will give you an idea of what can be done. I am still working on my landing page on the main site (built on 
Weebly), but good things come to those who work at it.

Whilst Goodsie does have it's limitations - thus the Weebly main site, it is cheap and brilliant as a cart with digital 
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integration. Also, AppSumo often have deals for Fetch so keep an eye out.

jackson  

I found the squeeze pages with Optimize Press very user friendly, I made a few and am stuck in how to alternate 
traffic between the 3 pages to test. Also trying to brainstorm as to how to get traffic to the page, I have a 
Facebook account of about 60 friends so that is not too much, and an Adwords campaign.

Ileana 

Hi Jimsimm

I think its always better to use wordpress as a platform for your website. The thing with shopify is, it can be quite 
expensive if your product is succesful to continue with shopify out of the testing phase

You can get a domain, get hosting, and get a wordpress theme and try them out. To track who's coming to your 
pages etc, you can link Google analytics with your site. On there you'll be able to see everything you need to 
know.

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=2337 Does anyone know an easy program to make 
a homepage ?

Dubserve 

I am searching a program where i can create a few homepages in....I don't think i have the time for studying html 
at this time, so i need something quite easy go to around with. I am quite good in computers etc. but just don't 
feel like i have the time to start learning a language before i even can start to make a homepage...

clanshrapnel 

I believe DVDWish was making a product that makes landing pages for you. It would be totally worth it if that's 
what you're looking for.

Also check out www.wix.com.

I mean these are all going to be generic, but if you're not willing to spend the money to hire a developer or time 
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to learn the languages, you don't have too many choices.

Padma

There is a program for things like that called BlinkWeb I think...but I haven't used it.

As always, I recommend Wordpress.

Sven 

There is also NVU, an open source html editor.

I have built a website before in macromedia contribute which is simmilar to nvu but I now only build websites in 
DRUPAL.

Using a CMS like drupal or wordpress is much quicker and more flexible once you have mastered the basics.

Dantplayer 

I've found the problem with HTML is no matter how much you don't want to dabble into it, you're going to have it 
to if you want to be able to make changes and update it-unless you outsource the whole job of course.

It's good to understand how everything works at first though.

I use Dreamweaver. I wouldn't say it was easy, but now it is.

Kamakiri

Time is money. Outsource it and concentrate on your strengths. Home made sites rarely look good, and don't 
inspire much confidence. Things are also changing so fast you could spend 20 hours a week learning new stuff 
only to have it get outdated 4 weeks later. For the cost of Dreamweaver alone, you could have a very nice site 
outsourced.

Peter Bowen 

If you're mac inclined get Rapidweaver. It's fast and easy to use and you can grow the site quite easily if you 
want.
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I use the built in templates and they look good enough for no one to say 'ugh'.

FrozenCanuck 

Simplest option is WORDPRESS ... get a hosting account, have this blog software installed by the push of a 
button (fantastic scripts built-in do it for you) and you can install ANY theme you like and it's just like typing a 
word document or email with formatting.

Tadk

You can make a webpage in Word
If you have Geocities / Yahoo there is a built in editor there
I have my ancient copy of Frontpage 97 that I still use that works wonders

The simple search string in Goggle
https://www.google.com/search?q=free+webpage+editors&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&aq=t&rls=org.mozilla:en-
US:official&client=firefox-a

Pulled up 11 million hits.

I have used Coffeecup years ago

http://www.coffeecup.com/html-editor/

It was very easy to use.

Maybe someone in here would do it, you outsourcing to them?

Eric.Ogunbase 

You could always use Website Tonight, by GoDaddy.

But another reader suggested outsourcing it. I'd recommend that. If site design isn't your thing, then have 
someone else do it, while you use your skills and abilities to work on what YOU'RE good at. 

Dubserve 

You are properly right kamakiri.... Now i have 3 ideas for 3 different muses. So i need 3 different homepages, the 
2 of the muses is more for some kind of just trying and get into the internet business, and the last one i actually 
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hope could give some quite good profit (it is the one we already talked about with the audio business)

So should i get 3 homepages outsourced, do the first 2 for getting into adwords, internet business etc. and then 
do the one i believe in afterward (this last one is also the most expensive to get manufactured)

Anyone in here who maybe will earn some cash for creating a few good looking homepages ?

Or just go for the one i really believe in as number one ? again it is also the most expensive one....

kamakiri

Do you have a business plan for any of them written? Trying to get two projects done is a recipe for failure. 
Concentrate on one, and get it going. From start to finish. Do not let yourself get side tracked by the details of 
other projects.

Multi tasking is as dead as infoseek, don't do it.

Dubserve

Thank You Kamakiri! Actually that is the answer i expected you would give, but i had to ask for being 100% sure

Maybe this is a stupid question, but not as stupid as not asking so....What is a business plan ?

So this is my first muse at all, so which one would you suggest i go for as the first and do it from start to finish ?

As i mention the 2 first is muse ideas is more for "learning" but pretty sure that it is nothing that i will get a BIG 
amount of money of but hopefully some, cause it is also very cheap to manufacture and i can do it all by my self 
compared to the third muse i need a real manufacture....Or should i just go for the third at once, the audio 
business muse and do it properly ?

The reason i was thinking that i will do the homepages by my self with the first 2, was naturally for saving money

But the third muse homepage definitely has to be a pro webpage, which i can't do on my own....

Sven

It always bothered me having to outsource a website for every idea I had.

Learning to use drupal cms was one of the best things I did this year. Musing is a serial thing. If you digg in to 
website building using cms like drupal or wordpress and are able to master it this will give you great freedom. If 
you can not master it, then master outsourcing.
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But remember, it is never about the website, it is about the trafic that comes trough.

Dubserve

Thank you, Thank You, Thank You, Kamakiri you are a good man!

I really wish everything is going well for you in your life, cause you really deserve it! You are helping a lot of 
people in here include me :-)

Dubserve 

You are right! How long time did you spent on learning drupal cms ? Or wordpress ?

Is dreamweaver in the same caliber as the other two mentioned above ?

chandler 

There are some spin offs of godaddy like websupportpro.com that are a couple dollars cheaper and also have 
"website tonight" service. Tim recommends bluehost.com and another site but I have never used it.

Webgal

Wordpress and Drupal are open source programming packages. Dreamweaver is a web creation tool. So they 
are different. I do use dreamweaver even when I am doing sites open source packages. I use it to upload css, 
back up files, test code.

Sven

I had too look up an older post to give you an idea:

"I've set up my first website with drupal. Before I had them built or used macromedia contribute. Including 
learning to use ftp (with cyberduck), which I had never done, making a logo with gimp (never used it before) it 
has taken me about 6-8 hours total to get going: www.shorthandedsailing.com "

By now, the actual instalation and start up configuration takes me about 15 minutes. But after that there is still a 
lot of tweaking which never ends.
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gphotoh   

I use Microsoft, but I do know a little about web-design. A lot of websites that offer free page have cut and paste 
pages. Unfortunately, your page will have a name like www.geocities.com/yourname If you don't want to 
outsource you can go through craigslist or a school forum. Many beginner designers or students will do a page 
for free or cost for the expierience.

Rgraner

http://www.synthasite.com/

DaveCraige.com 

www.freewebs.com is a good start. we built our business starting with them.

you want to eventually move towards wordpress though. thats where the good stuff is.
www.wordpress.com (and .org for pros)

reapr 

Learn to create wordpress mini sites. Pay someone 20-100 to make you a nice template and submit the rss feed 
to aggreators.

Once you learn how to do this you can have a minisite up in under two hours and the only real problem then will 
be waiting for the template to be finished.

Don't waste your time with a html editor.

Berlin

Completely agree, wouldn't waste any time hacking an ugly page together if you don't know the details. There's 
too many aspects to consider in the code alone.

Matthew Connors 

I Use Dreamweaver and love it, but its expensive and hard to learn.......

I also use and love Squidoo
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You can make a web page in about 3 minutes and add some awsome content in less then 15 minutes or so.

LBreitst 

I would actually like to propose an idea from the opposite side of the spectrum.

If you want to learn what it takes to make a website succeed and how to monetize it, I would recommend looking 
into Site BuildIt!.

While it is more expensive than a simple hosting plan per month, they walk you step by step through making a 
website that is profitable and marketable. It is like riding a bike with training wheels on and as you get familiar 
with how websites snowball traffic and can be monetized, you know how to ride the bike without them. If you 
strictly follow their instructions, have patience, and put the time in you will end up with a profitable website.

Many others have done it and my website is beginning to be profitable. So yes, as a disclaimer I do use Site 
BuildIt for my own muses .

Kfleury

Kompozer is simpe, effective, and FREE!

vmgbpo 

Consider outsourcing it – as others have pointed out, you want to concentrate on your strengths and leverage 
the strengths of others.

preneur 

I can't sing the praises of WordPressDirect enough - http://www.wpdirect.com/

They take care of all the 'technical stuff' and produce a very highly search engine optimized wordpress blog for 
you.

Hope this helps.

lex6819 

It doesn't take long to learn to build your site, ftp, set up an autoresponder etc. YOu don't have to know any html 
really since it's just copy and paste the code into the web page (Chris Farrell teaches you how to do that in his 
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videos).

Since the Success Grenades only get emailed to you once a week,and you are probably "antsy" to get started, 
just google success grenade 1, 2, 3, etc etc and most should come up in the search engine's first page of 
results. They are free to watch, and so helpful to learn this stuff.

THe first web site I had I bought on Ebay from an OSCommerce developer who disappeared on vacation with 
her family the first time my site crashed. I don't know any OSComm at all, so I couldn't fix it myself. I eventually 
gave up on that site and allowed my domain name to expire. At least I only spent $300 bucks, total, so it wasn't a 
very expensive learning experience, but at least I learned my lesson! Get as much knowledge under your belt as 
you can so you control as much of your web site and business as you can.

Outsourcing is efficient, but if your VA or developer skips off to Brazil, you will regret not learning how to do stuff 
for yourself.

Saves hassle if you learn to build a simple page yourself, although it takes a couple of days to learn it on your 
own, but if your site crashes, at least *you* will know how to fix it, and you don't have to depend on a web 
programmer who may or may not do a disappearing act right when you need them....

jackson 

USE Weebly

They have free and a paid upgrade if you need multimedia on your site.

If I had found this earlier I wouldn't have had so many frustrating experiences trying to communicate with 
inexpensive web designers who are short tempered, you can throw your text on a template with pictures very 
easily. It's hassle free. I put mine as a template until I can find a professional web designer, but at least I can 
have something to work with. It's basically a dream come true where I can put something online without knowing 
a ton of html, and I'm going to have a professional finesse the site.

I have my site on but want to staggar a graphic along the border and change the border of the template, also 
insert a logo at the top of the page, on the header. Does anyone know how to do these little html tweaks?

Frank 

If you're looking to sell just one item with one page, I would recommend Yola.com (used to be Synthasite.com). 
They've got quite a few free templates, plus they've got an easy drop-n-drag set-up for putting a Paypal buy 
button on the page.

Of course if you're not taking Paypal it gets a bit more complicated, but it's a quick and easy way to go if you 
want it.

Also, if you're looking for any AdSense revenue, Weebly takes a cut whereas Yola does not.
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Here's an example of what I've done with Yola: http://1379waysofmakingmoneyontheinternet.yolasite.com/

johnainsworth 

I'd suggest Wordpress with Frugal theme. Has worked well for me. 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=2744  A Good storefront

mattison

Here's the story. I have a competitor for a new muse I'm doing that uses the yahoo storefront. It's looks really 
unprofessional to me. I positive I can blow them out of the water with my knowledge and customer service. What 
do you guys recommend for storefronts? Should i go with something like yahoo(premade) or should i go with 
something a programmer can make. Thanks in advance!

Sub8hr

I've been trying to track down similar advice. Yahoo stores haven't had any major updates in a loooong time, and 
the company is going through crisis laying off half their employees right now so I wouldn't count on them 
revamping it any time soon.

I've been thinking about trying Volusion, which is another hosted solution. There are a few things I don't like 
about it upfront, so I'm kind of hesitant. Wondering what others have come up with as I have yet to find a host 
that really knocks my socks off.

I've heard good things about Magento and Zen Cart for downloadable carts. I have no experience with them, but 
it seems like it might be a bit more technical hassle than it's worth for the one man startup unless you already 
have access to a good programmer.

mattison 

I was just looking at Volusion. What don't you like about it if i may ask? So far it looks like my best option 
although i just gave it a very quick look and need to look at it more.
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Sub8hr

1) Monthly fees are related to number of products you list. There are also some potential bandwidth/storage 
issues you might run in to that you don't have with Yahoo.

2) Category and product page URLs are dynamically generated with .ASP (or something to that effect) which 
leads to odd page URL names that you can't edit. It may not even make that much difference, but from an SEO 
perspective it's better to have a nice clean yourdomain.com/myproduct.html rather than something like 
yourdomain.com/s/myproduct/prod14093/s.html.

Also, if you ever decide to port your store to another host or go the downloadable route, the product URLs will be 
a pain in the ass to migrate.

mattison 

Thanks for the info. Looks like i'm going with yahoo. I appreciate this message board and what it does. I know i 
can get some great info from some people.

sub8hr 

If you're going with Yahoo store, another resource you might be interested in is www.solidcactus.com. They do 
custom site design and can build in functionality to your store like cross selling on the product description pages 
and recently viewed items that regular Yahoo store is lacking. Cross selling is so ridiculously important I can't 
believe the only solution Yahoo has for it is the crappy in cart cross seller that you have to upgrade to a higher 
service level to even use. Solid Cactus are also the only people I've talked to who've consistently returned my 
calls in a timely manner and been able to explain exactly what I would get for my money.

I've also been taking a look at what it takes to get a Magento installation up and running. I've taken a deeper look 
at their previews and test drives, and the software is very, very awesome. I'll post more on my findings later if 
anyone is interested.

kamakiri 

I know less than you guys, but anticipate running through the same hoops in the near future.

As a complete shiroto, I have heard good things about google and amazon. Are there reasons they didn't even 
come up in your thread?

sub8hr 

Google doesn't have a storefront, what they have is Google checkout that can be implemented as a payment 
method in your online store.
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Surprisingly, I just haven't seen a lot of info out there about Amazon webstore. I've been digging up shopping 
cart reviews and other forums, and there hasn't been a single mention of it on these other sources either. Even 
Googling it, I didn't come up with that much other than people asking insufficiently answered questions about it. 
From what I gather, their webstore product is a lot newer than other webstores and hasn't got much traction yet. 
You'd think it would be good though... I mean, it's Amazon, largest etailer on the net. But then again, you'd think 
eBay's ProStores would be good, but they aren't that amazing either. Would be great if someone can post some 
links if they've found any good info on this.

CashCache 

Yahoo is very ugly and the last time I looked at Google’s solution, your customer HAD to have a Google account 
setup. After using Yahoo for about 60 days I decided to write my own interfaces to my CC clearing processor and 
PayPal. It’s a lot more work up front, but it has a few added benefits:

1. Make it look and behave like you want – not how they want.
2. No more pushing your customers off your site and on to someone else’s site.
3. Cheaper – I pay 2.6% through my processor and a fixed $45 per month for the gateway.
4. Ability to change the backend without your customers knowing anything changed.

I could go on and on. Everyone’s needs are different – this is just what worked for me. I have to make my own 
changes from time to time, but it’s worth it.

If these publicly hosted solutions don’t work for you, you may want to shop this around on Elance and see what 
comes back. If you can code and you don’t want to jump through all the hoops to get a merchant account, check 
out PayPal’s API Gateway. I am sure you can find stock solutions using this product.

Mattison

Well now i'm going to hold off. I don't want to make a bad choice.

Sub8hr - would love to get your review on Magento

Cashcache - Thanks for the info. 

jpo 

I don't really have a comparison to share since I didn't compare solutions side by side.

For a recent project, I picked a company on Elance to do the development and they used ZenCart. I like it 
becuase of no fees (we process checkout through PayPal and host it on our existing server), so outside of the 
up-front design cost, it doesn't cost any more money.

I had never used ZenCart, so there was a bit of a learning curve with the admin side, but was pretty easy to use. 
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There are good tutorials for it and lots of help on the forums.

I don't love the standard set-up for some of the categoeies, but the designers through Elance made all the 
necessary parts look good.

It's still new and our contacts have said they like it, but hopefully it will lead to sales with the general public when 
it starts getting found in the search engines and we start marketing.

sub8hr 

jpo, if you don't mind sharing curious how much the development work cost you and what kind of hosting fees 
are required for zencart to run well.

mattison 

I was looking at posts from other websites and one website

http://oksushi.com/article/what-i-have-learned-about-magento

talked about about Magento and Zen Cart. A guy posted his site in magento

http://70.32.112.22/ and then in Zen Cart http://www.gobibledownloads.com/

I think the Zen Cart looks better and he says it's most customizable. Sucks i'm so stupid when it comes to 
programming and web development. Other sites i've checked out seem to be running into the same problems 
with the customizable stuff with magento. Just sharing what i've read. Might just be useful for me but i appreciate 
all of your responses in this post.

sub8hr 

I think the reason for the general lack of support for Magento is that it is much newer. It looks like the first official 
release of Magento was early 2008, whereas ZenCart has been around much longer. Seem to need a 
programmer to make much real change in any shopping cart though. ZenCart may be lacking in dynamic 
features like "recently viewed items" if that means anything to you. The evidence trail just doesn't seem to 
converge well for any cart...

Something a bit more worrying I discovered poking trough Magento sites is that Google may have trouble 
indexing the pages. I was seeing sites with PR 3-5 homepages, but "no pr info available" for the category pages. 
Not even low PR, or PR 0, we're talking PR bar grayed out. Something must be going on there, but haven't 
figured out what it is.
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sub8hr 

Just checked out some ZenCart sites. Looks like it generates pages on the fly with different session IDs which is 
a major red flag. Different session ID every time = different page every time which means Google can't index it, 
and those pages will not accumulate PR or display in the SERPs.

kamakiri 

OK I need to hijack this a bit longer. I am working on my muse this week and am still about a month off going 
live, but can those of you who know a bit more about it take a look and tell me what I need:

I kind of though that google checkout, amazon and yahoo were the same until someone mentioned they weren't. 
Just a few questions (and please add anything else that comes to mind.)

Which service would you recommend?
Is having a star saying paypal verified worthwhile?

Sub8hr

Yahoo/Amazon stores are the entire shop including all the pages, not just the shopping cart as it might seem. 
Google checkout is literally just the little button that takes you off to checkout via Google's interface. For a one 
product shop you probably don't need a full on ecommerce software, just integrate the checkout buttons on the 
right page. I'm not the techiest when it comes to these things, so you'd probably want to have someone look at it 
to make sure it was secure enough if you go that route though. Not for certain, but I'm guessing that's how Tim's 
Body Building site is set up. Taking a look at the page source, all of the CSS is in the main index file which is 
generally a sign that it was not made be a commercial website company.

PayPal Verified logo is probably worth it.

Check out some of the logos here.

http://www.myweddingfavors.com/

In particular, the McAfee site scan seems to be widely recognized, but it's like $1000 upfront and might not be 
worth it until you get going along. A lot of people also swear by putting up Trust-E and shipping logos like UPS 
(assuming that you are legitimately using those services of course). BBB Accredited Business is great, but you 
have to have been online with a clean record for a year to be eligible.

sub8hr 

Alright guys, here goes nothing =x. I'm moving my Yahoo Store stuff (what little there is of it so far) to Magento. 
These are the main reasons:
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-Great flexibility and out of the box features that would cost $1000s to implement in Yahoo
-Potentially lower operating costs
-Ability to control multiple stores through the same admin tool

I'm having it hosted through nexcess.net who is going to do the Magento install for me for free (FREE!). The 
Magento team itself would charge you $150 for an assisted install, though there are DIY instructions.

It looks like my hosting fees are going to be way cheaper, not to mention I won't be paying a preposterous 1.5% 
of gross sales to Yahoo--may not sound like much, but if you figure the different between 10% and 8.5% net 
profit that's 15% of your profits! The savings compounds itself since I will be able to run multiple stores through 
the same interface instead of tacking another $40-$300/mo on to the bill with additional Yahoo stores.

I figure I will experiment with outsourcing until I find someone competent to do regular page work for me, rather 
than do a "big bang" site creation with a place that is going to charge me $3k+. It was a tough call. I really got 
warm fuzzies from Solidcactus.com about doing up the Yahoo store, but long term Yahoo just doesn't look like 
the way to go. Too bad Solid Cactus doesn't do Magento.

What I am admittedly giving up by doing so:

-The warm fuzzy reliability of knowing I can call up Yahoo and get something handled within 24 hours without 
racking up additional charges when things go wrong
-A more established support community of designers and support providers based around Yahoo stores

What I may arguably be giving up:

-Software updates and maintenance by Yahoo, though I'm not convinced they actually have or will do any. Looks 
like the store and all it's problems have been largely the same for the past 5 years.
-A fully debugged shopping cart. Magento is new, open source, and still under development. There seem to be 
reports of bugs here and there. Unless of course Yahoo does in fact have bugs I don't know about (which I 
wouldn't be surprised), and simply doesn't do anything about them.

jpo 

Edit: Just saw your other post so my reply was probably to late, but Magento sounds pretty good - we might 
have to check it out in the future.

Sub8hr,
No I don’t mind sharing. As mentioned, our ZenCart site was outsourced through Elance (using a firm called 
Ether). The development costs were less than $500. They set-up the site. We had our own images, added 
content, products, prices & manage it through the backend. If you want to see how it turned out, see 
www.DesignerWindowBlinds.com

I already had a site hosted on godaddy for something like $5 a month and there was plenty of room on it, so we 
added this on to that account so there was no extra fee to us. Since we process transactions through paypal, we 
didn’t need to pay for a secure server.
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…so, it was set-up affordably, but that was the point at first. As sales grow, we can always upgrade.

You mentioned the issues with search engines and that’s our next task. I not an expert here [if anyone is, input is 
more than welcome], but the home page and product pages seem ok as they have their own title, meta tags, etc. 
The others do not as they are id’s. It may be an issue, but since our sales model was largely based on our 
connections and the affiliate program to drive sales since we’re not sure if we would complete with the 
competitors with $300,000+ sites, it may not as important to us, but we’ll see as time goes on.

Sub8hr

@jpo

You might have a hard time cracking a generic search phrase like "window blinds" but there are a ton of tier 2 
searches for blinds. If you went after "Wood Blinds" for example, it would probably be fairly easy to get in to the 
top 10 search results. The volume wouldn't be amazing, but get on enough SERPs and it could add up. 

Sub8hr

Update on Storefronts. I've become hopelessly frustrated with Magento. The out of the box version comes 
woefully inadequate for getting a simple store launched. You can't even use the default template without getting 
knee deep in the code to remove/replace demo store elements. Development for Magento seems to be 
expensive if for no other reason than it's a cluster to work with.

After careful consideration of numerous elements, I've concluded that I will just never get my store off the ground 
if I keep getting caught up in web development and finding the "best" shopping cart. So I've decided to stick with 
the Yahoo store and get moving with a developer whose consistently shown they want my business and I believe 
is going to give me good customer service based on my interaction so far.

My main gripe with Yahoo store is still the revshare they charge you for processing transactions, but after 
weighing the cost of other solutions it looks like you still wind up paying one way or another. Volusion dings you 
on the bandwidth charges, standalone carts wind up getting you on the support you need to keep them up and 
maintain them, unless you have the technical expertise to do most of it yourself (but there are probably better 
things to do with your time).

We'll see how it goes. Side note, I'm cutting myself off from information about new tricks and tactics and any 
over complicated materials with fantastical maps of how if I just do these 100 activities on top of what I already 
have to do I will make a gajillion $. I am going to replace those with materials that talk about cutting to the core of 
what needs to be done and just getting it done. Getting stuck in the "learning" trap is bad when it becomes an 
excuse for not taking action.

mattison 

Understand completely. I myself and going with zencart and having a website developer make it. He knows way 
more than i do so i'm going to trust him in this. My brother in law knows somebody who can do it cheap for me, 
so i'm hopefully getting a good deal. I also been getting caught up in things and been doing nothing.
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Francesca917

i've read and appreciate everyone's views on recommendations on which provider to go with for building an e-
commerce site.

i have a simple question...like the "french shirt" example from the 4 hour work week, i only want to sell (and 
transact) a SINGLE product on-line, yet i very much want my e-commerce site to look very professional, since 
it's not a cheap product.

i have never built a site before, or know anything about programming, and budget is an issue. what would be 
your recommendation for the resources i should use to build my e-commerce site?

thanks much!!!!!:

webgal 

Use wordpress and add a paypal button. Downloading wordpress and using a theme is found on free stuff on my 
website link below.

ericnyc 

Webgal,
I am thinking about writing an ebook. I just read your PDF about installing word press and also looked at word 
press site and i did not find anything about processing payments/pay pal.
Do you have a link where i can read about it? Also, do you know if it is possible to use Google Analytics with 
WordPress?

Thank you

webgal 

It is possible to use google analytics with wordpress. It's a plugin. I'd also recommend adding statcounter.

I think there may be some kind of paypal plugin. Nathan Hagan is on this board and he's used a paypal button 
on wordpress. So look up paypal plugin wordpress.

I've not used the one below but it's an example of what I mean.

http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/wp-e-commerce/

I will, in the future add that to the tutorial.
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Ericnyc

Thank you for the replies.

What do you thinks about www.payloadz.com

Viers442 

I am looking at using 1shoppingcart to integrate into my Wordpress blog when my product goes live.

Here are a few of the pluses I found with 1Shoppingcart.

- They will handle the merchant account credit card processing via 3rd party
- Automated e-mails to customers
- Ability have up to 2000 products and 10000 customers
- Customizable
- Support for multiple sites
- Affiliate processing
- Recurring billing
- Domain name intergration

The list goes on and on....The basic service is $35 month to 1shoppingcart and to add credit card processing it is 
an additional $25/month with $.30/transaction and 2.19%+.

These costs are cheaper than what Bank of America Merchant Services wants to charge me and I do not need 
to find a coder to intergrate the shopping cart for me.

I am excited to try it out, does anyone already have experience using 1shoppingcart?

reapr 

Just get a hosting account that has fantastico ... such as bluehost.

Then install ecommerce through fantastico. Then search around the web and pay someone to create a custom 
template for 20-100 bucks.
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Creating an e-book/.pdf: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=970 Creating an eBook

johnv

I am in the process of writing an ebook however, I need info on how to set it as a PDF for downloading. How 
does the process work when someone pays for an eBook then is able to download immediately upon purchase? 
What software and technologies will I need to implement?

Kamakiri

I mentioned this elsewhere today, but it might be of interest to you. HP offers free classes, and this one is all 
about setting up your own web site.

MarkD 

Where can I find a good book (or web-site) about writing, marketing, posting and selling an e-book.

travelhead  

You can write your ebook in Microsoft Word, or if you are collaborating with others, use Google Docs. Then save 
it as a .doc file and use this doc to pdf conversion tool:

Mike Rhodes

to MarkD

try Andrew & Daryl Grant's page (disclaimer: they are friends of mine, but this is the page after the opt in page so 
no email needed & tons of great free info here)

http://www.andrewanddaryl.com/andrewanddaryl.html

jrheimerman  

Adobe's website has a program that allows you to create a pdf file. I can't remember how much it is but it is fairly 
easy to use.
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kamakiri 

Openoffice.org allows you to save files as PDFs. That is the easy part though.

Thor

heaps of free pdf converters, however things to consider:
1. they may be "images" and hence hyperlinks.etc may not work (good from theft POV, bad for obvious reasons)
2. those "images may be larger or not smaller in file size (yes & no bad)
3. if you don't use adobe pro, it may be unlocked and can be edited.
i'd go on to list converters but i think we're getting OT here..

Sven 

you can download pdf995 and use it for free at pdf995.com this installs as a printerdriver. Any document that can 
be printed can be turned in to a pdf.

Marcie 

I think you are asking about the download after the sale - I am using Google Shopping Cart and I hired a 
programmer on elance to build the secure download feature (I think he was in Pakistan & I paid $75). I suppose 
different shopping cart systems are all different - anyone have any other ideas? 

badhank 

If you consider linux, you will have all sorts of software free, including the creation of pdf's. If you hire someone 
to make it, tell them to do it on linux so they dont pass the software costs to you.

Some online carts offer a download after pymt feature... not sure what ones maybe some1 else can tell us.

EditorDude 

I've typed up an e-book, knocked it into shape more or less, what's next?

Sorry if it's an obvious question. I mean should I get a domain, put up a site, then sign up with clickbank (or is it 
more profitable not to) - or what? And what about SEO - should I do it myself (if its just a question of metatags) 
or is it more practical to hire people - or even buy software? Should I put up a test site first or is it not neccessary 
for ebooks? Would appreciate any and all advice - I'm a newbie with a bit of angst LOL.
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mascij 

For automated delivery, there are services available to aid you. I'm getting ready to launch and ebook as well so 
I just did a little homework...

If you don't want to use a service like that, what you can do instead is script something up in outlook so it will 
take an email from paypal and parse out the reciepient's email address, then autorespond w/ the attachment or a 
link. this is truely clutch in getting a fully automated source of income because now all you do is watch the 
money roll in

EditorDude

Thanks for the advice and link. How about SEO - Does e-junkie also have something for that?

EditorDude

How does one charge a fair price for an ebook? I know that for the information I will be selling, seminars charge 
a minimum of $300 and upwards - on the other hand, there are books on the subject cost around $15 and even 
people on ebay charging around $30 for their ebooks. So, in order to be competitive, is it a matter of 
undercutting the competition? (Sorry if this is obvious)

badhank 

the answer is perceived value:

$15 appeals to ppl that dont wanna spend, are a little cheap, may cause u problems
$30 ppl that are willing to drop a little on something they are serious about, expect more
$60 ppl will assume you are the cadillac of the subject and are paying for the best

in reality it could b the same package:
cd + shipping + 4 sheets of paper & a little ink total cost ~$3

Ali 

The whole concept of 'undercutting the competition' relies on false premises about the information product 
industry.

'Competition' is an issue if you sell something that people will use exclusively. If I buy a Mac I won't need a PC.

But people don't use only one persons information product exclusively. I remember when I bought info products 
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in a particular niche, I wanted EVERYTHING that I could get my hands on. I've recently been reading up on 
affiliate marketing, and I want to read more and more.

People who want info don't want just some of it, they want ALL of it. If they bought your competitors products, 
they are MORE likely to buy yours looking for something better.

EditorDude 

Hi - Can anyone recommend what font to use for the main text of an ebook bearing in mind issues of legibility 
and value - and also what point size.
Thanks.

Marcie 

I like verdana for screen viewing.

webgal 

I second verdana. 

EditorDude

Thanks - Verdana it is - since everyone always recomends this the most - how about point size and line spacing 
etc?

webgal 

I'm big on leading which is line spacing BETWEEN the lines. I always put some air in there as it makes it more 
readable. I also would recommend subheads and the subheads should summarize the chapter. This way people 
can find something they read easily among other things.

EditorDude 

Thanks web babe LOL - how about point size - eg 12 or 10 etc?
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bongai 

With the leading, make sure you try to keep the vertical rhythm going. It's not enough just to put lots of air in 
there. There's a beat you should keep so people will want to keep going to the next line, etc. If your vertical 
rhythm is off, people will be jarred and not really know why and will find it very hard to continue reading.

EditorDude 

I'm just wondering if I quote someoneelse in my own ebook, what are the legal ramifications in terms of 
copyright, royalties etc? Or what if you just mention their name but not quote them directly? Or is it best not to 
mention them at all? Thanks.

webgal 

Cadence. And it's key to engaging copy which of course is created based upon who your target audience is.

And in regards to quoting, just site your source. Look up citing sources. You'll see Tim has several in his book so 
take a look at those.

Marcie 

You are allowed "fair use" of anyone's material, which is a vague law. Basically, a quote, or a sentence or two is 
probably fine, as long as you attribute the info to the author...

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=5842 eBook piracy

kablooey 

Another poster (musetester) has suggested that I create an eBook to sell. Although that might not work for my 
current projects, but it may for others.

I've never ordered an eBook before so I don't know all that much about it. My question is this: What stops a 
customer from downloading an eBook and sharing it with all their friends and torrent sites? Is there any effective 
mechanism to prevent this?
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Sven 

You can do very little and should not worry too much about it. Do a search of this forum to find more...

kablooey 

I did the search and basically found that most people said not to worry about piracy since too few people would 
buy/download the book in the first place. That's good.

Except there won't be many people buying the ebooks. I've never bought one, ebook sites all seem incredibly 
cheesy and long-winded, and nobody has said that they have hit their TMI by selling ebooks.

So, to everyone who is reading this thread:

 Have you hit your TMI with your ebook or informational product? If so, please share your story with us!

Keerii

Unless it is a tight niche that is concerned with the net products than you shouldn't worry about people torrenting 
it.

As an example if you create an ebook for Pick Up, it would be torrented within a day, because all information 
about Pick Up is online...

On the other hand if you ebook is about car engines, the people who will get it won't waste their time trying to 
find the ebook as a torrent.

It all depends on the niche.

kablooey 

Mine would be math materials. I think it would be ideal for parents who are home schooling their kids through 
high school math. I know jack about the home schooling market, but I imagine that's fairly niche.

So you're saying I shouldn't worry about piracy then?

Sven 

Ebooks should be a immediate solution for an urgent problem. That would be the biggest money maker.
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The instant gratification is a good protector against copying.

If it is a niche solution to real problems it can also sell well, maybe a higher prices if it is well executed.

kamakiri 

Yep. There isn't anything you can do about it. Look at all of the new thinking in the music industry. There are a lot 
of thinkers who say give the music away and make money off your concerts, goods, and other stuff.

Your info product will make money (if you are lucky) for only a few short years, then you will need to move on. It 
is a great generator for future sales though. Think alternative math, like abacus or speed learning, or other home 
school resources. It is a market that is growing, so failing completely on your first muse is still a win.

FrozenCanuck 

I say this on every thread where this comes up ...

If your ebook makes its way to a torrent site then it means you have lots of demand, which is a sign of success.

I'm not saying you want it to be there so people can steal it, but you want it to be there because it means people 
want your product.

Consider it a badge of honor.

adam.sn 

Well if you think e-books don't sell I've got some very surprising news for you... I've sold over 600 copies of mine 
in 2 months. That's 10 a day, every day for 2 months. . . They sell

Piracy is the ONLY downside to e-books and it's something we have to put up with pretty much (short of turning 
the ebook into a membership site). It's the cost we pay for 4 figure % markups and not having to hold inventory.

You could also drop ship the e-book and make it a physical book... but that adds unnecessary costs.

As for the torrent sites... have your VA continually search the net to download your book and when he/she finds 
it, get them to send a DMCA notice. A DMCA notice is basically "get my stuff off your site or we're sueing." 
Nobody will object.

You can also upload 3 or 4 "fake" books to different torrent sites with the same title. It'll annoy the hell out of the 
person trying to pirate your book and often times prevents them from doing it anyway. It's also a great way to 
market your book b/c they clearly want it.
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kablooey 

WOW! Congratulations on your muse.

What's your book about? Any chance you want to share your eBook success story?

Can you post the link for this ebook? I'd love to see how you set up the website, sales strategy, book content, 
etc.

True. 1000+% mark ups are cool.

Great ideas.

adam.sn 

Lol I don't like posting my own muses here, not b/c I'm worried about you guys stealing ideas or anything... steal 
away, but b/c I don't want people to think I'm advertising!

So with that as a caveat, this was only b/c it was requested!

www.gettraffictidalwave.com - Copy converts at 7%

www.getleadgenerationmachine.com - Copy converts at 13%

Both are $27

Action

Adam,

Wow. I checked out your site and it made me want to buy your book. I'm not yet ready to market, but I have 
bookmarked your site.

I have a question for you: As I look at these forums, I see that the most successful ebooks here seem to be 
about marketing on the Internet.

Are there examples of other kinds of ebook successes? Any examples where the ebooks have actually gone on 
to become big TMI generators?

And congrats on the success of your ebook.
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kablooey 

awesome!

thank you

If you don't mind me asking, how long are the books? And how long did it take you to write them?

adam.sn

The first one is about 25 pages long and took me 5 hours to do.

The second one is about 80 pages long and took me 15hrs to do.

Both from start to finish

Action 

Adam,

How long did it take you to gather the information or was this something you already knew?

Also, can you answer my previous post or is that a sore spot on these forums. No worries, if it is. I get it.

adam.sn 

Well as far as big TMI generators... what is your definition of big? I've brought in $16,000 with these 2 books in 
about 2 months and with no affiliates. These 2 muses combined are a 6 figure income... that's not bad and we're 
just allowing affiliates to sell now...

As for ebooks in other marketplaces... there are TONS that make millions. Check out www.clickbank.com and 
look in their marketplace. I personally know several people that have made over a million dollars in there just 
selling e-books.

As for the information... I already knew most of it. But I'm a big nerd and like this stuff.
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Action

Adam,

That qualifies as big. I checked out Clickbank, but I don't know enough of this stuff to understand if the ebooks 
there are selling successfully.

Can you answer my question: Are most of the ebook, einformation products that are selling successfully about 
Internet Marketing?

It sounds like you know people who are selling other kinds of ebooks. Are there good resources for interacting 
with those people?

Thanks again for all your responses.

adam.sn 

I actually did answer it in the last post

I know people that have made over 1 million in the dating niche, the weight loss niche the dog training niche, the 
"how to build a potato gun" niche...

The sky is the limit.

I used to be a professional dating instructor () and I've got a HUGE course on that too that I've been tinkering 
with.

There isn't really one place where all these people hang out... sorry :S The best bet is just to get very involved in 
the internet marketing community and meet these people. They're all internet marketers, just working in different 
niches.

Preneur

Hey man,

Like everyone else has said, I wouldn’t worry too much about piracy in regards to your e-book. As long as you 
have a decent sales letter, they will not have access to the PDF after they’ve actually purchased them. Most 
people – particularly in your niche, being parents of homeschoolers, won’t have any idea what torrents are to go 
around and get pirated versions.

If you are a little bit worried, I’d look at something like E-junkie.com. E-junkie has a commerce shopping cart 
designed for digital products like e-books. It might be one way to give you a bit more security there.
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Keerii 

Hey Adam on the topic about ebook selling pages:

Take for example your "www.getleadgenerationmachine.com", it is like any other ebook sales page, personally 
as a customer when I land on pages like that I close them right away because there is so much to read and the 
info keeps repeating itself... + they just seem cheesy and fake if not done nicely.

My question is: have you ever tried instead of a single selling page for an ebook create a whole website around 
the ebook (home, about, why us, testimonial, buy now, etc).

I know that selling pages like www.getleadgenerationmachine.com can be done within a few hours, but if you 
spent a couple of days on a website around the ebok wouldn't that seem more legit, and the info would be easier 
to process for the customer (as it is divided into pages) aka more buys?

Esrevinu 

I'm surprised no ones mentioned this yet:

Scatter affiliate links throughout your book recommending products that are related to your subject. You'll gain 
commissions if anyone follows through and buys one of your recommendations. You can earn a nice little 
income from this and lot's of ebook authors do it. Just remember to redirect the affiliate link through your website 
(this allows you to easily update it should the affiliate link need to be changed in the future - which happens).

Piracy means you lose more people on the ebook sales, but you gain more people who are likely to follow 
through with the affiliate link,

Alternatively host a membership site, providing online tools and services. Much harder to pirate.

Action

Adam,

You're right. You did answer. I just didn't want to see it! Okay, another question. In another thread, a poster 
(Pete) told me to steer clear of self-help. Do you agree with that?

Are there some successful set-ups you could point out to me? Something you admire. The things I'm looking at 
are more traditional self-help material. Like I said in another thread, this is probably more than a "passing" muse. 
Still, I'd like to test it on a "passing" muse. Maybe even start with a Private Label product. What do you think of 
those for self-help? Saturated to the point of useless?
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Colleen 

Do you have any thoughts on a good platform to host a membership site? I think this the route I want to go but 
I'm not a web programmer and don't want to spend a lot of time and money figuring out how to do it.

Esrevinu 

I recommend installing Wordpress onto your server and then installing a membership site plugin. Other solutions 
include Drupal or Joomla. However, all of these require a certain level of skill which you really need to learn 
about if you're going to become serious about creating an online business. You don't need to be a programmer 
but you will need to spend some time learning the basics.

Anyway, if you're starting out I recommend throwing up a salespage and selling an ebook, it's far easier. Just 
make sure it is aimed at something that provides an instant gratification to a problem.

JohnFawkes 

It seems to me that piracy mainly becomes a problem when you're successful to begin with. Looking on some 
torrent sites, the only e-books I can find are those that have made millions anyway.

I'm writing an e-book now; I'm going to take a cue from Tynan's Life Nomadic and just say in the beginning that I 
know some people pirate the book, and that's fine, but if they like the book to please consider paying for it 
retroactively.

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1112 Excellent Resource: eBook Cover Creator

ejdub 

Hi All,

I just wanted to share with you this awesome free resource I found for creating eBook covers. It is a free 
photoshop action plugin that is extremely simple to use and has great results.

http://www.mintyferret.com/photoshop/free-ebook-action-creator/

Check out the cover I made for my book (and let me know what you think) :
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mrhead  

Cool Holy Rusted Metal BatMan!!
That is one of the coolest photoshop plugins I have ever seen. Thanks for the link! I was just about to start a new 
batch of covers for a project and this is sure to save me lots of time.

badhank 

that look very slick, thanks for sharing.

webgal 

ejdub- Your cover rocks! It has a concept. No many can pull off a conceptual design.

I downloaded the script. I have an action script as well. But I might give this one a go since mine isn't perfect. I 
had to make some alterations after it was done. But I used my action script to do this cover.

Ejdub

Glad I could help out with the script. I was overjoyed when I found it this morning.

As for my own cover, I've made a few alterations (color and font), but in essence it is the same. I'll be posting my 
site soon for a copy critique. -E

webgal 

I like the font on the first. But really, either one will do well for you. It looks good on your site, too.

What is your shopping cart script/software again? I know it was a lightweight simple one.

Ejdub

I've gotten mixed feedback on the font. Just about 50/50. I'm going to do testing, as I own both 
simplebandsuccess.com and rockbandsuccess.com- my intial keyword search is showing much less volume for 
people searching specifically about rock bands. The book and information is applicable to any genre of band, 
and I don't want to limit my customers to just "rock" bands.

As for the shopping cart, I was using (and will use once my book is ready for sale) ejunkie's fat-free cart, which 
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can be found here:

http://www.fatfreecart.com/

It doesn't have many features, but its simple to set up and get working if you already have paypal and or google 
checkout accounts.

Design_Nerd

good stuff, I see that you have discover rapid weaver. Let me know if you have any questions, I have built 
multiple custom templates for it and am rather familiar with modifying things.

Would you mind sharing a bit more about your testing? Are you using all PPC? 

WorkweekPro

Hey guy's really interested in what you're saying about getting quality eCover software. I agree with mrhead 
about the fact that finding a decent eCover creator for free is nion impossible, I've done a bit of research (about 
2hrs worth) and came across some that do produce good results though.

The best of which (by far) is eCover Suite Elite - photoshop ebook cover actions. It does require photoshop, but 
the results you get are pretty outstanding, even if you're a newbie to the design world. You can download the 
free sample (which should cost $100 in itself) but I'd definately recommend purchasing the full version - It's an 
insanely affordable $27!

The only other alternative I came across that produced a result which resembled some sort of ecover is at: 
www.3d-pack.com - it's pretty cool too.

Just thought they might come in handy...I'm off to start creating my eBook cover creations right now! Good luck.

FrozenCanuck

That script looks really cool. For those of you who have absolutely no photoshop skills you are still better off 
outsourcing this.

I just got my ecover (3 CDs with DVD covers) back from our fellow forum member Napoleon. It is amazing. Can't 
wait to put it on my site and show you guys the work.
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dvdwlsh 

This package is absolutely unparalleled. I'd recommend everyone follow workweekPro's recommendation and 
check this out. Exceptional value at $27. Thanks for the tip. 

Selling supplements: 

Note: Not recommended by Tim in 4HWW, but it comes up a lot in the forum so we included the thread below:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=944 How to start a supplement company???

Tumblinablue 
 
I am interested in manufacturing an herbal detoxification supplement that I've developed (I'm a chemist) but I 
don't know where to start. I have already set up an LLC and I have a list of potential names for the product. Do I 
need a trademark on the name and manufacturing process to protect my idea? If so, what is the cost of getting a 
trademark and patent?

Anyone have any suggestions?

kamakiri

There are companies out there who will manufacture your product with your label. Here is the first one that came 
up on google: http://www.nutritionmanufacturer.com/privatelabel.html

Manufacturing your product and getting the name trademarked/patented are two completely different ball games. 
You really should trademark your intellectual property, and if you can get a patent, you are safer as well. Both of 
those processes would require some cash and a good lawyer.

Marcie

Can you patent an herbal supplement???

Trademarking the name is a decent idea, I would research the costs and see if its worth it though...
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There are some other threads on this here, use the search feature and see what others have said

kamakiri 

You can patent ingredients, just look at hoodia. You you would have a tough time patenting a supplement.

Trademarking the name and a slogan, like 'Faster Minds / Stronger Bodies' is also a good way to protect your 
market.

Google insurance is also a must.

These forums might be a good place for advice, but if you are really serious and ready to go live with your muse, 
you need the help of a competent lawyer.

Tumblinablue 

Kamakiri, What do you mean by google insurance?

Kamakiri

...Try reading Tim's blog...

Marcie 

Yes, here is the permalink to the post Kamakari is referring to:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2008/01/28/tips-for-personal-branding-in-the-digital-age-google-
insurance-cache-flow-and-more

TheBaker 

I believe if you have a unique formula then you can make it a proprietary formula.

kamakiri 

you can make anything a proprietary formula, but only with the company you are dealing with. ie, you outsource 
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a product, they manufacture it, and with a contract stating it is proprietary, they are prohibited from re-branding 
and selling it under a different name. This really offers no protection at all, because anyone can just copy your 
label and make it somewhere else.

To supplement savvy customers, type like that is meaningless.

Loni123 

I am interested in figuring all this out, too... haven't gotten very far is overwhelming. Am trying to manufacture a 
pet supplement and I am also looking for a chemist to help me formulate it... Any suggestions?? thanks- Does 
anyone know a freelance chemist? 

Ian Bradley

It is extremely difficult and expensive to get a patent on any kind of product, especially if you manufacture dietary 
supplements. You would need to conduct several clinical trials with your product and it would have to meet the 
strict requirements stipulated by the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

I would suggest you get in touch with an experienced supplement manufacturer who can give you some expert 
guidance. They can help you get your formula patented or suggest other ways to protect your formula. 

Affiliate Marketing: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=7521 Affiliate marketing muse

burtonic 

Has anyone had any success with affiliate marketing at all?

Martijne

Yes, lots of people do.

Is there a bigger question here, or is this all you wanted to know?
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burtonic 

Hi Martijne,

I have a lot of experience with ecommerce (ran hoodeasy.com) and now want to get into the affiliate game. 
Would you be free some time for me to ask you some questions about it all?

martijne 

I don't have that much (successful) experience with affiliate marketing myself, so I'm not sure if I'm the right 
person to ask.

Maybe you can post your questions here for everyone? There are some people on this forum with successes in 
this market that are willing to help you.

By posting the questions on this forum everybody can read the answers and learn from them.

burtonic 

Hey so i'm looking out for advice on discovering profitable niches

That would really help!

aussietom 

The easiest way to find profitable niches is to find out what people are searching for. Use a keyword research 
tool like Market Samurai or Google Keyword tool.

Here is a video I made of how I use Market Samurai for my niche market research.

I'm mainly working with Adsense at the moment, but also do quite a bit of affiliate marketing, so if you have any 
questions I'd be happy to help answer them.

officer_dibble

I second Market Samurai - and at the risk of sounding like a stuck record check out: http://challenge.co for 
training on how to use it and using it to find profitable niches.

Micro Niche Finder is a good alternative tool.
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For affiliate marketing, the thing I've found works best is if you can add value. It might be that you provide good 
in-depth review or a how to guide or are able to found in places where people might be looking for the product 
but can't find it. Simply listing the offer and providing an affiliate link rarely works in my experience.

arimont 

I would recommend http://www.warriorforum.com/. Its full of Internet Marketers, in all fields and niches.
Plenty of info there.
Proper disclosure: I am a member there.

phatphob 

My main question is this for me...

Will Affiliate marketing itself be MUSE?

My TMI is about $300 and will Affiliate Marketing do the job?

And also how much should I expect for initial investment for this type of Muse?

Anyone?!

officer_dibble 

Affiliate marketing should be able to achieve this TMI for you relatively easily. Depending on the approach you 
take you might need less than $100 (eg for hosting & domain name) to get started. If you are willing to put the 
time in - you might do it for just the cost of a domain name.

The trick is finding the right niches and adding enough value to a large enough audience to make it worth their 
while visiting your site and clicking on your links.

There are risks with affiliate marketing though. If the advertising changes their T&Cs - your muse could 
disappear overnight. 

adam.sn

In the past 2 weeks alone I"ve made $7,000 as an affiliate so I think I'm qualified

I LOOOVE affiliate marketing. You get all the money and none of the work . I make all that extra income from a 
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mailing list of fans & subscribers. I don't just pitch them though, I do send good content and lots of free stuff and 
bonuses. I started building it about a year ago and at it's height it was up to around 8000 people. Right now it's 
sitting at around 5000 people but I consistently bring in 5k-10k a month with it.

Best investment you'll ever make: build a list.

tigerguy 

Adam - congrats! That is awesome. Can you go into more detail on how you built your list?

Phatphob

What was the resource to get this started? There are way too many of them and I want to know how you started.

liam75005 

Hello Adam, great news.

Can I ask you a few question, if you want to answer (you don't have to).

- Is your mailing list and your affiliate products all in the same niche or is this for different niches ?

- How many products do you advertise for ?

- Is this mainly through blog article or also newsletter mail ?

- How many emails per week/month do you send on your mailing list ?

FrozenCanuck 

When i first got started, affiliate marketing was what i did. I still do it, but i focus on my own products. Anyway, I 
created several sites that bring in way more than your 300 goal each month (per site).

What i do is a combination of reviewing products + offering a bonus. i only offer a bonus on two products that i 
promote. These days i do not touch those sites so it truly is passive income.

It is up front hard work, and you must focus on delivering high quality content. If you can build an email list and 
offer value, i would do that and soft sell by email. 
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Marketing/Maintaining the Muse

Software As A Service (SAAS) Muses: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=3271 Is anyone creating an online service-based 
muse?

maxpr

I am.

My question is how are you going about it?

I think the idea differs much from most of the muses I see here like selling vitamins, MLM, drop shipping, etc...

I am more interested in creating a BRAND and AROUND that brand marketing and selling my online service to 
potential clients and signing up users. I will say the idea relies/revolves around media outlets, journalists and 
users on my site.

But as many people who are trying to develop a muse, I am confused about its initial marketing and sales and I 
am kind of close to completing the site.

I will say I probably would not suggest outsourcing web programming or design overseas which I made the 
mistake of doing twice during my site development (mainly a time based problem, has taken an unbelievably 
long amount of time I am embarrassed to mention here).

What are some steps people took in similar online service-based ventures?

Dus10

I am doing so, more along the line of SaaS or Software as a Service. Some of the things seem easy, others 
seem complex...

I am actually looking at oursourcing some web programming, but that is because what I want doesn't exist, 
especially from the "simplicity" aspect, as well as the cost benefit.

Let me say that I have been able to take this concept that would normally have EXTREMELY high entry-costs 
(relative to being just an average joe trying to start a small business without outside resources), and have 
eliminated nearly all of them, besides the web programming requirements.

The software that exists to do what I want is extremely complex with way too many options, and it is in the range 
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of $20k, for what I need. I can buy it for $500, as far as the quote currently stands. If push comes to shove, I can 
actually do some or all of the development, but I don't have the time for it, presently, which is why I am 
outsourcing. If it fails, then at least I learn, right?

maxpr 

I agree. I have learned a lot and I have learned a lot about managing outsourcers and how difficult it is!

Anyhow, good luck with your muse sounds like it will be interesting.

darrylc 

Be sure to check out this for some excellent tips:

http://gettingreal.37signals.com/toc.php

Tim recommended the book on a recent episode of Random.

Dus10 

That book is pretty awesome. I have been goint to the chiropractor lately, and I have been reading it on my 
phone while I do PT and mechanical massage. I think it dovetails nicely with the message of finding a niche, 
having a great product, and limiting "options," as described by Tim. That is really what I am shooting for.... I want 
a "premium" service compared to the others in the marketspace.

WaldenPond

I find it a bit surprising that Tim's book doesn't really even mention creating a muse that is more in-line with what 
the majority of web entrepreneurship is dedicated to these days - - the subscription-based SaaS evolution and/or 
"sticky" sites that profit mainly through ads.

Now, I understand Tim not RECOMMENDING pursuing these types of business models, as this is not how he 
made his millions, and therefore not necessarily his area of expertise. . . (and let's be honest, if it were the area 
of expertise for any of us in the here and now, we wouldn't be here on this forum right now) but it puzzles me that 
Tim didn't even mention these more contemporary internet trends as a possibility and give reasons why he does 
or does not recommend it. It was definitely something that was on my mind while reading the chapters in 
question.

Did Tim's market research show that 80% of his potential readers would be simpletons for whom the very 
concept of using the internet for something other than just an interactive online magazine ad and order form 
would be somehow "beyond them"? I doubt it.
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Regarding the prospects of these more contemporary web enterprises, it's my gut assumption (unsupported by 
empirical data at this time) is that the 1% or so who's web 2.0 online services break through and become 
sustainably profitable, do not achieve success in a manner that is conducive to automated income. . . they either 
require constant content updates (such as a blog), or ongoing infrastructure investment and design guidance 
(such as any subscription-based SaaS venture).

Creating a useful and profitable SaaS experience, from what I've seen of all such enterprises that have made it 
past "startup", is that they require a substantial and ongoing engineering investment. SaaS has to work, work 
well, and work in a way that can keep pace with your customers and their ever-changing needs and technology.

Salesforce.com (a noteable SaaS success and leader) is the exact opposite of an automated income machine, 
as is most any software product you're developing yourself, SaaS or not. Software products are either 
continually growing/adapting, or slowly dying. While this may be a very viable alternative to working for someone 
else, it's not really in line with the automated muse-income model that Tim lays out. . . at least not from my 
perspective.

On a smaller scale than the massive Salesforce.com, Tim's friend Doug (mentioned in the book, the audio 
sample CD guy) who according to the book is making "just enough to pay his expenses and achieve freedom" - - 
has evolved his business http://www.sonomic.com over the past 10 years to include surprisingly sophisticated 
SaaS-like services and functionality. Now it could be that even with the extra development Doug has invested in, 
and will have to continually invest in, that this quasi-SaaS-like business still allows a muse-like time investment 
per week. However, Sonomic did not launch with this sort of SaaS functionality. . . it's taken Doug 10 years to get 
to this point, and these engineering investments have likely been made just to keep pace with how his pro-audio 
clients need to work. Implementing this much back end software functionality (outsource contracted or no) in a 
startup muse would be cost prohibitive, time prohibitive, and a very risky investment either way (I estimate $7k at 
the absolute least for a contract team in an area with a very favorable exchange rate and labor market). . . 
thought I'd love to be proven wrong on this point. . . it would be awesome to hear of some good examples to the 
contrary.

Regarding enterprises designed to make most of their money from online ads - - it's my understanding that 
stickiness (specifically targeted customers returning repeatedly) is the key factor, and stickiness requires 
delivering fresh targeted high-quality content (as in a blog updated 5xs a week or more, with a the author 
replying to user comments and forum posts continually), or well-moderated user-generated content (as a former 
paid forum moderator, i know that not every forum can be suitably sustained by an internationally outsourced 
moderator, even if this forum runs that way - - I also know that this post is way too long for most anyone to have 
read this far, or taken at all seriously).

I do know of bloggers who live off ad revenue from blogging, but it takes quite a lot of time and persistence to get 
to that point, and the amount of work involved is not quite in-line with what could be defined as a muse 
enterprise. . . at least it's not quite in line with what Tim proposes in the book.

So, while I completely understand the allure and buzz around SaaS and ad-generated business models - - I'm at 
a loss as to how these models can overcome either the onging time investment needed or the 
financial/technology investment needed to make them function as intended in the marketplace. . . . if someone 
has more insight I'd love to hear it. It would make my year for someone to bring in some good evidence to the 
contrary.

jaywenk

Max,

I launched my first service based muse a couple of months ago and shared the process and got feedback from 
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the forum (smarterthanwallstreet.com). I've been offering the service for free and have about 350 subscribers 
with 25-30 new each week. The plan was to get to 1,000 by year end and then offer the service for 50-70/month 
in 2010. If even 10% stay on it would be reasonably profitable and fit the definition of a muse (a few thousand 
per month profit and about 20 minutes per week of time).

My second venture went live about two weeks ago and is maybe more what you're referring to as an online 
service. This one is advisorcontrol.com and is a free marketing and business building site for financial advisors. 
I've done zero marketing for the site and there's about 40 free members currently. This is meant to develop long-
term into a brand that will ultimately get financial advisors to participate in web based or live seminars that will 
also be free. The monetizing will be in finding 50 partner advisory firms that will essentially get plugged into the 
exact same technologies and asset management as a company I own and run. They would pay us based on the 
money we manage in an outsourced capacity and my firm would show them how to replicate and grow beyond 
what I was able to do.

So that is the concept, in a nutshell. I think it can be done in a lot of ways, but the best are ways to employ 
significant leverage on your service. In my opinion, this is best done by building a solid following via a free but 
high value service - then leveraging those relationships for maximum value for all parties down the road.

Obviously this will not help someone who wants to make money next month, but is a much more viable model for 
long term success in using the web for service and/or member based business models. Boiling the frog slow, I 
think is the expression.

Good luck and hopefully you'll let us all know more about your project down the road.

Just so credit is given where it's due if anyone checks out advisorcontrol.com - Dvdwlsh was kind enough to 
allow interpretive use of his muselife.com introduction copy and my designer was arranged by contacting 
davecraige.com from here on the forum (Gerlof van Ek of the Netherlands was the programmer).

WaldenPond 

Nice muse site Jaywenk! Very clean, thorough, attractive and reassuring.

Forgive me if I'm grossly oversimplifying or misunderstanding, but stripping down the mechanics of your backend 
software to an algo that continually provides data in response to the stock market. . . . it's a great solution - - 
seems you've found a way to minimize some of the ongoing tweaks and refinements that would otherwise be 
inherent in keeping a web app viable over time. Well done!

jaywenk

It took nearly 10 years to develop the backend and there are numerous technologies, from simple vba to more 
complex neural nets - but your simplification is spot on. Automate the statistical best practices of investing with 
technology that is self adapting because data is always being fed into the various systems. Since most financial 
advisors are really more or less sales people, this gives them a mechanism to build better businesses by not 
having to worry about the investment management and gives me a very difficult to replicate muse.
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maxpr 

What did you guys running service-based sites do as far as marketing goes?

Since I am not selling a tangible product and need to build a user list I was trying to brainstorm ideas on 
contacting potential users/utilizers of my site. Google Adwords is great and all but I need a more personal 
medium in the beginning to contact potential clients.

Maybe a boiler plated email with my company heading introducing myself and briefly explaining my service?

Thoughts or advice?

Thanks. It is good to see so a few guys really making it with their service sites! 

jaywenk 

My situation is a little different, but here's how I'm getting traffic:

Adwords - costs a little $ but worth it for driving good prospects for my niche
Industry Magazines - ads aren't cheap, but very targeted demographic that is responsive to my offers
e-zine articles - minimal time to get a few articles that rank well organically and drive decent and qualified traffic
squidoo - same as e-zine site

Networking with other related but non-competition sites/businesses - there are a few companies that target my 
same market but offer different services/products. If I like what they do and they like what I do - voila, an easy 
endorsed link or blog article

Videos on YouTube - not a lot of competing videos for my niche; which is probably true with a number of 
lucrative service businesses

The big one: I was featured in the leading industry magazine for financial advisors with a cover story on how my 
practice grew significantly despite the economy killing most financial advisors. This is tough to replicate, but if 
you truly are at the top of your game this type of free publicity is nearly priceless.

All of this takes some work - which I largely outsourced, so my time was minimal beyond writing articles. All 
submission of articles, press releases and emails to potential jv partners is done by my VA at Bpovia.

Good luck and hope this helps.
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maxpr 

Great advice! Thanks Jay.

Gorgeous site by the way too. Financial services took a big hit but you seem to be catching everything on the 
upswing.

I am definitely saving this, thanks again.

Peter Bowen 

I have a muse providing an online service - credit control for small businesses. It's at www.getting-paid.com.

It's been a fantastic learning experience building it.

Maxpr

Nice site Peter. I have also learned a LOT from developing my site which should be launched in another month 
or so God-willing.

Question for Jay if you happen to catch this; how did the ezine and industry mag processes go? I wrote for a 
newspaper a few years ago and it was relatively easy to contact certain writers but there is an intimidation factor 
when it comes to leading industry mags.

Thanks for the thoughts I never considered ezines. Brilliant! Thanks guys.

Best of luck to all of you too.

jaywenk

Industry magazine contacted me directly. There are publicly available databases that show how much money 
advisers manage and most were down 30-50% in 2008 as stock markets got hammered. The mag looked 
through thousands of registration files and contacted the few firms that grew substantially - I happened to be one 
of them. The article is here -> http://registeredrep.com/advisorland...ime-suck-0701/

You should be able to figure out which one of the people interviewed was me. The writer was hoping for a cover 
story, but I guess the editor chose something else and the section I'm in became much smaller.

Googling of my name and company name must have shot up substantially as there are about 100,000 readers 
of the magazine because our web traffic is up huge for no reason other than google searches for those items. I 
would guess they're coming from the magazine. The writer liked my story, so hopefully they come to me in the 
future for further articles.
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The ezines are just posted on ezinearticles.com. It's easy, not full of marketing plugs, and ranks very high on 
google for my keywords. All I did there was record via audio some general article concepts and sent them to my 
va - who then did a little more research, wrote the articles, sent a draft to me for approval, then published them. 
The links to my sites from there are the best links I have on the web.

jetpacklife 

Like I've said here many times before, I don't understand why Tim didn't include Ad & service based sites in the 
online muse possibilities. I've created several online 'sticky' service sites (think fun and games for kids) and have 
done little marketing. I expand primarily by word of mouth, but also dominate in the SEO of my topic ( #1 in 
google for years) ..

Another famous service site run by one guy is plentyoffish.com .. He started the site to learn programming, and 
soon was making millions.

While the service based sites can be harder to start, a well designed and run software site can run almost 
completely automatic.

camdengirl 

Max - where are you based? If it's the UK and you have a niche market then try www.marketingfile.com for 
buying in lists. Generally by applying really specific search criteria you can drill it down to small numbers of leads 
which don't cost very much.

Hope this helps!

maxpr 

Based in the US but the UK list would be very helpful. Thanks for the heads up Camden!

maxpr 

So what did you guys do upon initial launch?

Who did you contact? Procedures? Etc...?

What should someone about to launch be concerned with?

Thanks
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maxpr

How far out from initial site launch should one begin working with Google Adwords?

nobodyreal 

maxpr,

What I'm starting is something abit different, I gather, from what you and the others are talking about, although I 
would call it a service site(SEO site). But it's using outsourced SEO, so labor costs are virtually nothing, but yet 
again, the most difficult aspect of a business seems to be marketing.

Thanks for starting this thread, I think that because the services that some of you are offering requires getting 
'followers', while mine requires 'customers', the marketing methods will have to be a bit different. But I'm using a 
direct sales method: dialing for dollars. I just have three sales reps so far who are going to get $700 per SEO 
package they sell, but I'm considering raising the price to 1k a sale and giving them permission to outsource the 
selling...

Anyways, that's what I'm doing, though I realize I'm looking for customers so my sales process is quite different. 
Thanks for starting this thread though, it seems that everyone is going the product route. The great thing about 
Tim's advice is that it can be applied for any IT business fairly easily--there is no field that it's easier to outsource 
than IT.

klaus 

I run a service based online business and was also disappointed after reading 4HWW that a product sales type 
is preferred by the author. However in my case its ads sales, online fan(for our site) store and some classifieds 
listings that generates enough income for me and my family. It took 10 years to get to this point and started out 
as a side thing I did on weekends etc.

I have to blog non stop. Go to events shoot motor sports action photos and moderate a busy forum. What 
4HWW did for me is I hired a person to do all of those tasks. Its part time 3 days a week plus he is available 
most of the time for important posts or issues. I now train my helper in photoshop, dreamweaver and basic photo 
retouch to pick up more and more skills. Things I used to do every day. I my new gained time I develop the 
business and site.

Tim talks about VA's in the book. VA's could generate content.

A new project is a for pay classifieds project. Again a helper will approve and deny ads and collect fees.

For me it took a lot to let go and give up control. It can be done with a service/ads model.

Love this thread and the feedback. Keep it coming.
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REOBULK 

I work in the Real Estate industry and after building a "team" of agents and busting butt supervising them all the 
time.....now, the RE industry allows me to "refer" my leads and get 20-30% on the commission.
Lightbulb! I have worked it out with my Broker that I can become a "virtual agent", refer my leads to a selected 
team that I am folding my team into (which consists of only 2 agents right now) and THEY will manage the 
agents and distribute the leads. Deal closes and I get paid.

I am in the process of automating the Lead Generation engines I have (and I've had them for years) by out 
sourcing them to Ashok of http://virtual-assistance-india.com . I have it targeted and segmented, and replicable. I 
feel like I've "tested" it over the past few years and understand that the ROI is pretty good. I should have the 
numbers and know them but I don't. When I translate into a "Virtual Agent" I will be saving thousands per month 
AND gaining 30-40 hours per week (I've already been shifting hours to another business I am engaged in, which, 
BTW, can follow much the same model albeit different).

I know that I have a team that's local and could make several thousand per month, I can target geographically 
within my state. Hmmm.....

I'd love any suggestions, experience, and comments that might be helpful in the transition.

I think this falls under the thread, forgive me if it doesn't.

The info in this thread has been great thus far. Please keep it going!

Winvest

MAXPR,
I am launching a online service business that has an offline component. It is Dental Handpiece repair service. 
I've posted about it on this forum below is the link.

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=4113

David-Andrew

As I said earlier int his post (I think): Yep!

I build software (I design it, engineers in the east build and support it). So, after I made a few cool software 
thingies, no more real work for me. 
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E-commerce/Content Management System (CMS) Muses: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=4355 CMS Solution

funinthesun 

Hello everyone,

Hello, I am researching different CMS products for a new e-commerce website. I am looking for a simple solution 
that can be customized with relative ease if possible (i.e. it should not take several months just to get the site 
coded). These are the requirements I have so far:

Initial Requirements

-System for selling variety of products/different versions/levels of the same product (selling digital downloads 
initially, may expand to drop shipping later)
-Newsletter sign up/system to compose/send newsletters
-Content tagging (tag common themes in blog posts/articles on site)
-Add This support/other easy way for article links to be established
-Flash/streaming video support

Expanded Requirements (can be added after initial site is live)

-Search bar
-RSS/Feedburner Stats
-Contact Us Form/anti-spam integration
-Coupon codes/upgrade discounts for existing customers and marketing campaigns

I realize this may be a combination of software/plugins depending on the CMS used. Any suggestions you can 
offer will be greatly appreciated, thank you!

Sven

I think Drupal has it all...

MaxK

I have never worked with Drupal,
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I always use Joomla.

Does anyone knows the differences between Drupal and Joomla?

winvest 

I would use either bigcommerce or shopify. All the components that you require are built in and work right off the 
bat. I use bigcommerce. If you have any questions about it, let me know.

KubaMikos 

Hi,
i think that if you require easy customization, the best solution is Drupal + Ubercart module for e-commerce + 
several other modules. I work with several CMS's and Drupal is my favorite, but because of it's flexibility it may 
be a little bit harder to start than with other simpler CMS's like Joomla.

PS this is my first post on this forum, greetings from Poland !

David-Andrew 

I use Joomla!.

For e-commerce add Virtuemart.

Benefit compared to Drupal? Easier, faster to setup.

There is no "best solution" in general. All depends on your needs.

winvest 

@ David-Andrew I agree there isn't a "best solution" for everyone. Something one should consider is the 
difference between an open source - ecommerce solution that you have to host yourself (joomla, drupal) or a 
closed ecommerce solution that is fully hosted (shopify, bigcommerce). There are pros and cons to both.

funinthesun 

Wow, thanks for the fast replies everyone! I really appreciate your input. I think winvest has a good point about 
open source vs. closed. Lots of people talk about Magento being a great CMS, but it's really expensive if you get 
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the commercial version with support. I don't know how hard it is to get the free version up and running either.

Overall from my research in open source, people talk about wordpress, joomla, and drupal. I have some 
programming experience; however, the main point of using a CMS to me is to make it easier/faster to launch the 
business rather than spending months coding/recoding from scratch.

Also, how customizable are the solutions you have mentioned? I know that wordpress sites usually look really 
bloggy, but I've heard that there are ways around that. How difficult are joomla and drupal to customize the 
look/feel?

MaxK 

If you have some knowledge of HTML and CSS, Joomla is very simple to modify!

If you need any help with that just drop me a message,

Sven

There is a post floating around on the forum that shows a link to a drupal ebook which is quite a good deal. It 
shows how to set up quite a large community in drupal, including I think a webshop. 

Monkiii 

Very complex flamewar made simple:

Joomla (+ Virtuemart) quicker and easier.
Drupal ( + ubercart) more powerful and flexible.

Both good.

Personally I'd start with Joomla, and move to Drupal if you need more.

David-Andrew 

Exactly.

Discalimer: I never needed more then Joomla! so still havent really used Drupal. Will give it a new try with Drupal 
7, the improvements look really good!
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Scotts

You might also consider Wordpress. Very easy to use and setup. My hosting service had an autoinstall for 
Wordpress and PHPlist (newsletter) that was I was able to setup myself. I just required some help with 
integrating some of the design into PHPList but easily found a inexpensive developer through elance.com.

I notice a photography site I like - http://digital-photography-school.com/ - uses Wordpress and sells their ebooks 
through http://www.e-junkie.com/ but haven't used the service myself.

Kbjeff

Scotts,
Interesting, I'd never heard of PHPlist. Could that completely replace the need for aweber or constantcontact?

scotts 

PHPList seems to meet my basic requirements and I liked that the install was supported by my Linux hosting 
company. Here's a link to more info - http://www.phplist.com/details

I'm guessing Aweber and Constant Contact have more advanced email marketing and campaign tracking but 
PHPList seems like a good way to get started.

eseoese 

I use and recommend magento.

Os-commerce or Prestashop is also good options

Monkiii

WARNING: If you don't like strong opinions, you may want to skip this next part...

Avoid Magento like the plague. It looks great from the initial feature set (and the backend is pretty cool), but the 
community support is fairly poor as the company supporting it is really not all that open and has been known to 
remove features from the open source version for their pay version by semi-automatic "updates". I'm pretty sure 
their theming system was designed by Satan himself to cause eternal torment and agony upon the souls of the 
worlds web designers and their clients. We had to pay them nearly $1000 just to fix a simple menu theming 
issue that supposedly works out of the box. In a real open source community, someone could (and would) have 
shared this information in five minutes flat.

The Joomla and Drupal communities are a dream to work with comparatively, and both Ubercart (Drupal) and 
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(Virtuemart) Joomla can be customized to do great things (albeit with some kinks).

eseoese 

Monkii is right in what he says, still, in my view and experience and, according to the characteristics that you 
want your store, install and configure magento can consume 8 hours, however, install Joomla, find out what the 
best component for a store, install and configure it can take more than 16h.

The other factor is how comfortable it will be the system for yourself. To prove this you must use each of them 
and noting the differences. This can consume you long time.

Perhaps the optimal process is to define that "things" you want to do or have your store and then find the 
software that comes close but with less modifications.
Edit/Delete Message Reply With Quote Multi-Quote This Message Quick reply to this message
 

Monkiii

That's got to be one of the most tactful "I beg to differ" posts I've ever seen, eseoese (certainly more than my 
post!) Respect.

Really the fastest, easiest way to get started is probably to skip self hosted solutions like Joomla/Drupal/Magento 
altogether, test on some closed $XX/month system where most of it's set up for you for a month or two, and then 
shift when you need more flexibility at a lower price.

I know, it's just so darn tempting when you know how to set one up for free to spend the time (your life) doing it!

funinthesun

You're right about that Monkii. I've seen several monthly pay-to-use sites that will apparently host and setup the 
whole thing for you. I know I'm being a control freak about wanting to setup/build the site myself, but I think it will 
pay off in the long term. I already have a graphic designer who will design the sites. I want to learn how to use a 
good CMS. This in turn should make launching sites faster in the future (and still free to very cheap). 

eseoese 

Thanks Monnkiii, is a pleasure. I am of the opinion that there are no absolute truths (just one, and it is this :-)) 
and are related to the person and situation.
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Portto

Here is a good, albeit lengthy, article on the Wordpress vs Drupal vs Joomla debate that I found helpful in 
deciding which to use for my first site.

http://www.goodwebpractices.com/other/wordpress-vs-joomla-vs-drupal.html

Membership Site Muses: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=6948  E-book or Membership Site?

Meanttodo

I've had about 103 visits and 13 sign-ups to download my free 1 page music tipsheet.

Now I don't know the next step? Should I create an ebook/video/audio or a mini-membership site where people 
subscribe monthly for a certain amount of months/permanent membership?

It's probably a personal question meaning up to my own preference, I'm just curious what some of the more 
senior guys on here would recommend. I'm also aware that 13 signups isn't much at all but I haven't done much 
to generate traffic and know there's a big audience/lots of competition out there for this stuff.

Any help would be appreciated (: Thanks.

Tony Manifold

Ebooks work great. The ebook market is starting to come into its own. I never read hard copies any more. I have 
one thing to say on the ebook thing. Your 25 page wbook is not a 67 dollar value! I don't mean yours specifically 
but a lot of these internet sites grossly over value their ebooks. An shook is generally 70-80% of a paper book 
or.even less. So price your product appropriatly. Don't underprice but at least stay in reality.
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meanttodo 

Thanks for the reply. I'm not too sure what to do. I think I'll follow Tim's advice and have a workshop. I can video 
record the workshop and then use the audio and transcriptions to make the product. Seems to be the easiest 
and most "4HWW-like". From there I can test a mini-membership/blog site and also try the all out product.

Any other advice would be appreciated thanks (:

dave_35 

You already managed to create one piece of info sheet, creating an ebook would not be that hard for you. 
Ebooks work better than having a membership site. It's easier just to download an ebook than go through the 
process of registering as a member. LOL

infospray 

I like memberships much more than ebooks. Simply because you get the recurring element into your business 
plan if you can get a decent retention strategy.

I've actually written an ebook on how to create a membership site that I'm giving away for free. If you're 
interested you can get it here: How to create a membership site

mastererrob 

Nice recommendation Rasmus. Do you use Wishlist or Amember for membership plugins?

The trick though...is that membership sites take a good deal bit more work, and wrapping your head around the 
sales process, the pitch, and mantaining a list and the membership lists...is levels and levels ahead of the 
complexity of an e-book.

Based on meanttodo's progress so far, and the good, but small list. I would recommend an e-mail launch. Get 
familiar with the sales process, don't waste a ton of time, discover how to drive people to your page and see 
what conversions take place...do this quickly...all within a month...you'll have a much better mind on where to 
proceed from there.

Meanttodo

Thanks for the help everybody!

So you recommend a mini-membership site and launch it to my existing list correct? I'm reading Rasmus' ebook 
now, hopefully it'll clear up some of the finer points (: I'd like to have this thing up and running very soon (2 
weeks or so). I think I've found a good system for getting traffic with Craigslist that is sustainable and you see 
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targeted traffic right away after posting. Good for test purposes.
If anyone has any other suggestions I'd love to hear them!

liam75005 

The way I would do it would be first an ebook and then the membership site. It's a lot easier to deal with a 
product than a service.

meanttodo 

Thanks! Would you still put up a quasi-blog type site or just a squeeze page?

mastererrob 

Hi, sorry I should have been more clear, I'm with Liam...I actually recommend an e-book for where you are right 
now...a lot less to try and manage, get a bit more experience and your feet under you acting as a "business" with 
an e-book...then move to a membership site if you still see the model working and you can produce enough 
content.

paulwbrowning 

13 ebooks at say $27 = $351 but of course you have to keep selling to new customers. 13 joiners to a mini 
membership site per month at $10 per month would be say $130 per month but of course that is ongoing 
recurring revenue:

e-books:

month 1 $351
month 2 $351
month 3 $351

membership:

month 1 $130
month 2 $260
month 3 $390

so you have an ongoing income stream which goes past e-book model in month 3 and by month 12 is at $1560 
per month. won't happen overnight of course but to launch you only need a couple of weeks worth of 
content...no customer service headaches, no refunds etc.
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I did a couple of mini sites recently...nothing big but they cover the mortgage. i also offer them as add on value to 
another site which costs more.

mini or nano sites can be built quickly and you can drip feed content as part of a course style site or add content 
and give access all areas - updated once per week.

Memberhip sites can be up in less than a day with wordpress themes and plugins. you can then add 
videos..newsletters, social media and so on.

I only do e-books as part of a joining offer now...time is too short to create one product you sell once to one 
customer.

Just my two cents as they say

TimWieneke 

Rasmus,
Thanks for the link. I downloaded your book and will read it tonight. I started one membership site using 
VBulletin's software last month and the ROI on these kinds of sites is very nice but I know I need to explore 
multiple ways of doing it. I have another membership site muse I want to launch and will be trying this one your 
way.

meanttodo 

Thanks for the good information everybody. I've never done an ebook nor a membership site but I think from a 
technical perspective I'd be able to handle the back-end of a membership site since my day job is in technical 
support.

I like that it's not necessary to have the full blown product with a mini-membership site, just a few weeks of 
content compared to having to incubate an ebook. I want the product to be REALLY GREAT but I also need to 
launch it soon, so the membership site is the best choice there.

Later on there could also be an ebook/video/audio info-product sold alongside the membership site in addition to 
those who sign up for the membership or as "crash course" for people who want to learn right away.

I downloaded Rasmus' guide to setup a membership site and it's been very helpful.

TimWieneke

Yeah, I'm liking Rasmus' little guide too. I will say that handling the back end of a membership site is a lot easier 
than I thought with dashboard software and I'm a person with very little technical background. If I had dashboard 
and simple scripts in 1998 I could have started a million dollar web design consulting firm...LOL
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infospray

The book uses a combination of Wishlist member and optimize press as well as a couple of other components

And thank you for all the comments on the book.

Also remember that you get two free wordpress plugins with the download as well (that one of my developers did 
for me).

meanttodo 

I was curious about it after reading the book and I'm finding that Digital Access Pass is really popular. I searched 
around this forum and found that adam.sn uses DAP.

I haven't built the membership part of the site yet but it's going to be do-or-die time so I need to decide.

DAP or Wishlist Member?

infospray 

In the end I chose Wishlist Member because it integrates better with Wordpress while DAP feels more like a 
stand alone solution. Also Wishlist Member is also easier for the non techie to manage.

The only thing that Wishlist Member doesn't do well is content dripping and that is why I had my developer do a 
plugin for this (that I am giving away together with the book).

meanttodo 

Just as an update so far I've installed Optimize Press and it looks great. I'm leaning towards Digital Access Pass 
because it easily integrates with Optimize Press. Either way I'll let everyone here know how it goes.

P.S. I read your ebook and it helped a lot (: I recommend it for anyone interested in setting up a site like this.

siberia77 

Thats better than a 10 percent signup rate, thats seriously great work
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infospray 

Thanks man...

Wishlist integrates nicely with OptimizePress as well and is a bit simpler to configure than DAP that seems a bit 
more "technical" (but that's just my oppion DAP does have some better functionality in the content dripping area)

 

CD/DVD Dropshipping: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=2297 Company that drop ships DVD CD's & 
Booklet Package

mattrix 

Hello,

Firstly...Hi and this book has changed my life

I am developing my information package. Tim Ferris mentions in his book about creating an information product 
with a few items such as a DVD, couple of CD's (maybe an audio book), a booklet, study guide, etc. Great idea. 
But does anyone know of a good company that does the lot! IE duplicate the DVD, duplicate the CD's, POD the 
CD and DVD covers, POD the booklet(s), then drop ship in US and internationally. I would like to use one 
company to do the whole lot, even if the price is more expensive. That's my idea of serious automation whilst I'm 
surfing here in Australia

Any help would be most appreciated

kamakiri 

Welcome to the board.

Just have to jump in and stomp that first post here (I would have apologized, but I am not really sorry, and it is for 
your own benefit).

You asked for advice, here it is: You need to focus on sales. You need to focus on marketing. You need to focus 
on a quality product. There aren't any companies that do your work for you. Not surprisingly, the 4HWW life style 
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takes a hell of a lot of work to set up. You really don't think it is as easy as just asking someone to prepare a 
DVD package, book, 'maybe an audio book', and ship it for you in the process do you? You need to have a 
product first, don't put the carriage before the horse here.

A while back that service was actually quoted on a thread here at the 4HWW forums. I couldn't find it though, but 
I believe I quoted a price of $15,000 per unit. Some others low balled me and offered prices ranging from 
$6,000-$10,000 per unit though. Yep, $15,000 will buy you some serious automation.

FrozenCanuck

You can use these guys:

http://www.dvd-fulfillment.com

I was going to use them but I decided to move into 100% digital for starters, and only ship product if my 
customers prefer that (later stage).

The interface they have at dvd fulfillment looks good and when I priced out a 3-CD product with plastic case, 
shrink wrap, etc, it was about $12 or so per unit. Burned, printed and shipped.

I think the previous poster misundersood you and thought you wanted somebody to CREATE your product.

That said I still agree you need to have your product idea first, and test the market ... don't even worry about 
implementation until you know the idea works.

Skippybosco

I could not agree more. Patrick and the gang over there are top notch. I've been using them for a number of 
years now with only great things to report.

They do not handle anything other than dropshipping. If you are looking for catalog support, amazon inclusion, 
etc. you can consider LuLu.com (available at http://lulu.com)

mattrix 

Yeah thanks guys

I think kamakiri should maybe read the posts more carefully before they expend so much energy into a belittling 
a guy (me) who is a actually a web designer, product designer, and who is already established online, makijng $
$$ online and with a new product (4 years R&D and development) to be released.

Thanks for the great lead. I have since checked out CreateSpace, Kunaki, LuLu (thanks again), CafePress 
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(they're fun and do CD data and Audio as well now), and a few other smaller companies. Kunaki seems to be the 
best so far. I have ordered some products to test their print and data duplication. $1.75 per CD. Not bad. I have 
integrated their XML service into my website and am in the testing process.

I will let you know how I go with http://www.dvd-fulfillment.com/

Gongchime

So, if I've got two CDs, a 40+ page book and 12 page+ quick start guide, do you think lulu or kunaki be the best 
choice?

mattrix 

None of them because they can print the stuff, but none of them offer a service where you can package booklet 
(s), CD/DVD together as one product.

I'm still researching but so far both Kunai and Cafe Press have been brilliant as far as products go. So you'll 
have to make 2-3 products, order them, package them at home..blah blah..too much work. I have not done any 
work yet with LuLu

But...Kunkai (The CD/DVD "vending machine") sent me a pro looking disc and cover, full color RGB print, with 
perfect data in 6 days (USA to Australia). The XML feature is very nice too if you want integrate payment in your 
website and have money in the bank via PayPal, rather than them sending you a check. But they don't do POD 
printing for booklets or package stuff together. So...to solve that, I made all my material digital (Ebook bookley, 
ebook outlone, MP3 audio book), and used Kunaki to produce them. I got the XML script from DiscBuddy, and 
away we go!

Gongchime

Yes, that helps.

Gongchime

I tried to download the Kunaki software but the first computer failed to launch it once it was supposedly 
downloaded, the second computer said it could not read the image, the third computer showed gobbledygook 
because it thought it was text. On the second two computers there was no option to run a program only to open 
a file. DOH!

mattrix 

Wow, I downloaded it, installed it and it ran perfectly. Might be a Vista problem. I running the following:
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Toshiba Laptop A100, 1 GIG RAM, Windows XP Pro

Sorry I can't help ya

jackson 

http://www.dvd-fulfillment.com sounds really good, what about the two listed on page 199 of the book? AVC 
Corporation and SF Video? Has anyone had any good experiences with them?
How long does the shipping take for http://www.dvd-fulfillment.com ?
If anyone uses lulu, how do you like it?
I asked lulu if customers need to join lulu and create an account and yes they are directed to sign up as a reader 
and join lulu. Do you think this would deter people?
Plus they do not collect e-mail addresses, according to a chat I had with them, you can't look up order history. 
Not a good thing. Can you collect e-mails from www.dvd-fulfillment.com for an e-mail opt in list?
------------
Do you have a shopping cart button I can insert on my webpage, or would I send orders to you?
You can give your customers the link and once they will click on the "add to cart button, they will be directed to 
go to lulu and order the item.
Do they have to join lulu and create an account, or do they enter their name and billing info?
When they click on the add to cart, they will be directed to sign up as a reader, yes they will have to join lulu.
Does it cost the customers anything to sign up as a reader?
--------this is for free
What do you ask of them to sign up as a reader, name and address, e-mail?
Do you drop ship to my customers? Or would you be shipping the CDS to me?
We will print/produce the item immediately when there is an order and ship it to the buyers destination
What are your fees per cd?
Manufacturing cost per unit: $5.50
Do you have any minimums, or is it on a per-cd basis?
per cd basis
What kind of digital files do you need for a cd? Is a mp3 ok? Do you have
file specifications (size of file, type of recording, or anything else) I should know before I record my files? Would 
the CD be ipod or itunes compatible.
mp3 would be great
Link: http://www.lulu.com/en/help/disc_faq
uploading mp3 for an audio cd is fine
Here is a list of all supported file types:
http://www.lulu.com/help/index.php?f...load_filetypes
Anything I should know about what kind of file you need, before I do my recordings? Recording quality or how it 
is compressed?
Are there any files that you commonly reject, just in case, so I don't make this mistake before recording my 
interviews? I can only record them once so just asking.
Files accepted forAudio CDs:
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Ivy B: * WAV (WAVE)
Ivy B: * MP3 (Audio File)
Ivy B: * AIF (Audio File)
For more information, the cd FAQ can give you detailed infos
http://www.lulu.com/en/help/disc_faq
Would my files be kept online, as I have new orders come in? What kind of account would I need to sign up for? 
Do you take Paypal or credit cards?
Yes. creator's account. if you will publish a project it will automatically make it as a creator's account
We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express and PayPal. We accept debit and check cards, as 
long as they are connected with one of the major credit card companies listed above. We accept Visa Electron if 
you are paying in GBP. If you're paying with a debit or check card, enter it as if it were a regular credit card. We 
do not accept personal checks or money orders.
Each file would be a track on a cd, so that they can move from one track to another, like a cd you buy in a store?
Yes.
How would I send you the files?
Start a project
http://www.lulu.com/en/products/cd_d...product_portal
you will be directed on what to do
there are steps that you need to go through
1. upload files
Do I send you art work for the case or for the CD label itself? How would I do this, is there an image size needed 
or resolution or file type?
You will be ask during the publishing process(making the project)
http://www.lulu.com/en/help/disc_faq...art_dimensions
Files accepted for the Covers:
Ivy B: * JPG (Joint Photographics Expert Group)
Ivy B: * GIF (Graphics Interchange Format)
Ivy B: * PNG (Portable Network Graphic)
What is the shipping time for a CD within the US? International?
Paperback books, calendars, CDs and DVDs usually ship 4 business days after your order date. (Orders of more 
than 25 may take from 6-8 business days.) Hardcover books usually ship 10 business days after your order date. 
Business days do not include weekends or holidays. You will receive an e-mail from Lulu when the item ships. 
Once the item ships, the transit time is based upon the method of shipping you select.
The following link can give you more information about shipping times and other order information.
http://www.lulu.com/help/index.php?f...ong_for_orders
Is it possible to collect the e-mails of my customers?
----I am sorry but there is no option for that
Do I need CDex software or can I upload the files right to you?
you can upload the files right to lulu
------------
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flyingduck 

After working last year with a multi millioniare Internet Marketing guru that I hired as a mentor (yes, he's still 
making millions, and I'm not yet!

But he did teach me quite a few tricks of the trade that I'd love to share with all of you...

Whenever you make your CD or DVD, ck to see if it works on different players. There are so many CD players 
now...car, tv, computer, etc.

I just did 3 separate orders with Kunaki (about 50 CD's/order). They all played on my laptop, but none of them 
played on my car CD! This can definitely become a problem!

The best is to create your own CD's using Sony Soundforge. It takes a bit to set up, but I watched him crank out 
a CD, edit, label it, and have it up on his site in a matter of hours! Best way to go IMHO.

jackson

http://www.dvd-fulfillment.com looks the best to me, I hope their CDs will work in various CD players?

jackson 

cd-fulfillment looked to be the best fulfillment house, however they don't do jewel cases. Does anyone like and 
recommend one online? Would be great to get a recommendation and not blindly take one off the internet, 
wouldn't want problems with customers. They don't do jewel cases, just DVD cases, and I think it would be much 
better at least for my cd to have a real jewel case and brochure, like when you buy a cd from a record store, the 
little booklet.

FreedomFinder

Pure Bullshit. You can focus on JUST making a quality product, and have others do the marketing for you. You 
can focus on having others provide the product or service and just do the marketing and/or sales (I'm doing this 
right now). OR you can do all three. Which is ultimately probably where you want to be in the long run, but the 
FHWW lifestyle can be achieved in many ways.

kamakiri

You miss my entire point, on top of replying to a post I made nearly a year ago. You are sure welcome to your 
opinion, but that doesn't change fact. Without a product or sales history you have no business outsourcing.

Focusing on a quality product is necessary. It doesn't have to be one you made. Junk just doesn't sell.
No one will find your product without marketing.
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Sales is the same as marketing here, with no sales you have sellers

I agree that the 4HWW lifestyle can be had many ways. A way not to have it is to waste your time. Without a 
product, you are wasting your time searching for outsourcing/drop shipping.

FreedomFinder 

Valid points my man. Yes, you need all three, but you don't have to do all three yourself.

Are you suggesting then, that it's faster to create your own product than it is to find a good product to market?

Chris H.

I had good success using www.Disk.com for cd's, dvd's, manuals and fulfillment.

kamakiri 

Not at all. Speed is a very arbitrary term. It sure is more profitable on a per unit basis to have your own product 
though.

The flip side of that argument, one I have used before actually, is that would you rather have 100% of $100 or 
25% of $1000?

In general either way (affiliates or original products) you start out, you will gravitate toward your own 
brans/products over time. Selling other's products on a commission basis be that a straight mark up, product re-
positioning, selling as an affiliate, or a licensing deal is faster in most cases, but you have the trade off of speed 
for lower margins/higher COGS.

Mattrix

DVD cases are made of flexible black PVC plastic and don't tend to break or shatter during shipping. Jewel 
cases break -simple! They crack, split, break, shatter, etc. Kunaki stuff arrived broken. DVD case arrived perfect 
from http://www.cd-fulfillment.com/ - and I'm in Australia so package went through hell and back. Also DVD 
cases can hold up to 6 CD's and have a great looking wrap around cover. DVD case is better. Plus 
http://www.cd-fulfillment.com/ are so fast in replying to uploads and tests and faulty CD's and they check your 
product - they're great! 
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jackson 

oh cool thanks. Since I'm doing a CD I actually would prefer a jewel case. Did you ever have problems with them 
cracking? They must ship them in bubble envelopes right? I can't see it being a huge problem.

Chris H. 

Jackson,

I never used the jewel cases from Disk.com. I actually had them put the cd and dvd inside the front cover of my 
manual in plastic sleeves.

I can't imagine you would have a problem with broken cases. I'm sure they take every precaution against this.

jackson 

http://www.dvd-fulfillment.com
looked the best, I had compared a few fulfillment sites.
They don't have jewel cases for CDs though.

Does anyone know a trusted fulfillment service that has square jewel cases? I am trying to find one that could 
wrap a CD jewel case in tinted plastic wrap.

Paulwbrowning

I use Vervante because they do the lot books, DVDs, CDs but they also print them all. Easy to set up and 
ordering online is easy if you cc orders to them or you can do it manually.

www.vervante.com

Customer service is pretty good also.

mattrix 

Hi,

It's been a while since my last post in Oct 2008. I tried Kunaki, Cafe Press, Amazon Creative (I didn;t get to try 
LuLu) and I've gone full circle and am back to http://www.cd-fulfillment.com/ which is the same as www.dvd-
fulfillment.com.
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I just changed my product so that all files could be added onto discs. The book is now a PDF, as with the 
manuals, on a separate disc. The rest is audio. I have still yet to find someone who is doing books and CD's 
together in one package and print on demand, but at least http://www.cd-fulfillment.com/ will do a 10 page print 
out which they add into the package. The quality of that is pretty ordinary (just liek a desktop printer) but it serves 
the purpose as course summary/manual.

But there CD/DVD system is great - and cheap! I have a 10 CD project packaged in 2 DVD cases (5 discs in 
each), with full colour covers, full colour gloss disc print, and then shrink wrapped and packed in a cardboard 
mailer for $26.00 USD. Not bad. The print quality is great, I haven't had any disc errors and they can do up to 18 
cd's in one package. I can't fault them and they are nice to deal with.

Colleen

Is this still the case -- that they don't offer a product bundle of CDs + workbook, etc.?

I really don't want to have products shipped to me to bundle then ship them out. That's extra time and expense 
that seems wasteful if I'm not the first person to want to sell a combo product.

Sourmash

What are the prices like? I was going to suggest the same thing, although I've never used them yet I am looking 
at this set up....

Email list building:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1728 The best way to collect visitor email 
addresses?

Tommy 

Does anyone know the best way to harvest visitor email addresses? What scripts or programs do you use? I had 
a friend recommend feedburner, but I'd like to see what some of the new rich are using.

What do you use?
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Stallion 

I think the best is a paid service like aweber or getresponse.

They cost around $20 a month and they're worth the money because they work hard to keep their emails off 
spam filters. No use having someones email, if it just goes into their spam box.

As welll, you can set up sequence of emails. Like for your frat book, you could have them enter in their email and 
have them verify and it will automatically send them to the person as often as you want.

And they sound personal too.

Hey Chris,

I'm just sending you the second chapter on starting your own fraternity. It's on the subject of ....

lovinglife 

Aweber.

Offer them a free to get them to sign up and then send them something on a regular basis. Some people use a 
free books, report, etc. to attract people and then send them a newsletter on a regular basis. Be clear in your 
advertising that is what is going to happenL "Sign up for my free ebook on how to spin straw into gold and you'll 
also get my bi-weekly newsletter "Franny's Fabulous Fact from Fairytales"

Or just offer a newsletter without the added bonus. "Sign up to ge my free weekly newsletter "Marvin's Monday 
Motivations".

You need to get your name in front of their face over and over. I think the study is it takes an average of 7 times 
before people will buy. We have people on our weekly newsletter lists that wait months before they make their 
first purchace.

One big tip - make sure whatever you send out has free content that the reader can use and not just an 
advertisement for your business/product. It can be something as simple as a short paragraph telling them how to 
create a stunning centerpiece out of duct tape. If you send them nothing but "buy my product" each time, they 
will unsubscribe and consider you just another spammer.

Tommy 

I'm not sure that I'm ready for a paid service yet.... what do you recommend that's free?

I'm talking about a simple email opt-in form, and a quick auto responder one time... I can send out follow up 
emails manually for now, as my email base will probably only be a handful of people at first
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I am reluctant to spend money after I read one of steve pavlina's posts on entrepreneurship, which was so 
simple, but so true. He said something along the lines of "When I started my first business, I made the vital 
mistake of not realizing that every time I spent money, I had to make that money back!" haha

Any suggestions on free ways to get opt-in email?

Stallion

Well, I used phplist, which is a free script that you should be able to one click install if your host has fantastico. It 
worked okay I guess. I don't think emails ever arrived at yahoo addresses though.

andyYY 

Can I say I hate him?

Really,it's just personal but..I'm a ROI and product-confidence believer.

If i know my product will rock (and it's for a niche)

and investing 100$ will take me back 1.000$,then it's good spent money...

And right now in Italy if you want to start EVERYTHING you will need at least 7-8 k of euros 
(license,rental,etcetc)

So...should be right or not spending? I call it investing,and not everyone do it properly...

Tommy

For an email form??

It really makes you that angry, that I would want to spend as little as possible while I'm micro testing my muse?

What the hell kind of ROI am I going to get on a free opt-in email form vs. one that costs $20 a month??

Why would you be proud of the fact that it costs you 8k Euro to start your business??

I lived in Italy for 4 months, and I agree, they certainly suffocate the entrepreneurial spirit over there. One big 
mistake in a personal business and you can forget about ever starting one again.

Why would I want to bring on more expenses if it's not necessary?
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lovinglife 

I'll readily admidt that I don't know the first thing about scripts, etc. But I do know from first hand experience that 
insuffient opt-in program can cost you far more in time, lost customers, being blocked as a spammer, etc. than 
the few dollars of "insurance" that something like aweber charges. Kind of hard to run a business, even if it's in 
test stage, when you can not get email and your web host shuts down your site. Been there, done that.

Stallion 

Tommy, I think he was referring to Steve Palvina that he hates.

I agree with him, there is a certain degree of investment involved and I think spending $20 a month on an email 
service isn't that big of a deal. They simplify the system and allow you to automate it with great email 
deliverability, plus statistics.

When you get down to the nuts and bolts of things, you pay $10 for a domain name for the year. You pay a 
couple bucks a month for webhosting. If a $20/month on an email service that will double or triple your 
conversion rate is too much, than there is a problem.

I understand the desire to be frugal because I'm frugal as hell, but there are places to spend money and this is 
one of them.

This still puts your initial first month investment of this muse below $40 and your monthly cost of running it at 
around $25. I don't think there are any other businesses you can start out there this cheap.

Tommy 

Good point, however I feel like there are so many people on this board that just throw money around trying to get 
something started. I have a number of friends, as well, that love the phrase "You gotta spend money to make 
money!" when that just isn't the case.

I just read a post on here about someone wanting to throw down $6,000 on a basic website?! Why not get a free 
blogspot blog and do some testing?

$20 a month is $240 a year. If I can find it for free... why wouldn't I?

The other response I always see on here is "it's not worth my time". Maybe it's just because I'm young, at home 
(leaving for Japan in 3 weeks), and have all the time in the world. But if you're sitting around, posting on these 
forums, what do you mean you don't have the time? It's the same thing for a VA. The idea of a VA seems so bad 
ass, but really? You really need to outsource someone to find a hair saloon for you?

You raise a good point about spammers, but I'm still not sold that email opt ins even work. I personally hate 
them, and I'm not sure why other people would get suckered into them, but we'll find out, right?

Once I learn how to develop the script myself, I can implement it, and be on my way, without losing $240 a 
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month (almost 5 book sales)..... automation at $0 a month babyyyyy!

Lovinglife

The email list I am referring to is for my regular business - not my muse (haven't done much with that due to 
being in and out of the hospital all year). Our email list started about five years ago. After the "spam" incident, 
about three years ago, we moved to aweber which basically scrubbed our list from us and we had to start 
rebuilding (we lost about half the list). The current total for all our free sign-ups is over 30,000. And. yes, they do 
buy - not all of them. but enough to keep six people employed.

Stallion

Well it's your choice Tommy, I'm not going to twist your arm. When you pay for these services, you're paying for 
more than something that just sends emails, you're paying for something that actually arives at the persons 
mailbox. ISPs aren't shy about banning emails, considering that 90% of emails is regarded as spam.

And they sell. Despite the fact that we both hate those long sales page and email opt-ins, they sell. I think you 
can agree having a chance to sell someone over and over again, does much better than one time only, right?

Tommy 

Yep. You're right. I have implemented a free one, which doesn't completely automate the emailings, theres a little 
manual work to be done, but now I can collect visitors that are more interested, and I will pay for a premium 
service if I find a market.

Thanks for the advice everyone!

Stallion 

Good luck. Wish you the best with the product. Very Unique.

Actually today I just thought of a unique one too, that I'm going to try out. It'll be my first. *I decided to start out 
affiliate marketing to learn about selling first*.

I have a feeling every page I write of the ebook, I'll be laughing my ass off.

BTW. I started out the same way. I did phplist first because I wasn't convinced it actually made sales. It sort of 
blows, but it captures the emails.

The cool thing is if these people don't buy, you can always sell them something later. You know if you got their 
email their fraternity related, so you can make another product related to that, or you can sell someone else's. I 
imagine getting laid is on the fraternities mind.
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Gunn 

Send Blaster

You can always find stuff for free...

Havent had a chance to use it myself, but its backed by wordpress, in fact, there is a plug in to integrate if that is 
what you are using... wordpress rocks.

Good luck!

bargaindoctor 

Watch out with aweber. Great autoresponders etc but they only keep email lists for 2 months. I now use 
GetResponse.

Gunn 

PHP List

I cant believe I forgot this one...

Integrates with pretty much everything. You can use send blaster in conjunction with this code as well.

Why spend money when you have open source

webgal 

I use php list. But it's not the easiest interface.

Blog post on this subject is below.

http://www.impression-marketing.com/2012/03/04/improve-your-email-marketing-open-rates

andyYY 

Proud???? It's a reason to cry not to be proud
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Btw I think Stallion understood was I was explaining.
If you spend 50 bucks on your site for a perfect automation it's acceptable,If you spend 0 and have the same 
results (practical,professional,guaranteed etcetc) it's better

Just sometimes,people that ask money for a product will give you some extras that open source lacks.. 

Tommy 

I ended up taking the PHPLIST path, which I highly recommend. I now have a great way to harvest email 
addresses and keep them in a database. and it was free!

Thanks guys!

Webgal

I have found it very beneficial to build a good, highly-targeted list. The open rates are much better and the sales 
follow. 

From Tim's blog:

The Truth About Abs: How To Make $1,000,000 Per Month with Digital Products:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2011/11/02/the-truth-about-abs-mike-geary/

How to Create a Million-Dollar Business This Weekend (Examples: AppSumo, Mint, Chihuahuas):

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2011/09/24/how-to-create-a-million-dollar-business-this-weekend-
examples-appsumo-mint-chihuahuas/

Engineering a “Muse” – Volume 4: Case Studies of Successful Cash-Flow Businesses:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2011/09/12/engineering-a-%E2%80%9Cmuse%E2%80%9D-
%E2%80%93-volume-4-case-studies-of-successful-cash-flow-businesses/
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Engineering a “Muse”: Case Studies of Successful Cash-Flow Businesses:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2010/11/28/4-hour-work-week-case-studies-muse/

Engineering a “Muse” – Volume 2: Case Studies of Successful Cash-Flow Businesses:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2010/12/11/engineering-a-muse-volume-2-case-studies-of-successful-
cash-flow-businesses/

Engineering a “Muse” – Volume 3: Case Studies of Successful Cash-Flow Businesses:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2011/03/04/engineering-a-%E2%80%9Cmuse%E2%80%9D-
%E2%80%93-volume-3-case-studies-of-successful-cash-flow-businesses/

How to Create a Global Phenomenon for Less Than $10,000:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2009/12/13/how-to-create-a-global-phenomenon-for-less-than-10000/

No More Excuses – How to Make an Extra $100,000 in the Next 6 Months:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2009/12/08/no-more-excuses-how-to-make-an-extra-100000-in-the-next-
6-months/

Jedi Mind Tricks: How to Get $250,000 of Advertising for $10,000:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2009/02/19/jedi-mind-tricks-how-to-get-250000-of-advertising-for-10000/
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IV. Liberation

Going to School/College (or not) 

General: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=4185 Would love to get this boards opinion on 
college degrees

typeslowly 

I am new here but not new to the book. I am from New York residing in Japan for the last 4 years with my wife 
and daughter. Set up a business and have realized alot of my dreams. One thing I can't seem to get out of my 
head is if I ever move back to the states and find myself in the daily grind again I fear that not having a college 
degree will immediately have me condemned to less than desirable employment despite my proven track record 
of business.

I am 31 and have the time to take most of the classes online that I am lacking to finish up but it would take a 
considerable amount of that time. I always like to have a second plan in place but I am curious what other 
people on here think. When I was in my college years it seemed to get in the way of what I wanted to do. I 
learned Japanese studied by myself and started a lucrative business which is becoming more and more 
automated and I think if the situation called for it and I had to return to look for work I feel I would make a great 
employee. But I lack that piece of paper also known as a college degree. What do you think?

officer_dibble

I have mixed feelings about degrees (and I have a post-graduate qualification on top of my first degree).

My biochemistry degree was generally fun to do but also frustrating at times. It would be difficult to go back to 
doing irrelevant and upsetting courses (eg involving animal dissection) - because they are on the syllabus (and 
were mostly there to make up the numbers according to the people I later worked with at the same college).

I ended up working in a completely different area to my degree. And it was impossible to get a college degree in 
the area I ended up working in within a year of finishing my first degree as no degrees existed.

After about ten years of successfully working in this area I thought it was time to look at a qualification. I studied 
with the Open University. The course was a bit of a joke as it included - without irony - text books which were 
nearly 10 years out-of-date in a field which was barely 15 years old and a cassette tape (the ipod had been 
around for 4 years by then). I did very little work for it - about 30 hours in total (recommended was 20 
hours/week) and earned a distinction. I do not consider myself particularly bright by the way.

I have also mentored a number of people studying for MAs in my area. It's clear that the colleges are ill-
preparing students for the real world.
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Since then I have no longer worried about qualifications. You do need an education though - and this is life-long 
and requires discipline and self-motivation. I have occasionally wondered about an MBA but given the large 
numbers of MBAs found in failing businesses - their record is a bit patchy. I do like many of the books in the:

http://www.personalmba.com

reading list though.

Some industries will always require qualifications (I wouldn't want a self-taught brain surgeon operating on me 
for example) and yours may be one of them. But perhaps you will be better trying to keep your business going 
when you return to the states.

kamakiri 

A college degree isn't going to help anything if you don't have the skills and initiative. If you are in Japan, I will 
assume you are teaching English. That is a brain numbing job. It teaches no skills at all, and amounts to little 
experience, and you are surrounded by 22 year olds who's only hobby is to get smashed on the weekends and 
try to pick up Japanese women. Not a good environment.

Be aware that moving back to the states you really start at zero. With that in mind school looks like a pretty good 
option. In reality school is just another way to avoid the inevitable. Don't put it off. Start critically reviewing your 
life right now.

Go to the book store. How many English study books are there? That shows you there is a market. Most of the 
stuff out there is absolute junk, and none of it uses Tim's methods.

Write the book in your free time. Pay 30,000 yen to a web designer to have your site made. Have 50 copies 
printed at Fuji/Xerox (I know, it looks like an office, just walk in and do it). Mail with Kuronekoyamato (or any 
Takkyubin).

In general, you will find that you can cut and paste your ad words campaigns, making the need for strong 
Japanese writing skills pretty un-necessary. Your web designer will probably be happy to help there for a month 
or two, and linger if you pay them.

Back to your original question, school for school's sake is a fools errand.

FreedomFinder 

Waste of time.

If you need one for any reason, you can actually buy what's called a "Life Experience" degree. Basically you call 
these guys, give them a fake resume and $4-500. In exchange you'll get the degree (on paper), the verification 
service (no one ever checks if a school has any real accreditations, so it always works), and, sometimes you get 
to choose your GPA (for a price).
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Unethical? nah. The school system is a joke that hardly teaches anything of real importance. Sure you need 
basic math skills, it's good to have a little history under ur belt etc., so maybe it's good up till about 7th grade. But 
most ppl are overweight, heavily in debt, have no clue how to invest, set & achieve goals, be their own boss, etc. 
etc, and traditional education gives you none of this invaluable information. If you need the degree temporarily, 
use it, but focus on learning things that will give you real intrinsic value. It's cheaper, faster, and more important 
in the long run.

Last Man In Europe

I've got mixed views on getting a degree.

On the one hand there is a system there for employment which values college degrees. On the other hand if you 
have brains and creativity and some balls you can wildly succeed without a degree. Look at Richard Branson of 
Virgin or former Prime Minister of the UK, John Major. Both bright but not formally well educated.

I myself have a BA and MA. However, I think I learned as much out of school as I ever did in school. Just reading 
on my own and learning how to think logically added to my natural curiosity and social inventiveness.

I disagree with the poster who said teaching English (in Japan) teaches you no skills. I have taught English all 
over the world and have learned a lot of skills both soft e.g. planning, organising ideas, justifying responses, 
noticing someone's response - calibration and hard knowledge e.g. economics, pedogogy, learning psychology.

You have to make a decision about the cost and what a degree would do for you in terms of opening doors. 
Remember in some European countries education is cheap or free so that might be an option if you moved your 
family to Europe and they worked while you did your degree.

typeslowly 

Thank you for your response but you incorrectly assumed that I am teaching English which is an occupation I 
have never had any experience with. I started an import/export business and have been operating it from 
Fukuoka for the past 4 years. I have not had a down quarter as far as income is concerned and through 
automation I have been able to travel more with my family and do more non work related stuff. My original 
question was posed because I don't know what the future holds and the day may come where I move back to 
the U.S. although this is unlikely I wanted to get the boards opinion on degrees and the importance of having 
one v.s. experience and not having one. I have the money and time to finish but don't want to waste my time 
when I could be doing other things of course.

Again I value your input but you assumed way too much about me.

typeslowly 

That personal MBA link is top notch! Thanks!
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llustro Cado 

I don't have a high opinion of college, hence why I didn't go. Due to the number of people who attend and the 
declining quality of the education they offer I doubt they are a reliable indicator of one's competency or 
intelligence. My feelings are that education is not something which is bought or given but rather taken by 
motivated individuals thirsting for their own betterment so that they might overcome the obstacles in the path to 
their success.

While I would concede the point that I wouldn't want a self-taught brain surgeon to operate on me, it's equally 
true that the model in place is inefficient and doesn't provide enough value for the people who pay into it. Higher 
education in the US is far superior to everything that comes before it, but due to the low-quality students coming 
out of highschools and the need to cater to them (because they have to go) the whole system is being dumbed 
down.

REOBULK

Education and learning depend on the person engaged in the pursuit. If your reasons for it are well grounded 
and your participation is energetic, then the learning will be valuable. If it is simply to get a degree? Not so much.

One of the best learning experiences I've ever had was to take martial arts as a serious student, several days a 
week, every week, over many years. This gave me something that has been enormously helpful in all aspects of 
my life, including "work". It gave me a glimpse at mastery and mastery transcends form.

I think a choice for learning, college environment or other, is completely about you and your circumstance. Just 
make it about you, not a degree. 

Typeslowly

Thanks for the replies lots of good information here. In response to getting a degree for the sake of having a 
degree though, I am constantly learning, love to learn, read, etc but I have little use for the degree other than the 
actual piece of paper that many employers demand before they will even consider you. I am viewing this as a 
sort of insurance policy should something happen or I decide to no longer operate my business. If I were to 
move back to the states let's say in 5-7 years I will be in my mid/late 30's. When searching prospective jobs 
online many demand that you posses at least a 4 year degree. Something I am probably a year and half away 
from obtaining should I choose to go back to school now. So I think if I am to finish this schooling the time to act 
is getting close.

So I guess the question is why would it be a bad thing to go to school merely "to get the degree"? I stopped 
going to school because I was really eager to get my business happening and after completing an exchange 
program for college in Japan I chose to to remain here. I value education but when I look back very little of what I 
learned in college was practical. In your opinion would a prospective employer overlook that while I have alot of 
schooling I have no degree to show for it? I have run a profitable business here dealing with the importing and 
exporting of goods and speak Japanese but what I wonder is would I even get my foot in the door without that 
piece of paper?
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Griffin 

Business is a lot different than other fields, and I have seen plenty of people who make it work without a degree.

For me, an advanced degree is a necessity since I'm going into Psychology. For my current field (web 
development), it's not 100% required, but you miss out on some primo opportunities and have to prove yourself 
a lot more. At my last corporate job (at a top firm), I was paid 33% less than someone with about the same 
experience because he had a degree and I did not. Our jobs were identical and produced identical results (this 
position was very structured).

On paper, your worth is less if you don't have a bachelor's degree. This is partly due to the corporate structure; 
they want to be able to say "85% of employees in our division have bachelor's degrees." Smaller businesses 
don't get a pass on this either, since they use it to instantly weed out most of the more experienced and qualified 
candidates.

Big reason why I work for myself haha.

And going to school to "just get the degree" is not a bad thing in my opinion. College has a little to offer even if 
you already know the subject well. What I will say is that it's worth it to test-out of some/most of the courses that 
are way beneath you. Saves money, time and headache. Check out degreeinfo for more info on this.

Also, "life experience degrees" are a good way to get your career ruined and you possibly arrested. If you don't 
know anything about a topic, then don't give advice (and certainly don't assume/say insulting things).

Griffin 

Disagree completely. I hear this statement all the time, always from people who simply didn't attend college. And 
frequently these same people couldn't pass freshman college courses if they did go.

I first began my college education seven years ago, and in that time the undergrad requirements have only gone 
up. Look at the requirements for most degrees, then thumb through a couple of this year's college texts for those 
classes.

suppster 

Tell us about the import/export business. I've always wanted to get into this business, importing and exporting 
products and visiting suppliers and customers overseas. What's your product line and how did you spot the 
opportunity? Any tips for budding traders, and how to get started? Do you sell your own designs or off the shelf 
products?

Well done for breaking into this business!
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AlexMoen 

I too have mixed views on college. I personally valued going to college, but not so much for the degree it got me. 
It bothers me how much importance many jobs place on having a degree. When it comes down to it though, if 
someone has 100s of resumes to go through for a couple jobs, they're going to whittle the list down by making 
arbitrary requirements that may or may not land them the most qualified applicant, and having a degree is 
normally at the top of that list.

My question is why you're even worrying about this. It sounds like you've got a solid business bringing you some 
money. And, besides, we all know the best jobs you're probably going to get from connections, which you should 
have by now.

webgal 

I think what some miss in terms of the value of college is the process--working with a team, setting goals to finish 
assignments, discipline. So it's not always precisely about what you learn but perfecting the process of learning 
it.

lightswitch 

Never stop learning,
Degree is only good for getting a job. 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=9446 Eliminate college?

Tomas 

Hello everyone!

I am just wondering, what is your opinion to studying college?

I'm studying economy and I dont like studying. I like economy, I want (and I am trying!) to be entrepreneur (I am 
freelancer yet), but I feels like school gives me almost nothing. And I also realized that 80% of my suffering is 
because of school (some really stupid work we have to do sometimes). Problem is, that I don't earn enough 
money to quit school (my parents pay it, but they won't pay me anything after then) and I am scared that if I quit 
and find a job, I wont be happy. I have much more free time now (the college I am studying is actually pretty 
easy).
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So, what would you choose?

1. Studying - a lot of free time, less money, very annoying and depressive (it ruins my appettite to work/do 
something more useful)
2. Quit college and get work
3. Anything else?

Discuss.

Thank you very much!

Accountinator

Tomas, I'm a college professor and administrator. If you do not feel you're getting anything out of college, then I 
believe you should take a break and try something else. If you're interested in entrepreneurship, then don't get a 
job, jump right to what you want to do and start a business. Is this your dream? Then don't wait. Go for it now.

I don't know your parents, but you might want to tell them that you don't feel that their money is being well spent 
on a college like this, and say you would rather take a break and learn "on your feet" starting a business. Ask 
them for a fraction of the tuition that they would have spent on college.

Most colleges will allow you to take a "leave" for a semester or two. So ask the college for a leave. This way, 
your parents need not fear that the decision is permanent. Then try to start a business.

If you're successful - then great! Now you might want to go back to college to learn more. If your business isn't 
yet profitable, then you might want to experiment more, or go back to school to learn more business techniques. 
Or who knows where your path will lead?

But wandering through college, wishing it would end is a waste of time and money. Don't do it.

Marcie 

I went to college and I needed the discipline at the time. That's enough of my story :-) You might want to check 
out http://www.ellsberg.com - an author I have met (and a friend of Tim's) who has interviewed (dozens?) of 
millionaires who did not get formal higher education training. Just wanted to throw that out there :-) Good luck!

bsiege 

I actually started my own biz, I was kind of in the same boat as you with not liking school.

I actually did what accountinator mentioned and took a leave of absence, started a business, and will go back to 
college next year. My biz is breaking even in monthly expenses, $500 a month.
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I don't particularly like college, but I see its value. You may also want to consider changing majors/schools. I am, 
and I may or may not like it better.

Remember college is supposed to be at the least useful, at the most useful and interesting (+ some fun of 
course).

Good luck, and watch out some people will look down on you big time for a out of the norm decision, but you 
gotta make your own decisions.

Frank

There are many more reasons for going to college than just to get a better job. It's a huge opportunity to expand 
your horizons, learn new stuff, experiment with lifestyles, etc. BUT, if you're ONLY there because you think you 
need the degree for a better job, maybe it's time to take a break.

My wife teaches several college classes, and it's amazing how many students resist trying to learn anything. 
Their goal is to learn as little as possible and still graduate - what a waste.

If college isn't offering you what you're looking for, maybe it's time to either rethink your goals or jump into the 
real world with both feet.

officer_dibble 

Ellsberg's book is worth a read. There is, of course, nothing to stop you setting up your own business/muse 
while you are still at college. You have plenty of time on your hands. There's no reason why you can't earn 
enough to live on - even working part-time on the muse.

Then once you are comfortably covering your costs - you can decide if you really want to jump ship from college 
and go into business for yourself.

As Frank suggested, college can be useful for more than just studying. It is a safe environment, you may make 
lifelong contacts who will be helpful in the future.

You can also consider four hour work weeking your college days. I did this with my post-graduate degree that I 
was studying from home. One weekend every month I would blitz the assignments (I would write them in my 
head while out running during the rest of the month) and spent a concentrated half hour (split into 2 15 minute 
sessions) engaging online with students/tutor each week. Mine you it was a necessity as I had a full-time job, a 
muse I was working on and a new girlfriend at the time. I ended up with a distinction. 
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Undergrad: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=8883 A few questions that'd help me determine 
whether to go further..

bamme 

Hi all,

I've not yet finished reading the 4HWW book yet – it'd really help me progress to get some insight on the 
following.

I've listened to the first few sections as an ebook.. although I generally hate any 'self/life improvement' book I've 
tried reading, the frustration i carry around in the back of my head was oddly soothed. But something is stopping 
me reading any more.

Thing is, i've only had a short experience of a 9-5 routine - my first 'proper' job was as a self employed art-nude 
and erotica model. I worked 2 days a week in a field where expression of emotion, feeling, and spontaneity were 
part of every day. I used my free time to study website design and search engine optimisation, purely because 
they interested me, alongside painting and sewing.

A few factors in society (or more truthfully, my own submission to society's rules and the people i chose to spend 
time with and listen to..) meant I quit the 'questionable' job and under a pressured amount of time lost my 3 bed 
flat where i lived by myself, all my sewing and painting equipment, and threw myself into a junior web designer 
role for my current company.

After a while, I've 'settled' in and my company in the field of digital marketing consulting, which my company 
noticed I was good at and have given me more freedom with. Despite practical experience I have no university 
qualifications, and no knowledge of wider 'business' principles, or wider marketing.. I got A's in college, that's 
about as far as my academic education ever went. I every now and again undertake a part time or online course 
to develop my skills, that's all.

Within a year i've been promoted twice and now run my own little team there. Every day is slightly different and I 
should feel inspired. Instead I feel grated by a sense of apathy and underlying resentment for what we all 
outwardly regard as 'important' 'integral' and 'challenging". I also simply know that my place is not in a team, 
doing the same thing in the same field every day – I struggle with very basic 'office etiquette' and 'team concepts' 
and am just.. not the same as that.

Given my view on things and what's bothering me/why i found comfort in the 4hww book so far, I have no doubts 
that I'd really like to put into practice the principles I've picked up on in the book.

But, given the above, I have the following questions:

1. do you guys think that i should perhaps spend a little longer in the position I'm currently in, with the view to 
'gleaning' more practical experience in business and/or refining my current work skills, to better 'prep' me/put me 
at a more informed position for following thru with the other things in this book? (This question is based on taking 
into account that Tim Ferriss did go to university, and did have a good degree of knowledge about business 
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principles/concepts/models before starting his first business or taking on further ventures)

2. How, if yes, did any of you in a similar position, go about actually reading the book? So far, I've bought the 
audiobook, listened up to the "Automation" section in my car, decided to buy the book to get a better 
understanding/written reference, now skimmed thru the "Liberation" section to ensure i understand and could 
follow this section when it's time to (as an employee I guess I will implement this as DELA..) and am deliberating 
now whether to go back to the beginning, highlight sections I find particularly impacting, and follow cover to 
cover, swapping liberation for automation.. Did you guys focus solely on one section first? Read cover to cover 
to ensure you liked/accepted the ideas inside then go back and actually do the activities as well? Use it as a 
reference guide only?

3. Having a basic understanding now of what's involved in "Liberation", and taking into account my lack of overall 
expertise in a 'business'/office environment, alongside the fact that currently I don't record my productivity and 
probably am not hugely productive compared to what i could be, do you guys feel I should maybe spend extra 
time practicing the tactics in Elimination, the art of refusal, the 80/20 rule and parkinsons law etc, to refine this a 
lot – say over a period of a couple of years rather than just a small while – before I progress further?

4. At the moment, I want to go to university and study digital marketing. I have always put off the idea because 
im not sure what career value this sort of topic as a uni course would give me in return for all the money, whether 
an employer would be better pleased if i just continued practical experience with a company, whether id be able 
to support myself etc.. but i want to do the course because i want to, because it will give me more free time than i 
do now, because im still passionate about the topic and feel university may reignite it for me, and because it will 
make me more confident and because it may give me a set of tools/knowledge that will enable me to be better at 
independent work. do you think this is a suitable thing to look at as my first real goal, to focus on and change 
work for so that i can achieve? or.. is this too work/9-5/'conformist'? (I am questionning my own personal ideals 
against the ones in the book; i do want to travel and i do have other more fun personal goals like learning to 
dance and act.. but, i do really want to do this course, and it doesnt seem in the same 'fun' 'not work' category as 
the examples..)

Sorry this was such a long post!! I'd appreciate any feedback..

officer_dibble

I'd steer clear of studying a subject like digital marketing at university. Universities are often unable to keep up 
the pace of change in this field. And I'm a great believer in learning from people actually doing it. Universities 
excel in some areas (eg teaching topics relating to their core research) but I suspect they don't attract the best 
digital marketers.

A lot of practitioners in digital have no formal training. When I first started in 93 there was really no option but to 
teach yourself. It's tempting to think that you'll get something out of all formal study but that's not been my 
experience. I did a postgraduate degree in e-learning and frankly some of the materials were nearly 10 years out 
of date. That said I did get a lot out of my first degree (a science one).

Actually, saying that the e-learning postgrad did give one thing of value. A higher degree of self confidence that I 
knew what I was talking about. I passed it easily with a distinction and a minimal amount of work. I wouldn't mind 
betting that you would find the same thing. Practical knowledge counts for a lot in the digital field.

One way to look at it. You might as well get paid to learn new stuff about business rather than paying someone 
to teach you. Staying in your job gives you this.

If you are running the team, you have a great opportunity to hack the job and turn it into something that is 
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inspiring and challenging. Delegate stuff you don't like doing to other team members (but think delegation not 
abdication). Get them to start applying FHWW principles to their own work.

But only you can answer whether to set up on your own or stay in the current job. You don't say how old you are. 
That might have some bearing on which route you want to take.

Lastly, think about things over a shorter period of time. I managed to escape the office and work out what my 
company would tolerate in less than six months. Be aggressive in timescale but not an asshole.

Just my two penniesworth.

Liam75005

There is only one real use in my mind to the degree : to get a proof of qualification to get a job in a 9-5 company. 
If this is what you want, then go for it.

But to get to the 4HWW lifestyle, there is no degree that will be any use. Just a very good sense of 
entrepreneurship and risk taking.

bamme 

Thanks for your feedback guys, really insightful

To be truthfully honest, working in my previous fields (..pole dancing, erotic modelling, 'event representation' 
[nightclub promo in stupid little outfits] and cafe working) I have grown a very negative self image. I am intelligent 
and I am finding im good at something you don't even need breasts or high heels to be able to do.

I want the degree for me, not to work for a company. I want it for my own self validation, to show myself I can 
become something more than either completely dependent on my looks/gender/age for a high income and nice 
lifestyle, or a 9-5 (8-8) worker in any industry.

I've only ever worked for any real company once, that's now, and It's given me the foundations to understand 
what's involved in business and dealing with clients, figuring out how to sell my services and how to streamline 
what I do. However, my current job has also taught me that I am 100% sure I am not meant to work for a 
company. I never want to work for another company again. Before I even picked up 4hww I had been thinking 
and questionning some of the very early principles the book puts forward about why a 9-5 and the concept of 
retirement are simply dire and probably, definitely, not the best I can do.

So, the degree is for me, and the digital marketing aspect of it is because I know I can use this for whatever I sell 
and whatever venture I decide to take on to support all the things I want to see and do in life before I get old - I 
have a natural strength for digital marketing, I have found. I want to leverage that strength for myself, not use it 
to impress any company.

I am a person who will go 100% with absolute maximum effort, focus, and energy, and I will always get what i 
believe i can get. It's just the self belief part, I struggle with. I feel this might soothe my self doubt and let me 
focus on pushing forward, not "what if i don't/can't.."
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With that taken into account, what would you guys say about my original question?

bamme

This is very refreshing to hear I did actually have a huge inkling that a lot of people in digital marketing, the best 
ones, are self taught. Again though, as my previous message indicates, it's really just self confidence and self 
belief I need.

To exemplify, without having completed a degree (for whatever reason/motive you had at the time, either way, it's 
a 'success'/proof you can achieve and are intelligent), at 21 years old, having no formal education and a bit of a 
questionable past, regardless of what you studied - would you feel confident in yourself to structure your own 
learning, teach yourself a skill and put a price on it, let alone take control of life enough to branch off from the 
majority and start putting the skill to better use?

bamme 

Sorry i forgot to put the full picture forward here; i am still not a senior member of my company, i do not get to 
make decisions about how people work and must be seen to take on enough myself, to be there significantly 
longer than my team members every day. same as everyone, i guess. i lack confidence in asserting myself 
there, too – im not hugely experienced myself, and am younger by probably 15 years, than anyone else there. i 
think it's the case they simply cannot afford a more experienced (more assertive, probably bigger and taller) 
person to run this, i think that's the deal. i should add that i know my age and confidence level are not permanent 
limitations, and they are more likely simply my minds perceived 'blocks' in the way of me bettering my life, than 
actual limitations at all..

and you're completely right in pointing out that keeping my job as an opportunity. i think with more confidence i 
could perhaps take a different viewpoint and see ways i could start to change things. im blind to that, right now, 
im not sure enough of my own capabilities and worth to them yet.

this is why i asked if im really ready to progress with this book, i have no confidence. tim ferriss did a degree. he 
did a degree which involved learning about business, i think. i wonder if he would have been as successful in 
what he did without that 'base' confidence. im not objectifying base confidence by defining it as 'doing a degree'.. 
it could have been anything, but you get the idea - confidence, assurance in knowledge, seems an absolute 
necessity here.

that was really the thought that provoked my post.

officer_dibble

Bamme - can you study for a degree and keep your job ie by studying in the evenings?

I would agree that a degree is valuable for developing self confidence and studying skills. It's not the only route 
though. I would say I'd got the most confidence through teaching others eg students/colleagues and presenting 
at conferences. There are home study programmes which can help (I don't use them myself) but a speed 
reading book/course might prove helpful.
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A few years back I read most of the books on personalmba.com and I highly recommend others do the same if 
you want a rounded picture of how to get going in business.

At 21 I had very little self-confidence myself. It is one of the benefits of getting older as you realise you can 
survive (and sometimes thrive) almost anything life chucks at you. If the worst happens - you can get through it.

Although I had a degree under my belt, it was in the wrong subject! I knew nothing about the topic I wanted to go 
into or the one I would eventually end up in. I nearly turned down my first proper job because I knew nothing 
about the topic. Thankfully my soon-to-be boss persisted. I was like you - younger by about 30 years than any of 
the other staff. And it was my job to try and convince to do something different in their area of core expertise.

Your relative youth can be a genuine advantage. In my second job - I was the only person without a 
design/creative degree there. Everyday I'd think - how can I possibly match their talent?

So I got my lack of experience/degree to work for me. If you are young, everyone will try to answer your 
questions - even the dumb ones as they will assume it either youthful naivety or enthusiasm. Ask plenty of 
questions. Similarly, most people 15-20 years older than you will be starting to slow down. They have other 
commitments - family, homes etc - and far less energy. You don't. I used that time and energy to study everything 
related to my job (and areas where I felt the company needed to be going to survive). Within a year, I was the 
most senior designer/developer in the team.

Try to forget about your past. Chances are no-one except you really cares. Most of us make questionable 
choices or have undesirable experiences in our teens. Don't beat your younger self up about it. Learn from the 
experience, move on. 25-30 years from now you'll probably be laughing about it with your kids "Were you really 
a nude model, Mom? That's so cool!"

Another confidence builder that worked well for me was self talk. If you use it right it crowds out the negative 
stuff.

bamme

Thank you so much officer dibble, your account of pretty much exactly where I am, has given me masses of 
positivity. You've really shown a different way of seeing some of the things that I've so far only felt frustrated 
about - you're definitely right about having more energy and also having more leeway/an 'excuse' for asking 
many questions I don't have any other responsibility at all except for training at the gym which takes just an hour 
every day, and yes - the course can be done alongside keeping my job, I think, it's a few days per month full time 
and the rest is personal study.

I will definitely check out the link you posted too.

May I ask you a question not related to this thread? I'm unsure how to private message people on this forum.

bamme 

Sorry i forgot - can i ask, is this referring to self talk in the same way you did: 
http://www.lifematters.com/self_talk.asp
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I've never heard of self talk but I completely recognise the concept that resource refers to.. I have a very 
aggressive and negative "inner dialogue" which is very loud. Can i ask also what you used to teach yourself 
about self talk?

officer_dibble

Re: Self talk. The link you posted has it right.

The two resources I found useful were Steve Siebold's 177 mental toughness secrets . This is the book where I 
discovered the phenomenon but it also covers a lot of other unrelated stuff. But Self discipline in 10 days 
perhaps has more practical advice for dealing with negative self talk but in a particular area (although you could 
apply it in other areas).

Shad Helmsetter is the person I hear most about in this area but I haven't read any of his resources yet. Perhaps 
the best approach might be to look at his books?

I would say that it isn't particularly difficult to master though. Basically, you come up with phrases in areas you 
want to change your inner dialogue about and repeat them (internally, writing them down and spoken) many 
times over. Apparently, it is important to use "I", present tense, goal orientated and positive phrases. So an 
example (relating to weight loss): I weigh 60kg.

The self discipline book I recommend suggests you also use them as rewards when you complete a task or 
achieve a goal eg Good job, Bamme - you really have momentum. Equally, you can use it so that negative self 
talk doesn't get a chance to escalate. So if you break your diet by eating a bar of chocolate: "It's OK, Bob - you 
can get going on your diet again tomorrow. This minor slip up isn't going make a big difference."

It feels weird and you will perhaps feel a bit daft doing it at the start. But I found it worked well for me. One other 
recommendation they make - persist for 30 days or so. It takes a few weeks to develop a habit.

You are welcome to PM but I'm not sure this forum allows you to do so. If not, let me know and I'll give you 
another way of getting in touch if you wish.

Good luck! 

bamme 

Thank you for this, seems a simple enough concept for me to grasp and I can see the potential benefits. For the 
interests of anyone reading in future, I think my friend/fitness coach recommended this to me indirectly a while 
ago and advised me to read a book called "The Secret" which, on first glance, epitomises this concept in a few 
ways.

EelKat 

ACK! My answer got too long, it won't let me post it in one post. I'll break it down and answer each question in a 
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separate post...

You have just listed your muse. Run with it. Writing, painting, sewing - these were my muses. I ran with them and 
succeeded.

I see dozens of posts on this forum each asking the same thing: "What is my muse? How do i find out?" The 
answer is easy: What do you do in your spare time? What you do in your spare time IS your muse. Grab it, run 
with it, find a way to make money at it.

EelKat

Been there, done that. I had to start over from scratch - I lost everything to a flood, in my case.

Before the flood painting and sewing and cooking and writing sci-fi were things I did "for fun", things I did in my 
spare time, things I did after school/work, things I did because I was just driven to do them and got great 
pleasure out of doing them.

Today? I write articles for a living. I write short stories for a living. I write books for a living. I sew dolls for a living. 
I paint for a living. Soon, I'll be finished writing my first cook book, and in the summer of 2012 I'll be starting the 
filming of my "YouTube Cooking Show". I live in an RV and travel where ever I want, whenever I want. Why? 
Because I finally realized what my muse was: writing, painting, cooking, and sewing; and I took my muse and 
turned it into an income. It was a long hard road. It didn't happen over night. It took 3 years before I saw a steady 
income. It took 5 years before I could say I can live off my online writing/painting/sewing/cooking income. I'm not 
wealthy YET, but my income has increased at a steady rate for 3 years now and being wealthy is certainly the 
direction this path is taking so long as I stick with it.

EelKat 

I have felt the same thing myself. I'm NOT a team player. I can lead, I can follow, but stick me on a team and I 
fizzle. I do far better working on my own. Office? GAG! I can't do offices. Phobia issue. I go freak out panic 
attack in an office.

I worked retail before the flood: cashier, sales assistant, sales representative, fitting room attendant, etc. It was 
okay work. I liked what I did. It made okay money. But it stifled my freedom, it kept me tied down to one place all 
the time, and it took away 38 hours a week that I would rather have spent writing and painting.

For me the 4HWW is more about gaining FREEDOM to do things you enjoy, rather than gaining lots of money. 
Most folks see it as a way to makes lots and lots of money, but I see it as a way to make lots and lots of free time 
to do things I'd rather do. So when I started putting the 4HWW into action, I did not focus on money and wealth, I 
focused on freedom and more hours a week doing things I enjoyed. My approach and goal and outlook was 
different and I think that's why I succeeded when so many others have failed at the 4HWW system.

EelKat 

I did not go to school. When people hear that they think I mean college. No. I have Autism. I DID NOT GO TO 
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SCHOOL. *period* I went to Kindergarten - Grade 3. I was pulled out of school at age 8.

I did not go to school, high school, or college. I was 35 years old the first time I heard of GEDs. I took the test 
and passed and broke a national scoring record, 6 months later. They made me take several college entrance 
exams and on each of those I passed, breaking state and national records each time. They made me take the 
MENSA test, I passed that too, and am now told I have one of the highest IQs in recorded history at 217, far 
above and beyond Einstein's 160. When they finally determined I had not cheated on the GED and asked how 
some one with Autism and with ZERO education broke the national test scores? My answer floored them. When 
I was taken out of school I got a library card. I proceeded to read all 12,000 books in that library, and when that 
library ran out of books I got another library card. Today 30 years, 5 libraries and many hundreds of thousands of 
books later I am working my way through the state library's 2 million book collection. Turns out that because I 
DID NOT go to school, I got the best education of all. They also tell me someone without Autism would not have 
been so driven as to read every book in 5 libraries. ReallY? What do I know of what "normal" people would do, 
after all, I'm just the retarded kid with Autism who was too stupid to attend school, remember? Of course Einstein 
and Bill Gates both had/have Autism too, schooling was not a thing in their past either.

Don't fall into the trap of thinking you need college to succeed. Try doing a background check on the world's 
most successful people: a large majority of them never even attended grade school. Heck, look at the USA 
Presidents...only 12 of 42 attended grade school, less attended college.

If you want to succeed, you need a brain that can think for itself, not a piece of paper hanging on your wall. Sure 
college will help, I'm not saying don't go, I'm just saying...go to learn something useful, don't go just because 
someone else did.

EelKat

I just sat down and read it. Took about 4 hours cover to cover. I didn't get it out to read for the sake of 
implementing it. I had just reached that point of the Dewy decimal system at the McAurther Library. This was a 
year after the flood I mentioned above. I had lost my home, my job, everything I owned. I read all of the "home 
business" books before and after 4HWW in the DDS and this one stood out to me as different. It was one of the 
few written by someone who was ACTUALLY LIVING what he was preaching. I decided to read it a few more 
times, really take in what it said. It struck a cord with me and I just kept rereading it, and started doing what it 
said to do.

I didn't do the activities and such, because it was focusing on making money and making money has never been 
something I strive for. I find the topic of money and the pursuit of money quiet boring actually. Probably because 
I never learned math. Money requires math and counting and I can count enough to get by, I can do a little bit of 
addition and some subtraction, but the rest is lost on me. I find numbers incredibly confusing and pointless and 
money just plain annoying. It's only paper. It means nothing to me. (I did not pass the math part of the GED, or 
the college tests, or the MENSA tests, they made me take, btw. Everything else I had a perfect score on.) So for 
me looking at the 4HWW is vastly different than, well, I guess every one else on this forum, because every one 
else seems to be driven to use the 4HWW to get more money and me I was driven to use it as a way to change 
my lifestyle, from one of confining work hours to the freedom to not have to work at all.

EelKat 

I used to have a lot of stuff. A LOT. Autism and OCD = collector of everything, massive hoarder. The flood cured 
that for me, it just took everything house and all. Today I live in a motorhome - less than 150 square feet of living 
space - no room for "stuff" = liberation & elimination at it's fullest.

I will say that "stuff" and "clutter" was hampering my productivity. I can look back and see that now. I'm am far 
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more productive today and I own next to nothing, than I was before the flood, when I owned some of everything. 
I don't record my productivity, I don't need to, it's painfully obvious, the difference between my sluggish 
unproductive past self and my very efficient productive self of today.

Just get rid of everything. Don't even think about it. Toss it all. You'll see a vast improvement in every area of 
your life.

EelKat 

THIS is YOUR muse. Take it. Grab it. Go with it. Explore it. Feast on it. Run with it. Don't ask questions. Don't 
second guess yourself. Where there is a will there is a way. Learn all you can about your muse, than find a way 
to make money with it. You can do it. you will succeed, because it is the thing you WANT to do.

I'm going to copy the answer I wrote for another poster on another thread: 
http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulleti...p?t=460&page=6 to farther explain what happened and how I got where I 
am today....how I took my muse and made it my source of income....

In 2006 I lost everything to a flood, including to lose my job. I became instantly and unexpectedly homeless and 
jobless. I lived for a while in a tent, than a car, than a motorhome. My lifestyle was changed dramatically from an 
average well off normal house dwelling girl, to a "homeless bum" barely able to find enough food to stay alive.

I found the 4HWW in 2007. I do not say it is the reason I got out of homelessness and got my own business 
started, but it certainly helped to give me ideas on how to get started. It was one of only many books I had read 
at that time, on building your own income, but it did stand out from the rest and it was the one I have referenced 
back to many times in the past 5 years.

Now in 2011, I am back "on my feet", no longer homeless, and while I'm not rich and my income is still much 
lower than it was before the flood, I am making enough to take care of myself and my family and i am working for 
myself "full time", with my own online business. And, I have seen a steady increase of income each month for 
the past 3 years. granted it's only a small increase, but still, it's a steady increase and has no signs of going 
down.

The biggest bonus of all: I'm only working 8 hours a week and have plenty of free time for family, hobbies, and 
activities; and if I need more income, it's a simple matter of increasing my work hours for a few weeks. Plus I did 
this all myself without any help from anyone, no loans, no start up costs, nothing. I just used what I already had; 
pen, paper, canvas, paint, brushes, and the deep rooted love of writing sci-fi and painting pictures of my cats.

My income is 100% online. My top payer is Zazzle.com, and my #2 payer is Squidoo.com. Other places I get a 
(very) small income from include Lulu.com, Spoonflower.com, Etsy, Amazon.com, Associated Content, 
Keen.com, Commision Junction, and RedGage.

If you don't know those websites, than I'll explain what it is I do...

I am a writer (non-fiction), author (fiction), painter (acrylic & pastel), photographer (nature & flowers), dollmaker, 
quilter, and online psychic.

I write articles for places such as Squidoo and AC and they pay me for that. Since 2007 I have written over 2,000 
articles some I got paid for up front, but most all of them are now an "automated income" as I get paid by how 
many times people read/click on those articles. Once I have written the article and submitted it, there is no more 
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work to do and one article can generate a steady income for the rest of my life...granted each article only 
generates pennies a day, but pennies a day, for lots of articles does add up, and if you keep writing a few articles 
a week, it can add up to a lot over time. Right now my 2,000+ articles is bringing in $30 to $200 per month, 
depending on traffic and clicks.

I self publish books via Lulu and Amazon and get paid for that. (I planning to expand to include ebooks for Kindel 
this fall). So far I have written (and illustrated) 30+ books/novels, 200+ short stories, about 2 dozen plays, a 
couple of cookbooks, and a few comic books. Again this is an automated income, because as long as the books 
are in print I get paid for sales, and being self published, I get to decide how long they stay in print. This brings in 
the lowest income for me (the reason being I write sci-fi erotica, which has only a small readership; if I wrote a 
more popular genre I would have more sales), but I make on average .99c per ebook up to $7.50 per hardcover 
book sold.

I sell prints, postage stamps, notecards, and t-shirts of my art & photography for a 48% commision on Zazzle 
and a 10% commision on CafePress. I do acrylic/watercolor/pastel paintings of birds and cats and photography 
of flowers and nature. This is my largest source of income bringing in $75 to $600 per month.

I sell quilting fabric I designed for the fabric manufacturer Spoonflower. I make a commission on sale of fabric I 
designed for them, but it is only a few hundred dollars a year, so this is a very low income generator at the 
moment, but I've only done it less than 2 years and their company is new. I know the guy who owns the 
company, thus how I got started with them as a beta tester.

I sell dolls and quilts and other items I sew on Etsy. (I plan to expand to include canvas paintings this fall.) This is 
my third highest income generator, but it is the one which requires the most work and the longest hours. It can 
take several days to hand sew a doll or a quilt and the costs of materials is often higher than the cost people are 
willing to pay for the end product. This is something I do because I like sewing and is not something I 
recommend as a way to bring in a "good income".

I do psychic card readings for people off my "Psychic Hotline" account with Keen. I'm only doing this a few hours 
per month, however I know a few people who do his several hours a day, several days a week and are making 
$200 - $700 a week doing nothing else, so I could easily triple my monthly income if I increased the hours I was 
available to answer calls. If you have a talent for reading tarot cards this actually is a very good way to make a 
lot of money fast - but there is stiff competition in this field and you got to be really, really, really good at it 
otherwise you'll get crushed by the other psychics. This is a hard business to get going in if you are not very well 
versed in card reading.

CJ, Google Ads, and RedGage are affilate linkshareing pay-per-click companies that pay me a commision for 
placing their adds/links on my blog. So far this brings in under $200 per year, but I'm not doing any marketing or 
promotion of my blog. I just write posts a few times a week and leave it at that. Granted my blog was started in 
2003 and has over 5,500 posts on it today, and does have hundreds of subscribers, has had over 183,000 
unique hits since 2007, gets over 1,000 hits a day, and is often reviews by other blogs who often attribute me as 
their "inspiration". (If you Google me you'll find out that I am a little bit, somewhat, very famous and have 
thousands of fans. One of the books I wrote did get rather popular a few years back. So do take this into 
consideration before you look to blogging as a source of income.). I could probably turn my blog into a huge 
income source if I took the time to market and promote it.

How much I earn each month depends on varying factors (such as if and how many new articles I submit, how 
many hours my "Psychic Hotline" is "online", etc.) I can easily increase my income by writing more articles, 
staying online longer hours, or listing more items on Etsy, but at the moment, I don't really have the need to, as 
my income - though low - is plenty for my current expenses.

I have a plan to start selling my craft items and paintings from a booth at fairs, I plan to start that in 2013.

But there you have it. I took my muse and ran with it and have been successful. I'm not wealthy or anything, but I 
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am working very barest minimum hours (rarely more than 8 hours a week) and earning enough income to be 
considered sort of well off. If I made more effort and worked more hours, I could easily increase my income, but 
for the moment I have no real need to do so, my needs and expenses are met and that was, after all my goal.

I am living in an RV fulltime, I set my own hours, I work for myself, I do the things I love doing, I found ways to 
get paid to do things I would be doing anyways (I'm going to write, paint, and sew wither I get paid to do it or not, 
so I just found a way to get paid for doing what I love to do.), I get to travel when I want to where ever I want. 
Me? I'm a beach bum. I love the beach. I grew up on a beach. I still live on a beach. With an RV and can drive 
from beach to beach to beach and live on any beach I want to whenever I want to. I can chase hurricanes and 
blizzards all over the place. Plant me on a cold North Atlantic beach, tell me there's a hurricane or blizzard 
heading straight for me, and I'm happy. I love extreme weather camping. I love digging my tent out from under 9 
feet of snow. I love standing in the surf with 100MPH winds lashing all around me. I love writing sci-fi. I love 
painting pictures of birds and cats. I love living in an RV. I love sewing dolls. I love sewing quilts. I love having 12 
cats. I love collecting tarot cards and reading them for people. I love that I can do these things and get paid to do 
them. I love my life. Do I need to be wealthy? No. Why? Because I've reached contentment and found a lifestyle 
that I love living. I may not have reached wealth, but I did reach personal fullfillment and success and to me, 
that's worth more than all the money in the world. My life may seem wild and hectic and not appeal to other folks, 
and that's fine, my lifestyle is not for everyone, but for me, it is perfect. 

MBAs: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1688 Advice Regrading getting MBA

LongRunner 

In the last couple of years I've thought of getting an MBA degree. I've recently had doubts regrading this 
decision. The road to get into a prestigious MBA degree is long and hard. It involves the awful GMAT test, and 
other tests, a lengthy application process and interviews.

After reading the book, doubts began to appear. Do I really want to give 2 years of my life to getting this degree if 
I don't believe in getting into a large corporation? I've got some savings and I thought to take a couple of months 
off to travel the world instead of using this time to get into the uni'.

On the other hand a MBA degree is like an insurance policy. if everything will go wrong I could always get a 
decent job using this degree, and it may also help me start a business using the connections and knowledge.

I would love to hear some thoughts and comments on this.

JFrenzel 

Insurance policy? IT assures you the glamourous 8-5 plus extra weekends. Out of my friends who don't have 
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master degrees and those that don't, the ones without seem to be doing better in monetary terms. The most 
appropriate metric I would guess for this example. Why don't you start your own company and travel the world. 
You will learn more from that than any MBA program. College can't teach the applications of business nor can it 
give the culture you gain in travel. But those are my opinions on the matter.

LongRunner

Thanks for the reply. Since I don't live in the US, studying there with students from all over the world, seems to 
me a great adventure.

I'm not going to use the MBA to get into a 9-5 corporations. That's out of the question. By the way, This is always 
surprised me with MBA alumni, you see very little businesses that they build by themselves.

Some of my friends tell me that I shouldn't fear the application process, and try to apply anyway, although it 
demands some money and energy. They say that if I'll get accepted than I should start think about it. And I won't 
- I've save my self lots of thoughts

webgal 

Actually, a lot of MBA school is exactly about the practical applications. They look at a lot of case studies. In fact, 
most who have MBA programs will not let you apply unless you have 2 years in the real world. So it does 
depend. It helps with my husband's line of work. But then he and the types he works with do really well on 
standardized tests like the GMAT.

I think if you're dreading it, though, it's not right for you. But like someone said a couple of weeks ago. Not 
everyone on this forum is going to be able to set up a muse-style business and get rich.

kamakiri 

J's anecdotal evidence aside, statistically speaking, an MBA will pay for itself many times. Education is always a 
good bet.

The flip side is that in an economic down turn, everyone thinks of school, so the admissions gets harder.

There are many other intangible benefits of getting an MBA. One is the culture. You are surrounded by a group 
of intelligent people who are working towards the same goal. Compared to having a beer your local, it is a 
different caliber. You will also instantly join a network of others who graduated from your school (so choose 
wisely). Many times it isn't what you know, it is who you know, and those contacts forged in grad school are 
some of the best.

I have an application to a grad school in Dublin sitting in the first folder in my desk. I look at it every time I open it 
up. Some day I am going to take a yea5r off and go through the program. It will accomplish two of my goals, one 
being education, and the other living in Ireland. Get creative, just because you aren't American is no reason not 
to attend a school in the US (or Japan, Estonia, or anywhere). Look at it as an opportunity to expand your 
horizons on a few fronts.
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JFrenzel 

But if you do decide to get your MBA, let me know. I have some contacts at SMU in Dallas. It is a prestigious 
university and I will do what I can to help.

nghs22 

I'm getting my MBA as we speak. It is one of the requirements to becoming a CPA. I don't look at the MBA as my 
ticket to a 9-5, I look at it as my ticket out of the 9-5. Here is my reasoning (see how it compares to you):

-I got lucky and have a full scholarship for my MBA program (see grades are important! ) therefore I it saves me 
alot of money, though there are MBA programs out there that don't break the bank.
-My MBA program isn't one of the TOP TOP programs. Realistically though, an MBA is an MBA. If it is next to 
your name, you have credibility.
-While I am getting my MBA (18 months) I have more time to work on my muses. I am putting 100% effort to 
them. No success yet, but I feel I have to fail before I can succeed. My muses are www.wolfmountainhouse.com 
and www.thegmatcoach.com.
-By having 18 months to work on my muses, I feel I will have a better chance to succeed.
-Ok, here's a fact: I might never have a successful muse. Well hell, what am I going to do then? Get a damn job I 
guess. I now possess a CPA and an MBA. I think I can get a pretty good job with those, no?

So ultimately, it is up to you. An MBA is valuable if you know how to use it. In my case, I am using it to hopefully 
escape the 9-5. Hope that helps.

shanerbock 

I earned mine... glad I did. If you are considering it, you have time, and can afford it... get it. It doesn't make the 
world turn rosie over night... but the more you exercise your mind in business thought... the better off you are. As 
webgal ( I think it was her) said, MBA programs typically have lots of application type study.

FOr me, its been worth it... as far as jobs go "Jobs" suck... but if you haven't found your way out yet... then keep 
growing in whatever way you can.... else you'll be sitting around watching other people live their dreams on the 
other side of the television while you sit there with popcorn and beer, living a content, pathetic life, never wanting 
anything more. Keep the desire to grow... exercise it, use it... as often as you can... growing content is the worst 
enemy, and the problem with most every person in this country that wishes they had more, bitching about high 
prices, bosses, and lack of freedom.

So, hopefully that made sense.... I'm thinking it probably didn't.. but, I guess the short of it is... do anything you 
can to keep moving forward, keep learning, stretch yourself... and become someone better than you are today.

JFrenzel  

It really comes down to what you do. But regardless, I don't even have a degree and have managed a good 
lifestyle with not too much time involved. It really depends on how you are wired and what you want to do.
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ConquerLife

Just type "Degree Mill" into Google, problem solved.

Take it from a Recruiter, those get past any company's "background check". ;-)

I'll never understand how people justify the "raise they get with a college degree" when they spend 5,000 hours, 
and thousands upon thousands of dollars to get it... OH! but you can get $5k more a year woohoo!

Not only is it a complete WASTE of time, and has no real value, it also does a great job getting you your dream 
job as a wage slave on life support for the rest of your physical existence (till your senile at least).

...Most people would certainly advise you that earning an MBA is not only necessary, but your best option. Nuff 
said. 

zhongguohua88 

Exactly. Getting an MBA is not about receiving a certificate in order to impress others. It's about learning skills 
that are required in today's competitive business world, getting experience and being a lifetime member of a 
network you will be able to contact for the rest of your life. It's not as easy as it sounds to build a highly 
successful business, especially if you don't know anybody.

shanerbock 

By this logic... maybe you should
just quit while you are in middle
school.... or before... if you can
already read and write...

Getting any degree should not be
about the job you can get... if
you go to get an MBA, or any
other degree... you should make
sure you understand that you are
doing this to learn and better yourself.

I completely believe that you dont
have to have a degree to be
succussful... HOWEVER, there are
certain things, certain ways of
thinking, that you dont get without
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experience or education. Many people
will never get the expereince until
they learn the theory... thats just
the way it is.

An MBA can open doors... for your
own business for instance... say you
want to start a business as a
consultant... or an author... an
MBA gives you credibility... immediately.
Maybe not to you, but to the market.

Its not the right path for everyone...
but you seem to act like its not worth
it for anyone.

Oh... and just so you know.... before I
stared my own business and finished my
MBA while still working for a large
company.... I got a $40,000 raise...
does this happen for everyone...
no, but it can if you are smart about it.

kamakiri

The best thing about these boards is that anyone can anonymously spew what ever garbage they feel like. No 
one ever said that the way to conquer life was to go through it uneducated. As I said before, education is always 
a good bet.

The other thing about the internet is that most facts are quickly verifiable. If you are working a job, the average 
increase after an MBA is 56%, which will pretty much pay off an MBA in 2 years or less. If you are going out on 
your own, there is still a huge reason to have an MBA. Personal development, education, networking, are among 
the biggies.

Here is a quote

Quote:
Start Your Own Business Interested in starting your own business, but not sure you have the necessary 
expertise to launch a start-up in a high-growth industry? An MBA can prepare you to do everything from writing a 
business plan to acquiring venture capital to launching an IPO. Research has shown that the failure rate for 
small businesses started by MBAs is about 50 percent less than the standard failure rate.

From allbusinessschools.com
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Read this blog post as well. It has one of the best lines I have ever read:

http://www.iwillteachyoutoberich.com/blog/a-fantastic-book-on-behavioral-psychology-sway/

Quote:
As this fascinating article from Harvard Magazine points out, ‘Poor families are often deterred from applying to 
colleges for financial aid because the forms are too complicated. ‘An economist would say, ‘With $50,000 at 
stake, the forms can’t be the obstacle,’ he says. “But they can.’” (And there’s data to prove it.)
I am losing my point here though. Basically you can lead a student to college, but you can't make him learn.

shanerbock 

Ha! I love it! Great line.

frekwentflier 

I know this is a very small example, but my ex-girlfriend has an MBA and 2 Bachelor's degrees and works 50-70 
hours a week for a Fortune 1000 company for a salary of $X (before taxes).

I have a BS in Computer Science and I own 3 businesses and do not work every week and last year I grossed 
(before taxes) > $X, worked from home most of the time, and traveled extensively (while running my businesses 
via phone, fax, and email!) so I could be with her while her company made her go all over the place to work.

It's all in your mindset. You do NOT need an MBA to be successful. I agree with the poster above who referred to 
"Rich Dad, Poor Dad". MBAs, and schools in general, teach you to be a good employee, not a successful 
entrepreneur. Go read MBAs for Dummies and see if that is enough.

zhongguohua88 

It's not because you don't need one that it's not useful. You don't need to know how to read to function in the 
society but it helps if you do.

On another note, Rich Dad, Poor Dad is a terrible book with poor financial advices. The author makes his money 
by selling MLMs, books and seminars: not by doing what he advocates. The book itself is a fictive story that 
Kiyosaki sold under "non-fiction" to get an easy best-seller. Many examples he gives are simply things that don't 
happen in real life, like houses selling for less than a third of their value without anyone noticing and being able 
to get them without doing any work or risking any money. Most of his companies went bankrupt and he is now 
successful because he is selling others what they want to hear. There are even complete websites dedicated to 
reveal what a fraud he is!
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kamakiri 

I have seen those sites that put down Kiyosaki. I would say his books are very worth the read, especially 
Cashflow, and his recent additions (except for the one with Trump which was garbage).

That aside...

I keep forgetting to mention that it is not the education that makes the man. It is the man who makes himself. 
Successful people, educated or not, will be successful. That successful people are more educated is a given.

Successful people, in general, work hard at being successful. That is why 90% of lottery winners are penniless 
after 4 years, and 90% of MBAs are far more successful for the long term.

Aside from education for education sake being worth while, it is the process that you go through. It is 
emphasized in one of my favorite quotes:

Quote:
After you become a millionaire, ... what's important is the person you have become in the process of becoming a 
millionaire.

frekwentflier

I would say knowing how to read is far more valuable than an MBA. But if you want to waste tens of thousands 
of dollars on one, be my guest. I know better.

Sorry you feel this way about Rich Dad, Poor Dad, but this is completely incorrect. I suppose Donald Trump is 
also not successful because of real estate, but only because of The Apprentice and his selling books, right? 
Kiyosaki made money doing exactly what he said he did, and then expanded into this business. That's what 
good businesspeople do, they expand and grow new businesses. What a concept!

Nowhere in his books does he ever say anything about houses selling for 1/3 of their value without anybody 
noticing or risking any money. Instead, he advises people to educate themselves in how money really works in 
the USA instead of believing what some shill stock broker (ala Boiler Room movie) tries to sell them. I have 
personally purchased houses at 60% of their appraised value. So not 1/3, but < 2/3. Still a darn good deal.

Following Rich Dad, Poor Dad principles (build businesses, own real estate), I already have my TMI solved. So I 
know the advice provided in the books works perfectly if properly implemented. Have you tried them or do you 
just believe negative websites? I'm sure there are plenty of websites that say 4HWW is fraudulent too, are you 
going to believe them? I do not.

Jfrenzel

So True!!!!! Then they write a book. Tim, Donald Trump, Kiyosaki, Anthony Robbins, and so forth. Nothing wrong 
with that. I would do the same : ) But they all usually started out with something and then wrote a book on the 
success recipe. Who would not want to read something like that.
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Tommy

Not to throw you under the bus.... but did you sell that house? lol

I could say the same thing:

"These guys drove up to me in a van, and sold me a bunch of electronics. They were in unmarked boxes, and 
the van was from out of state... but I bought them at 2/3's of their appraised value!" 

lovinglife 

In order to succeed, you must educate yourself. Don't think anybody will disagree with that. How you choose to 
get that education is a personal decision and one that you need to make for yourself. Everybody has different 
goals, wants, desires (10 different people may all want $10 million dollars but none of them will be identical in 
what they do with that money if they got it). If having an MBA will make you feel more secure, then go for it. I 
know several people who contiued on with school and only one is currently in a profession that requires it (he's a 
lawyer). Yet, none of them regret the time and money spent. I also know people who never even went to college 
and they are also content. It all comes down to what you want and how you think it will (or won't) impact your life.

When I attending my college graducation (BA), I sat next to a woman who was also getting her bachelors. She 
was a white haired, grandmother looking person who had no use for a degree that late in life other than the fact 
that she had the goal to be college graduate before she died. Sometimes, just the act of achieving a goal you set 
for yourself is worth it, whether or not you ever do anything with it.

frekwentflier   

No, I haven't sold it, I hold onto houses as long term investments for rental income cashflow. IE, they are one of 
my muses. So now I have 10 that cashflow about $2000/month. This is just about enough to cover my basic 
living expenses (home, car, food). So if I feel like not taking any more consulting assignments for a month or 2 
and go to Thailand instead (sounds kind of like a mini-retirement and I have done this multiple times), I can do so 
knowing that the major bills will still get paid.

I'm sorry but comparing foreclosed homes from HUD to van-electronics is kind of silly. My agent does a lot of 
research on each foreclosed house we look at. One of the nice things about real estate is you can easily figure 
out the worth of a house by looking at comparable sales (comps) of nearby, recently sold homes. There's no 
guesswork involved. If 3 houses of similar size nearby sold in the past year for $100k, then your house is worth 
$100k too. So if I can buy it for $70k, I'm getting a great deal! Sure, markets go up & down, but overall, real 
estate is much more stable than say the stock market.

This entire real estate bubble is way overblown b/c of just a few crazy areas (Florida, Vegas, DC, and California). 
Here in Indiana we did not have the ridiculous 200% appreciation rates like Vegas, and now we're not having the 
200% depreciation rates like Vegas either. More like +- 5%. So if I buy at 30% off, +- 5% is not going to kill me. 
Plus I hold for the longterm cashflow anyways, not to "flip". 
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From Tim's Blog:

8 Steps to Getting What You Want… Without Formal Credentials:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2011/09/29/8-steps-to-getting-what-you-want-without-formal-credentials/

How to Create Your Own Real-World MBA:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2010/06/28/mba/

How to Create Your Own Real-World MBA – II:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2010/07/05/how-to-create-your-own-real-world-mba-part-ii/

Mini-Retirements/Travel

With kids: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=459 Parents of Young Children Discussion

SilverSurfer 

I think the one major piece missing from the 4HWW is the dilemma that faces parents of small kids.

I took some mini-retirements when I was in my 20s, what we called, "Finding ourselves" so I agree with that part.

However some situations really do tie us down to one spot that preclude taking advantage of some of the 4HWW 
techniques.

For instance, my wife is a PhD scientist who is tied to her dream job and has no interest in extensive traveling. 
Our kids are in school and can't be pulled out of school for any non-important reason. I have a house with what I 
consider is a big mortgage (but not as big as my neighbors who bought later). So I have more structure forced 
upon me than I did at age 25.

I would just like to go to the gym for 90 minutes like I used to, but the kids go to sleep at 8:30, and I couldn't 
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really get there before 9pm- which encroaches on my wake-up-at-6am schedule.

I've wanted to talk to other parents who read 4HWW to see how you've interpreted some of these things and 
juggle 4HWW ideas with parenting.

Drewkerr 

I don't have kids yet. But I would think taking a child out of school for a year to live abroad is an experience that 
would far outway the fact of being behind a year.

Even if you don't want to have your kids get behind, consider home schooling them. Just home would be 
somewhere else in the world.

Marcie

Well, my take on it is like this: I feel like I am more apt to get frustrated with my son on account of life's 
distractions, mostly just being tired on account of them, so if I can automate/eliminate more of the minutia, I 
should be able to enjoy him more, because he really is a joy Even when he is having an emotional breakdown (2 
year old).

This is also a good example of un-schooling, meaning letting your child decide what to learn based on what they 
are excited about at the time. I do want my son to go to traditional school, but hopefully I will have more time to 
spend with him living to the beat of his own drummer (check out the dedication in 4HWW) I think our school 
system has similar rules about not taking them out of school but there are exceptions for "educational trips" - you 
might want to check into that

Oh and see http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2007/04/29/from-geek-to-freak-how-i-gained-34-lbs-of-
muscle-in-4-weeks/ on how to spend quality time at the gym

Good topic!

final_id

In some more rural parts of the USA, "home schooling" is rapidly becoming a synonym for "backwoods anti-
intellectual unscientific schooling in which religious bigotry is fostered rather than questioned, in a most un-
American manner, creationism is foisted off as science, and THE CHURCH is considered a moral authority 
regardless of the corruption of the pastor, and we don't want our kids anywhere near adherents of other 
HEATHEN faiths, and not any blacks neither." Be careful what you tell your friends when you mention that you're 
starting "home schooling." They may assume you're a fundamentalist with a racial or at least backwards agenda.

Marcie

That's why I prefer the term un-schooling, but thanks for the warning!
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final_id

De-school-ification.

SilverSurfer 

I think true un-schooling is the concept that kids get interested in something and then can study it in a variety of 
academic fields on their own. My son is 4. We took him to the King Tut exhibit in Philadelphia and he got hooked 
on Mummies. He drew pictures of mummies, made lego pyramids, the temple of Karnak, and a sphinx (well, he's 
4, he tried). He made items out of play-do, clay and blocks. I asked him to make up a story about a mummy. we 
did a project where we tried to dry out an apple like a mummy with salt. We bought the game Sennet which he 
was too little to learn. What you're talking about is some interest of the children being able to drive all levels of 
study. So like an elementary school child would do, I dunno, math related to the pyramids, astronomy 
information, study of Egyptian myths and history, draw maps, make art, do science experiments, etc. I've heard 
this called like democracy education as well. I think we can all agree it's a perfect example if done well, but it 
could be hard to do it well I would think.

My cousin was involved in an alternative program at her Los Angeles school in 1966 that to this day messed up 
her spelling- they tried introducing the kids to DIFFERENT LETTERS beyond the 26 letters we know as a way to 
teach phonics. ugh. walk that tightrope at your own risk.

final_id 

Haha, the old "hookers on phonics" approach.

Or should I say "hUkers on Fonics"?

Luv2trvl1

If you haven't made this connection yet, check out fellow forum member "gsimd" website/ blog:

http://www.familyhack.com/

Here he, wife and kids try to sort out the 4HWW concept with young kids in tow.

Doubletfan

Gee Cliff, take it easy. That really sounds like some venomous hatred for conservatives and, I assume, 
Christians. Some people might think you are the bigot. The homeschoolers I know are highly intelligent, 
succesful, businessmen who, yes, are often Christians. Their moral authority is God, not their pastor, they love 
people of all colors, and yes, they don't want their children being tought anything that is false, including false 
religions. 
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final_id

Were you suggesting I should be quiet about other people's beliefs? Maybe your cult membership has dimmed 
your tolerance for democratic debate ...

Marcie 

Guess I'll repeat myself again, can we keep the discussion relevant to the topic at hand? I am sure there are 
plenty of places on the net to debate things like this, should you feel so compelled. Thanks!!

gsimd

We've been living the 4HWW mobile lifestyle with kids for a few years. To be honest, it happened more by 
accident than design. However, once it started, we got aggressive about "lifestyle design".

Our blog was mentioned earlier, but here's a direct link to the post that gives the most background on what we 
do.

http://www.familyhack.com/2007/07/22/my-4-hour-workweek-mobile-family/

Finally, we home school (unschool) because it fits our mobile lifestyle. Plus, my wife was home schooled her 
whole life and got a much better eduction than my public school flogging.

Good luck on making some more time for the gym. It seems like a very attainable goal.

Seacrestpromo

I too would find it difficult to live the 4HWW lifestyle at this stage in my life.

I am sandwiched between taking care of my boys and my aging parents and MIL.

When can only travel for no more than 2 weeks at a time due to doctor's appointments, school meetings, 
continuing education, etc.

What I hope to accomplish by reading 4HWW and using Tim's ideas is to make more time available for myself 
and my family and to take care of them and their needs.
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Marcie 

Hey - that's what it's all about for you right now and that's an admirable thing!

VitaminD 

I consider the fact that I'm single and without children one of my great advantages. I still barely have free time on 
weekdays - although I'm sure I could rearrange that. I don't appreciate it enough.

I've wondered how people would ever have kids without having their financial situation set, and at least the time 
management to have some free time in their lives.

I'm 23, and I've told my mom not to expect me getting married until I'm 30. I simply don't feel like I'm capable of 
raising a child right now - besides, attracting a MATE should be what's on my mind!

Marcie

I would have said the same thing at your age I don't think Tim expects anyone to become a carbon-copy of 
himself, but rather wants to give people the power to have the time to do what they want or need to do in their 
lives. For me, more quality time with my family is paramount!

VitaminD

Good thoughts. Don't get me wrong - more time to hang around people I love is basically what I want. I love my 
family. But my OWN family? Ugh!

Marcie

LOL well said. You have to pick and choose your family sometimes. I was referring to my husband and my son, 
for the most part It's cool having a mini-me!

Monak

I'm glad there are other folks on this board going through the same dilemmas! As a fellow parent of a 2-year old, 
this was the reason my wife and I got into 4HWW in the first place. We have been slowly but surely sucked into 
the vortex of the rat race, from dropping our son off at daycare for 10+ hours, to rushing into downtown to work 8 
hours, and rushing home to make dinner, play, read, go to bed and start all over again. Arrrrrrrrrrgh! Enough is 
enough.

I think my wife has had more breakdowns about leaving our child at daycare than I, but I'm starting to feel the 
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"growing pains" of him now being a "big boy" as well. Don't get me wrong, we love our daycare, he loves his 
teachers and friends, and it's great for social learning. But, we just want more time with our family unit, just the 
three of us. We got into musing and dreamlining to get out of the ordinary rut, cut back on W4W (or cut out of 
W4W), and travel the world. That's the type of education I want my son to have.

With regards to un-schooling, I'm starting to come around on the idea as well, previously having some of the pre-
conceived notions mentioned earlier in this thread. But, the sister of a good friend who lives in Mexico just 
started attending this "virtual" high school instead of the pricey American International school there and loves it.

As for my 2-year old, I think giving him the widest possible view of our world is the best education he can get. 
And Marcie, I love your community (even if it's only for moms!). 

SilverSurfer

That would be every single parent.

You never feel your financial situation is set.

After I bought my house I wanted a beach house I could rent out.

But seriously. step away from involving your mother in the grandchild talk.
step away...

Jeff

I have two children 4 & 7. They are both in private school because I know my wife and I are absolutely incapable 
of homeschooling. Unlike the public school that has every other Friday off for banked overtime, this one has all 
the school holidays bundled into a full week or two at a time. It is at those times we go "travelling." To be honest 
2 weeks is enough with young kids. I also travelled extensively before I was married (Australia, Asia, Bali, 
Europe, Carribean, all over North America), and you know after a couple of years it got boring. It was however 
the best thing I've ever done, and so I don't feel like I need to take a year off with my children and do the same 
thing.

Right now, we typically rent a house with a pool for a week or two during the school breaks (next summer we're 
going to rent a house in the south of France for a month). During the school year I can now visit the gym daily, 
go for walks/bike rides, take art and language classes at the local college, see an exhibit at a museum, volunteer 
for various charities, etc..

I'm sure if you look locally, you'll find many things to keep you busy, without the need to travel for a whole year.

SilverSurfer

My son started a good Pre-Kindergarten program this fall where the academic emphasis is on foreign 
languages, in this case Spanish. I know I would never have thought to teach my son to write and read in Spanish 
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at age 4, but he's doing great and I expect he will be able to do well in foreign languages as an adult. Unlike me, 
I can read and write Castillian Spanish, but of course everyone in Latin America speaks varieties of Spanish with 
nicknames and idioms that sound like word salad to me.

I know talking to my mother that when I was at home, prior to kindergarten, she didn't think I'd be able to write 
until age 5 and didn't try. I don't know any 4 yr olds who don't write at least some words now. It's like when my 8 
month old started talking. None of us expected it at that age, but he was ready and we started teaching him 
words and looking at books.

So I have no problems with school, public school, and the like right now. Unfortunately in my city Private school 
starts at $20k per year with the good ones at about $30k or $60k for two kids which is a LOT for Kindergarten. 
but then again, they would befriend the right kids to help them later in life. My sister's best friend married the son 
of a billionaire via those connections. So when I think of my budget required to live I keep going back to $60k for 
private school tuition to start...

The major issue is that my wife is a scientist with a job she likes and a semi-functional consulting company that 
barely pulls in 5 figures. So she's not on-board with a life-change right now, nor is her company at the level 
where I can convince her it's time to work solo.

I ran my own consulting company which during the dotcom boom offered the right money but that industry is 
much more competitive now and I didn't really enjoy "seeing" Boston from an office park 20 miles out of town. In 
fact I'd rather work 12 hour days at those places rather than end up alone in the hotel gym talking to my wife on 
the phone.

I'm not done formulating all my ideas from the book yet, so I'm still going through what my plans are.

final_id

Whoa. Twenty thousand plus dollars a year for Kindergarten? What am I missing here?

Marcie

I think he said that was for 2 kids?

final_id

Still, $10K a kid? Not where I live. Though many locations don't have decent public education options (way to go, 
USA!) I still can't see spending $30K (as one scenario indicated) per child. When I got to my multi-cultural inner-
city high school -- most rigorous in the state! and yes, public! -- it turned out that many of the snooty private 
middle schools had only prepared their graduates roughly equally as well as some of the lower-tier private or 
church-run (though not necessarily religious) schools, or indeed only comparably to some of the better public 
middle schools. The snooty schools' kids had the added disadvantage of never having mixed and mingled with 
anyone of a different socio-economic background. (And of course I'm using the adjective "snooty" a bit 
sarcastically, no real offense intended. Hope you get my drift.)

One suggestion I might make would be, to use the 4HWW principles to allow yourself some mobility in terms of 
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school districts. Maybe that monstrous house in the suburbs in a terrible school district is part of the problem? 
Liberate! Get rid of it and get three apartments in town for the same total cost, then you'll have a variety of 
places to stay, and a variety of schools to pick from. Just a thought. Thinkin' outside the box.

Of course, I certainly don't know any of us has a giant house in the suburbs at all, but it might still be a useful 
exercise for us to consider the option of raising a family by housing them in multiple dwellings. Dad's apartment 
near his work and school, a kind of stop-over for over-nights but not really "home." Then mom's apartment near 
the playground and her work, thoroughly outfitted for weekends. Then the other apartment near the 
grandparents and close to major bus lines. Etc. Nothing says you couldn't do it. In fact, from all the parents I 
know, the one thing you're always doing when you have kids, is packing stuff into bags and knapsacks in order 
to travel across town for something. Why not just make that the norm, with EVERYTHING mobile all the time, 
rather than having to de-mobilize it at the end of every day?

I'm off on a tangent here, but ya get my point. Don'tcha?

Batman

Which is not to be confused with pretentious intellectual bigotry... that is much more "amerikan"

final_id 

I'm sorry, I don't understand. Am I being blamed for pretension merely because I wish to eradicate religious 
training from all public institutions? Or was it closer to a flame and therefore planted with even LESS content? I 
don't think that type of directly personal attack is warranted. To complain about religion relative to public life -- 
particularly public schooling -- is not flaming and is germane to the sub-discussion about schooling options for 
children. If, to the contrary, one's personal religion is somehow impugned in this discussion, then perhaps one's 
adherence to that given faith has created a vested interest in one's taking one side in that discussion, and 
therefore has created an inability to assess issues clearly.

OK, let me put it simply. Many people who say "home schooling" really mean "getting my kids away from other 
races, and also getting my kids away from mind-opening influences such as exposure to a variety of creeds, 
cultures, and backgrounds." By extension, most American home-schoolers, therefore, are foisting a religious 
agenda on their children and doing it at American taxpayers' expense.

This is only germane to the overall discussion in the sense that I warned one person, that the current 
communication assumptions of the previous paragraph are now under way. In other words, if you say "I home 
school" you might readily be misunderstood to be participating in those sorts of religious agendas. It's simply yet 
another way that the 4HWW program might be misunderstood by "mainstream" America. Not a major issue, but 
one to keep in mind as long as we're talking about 4HWW's impact on family's with small children (the topic of 
this thread).

But that's not what's being raised here. What's being raised by the preceding post, is my personal character (an 
ad-hominem flame, and therefore both: logically pointless and proving of nothing; AND bad internet etiquette, 
likely to raise the anger rather than lower it), and questions of one's right to question another's religious faith (an 
off-topic question, and also a very un-American point of view, and further totally contrary to the 4HWW program, 
which allows the questioning of any preconception out there in society at large).

If it's religion that's clouding your view and making you insist that others shouldn't question your religion, then 
maybe you're making a circular argument.
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Batman

No

Nope it was an observation. Would you agree that infering someone is 'backwoods' could be considered a 
'flame'?

I think that religion is irrelevant to the topic - my wife and I homeschool and it does not matter what our reasons 
for homeschooling are on this message board what matters is that it makes things much easier when trying to 
create a "New Rich" lifestyle. (for the record we homeschool for academic and social reasons not religious)

I would love to see the facts that brought you to this conclusion

2 things
1 - So what. I would suggest that if a person really wants to fit the rest of the worlds assumptions about what is 
the right choice and the wrong choice for them to make regarding how they are going to live their life, they will 
have a difficult time implementing 4hwwk strategies
2- I have 2 years worth of research that does not come close to even hinting that that may be the case (unless 
you poll public school teachers by themselves)

I read the 4hwwk book as a "how to" get some more of what I want out of life not as a religion that needs me to 
preserve it (sorry Tim Ferriss)

4 things
1 you seem to be a very sensitive person. did you really consider that a flame? (not a slam on your character - a 
genuine question)
2 you are assuming that it was meant to - did your original statement that prompted the observation prove 
anything? was it intended to?
3 It was not meant to anger - it was an observation - did it anger you?
4 I think it is perfectly OK to question ones own faith. If someone wants to question someone elses it may be 
more appropriate to do so over at the freedom 'from' religion forums

If I were you would I consider this a character attack?

Here are some facts
- This is a forum that is centered around the 4 hour work week.
- My wife and I homeschool
- I am taking a 5 day spontaneous vacation next week with my family in tow that I could not take if my children 
were in a public, private, christian, catholic, muslim, buddhist or sihk school

see religion is irrelevant
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thirtyfive

We have 3 kids, their ages are 7, 5 and 3...in the past year we have done some great trips, but left the kids at my 
wife's parents. They have been awfully supportive This month we'll attempt another week away, with the kids 
(but it has to be over their fall break). I will run my businesses remotely via laptop and mobile phone when I have 
to check in.

We have a great public school and I don't feel like flushing 20-40k in private education per year. We do 
supplemental home education for art, music and what the kids are really into (volcanoes!). We plan on doing a 
Hawaii volcano hiking trip next summer.

Having the three great kids has limited a true global travel lifestyle. Not sure how to get around it for awhile. 

Batman 

in the interim it appears that you have found a work-able solution that fits your family.

I like how you blend your supplemental education and travel itinerary together - good work!

final_id 

No, although implying (not inferring) it might be a flame. Since I did neither, but instead simply quoted what I 
perceive to be many other people's opinions, then I guess your comments aren't applicable to me at all?

OK OK, so you aren't fundie freaks. But the fundie freaks ARE ruining the notion of homeschooling around here 
and anywhere I've ever been. If you're in a place where it's more accepted, and less religious, then I think you're 
part of a minority. Thank goodness there are people like you out there! But they're not around here.

Batman

I guess not -

I am not sure what you mean by a "fundie freak" (I really am) but its probably not a term we teach in our home 
school - we are a little more open minded and objective than that

I'm done - let us go forth and create a great lifestyle

Marcie

Yep, let's please keep this thread on-topic as suggested by the OP above.
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deanypop 

What about the "expecting father/mother"?

Right now, I'm (somewhat) newly informed of impending dad-hood... Good news, frightening news, but mostly a 
whole boat of extra stuff to learn/do, all the time.

So, two questions:

1) Can experienced parents give any hints as to how/when to transition to a 4HWW-style existence? I'm 
basically the breadwinner, and will remain so after the kid arrives... And while I make a decent living, I'd like to 
figure out whether or not it's a good idea to truly invest a lot of effort into this stuff now, with a kid on the way... 
Keeping in mind both the 'there is never a good time' principle, and the fact that Tim isn't a parent (that we know 
of), anyone have pointers/tips on how to "startup" both at once?

2) Assuming there aren't any particular issues, how about tips on "typical pre-dad/pre-mom" items that might be 
outsourcable/automatable? Yeah yeah, we want to be totally involved, blah blah, not miss a thing... But, there's 
just mountains of this stuff to go through. If there was a (GOOD) website we could join, or particular functions (no 
idea what, that's why I'm asking) we could push off to others, I'd love to know!

Thanks!

OneOfEm 

Right now, I'm (somewhat) newly informed of impending dad-hood... Good news, frightening news, but mostly a 
whole boat of extra stuff to learn/do, all the time.

So, two questions:

1) Can experienced parents give any hints as to how/when to transition to a 4HWW-style existence? I'm 
basically the breadwinner, and will remain so after the kid arrives... And while I make a decent living, I'd like to 
figure out whether or not it's a good idea to truly invest a lot of effort into this stuff now, with a kid on the way... 
Keeping in mind both the 'there is never a good time' principle, and the fact that Tim isn't a parent (that we know 
of), anyone have pointers/tips on how to "startup" both at once?

There are many, many, many ways to make more money. There's no way to make more time. Now, before your 
child is born, is the perfect time to break the typical work pattern and free up time so that you can spend more of 
it with your family.

Due to a 14-hour-per-day job, I missed the first few years of my oldest son's life. When I found out my wife was 
expecting our second, I left that job for a significantly lower-paying job that let me spend much more time with my 
kids. That was one of the best decisions I've ever made.

Using the 4HWW principles, you can have the time and the paycheck(s).

You'll never hear anyone on their deathbed say that they wish they'd spent more time with their job.
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gsimd 

As someone who successfully does this with kids, my advice is to start now, stay the sole breadwinner and 
always be aggressive about lifestyle design. It's much easier to create good habits than it is to undo bad ones.

Before my wife and I do anything, we ask yourselves what effects it will have on our money, time and mobility. 
This applies to purchases, activities and personal friendships.

Some choices we've made are:

I'm self employed and work at home.

Why? It offers unlimited income potential, flexible time and excellent mobility. A side benefit is I don't compare 
myself to my workplace peers. No "keeping up with the Joneses".

My wife stayed at home after our kids were born.

Why? She is the best child care provider for our kids. No child care expenses. No work clothes/dry cleaning. We 
only need one car. We eat better food, Plus, she she has more mobility than she would with a job.

We homeschool/unschool our kids.

Why? We aren't tied to a school schedule so we wake when we want, eat when we want and travel whenever 
we want. No rushing out of the house everday with some stupid meaningless stressor like "we'll be late for 
school" And yes, the kids are socialized. That's a myth about homeschooled kids.

We buy almost all our kids toys and clothes at Thrift Stores.

Why? It saves us a ton of money and we get better stuff. Parents always keep the really expensive clothes for 
"special occasions". In the meantime, the kids outgrow it and it goes to Goodwill. My wife scoops up top of the 
line designer duds that still have the tags on them for next to nothing. You would never know by looking at our 
kids that their clothes cost about $3.00 not $60.00.

We live beneath our means.

Why? No debt. Less maintenance. We love to travel. Experiences are more important to us than stuff.

We use "attract and repel" for our social commitments.

We do all we can to "attract" people we enjoy, admire or can learn from. This is as simple as letting them know 
how much we want them around. Inviting them to dinner or sending unexpected thoughtful gifts. Conversely, we 
"repel" people who drain us of time and energy by avoiding contact or in some cases being blunt about our lack 
of interest. LIfe is short. Design it.

Finally, we keep a running commentary of this at http://www.familyhack.com. The best post to get some 
background on our life is at http://www.familyhack.com/2007/07/22...-mobile-family
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SilverSurfer 

I don't want to get funny, but "unlimited income potential?" come on, that's the oldest MLM Scam line in the book. 
Everyone's career has unlimited income potential unless they're in the wrong career. I wouldn't work for a 
company where I didn't get bonuses on contracts won or stock options or that didn't have unlimited income 
potential. It's like saying that my house has unlimited airflow.

and since I'm a manager how would I compare myself with my assistants and "keep up with the Joneses?" My 
best friend on my block is a doctor and his wife a lawyer, so if I worked from home and saw their movers moving 
in their stainless steel kitchen... I'm better off with my staff at work, right? You do live in a neighborhood where 
things are going well, right? I drive a nice car, but my next door neighbors on either side have Mercedes and 
Audis and antique MGs.

and shopping at Goodwill? I have a stay at home neighbor who gets to goodwill every tuesday morning, buys all 
the designer clothes and resells them on ebay or her flea market booth. I think she's clocking about $500 per 
week on that- full carloads of stuff. With that competition Goodwill where I live never has anything for the kids 
except sweatpants and Dora shirts- I just dropped off a bunch of their clothes over Labor day and saw nothing. 
Glad it works for you, but... in 2007, after ebay, that's rare. Heck, I once had a side business that resells on ebay 
from garage sales that made about $100 per week profit last fall, but I don't have time to spend driving and 
shopping. That's wasting time I could be at the zoo with my kids, coffee and bagels, Sunday mornings.

I really cannot see any one of your arguments here. If you have unlimited income potential then Goodwill is 
hardly a necessity, nor would it be a problem to buy toys without teeth marks for the kids. That's the hallmark of 
limited income and unlimited time. That's the frugal living mindset that held me back in my 20s.

The world is enormously abundant, but I'm still thinking ahead. I want more and I'm going to get more, but not 
ever by sacrificing something- if I sacrifice then that means I screwed up and it's my fault. The idea of budgeting 
to be able to stay home, I mean forget it, I'm never going to budget for the rest of my life, if I don't have enough 
money for something it's time for me to earn more money, not shop at goodwill. Both my wife and I have outside 
consulting gigs outside our day jobs. The consulting gigs together don't equal $20k yet, so we have our work cut 
out for us. then there's my ebay sales which is I suppose "job" #5.

I'll put it this way, and this is an obnoxious post, so forgive me in advance. When I meet with clients I wear a 
$1000 suit, so goodwill doesn't work. All my clothes are dry cleaned every week. My CEO just made me his 
special projects assistant so I work with him directly most of the time. I absolutely credit part of that to me looking 
the part. I once worked for a company where I wrote a proposal that won the company $400 million in business 
and that's not a joke, the literal gross was $405 mill. My bonus check was in the high 4 figures off that one. 
When I start my own company I will be still bidding on contracts, but with the staff that completes them while I go 
meet with potential clients at the club. Goodwill... that's just not presentable.

A couple I know sold their company for $23 million in cash and stock over a three year period. I want their life.

I've told this story before, but I read this in the newspaper about 10 years ago. A couple's daughter was 
murdered in their trailer park. The reporter interviewed them. They ran a jewelry business where they were their 
own artisans and marketers and sold at craft fairs and flea markets. They complained in the article that they 
were entrepreneurs but couldn't make enough money to get off food stamps or move their family out of a 
seriously dangerous trailer park where there daughter was murdered. I'm going to be an entrepreneur, but my 
kids are never going to live in danger because I can't figure out a way to make money.

Because, as the kids say, that's how I roll.

Anyone who ever died saying they spent too much time in the office, worked in the wrong office, my best friend's 
father in high school had all his kids and his wife working for his law firm one year and loved what he did more 
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than he loved mowing his lawn at home. I know because I'd pick my buddy up from the office plenty of times 
while in college and we'd sneak drinks from Friday night wine and cheese parties for their clients that were the 
most sophisticated affairs I'd ever seen at that point. Desks with inlaid leather tops, mahogany paneled walls. 
This was the guy taking the entire firm to Aspen for Xmas break after a $50 million settlement.

My father never took us to Aspen when I was in high school.

My wife took me in the summer. It was nice. We went hiking.

And I'm looking to get out of the rat race while hitting a target budget of roughly $150k per year which is where 
Tim Ferriss comes in.

final_id 

One way to look at this is, that some people think life is full of trade-offs. They say, "Well, if you do X then you 
can benefit by getting Y." Or, "If you want to make omelets, ya gotta break eggs." Or any of a million other 
platitudes.

But for me, 4HWW allows us to move away from trade-offs. Because, if you think about it, the net sum of any 
trade-off is only zero. There is TIME and ENERGY lost, and then you gain only as much as you lose. You may 
gain something you want and lose something you want to get rid of, but still, the overall is zero. A out, opposite 
of A in, adds up to no total A.

I want a life where I find as many NON-trade-offs as possible. Where every exchange is win-win in the sense 
that I benefit from what I lose, and I benefit from what I gain. This isn't always possible, of course. But there are 
a lot of business gurus and enthusiasm personal wellness coaches who want you to get heavily involved in 
trade-offs. Who want you to be extremely energetic (loss of time and effort) about putting in time, money, 
investment, research, effort, psychic commitment, on the one hand, in order to gain something (usually money) 
on the other. Tim suggests a better way of thinking.

I kind of realize, that much of life with have trade-offs. Some of them will even be mandatory but detrimental to 
me. For example, paying for dinner. The cost of food is greater than I want it to be, especially since I always eat 
out because I hate cooking and don't maintain a "full" kitchen of appliances. So, the time I have to work to make 
that money is more than I want to put in to merely securing food. But I don't have much say in the matter, I gotta 
eat and I don't set the price of ham, so I'm trapped with ("mandatory") the trade-off of food for money that feels 
rather much to my detriment than to my benefit. (I guess it's technically "to my benefit" in the sense that I get 
food, without which I would die. But it still feels like I'm getting bilked.)

Nevertheless, some trade-offs can be improved. You don't HAVE TO buy a brand new car every new model year. 
Even if you do have to maintain a car for transportation in your city ("mandatory": your city lacks decent public 
transportation like most of North America, isn't your fault, you can't change it) you can still get a BETTER version 
of the trade-off than to just buy into what society says you "ought" to do. You can buy used, do the research 
yourself, maintain it carefully, drive safely, and your costs will go down.

And you can utterly ignore some trade-offs. No reason EVER to spend time on mowing the lawn and gardening 
the weeds if you don't buy a house in the first place. No reason EVER to spend time and effort on cleaning your 
car if you run it through the free car-wash that you get every time you fill up for more than $20 (as long as you're 
sensible enough to wait until there's a gap in your emptying gas tank that is larger than what would hold $20 
worth of gasoline). Those are win-win-win trade-offs. You lose no money, you gain time over the previous 
"supposed-to" arrangement, and your total A-in versus A-out is positive rather than neutral.
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Trade-offs are a total of zero. I like things more than zero.

Gsimd

Ya got me. My choice of words was massively cheesy. Sorry about that. What I wanted to say was employess 
have more limits on the upper end of their income than people who run their own businesses. Bosses control the 
purse strings and there is usually a salary range for employees in most industries. Contrarily, a business owner 
reaps greater rewards and also spread their risk over many customer or clients versus a single employers 
paycheck. The thinking that a job offers greater security than a business is a myth.

Only our kids clothes come from Thrift shops. I'm in the design business and wouldn't last a second if I didn't 
dress impeccably.

We don't buy from thrift shops out of necessity. It's a holdover from my wife's teen years. She started "thrifting" 
for retro fashions and got very good at it. She really enjoys the thrill of the hunt. It's kind of a hobby. I'm just the 
opposite. The few times I've been with her, all I see is a bunch of crap. That said, I'm always impressed with 
what she seems to find.

I also agree that a frugal mindset is counter productive. We're fortunate that my business provides us with a very 
comfortable lifestyle. The choices we make have to do with protecting our ability to travel with ease, not meeting 
a family budget.

EnjoyingLife

Hi,
We have 3 kids (5yo, 4yo and 2yo), we have an internet company and travel around. We are from the 
Netherlands and now live in California. Our kids are sometimes in daycare fulltime (for a couple of months) and 
then we take them out again to enjoy family life together. I think our situation is perfect right now. We do have 
some debts, (study, house we bought and sold for less, etc), but that doesnt mean that life can be just as 
expensive or even cheaper some where else. On our wish list to live are Romania and Brazil. Husband & I have 
lived in Brazil before, but we want our kids to be a little older to live there.

I think school is sometimes too slow for them. But taking them out of school for a couple of months and then 
bringing them to school is a great challenge for them, and doesnt make them lazy. I also love it that they go to a 
school where they speak another language, so school is hard enough for them. I don't think my kids need more 
academics, esp. not more time learning academics.

It's like Tim Ferris says, you can learn things much faster if it's a challenge.

And that's what we are parents are for, we can motivate them, explain, helping them feel confident, and most of 
all just relax and have fun.

kamakiri 

I am on my second mini-retirement. Basically tied up things for the last 5 months, and now I am taking 3 months 
off in the US to see the Aurora Borealis and the US Christmas, among other things. My son is 6 and goes to 
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preschool when we are home, but nothing while in the US. At 6 he is fluent in Japanese and nearly fluent in 
English and easily reads the Cat in the Hat books in either language.

I have not found any disadvantages to traveling with a small child, and actually it is great to have him around. It 
really puts things like flight delays into perspective. He would rather stay at the airport video arcade instead of 
ride a plane to the destination.

Kids can really hinder your goals, if you let them. The trick is to always have them be a positive influence, and 
learn from them. Life is too short not to.

With pets:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=4204 How do you handle PETS on a mini 
retirement?

Monkiii 

I know that Tim talks about kids in the 4hww. Trouble is, there's loads of places that let you bring your kids, but 
that don't allow animals. Given that I'm looking at around 3 months for a decent mini vacation it also seems 
unfair to leave a dog in a kennel for that long. I also can't imagine my daughter would be too pleased if I applied 
Parkinsons law to the dog...

So is there anyone here taking mini retirements with pets, and if so how do you handle it?

phil 

I really want a dog, but travel too much. I haven't figured out a good solution.

How about leaving the pet with a friend, family, neighbor, for a small fee. So that it's not in a kennel, but still 
being watched well.

How about hiring someone to come to the house at least once a day and handle the pet?
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kamakiri 

I pay someone to house sit. Not much, but enough to get a college student or my sister-in-law when she is free. I 
have a short list of trusted people.

My initial reaction is to say that if you don't have that kind of a network that you probably shouldn't have a dog, 
but there are all kinds out there.

The link is gone now, but : http://twitter.com/jfrenzel Jose, a friend of Tim's was renting out his apartment for 3 
weeks, and it is dog friendly.

International travel with dogs is difficult. They need to be chipped and have some serious paperwork. It is a pain 
in the rump. In country travel isn't so bad. There are a lot of places that cater to canine companions. Figure out 
what you want and make it happen.

REOBULK

This is what I do, it's the most expensive part of the time away!! But, it's the lifestyle I chose BEFORE getting this 
one moving.....

I find that the pets are happy and obviously well fed when I get back!

Zach.Ho 

for me,I decide not to raise any pets though I really really want a cat & a dog at home.

but if I have had pets,I will let my family or friends take care of it,and I'll do this days before I start travelling to 
see if there are problems.

Monkiii 

Thanks for the ideas everyone.

We do have a network of friends, family and a dog sitter. It's just we have a rescue dog with abandonment 
issues, meaning she gets very upset when left for more than a short period of time.

We've looked into travelling with her, but it does look rather beuracratic and there's a few things I'd really rather 
she wasn't injected with... (although she was chipped by the pound before we got her).

Seems to me that if one was to travell with a dog that it would probably work better going and staying overseas 
in one place for a few months rather than jetting all over the place. I know someone who brought their dog to 
Ecuador this way, but I'm just not sure if this is the best way possible.
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TBarretH 

Another thing to think about is quarantine time. Depending on the animal and the country you are visiting 
quarantine times can be several months. If you are going to be gone for 3 months it would probably be better to 
leave the dog at home with someone they know, then to try to take them with you and wind up leaving them 
locking an quarantine kennel with unfamiliar people and dogs all around for 6 weeks.

My girlfriend and I have pets (cats and a dog) and thus far have chosen to leave them at home when we travel 
because of this.

Marcie 

Yeah, I know someone who lost a beautiful chocolate lab in quarantine in the UK, diagnosis was a broken heart

Monkiii 

Yeah. I'm just afraid that the same would happen to ours, even if we left them with our dog sitter instead. She is 
*very* attached, after having been abandoned by one set of owners before us.

Zach.Ho 

hey,is there any NPO that offer pets-watching service?I read an article today about this,though the name of the 
orgnaztion is not real 

Monkiii 

NPO? You mean non profit organization? Not that I know of, but who knows, maybe someone like the (r)spca 
might...

Zach.Ho 

yes,non profit organization
I'm sorry I can't help more but I think it's a way

zacholas321

I was struggling with this concept 'til today. We have two dogs, a cat, and we own a house. I don't want to sell 
the house, nor do I particularly want to rent it for a short period of time, put everything in storage, etc., and I also 
don't want to leave it empty while we're gone.
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The idea I had today that I offered to my sister (which she LOVED) was that she and her boyfriend could live in 
my house rent- and utility-free while we're gone, as long as she watches the pets, gets mail, etc. Maybe you 
have a friend or family member that you trust that could hold down the fort while you're gone? I understand that 
my situation's not the norm, as my sister and I are young-ish, and it's not like she's leaving her life behind to live 
in my house.

adam.sn 

Luckily my sister LOVES dogs.... which is great b/c our 50lb hunting dog is a bit needy... we're on a mini 
retirement right now and I bought my sister a pair of $150 boots to look after our dog for 10 days... she was 
happy to do so.

Jackson

Maybe you could just posting on the forum if you need a pet sitter? 

Destination ideas:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=85 Where Do You Want To Mini-Retire?

HalfSwede 

Hey!

I was just sitting here pondering the places that my wife and I would like to go for some mini-retirements. My 
places aren't necessarily the lowest budget places, and because we would be out in the country we would 
definitely need a car (which would add to the cost of the mini-retirement), but here are some of our top choices...

1. England countryside (i.e. not London) - we love to visit gardens, cathedrals, estates, tea rooms, country pubs. 
I'm thinking somewhere in the south of England so we can visit (again) some of the famous gardens located 
there.

2. Norway - I lived there for a year in high school and have visited 4 times since (far too few visits). Just a simply 
drop-dead gorgeous country. Here I would probably want to spend a good part of the time in Oslo (wouldn't need 
a car in Oslo), but also want to go back to northern Norway, the land of the "Midnight Sun". A great memory from 
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nearly 30 years ago was fishing high above the Arctic Circle at 1 in the morning and the sun was out!

3. Other "top" choices: Tuscany (Italy), Provence (France), Sweden, Ireland.

Where do you want to mini-retire to?

Drewkerr

well in the works at the moment i have a couple places.

1) would be rome, itlay - i toured italy for 14 days and loved it, and i have always been extremely facisnated by 
the culture

2) if my girlfriend studies abroad in the the begining of 2008 I will start in rome for a month or two and then move 
to Amsterdamn where she will be studying for about another 6 weeks.

3) not really a retirement but our Rotary Club District is sending a Group Study Exchange to Argentina in the 
spring of 2008, I might try and take part of that.

Talon 

Chuma Bolivia
La Paz Bolivia Carnaval Feb depends
Columbus Ohio football any of the games
Lame Deer Montana July Sun Dance is fun, however party is at Crow Agency
Great place to party in August Chuma Bolivia
Fun to be at Bozeman Montana October football homecoming parade
In florida Miami Days March was okay-

MiniBlueDragon

I live in the English Countryside (almost!) hehe

Little town called Leatherhead:-

http://www.visitleatherhead.com

Anhoo back to the subject...
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* Kuredu (Maldives) - It's where I proposed and spent a magical two weeks of bliss.
* Thailand - Every time I see something or read something about Thailand it sounds amazing... Not to mention I 
love "The Beach" by Alex Garland! hehe
* Japan - One of my best mates is out there teaching English and he says it's the best place he's ever been.
* New Zealand - LOVE Lord of The Rings, Love the countryside and nature, Love how friendly Kiwis are. What;s 
not to like?
* Canada - Back to the Nature argument I'm afraid.

darrin365 

Japan
Italy
U.K.
Every historic site in the U.S.

searstower 

Machu Pichu, before they close it down to tourists

Mexico City, Mexico - I have family there that I would like to get to know better, and having 2-4 months of 
intensive Spanish immersion training would be so much fun! (I'm already fluent, but man, I get rusty)

Thailand - I've trained Thai kickboxing in the past and would love to train at one of the thai camps there for a 
while and learn to cook authentic Thai food

Anguilla, a gorgeous, out of the way caribean island

Merida, MX - Great weather, great beaches, great teachers

South Africa - A friend of mine who spent 9 months traveling the world just moved there permantently

Shanghai - I'd like to go there and learn Chigong

India - Visit Ghandi's home and live in an ashram

read 

To start...

Japan - Somewhere off the beaten path. I really want to see old-fashioned tofu-making methods
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Seoul, Korea - I have already been here. This is where my roommate from college lives. I missed her wedding 
because I had to work. Now I want to go and see her new baby!

Hong Kong - Several of my students are from Hong Kong. They told me it's a great place to go, if I haven't quite 
mastered Mandarin or Cantonese yet, because many people speak English.

India - Salman Rushdie. Arundati Roy. Some of my favorite literature is written about India. This month, I plan to 
finish reading Gandhi's autobiography. I guess I'd like to do a little literary tourism and see the places I'm reading 
about --

fmichlick 

There are many places in Europe that I'd like my family to see. Also I've been to Costa Rica before and spent 
two weeks there and I really liked it.

jetpacklife 

A) Somewhere where speaking english doesn't peg you as a gullable tourist. I've been scammed almost every 
place I've gone and I'm sorta sick of it.

B) Somewhere with nice weather

C) Somewhere interesting

D) Somewhere not too expensive.

Martini 

My own private island.

Drewkerr

I like that idea, the private Island.

Martini - have you seen the MTV Cribs of Richard Branson's Island? I could live there just about year round.
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Martini

I try to live as frugally as possible so I don't have cable television.

But my own private island will complete with underground tunnels. Sweet!

Christoph

Anywhere and everywhere. But, if I had to choose initially, I would go to:

Norway-
Scotland-
Sweden-
Holland-
Denmark-

Can you see a trend? Ha!

Talon

Seems Asia is the place most want to go
Not sure if this works anymore
Cut rate Travel
847 405 0575
if you are a student traveling outside of us their prices are 14 to 30 cheaper.

VitaminD 

The Island of Capri, Italy. I've been there once and it was one of the most beautiful places I'd ever seen. A tall 
Island over the bright blue Mediterranean.

A friend and I set a goal that by May, 2008, we'll be there, both free from the 9 to 5, sipping umbrella drinks and 
hitting on beautiful women. Right now, it's looking like I'll be there.

HalfSwede 

My beautiful 20 year old daughter just got back from Capri and thankfully won't be there when you get there!
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Also on the trip was my beautiful 24 year old daughter, but she was accompanied by her 6'-5" ex-Marine 
husband...doubt you would want to hit on her even if you had the chance!

On the other hand, my ex-wife was also on the trip (I wasn't on the trip)...if you ever run into her feel free to hit on 
her all you want!

Seriously...Capri sounds great based on what I have heard from my daughters.

VitaminD

Hahaha...yeah, this is good news for you especially.

Actually, you'd be surprised. As per a chapter in Tim's book, the "unattainable" women are often the easiest to 
approach, even if they're surrounded by huge guys. Especially, even. I've done it, and usually the guys are too 
surprised/freaked out to do anything. I wouldn't mess with marines, though.

Yeah, definitely at least check it out. The Roman emperors used to vacation there. I'm not surprised it got some 
glowing reviews!

Marcie

ok, now I want to go to, any beautiful men there?

VitaminD 

Yes. Me. When I'm there. 

Drewkerr 

VitaminD - Capri is awesome
I was there for a couple of days. While we there we saw Jessica Sara Parker, not really a fan, but its always cool 
to run into Celebs.

The water is so clear. The beaches I was on were sort of weird, no sand like here in the states, just pebble 
beaches.
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Waterboy

my top 5
in no particular order

Munich, Ger.
Florence, Italy
CapeTown, SA
Innsbruck, Austria
anywhere in Australia

seven 

I've decided on the destination for my first mini-retirement: Cebu, Philippines.

That is where my wife is from, so I want to spend 3-6 months there learning Bisayan and getting to spend more 
time with her family. Also, I plan to use it as a base to travel to other Asian cities. And, while in the Philippines I'm 
hoping to find a muse that will finance future mini-retirements.

I think I'm totally not the target audience for Tim's book, but I plan on taking advantage of it anyway. I say that 
because I'm a blue collar worker in a factory, so obviously I can't outsource myself or anything like that. However 
I'm finishing up my 2 year IT degree this fall. Then hopefully I'll be able to work myself into a position where 
telecommuting is a possibility. I figure that to find a good IT job I'm going to have to relocate anyway, so I plan to 
save up and sell most of our possessions and our house. Then I can quit my factory job and do the mini-
retirement before finding an IT job.

Marcie

Sure you are, you just need to find a good muse or two

b18bgone 

Im game for Maui, or Down Under

dixonge 

Scotland/Ireland - genealogical research
Places all over the U.S. - also genealogical research
Buenos Aires - after Tim's recommendation we've become quite enthralled with the possibilities there
Carnivale in Brazil (probably not Rio)
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southern Argentina, Tierre del Fuego and Chile - waterfalls and glaciers and the end of the world
Costa Rica
Berlin
France - the part Peter Mayle talks about in his books, Provence
Italy
Australia - chase storms, see a tornado or two

final_id 

Rio. And not just for the soccer ... ...

I think a LOT of single males have thought along those lines. In fact, the book doesn't address the issues of 
creating relationships in these fabulous locales. It sounds like Tim did fairly well, IIRC -- a tango partner, for 
example, if not romantically involved then heck it must have been at least steamy! -- and there's the story of the 
California lawyer who chucked it all and runs some beachside scuba service, who has a hot tropical wife.

But what if you aren't charming to the ladies? What if you ain't got no game? Going overseas is just going to ... 
further exacerbate your loneliness, no? 

Gear:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1650 Getting kit together for mini retirements..

kingfu 

I'm in the process of getting some gear up together for some mini retirements (1 - 2 weeks) around europe.

As per the article in tims blog i wanna travel light. I would love to hears peoples experiances doing this, what kit i 
might need and what I don't need.

Also a question regarding back pack size....i see most backpacks on the market are the huge 60 litre+ 
ones...which i guess is fine and dandy if i want to trek around for years on end. But im guessing for a short break 
here and there a 35/40 litre would be better? is that correct? and if so would i also need an additional day sac? 
And lastly if i got a 35/40 litre backpack would i be able to carry one of these onto the plan with me?

Thanks
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Bulldog 

Check out www.lifenomadic.com. They have some great thougts on packing light. Also, the backpack they 
recommend is fantastic, I have the exact some one, made by Dueter.

JFrenzel 

I have the swiss army one. Tim uses the same one, I used it in Europe 2 years ago and it was awesome. Carry a 
camera, pocketknife(Kershaw), notepads, money.

Webgal

You cannot carry a pocket knife on a plane, however. They will take it away unless it is in packed luggage. So if 
a plane is involved at any point, keep this in mind. My husband has donated several to airports over the years.

TimW

Before 9-11, you could carry a folding knife or multi-tool with a folding blade up to 4", as long as the blade wasn't 
serrated. I had purchased a folding knife specifically for carry-on purposes. Imagine how things might have gone 
if other passengers on those planes had knives and, well, actually used them.

The government woudl still have likely banned them....

But I digress.....put that stuff in checked baggage.

kingfu 

Thanks for the replies!

Great link bulldog, thanks alot. I can't believe they can get all that gear into a 28 litre rucksac! I'm not planning on 
taking alot of the gear they do on that site...and i was considering getting a 50litre rucksac!!!

With reference to knives...im in the UK...carrying knives over here isn't as prevelent as in the US. Infact i've got a 
good idea that unless you have a very good reason to (i.e. you're a chef etc) then im pretty sure its illegal. I 
wouldn't also even dream about going thru one of our airports with one. But thanks anyway.
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TimW 

Kingfu

I don't live in the UK, but follow weapons laws around the globe (as much as I can). Generally speaking, you are 
correct...the UK pretty much prevents people from carrying anything for self-defense, and in the case of knives 
and such, even small ones can get someone into trouble.

There is apparently a move by one of the MPs to ban pointed kitchen knives, since they can be used as 
weapons. The thought by this member is that it's the cutting edge that's what's really needed, not a pointy tip, so 
by making (in essence) "safety scissors" out of cooking knives, more lives will be saved.

I could go on and on about what a nutty plan that is, but that's a post for a different thread on a different board.

One question: Can anyone here convert the liter (or litre??) size bags into cubic inches? If so, I can give some 
other ideas for bags as well, since that's my line of work (I sell military and police gear) and could make some 
recommendations for you to search for.

Marcie 

1 liter = 61.0237441 cubic inches

I'll let you do the math

kingfu 

Thanks marcie

So a 40 liter bag would = 2440 cubic inches

TimW

That's about what I calculated. There are a lot of bags out there, especially in a more robust "military" 
configuration...meaning made of Cordura nylon, with webbing on the outside to attach additional pouches.

A reasonably priced pack that isn't so styled is the Tactical Tailor Enhanced Day Pack. About 2100 c.i., has a 
padded area for a small laptop, a pocket to hold a water bottle and some additional pockets. Made of 100% 
Cordura. I use one for my everyday pack. The "Ranger Green" color doesn't look too military (think a dark, 
smokey green). Price is around US$100.00 + shipping. I don't know any European retailes of Tactical Tailor gear.

But since you said you want to travel light, these might not be the best option, since most of the packs, without 
anything in them, can weigh in the 4-6 pound area (1 pound = 0.45359237 kilograms for the imperially 
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challenged!!! ). Typically, these packs range in price from US$30 - $200, with price quality generally being 
indicative of the quality of construction and materials.

You might want to look at Camelbak's line of commercial packs. They have them up to about 2,200 c.i. and 
smaller, allowing one to pack the essentials. Camelbak.com has, I believe, the ability to search dealers 
worldwide...I don't know for certain because, since I am a dealer, I have no need to look for one. The added 
benefit to a Camelbak is that they come with a hydration reservoir, so you'll always have water (assuming you 
remember to fill it....).

kingfu 

TimW, thanks for your indepth reply. I did check out the camelbak website but they are quite expensive here in 
the uk (isn't everything!).

In the end i ended up with a 35 litre rucksak from the local super market for £10. I'm actually very impressed with 
it, took it to amsterdam on the weekend. Has lots of compression straps, a bottom opening and seems very 
sturdy.

Sadly I did fill it just for one weekend...so im really going to have to start working on and packing light if want to 
go for a few weeks at a time

Lucius 

I've learned quite a bit from this websire re: packing light -

http://www.onebag.com/

I'm looking forward to putting it in to practice myself...

Safe travels -

kingfu 

great site, thanks! 
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http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=866 Best laptop bag for backpacking

flefant 

Hi Team

I am about to head over to Spain for 3 months and will be doing some backpacking etc.

I have a 12" laptop which I will be bringing with me but I dont feel comfortable sticking it in my backpack for two 
reasons.

1) It can easily get damaged
2) If I am doing some site seeing then I will want to take a smaller carry bag with me (to include the laptop, 
books, water bottle etc) and leave the larger backpack tied up somewhere

So, I need a small carry bag / rucksuck to take with me but most on the net are too heavy or bulky.

Tim mentions a "Kiva keychain expandable duffel bag" but I dont think thats really what I need. I might be wrong 
though (?)

Anyhow, any advice would be greatly appreciated.

TimW 

What about this:

http://www.tacticaltailor.com/index....ROD&ProdID=294

Be aware that you'll need to measure your laptop to make sure it works. I have a Toshiba Satellite 15" screen 
and it doesn't fit. As for quality, Tactical Tailor makes excellent gear that's in use all over the world in military and 
civilian applications.

Though I know we're not supposed to advertise our own businesses, I do sell this brand of equipment and can 
get you a slightly better price than directly from the manufacturer.

final_id

I recommend making sure your power-connector will work in the place where you're traveling to; and in fact 
whether or not you can use internet connections (I think there should be little to no problem with that).

I'm going to do the backpack-with-laptop thing, but I'm hoping to have an ultra-micro when I go. One of those 
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super-duper-teeny-weeny things that doesn't do much except wordprocess. Maybe a fold-out full-size keyboard.

On that subject -- what kinds of teeny-weeny laptops do people like? I have a mid-sized to large-sized laptop 
made by Dell, but it's nearly 3 years old, time to upgrade.

simpleware 

I always like the slim note book sleeves so that you can use ANY type of carrying case that you want.

Squeegee

I hear the 7- and 9-inch EEE PC is popular... starts at $299 for the cheapest one

badhank 

there are backpacks with a laptop sleeve built in, i have one but dont use it

there are also the "soft briefcase" type bags, i use that. It has wheel for travel, and small enough to put on top of 
larger luggage.

fun fact: i got both free (1/year) from novell at a computer expo for answering questions about a presentation 
that i just watched.

as squeegee mention, that asus EEE PC is AWESOME especially for travel. You have to take into consideration 
also that it runs linux. That aside its set up in a very friendly way where its clearly spelled out. The one i played 
with didnt even have a start menu, it just had a clean looking interface that had option like internet, word 
processing, emial, picutres, audio etc etc. Im gonna get one soon 4 sure. solid state hard drive is also very 
cool... i have so much more to write about it, but here the site chick it out for urself http://eeepc.asus.com/global/

James Grey 

I personally prefer backpacks made for Special Forces military units or expeditions, they are made to survive the 
toughest environments and for comfortably carrying heavy, bulky loads over long distances.

The following features are recommended for a Flashpacking Backpack:

-Expandable width. This is one of the most important features, depending on what you are doing or where you 
are traveling to you may need to carry only your laptop, or four days worth of clothing also for a short trip. Ether 
way around you will be able to adjust your backpack depending on you travels. Expandable width backpacks 
use zippers or straps, either is fine.
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-Shoulder strap. Having a shoulder strap will make carrying your Flashpacking Pack and your large backpack or 
suitcase at the same time easier.

-Double Stitched Seams. Your Flashpacking Pack will be carrying your most expensive gear in addition to 
getting allot of abuse from traveling around the world with you. Having a pack bust a seam in the middle of an 
airport is not only a pain, but you could end up damaging you gear.

-Heavy padded shoulder straps. Your laptop may not seem that heavy, but try carrying it for hours after taking a 
20 hour airplane flight. Good shoulder straps will lighten your load and make traveling less of a pain in you back 
(pun intended).

-Locking Zippers. For those times where you have to check your bag or when you leave your pack in the hotel.

-At least one medium sized outer pocket. I use this pocket to stuff all of my belongings (wallet, watch, 
sunglasses) when I go through airport security.

In addition to a good Flashpacking pack buy a padded laptop case, it will protect your laptop from bumps. Also if 
you are forced to check your Flashpacking pack they you can still keep your laptop.

TimW 

James, this is, as they say in the military "in my lane", I would agree. I sell this type of gear, and sell a fair 
amount of it. There is just one caveat:

Almost all these types of packs and cases scream "military" to anyone looking for it. And who are those looking 
for it? People who generally want to harm military forces.

MANY military guys I know, sell to and run across use a civilian backpack when they are on R&R or travelling 
to/from the Sandbox (i.e. Iraq/Afghanistan). They do this to try and maintain as low a profile as possible so as to 
not attract attention of n'erdowells (although they use other terms).

Granted, their short haircuts, demeanor and such mean that they may have a harder time blending into the 
crowds, especially if they wear "cool military/cop guy" clothing, shoes and sunglasses.

Most of the time, people around you will be clueless to the type of backpack you have unless it's some sort of 
camouflage. In the US, that sometimes isn't an issue depending on where you are, and if it's considered trendy 
at that moment in time.

However, overseas, bad guys and government officials, as well as other military-types, will recognize these bags 
for what they are...military bags.

Depending on where you are in the world, that might not be a good thing.

So while I have a LOT of military gear (given my business), generally when I travel I try to be the "grey man".
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James Grey 

Sure I know what you are talking about – the guys in Jordan wearing 511’s and Blackhawk packs… lol

But I have been using those types of bags ever since I started traveling, I have never had a problem with my 
safety because I had a Maxpedition pack- even in places like the Middle East.

In my opinion its not something that anyone should worry about

TimW 

Generally speaking, you're correct. However I believe in a fully-informed buyer, so if that's something they wish 
to ponder, then fine. If not, then I carry many of the latest in military backpacks.

balopp 

I agree. Last summer spent 3 months backpacking through Europe (with a 14" compaq). The sleeve helped me 
fit it into the smaller hostel lockers, or take it out of my large pack without having to unbundle everything else...

Having said that, I'd still recommend some sort of Citrix (gotomypc?) as a replacement. You'll know best for 
yourself, but looking back, the extra weight wasn't worth it.. Though I did lose a few lbs - maybe due to the 
exercise

Good luck! 

Where to Take up Permanent Residence:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=4663 Where to live once you have the freedom? I 
need help!

ecomm 

So I'm born and raised in NY, loved it here growing up and I still enjoy all it has to offer but I need a change... 
and I only realized this once I no longer had to work 50+ hrs/week.
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A little about myself:
- single male in my mid 20's
- self employed for the past 5 years
- e-commerce has been my main business for the past 3 years
- typical work load is 20 hours / week
- net $2k/week on average

So now I have a relatively good income (in comparison to my lifestyle), and tons of free time but I'm started to 
get bored. I go on lots of vacations and enjoy all of them but I'm looking for a full time place to live that fits well 
with my lifestyle.

I'm looking to relocate somewhere in the US with the following qualities:
- younger single population
- on the beach (a lake and lots of parks would work too)
- no snow
- close to golf courses
- good nightlife
- near a major airport
- like minded people
- lots of cafes / wifi hotspots to work from

Does anyone have any suggestions? Any and all help is greatly appreciated!

Sven 

Vancouver, even has snow should you want it.

mtueckcr 

Berlin?
It has most of the qualities youre requesting. But its not in the US which can be very good if you really want to 
experience something new.

Well there is no beaches and I don`t know about the golf, but maybe you can then take vacations to enjoy golf 
and the beach.

It has defenetly got a lot of nightlife, lots of young open minded people and cafes and bars. Also you can get 
very cheap apartments there.

If that isn´t what you are looking for, have you seen the random episode where Tim and Kevin talk about there 
favorite places in the world? Might wanna check that out, I think it was the China episode number 2.
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Pura Vida

Ps. comming to speak of it you might wanna check Costa Rica. The people there are very relaxed and open. It 
has no snow and lots of the most beautiful beaches.

maxpr

Minus proximity to the beach (though there are parts of the Texas coastline that are surprisingly nice)...Austin is 
a great place!

Monk 

Somewhere in Australia should fit in nicely with those. Also considered Singapore?

Phil

In quite a similar situation as you.

I'm thinking Maui is quite perfect. (and they just got 4G from sprint)

As Tim says, innaction is not the goal. You don't want to just sit around all day. You need to fill your new found 
time with new activities. For example, can you join clubs or groups? Volunteer? Teach people your skills? Learn 
something new?

I think it'd be cool to start a group of entreprenuers in their 20's that rents a few awesome houses (think 
$10,000+ per month), and split the rent to more reasonable amounts like $3000 or something. That way you get 
to live an "Entourage/Cribs" lifestyle. I keep finding awesome places fit for a celebrity, but the rents are 
prohibitive unless I find people to split with. I don't need 10,000 square feet, but want the private gate, waterfall, 
media room, spa, 2 sub zero fridges, super tall ceilings, and luxury finishes. Anybody down?

ecomm 

Thanks for all the input guys, I not really interested in living anywhere internationally long term... not to say that I 
would never consider it but right now I'm looking for more of a "home base" in the US.

Phil, I'm not looking to be inactive. I'm looking to find a place to live where I can keep myself entertained year 
round... for me that means being able to do business anywhere and everywhere I go, get a few rounds of golf in 
every week, have a nice beach/park near by with a boardwalk to trails to bike and run, and a good social scene 
(w/ lots of single women), and like minded people around me to discuss new business ideas.

I'm loving the idea of starting a group of entrepreneurs to get together and rent luxury style homes. There is 
definitely a ton of inventory all over right now and I bet there are some great lease deals to be had.
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What does everybody else think of this?

Is anyone else on here in a similar situation?

I'm picturing an ocean front villa right now and I've got say I think Phil is on to something...

angelmar99 

It sounds like you are describing Miami to me!

jetpacklife 

Ft. Lauderdale.

Don't let spring break affect your decision. 

johnnyH14i65 

How about in Philadelphia?? I should be making money on the internet to earn money for fare to go anywhere!!! 
It is possible!!!

mdhymas 

San Diego... pure bliss

Bizmaker1 

Ditto on Miami. I lived there for a year. It was awesome. Tannest I've ever been in my life haha.

You might even learn some spanish, if that strikes your fancy.

AlexMoen 

San Diego is an awesome. Even though I'm out living abroad now, it'll always be my permanent home to go back 
to.
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Lets go down your list:

- younger single population -- SDSU is a huge school in the area, as is UCSD, and both attract big crowds in 
their 20s to 30s. Depending on where in SD you pick, you could any age group from 20s to post retirement age.
- on the beach (a lake and lots of parks would work too): try both of them. SD is all on the coast, and there are 
lakes and parks fairly frequently.
- no snow: it never snows, and if you want it you only have to drive an hour to the nearest mountain.
- close to golf courses: there are many huge golf courses.
- good nightlife: SDSU has been ranked a top party school in the nation on many occasions... of course there's 
good nightlife. Not just college goers either- it's packed with people in their 20s and 30s
- near a major airport: SD international airport
- like minded people : yep.
- lots of cafes / wifi hotspots to work from: there are, and you can also purchase wifi cards that'll keep you 
connected so pretty much everywhere is a hotspot, and they're more than affordable given your earnings range.

AlexMoen 

oh, come on, really? So many Florida area replies? Florida is like San Diego for people who love storms

jimb213 

I'm going to 2nd Austin, TX. 3 lakes in the city limits (I think Lake Travis is in the city limits, at least...), lots of 
parks and nature preserves, great nightlife, great live music, tons of great restaurants, lots of young people with 
UT and the other small colleges here, and much lower cost of living than California and much of the east coast. 
~8k a month will give you a pretty darn nice lifestyle here.

maxpr 

8 grand in Austin; you'd live like a king! . Texas has a very low cost of living and no state income tax!

Unless you wanted to purchase a home on the lake or in South Austin, ha.

I lived in the Barton Hills area and even modest homes from the '60s/'70s were fetching around 400k...

Now I am back in the Houston-area, I do miss Austin but not the 50+ days of 100 degree weather and the lack of 
rain, ugh...I like my garden here.

But the night life, public trans (why they built that damn commuter train I have no clue) and size is perfect. It 
even has a cool young, entrepreneur vibe too

The lakes and Barton Springs are nice too.
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TS_eXpeed 

If you're really looking for a beach I'd have to agree with those that said Miami or San Diego. I love both. Both 
very different too in my opinion. I live in Texas and Austin isn't bad, but it's definitely a college town...so that 
would probably somewhat fit your criteria in terms of people (I think). I'm not sure I could live there long term 
though. Definitely night life there...6th street is well-known for that to say the least, but for me it's too small of a 
town. Without UT, Austin would be nothing. And while I am of that age group, there's times where I don't want to 
be around college kids AT ALL. That would be almost impossible to escape in Austin. I'd prefer Houston or DFW 
(where I'm at now...grew up outside of Houston) which is bigger and has more to offer.

Advantages and disadvantages to both of course, but ultimately it comes down to personal preference and what 
you're looking for.

Screeps 

Okay okay so no beach...but New Orleans is a great place to live since its cheap and has so much culture. The 
climate is perfect 7 months of the year and its in a great central location when considering traveling to other 
locations.

I was born and raised in NYC myself and am absolutely in love with this city and see it as a great launch pad for 
my 4hww lifestyle.

lblackcard 

This is great. I just turned 25 and am in a similar situation to both of you. Great income and ready to take a leap. 
Would love to get in touch with some people abbout doing an entourage style house share.

Can you imagine the energy! Growing our businesses and loving it!

Im down....

RyanO 

ecomm,

Besides the beach aspect, Vegas is actually and awesome place to live. The cost of living is so cheap 
nowadays, there are TONS of golf courses, and there actually is a culture there besides the casinos and 
gambling. Also, it IS only a few hours drive from the beach. Just thought I'd put my two cents in here!
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ecomm 

Hey everyone, thanks for all the feedback! Hope everyone is doing well in business and in life.

I've actually decided to stay in NY for one last summer then I'm out of here when the cold weather starts moving 
in.

It seems like there are some people that are interested in renting a big house and living the "entourage" 
lifestyle...

If anyone is interested add me on facebook and we can all talk about it: http://tinyurl.com/28kasm6

phil

Keep up the good work with the furniture biz, ecomm. And enjoy NY summer, should be lovely. 

From Tim's Blog:

How to Travel the World with 10 Pounds or Less (Plus: How to Negotiate Convertibles and Luxury 
Treehouses):

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2007/07/11/how-to-travel-the-world-with-10-pounds-or-less-plus-how-to-
negotiate-convertibles-and-luxury-treehouses/
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Gadgets/phone:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=843 Solutions for Web/Phone Access Abroad?

Livingit 

So i've managed to only need web access and phone access to make a living, stilll I'm not at the point where I 
can go days without internet or phone. In fact, I need daily access.

I'm working on continuing to outsource more and improve my 80/20 but in the mean time I want to travel!!

So with that being said, what are you guys doing for phone/web access?? I've been looking at satellite terminals 
and phones but the dataplans are terribly expensive.

I could probably rely on a cellular internet connection for most of my travels, though I know its not always easy to 
find.

kamakiri 

The plans are across the board, and really depend on what country you are in. There aren't many places where 
you can't get an internet connection though, and skipe is just a small step from there. Buy yourself a USB 
handset, and you are set to talk to anyone from any PC anywhere with an internet connection.

HWilley 

By now most major cities and tourist areas have Internet access of some kind. Just have your VA book your 
hotel near an Internet cafe.

Happy traveling!

James Grey

Sat phone and data services are REALLY expensive – in the thousands a month range because they charge for 
bandwidth. I was on an expedition 2 years ago that was using sat phones and internet – they ran up an 11K bill 
in 2 weeks.

If your hotel doesn’t have internet access then just go to an internet café – most will let you plug your laptop in 
(they will just have to set the IP).
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Just tell the that you want to use your won laptop and that you will still pay by the hour – with a bit of convincing 
it shouldn’t be any problem

Also – every Starbucks in the world has wi-fi and recently I have been seeing McDonalds Cafés popping up all 
around the 3rd and developing world, they also have wi-fi

outofbandii 

Advice: only use McDonalds wifi if you're *extremely* patient or get real lucky with the store you're in. The last 
one I was in travelling drove me nuts with disconnects every 2 minutes. I'd much rather slow & reliable than 
quick & unreliable.

NoFixedAbode

For the last 10 mths I have exclusively used for internet something called a USB modem from a major mobile 
(cell) phone provider here in Spain. Identical or similar devices are available in other countries in Europe I've 
checked so far. The device I have is made by Huawei and is customised and branded by Vodafone, my provider.

Speed is acceptable at 400kbps, although it drops if you're out of a 3G coverage area. After trialling it for 2 
weeks I had my fixed line removed. I pay 67 EURO per month for 5 Gigabytes of traffic, and 20 EURO per extra 
Gb, although I never need that. In the UK it's cheaper. I can cross into another country on an optional plan I 
activated for free, but it's an additional 12 EURO per day for up to 50 Mb and a crazy price per Mb after that, so 
a bit pricey.

The snag for travelling is the current contracts tend to be for 12-24 mths (mine's 18) with, in my case, a 150 
EURO cancellation penalty, so you wouldn't want to be country-hopping, unless you accumulate a few low-data 
contracts and use them in the relevant countries. But there again if you just stop paying and hand it back what 
are they going to do, especially if you are living out of backpack

One trick is that all contracts have a 15-day cooling-off period, so if you just need it for a week or two...

Good luck.

p.s After thought - it may be hard to be approved for one of these contracts if you're not living/working in that 
country. I recall I had to provide passport & national ID number here for my contract, and they did some checking 
before calling me to say it was approved. As far as I know there are no affordable pay-as-you-go plans for data.

kamakiri 

I was on the road for a few days last week, and found the MacDonald's connections to be great. You come out 
stinking of french fries, but aside from that no drops at all. I am in Japan, so there is no shortage of broadband 
connections or wifi hot spots though.

I also used a local service, but a quick search brought this: The Wi-Fi-FreeSpot Directory is a listing of hotspot 
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locations that offer Free Wi-Fi.

They also have sites like that for the US, and I am sure just about any other place that has an internet 
connection at all.

TimW

Or Macudonarudos (McDonald's to those who won't get the joke). I remember in Tokyo there being two McD's 
within 500' of each other, both PACKED to the gills.

Thanks for wifi link...much appreciated.

mascij 

check out skype diverters....do you have a land line and internet connection back at home in an apartment 
someplace?

since skype doesn't have an unlimited plan, you can grab a diverter for $50 which connects from you pc's USB 
port to the phone line in your apartment/house. Then you skype into your home skype client and use your land 
line which can be unlimited, of course this is only beneficial if you have those resources being paid for at home. 
Plus you can have your home phone calls ring into skype on your laptop - so all you would need is a wifi 
connection to utilize your home resources for a flat rate of $50 as a one time fee. It's really cool technology.

diadem 

3 Mobile have a pay as you go data card. This is a UK provider tho..

There are three options to choose from when topping up and you have 30 days in which to use it;

* Mobile broadband LITE - £10 gives you of 1GB data allowance
* Mobile broadband PLUS - £15 gives you of 3GB data allowance
* Mobile broadband MAX - £25 gives you of 7GB data allowance 

camdengirl 

For phones I use www.Voipfone.co.uk in the UK (I live in Glasgow and London) - great service which you can 
divert to landline/mobile (if there's no broadband) or simply plug in either a headset or a Voip handset (if you are 
near a broadband connection).

Basically no one need ever know you aren't sitting at your desk. Which is fine till a client unexpectedly pops by 
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the office to find it all locked up

I tend to rely on my outsourcers or the nearest internet cafes if I'm travelling away from home - I just got back 
from holiday last week and found absolutely nothing had changed in my absence, most reassuring!

TheBolt 

Get a skype account for starters. Pirces are cheap, rates are good worldwide, and you even get voice mail and 
forwarding when not online.

Get a good 3G cell card for your laptop and get a nice ATT plan as their Intl rates are the best once you roam 
outside the US. All citites I have been to in SE Asia and Western Europe are loaded with Wifi hotspots, and 
almost all hotels and B&B's have access. Worst case, hit a cafe, bookstore or internet cafe if needed.

I work from Singapore and Germany all the time and it is very easy. Also, for fast emial checking, maps on the 
go, etc. the iPhone wih Intl activation is ideal and not a bad price. I used the heck out of mine on one trip and the 
bill was only about $550USD for the month of data. I since lowered that dramatically by utilizing the other 
methods I mentioned.

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=6973 Mobile phones abroad

demetriusw01

I'm about to go to Europe in less than a week and don't know what to do about phone services. I currently have 
an iPhone 3Gs (US) and I've heard that just checking my email while abroad could cost me nearly $400 in 
international data charges that I'd like to avoid. Also, not taking my laptop (taking the advice in the book)

What is an inexpensive way to stay in touch with the outside world while in Europe without destroying my 
pocketbook?

FrozenCanuck

Either jailbreak and unlock the phone or turn OFF cellular and stick to WiFi

You could get a Boingo account for the iphone also, to get better wifi coverage.
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Sven 

depends, if you do not have a gsm phone you are out of luck and wifi is probably the only way. If you do have 
gsm, buy a prepaid card for each country.

Liam75005

Boingo is a great way to go, but I only use it on my laptop, not on phone... so I don't know how it is on the phone.

Charlos 

I am using Boingo on my phone and it is working very fine on it...
I was not sure before installing it on my phone that will it work on phone or not but now I am really enjoying using 
it...Russian Bear 5000

howtotraveler 

I'm currently traveling for 5 months and had a few thoughts to your post.

1) I only came with an iPad and iPhone but decided to purchase a netbook in the Mumbai airport. I am SO glad I 
did this. The iPad is good for consuming content, but not very good at creating content. I started a blogging 
project, which would have been nearly/super time consuming impossible with just an iPad. If you're just planning 
to read/watch/surf, then something like an iPad can work well, but if you're planning to do anything more than 
light work, then I'd suggest a netbook. The one I purchased (HP Mini 210) is not very much bigger than my 
iPad).

2) Using your iPhone abroad is super expensive and a bit cumbersome, if you're not familiar with how to turn on 
data / roaming / etc. I've written a few blog posts that may help:

http://www.howtotraveler.com/2011/04/receiving-calls-is-easy-and-cheap-while-traveling/

http://www.howtotraveler.com/2011/03/use-the-iphone-maps-app-internationally-for-free/

3) I've just spent the past few days trying to both jailbreak and then unlock my iPhone 3GS. I was able to 
jailbreak it, but there is currently not an unlock available for the specific version of the baseband I have installed 
(05.16.02), so I'm not sure what I'll do.

4) If you have or can purchase a low-cost GSM phone, I'd recommend doing that and then picking up pay-as-
you-go SIM cards along the way. This will save you a ton of money along the way.
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5) Check out Google Voice -- this would allow you to receive voice messages on your cellphone as email. This 
can be handy when relying on internet cafes (and saves you money from having to listen to the voice message 
on your phone).

6) There are ways to use data sparingly, if you do decide to use your iPhone with your US service. Just be sure 
to purchase a block of international data roaming from AT&T. They're expensive, but not nearly as expensive as 
just consuming international data without a plan. Plus, when you purchase a block (20MB, 50MB, etc.), then the 
overage charge per MB is reduced from $20 to $5.

Anyways, hope this all helps!

phil 

On my iPhone 4, I've got unlimited international & domestic data with AT&T for $64.99 a month, with a 1 year 
commitment (and $150 early termination fee).

Can easily use Skype over 3G, FaceTime over 3G, tethering over 3G. Easily downloading 4 gb+ a month in 
remote and random countries. Almost too good to be true, but its been running strong for almost a year now.

I still want to try doing a FaceTime call over 3G while paragliding

Frank123

Since you are talking about phones, Is an Iphone 3gs still usable in Asia even though I bought it in Europe or 
US? What is jailbreak? Anyone can explain it? I am planning to buy an Iphone but I still have to do some 
researching about the phone. I am just concerned my money might come into waste.

Gkjjdsf 

I am going to Canada in the next month. I like the Nokia mobile. Nokia mobile are more reliable, Softness in 
using, hardware is more compatible, etc. In Canada I am using the Nokia cell.

Howtotraveler

Hello again, I've done a few more posts that are relevant to this topic -- using your iPhone while traveling 
internationally:

12 iPhone travel apps you need to use: http://www.howtotraveler.com/2011/05/twelve-iphone-travel-apps-you-
need-to-use/

How to manage SMS costs while traveling: http://www.howtotraveler.com/2011/05/use-sms-affordably-to-stay-in-
touch-while-traveling/
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http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=9149 What to pack for an internet business?

Stallion 

I've have my internet business to a point where earnings are pretty consistent and good enough for extended 
travel. I have no plans for any mini-retirements for the year, but I am planning a very long 12-15 month around 
the world adventure.
I'm trying to figure out what I'll need to take to competently manage a few aspects of my business. I haven't 
really outsourced much of my work, but that's something I plan to do this year, as I have a pretty good idea of 
how I need things run.

If by the time I plan to leave I have everything completely outsourced, all I need is email/web access to manage 
the work I've outsourced.

I've had an iPad before and I found it to be a neat device, but really more of a device for only taking in 
information. Great for browsing the web, emails, and other cool features (play). But developing things is hard. I 
was on a plane recently and I saw a guy whip out his iPad, with an attached keyboard and was programming on 
it.

And I was curious whether an iPad is good enough for such a thing. I know it can do everything I need to 
manage outsourced work. But I may need to do things that require me to edit HTML and upload things via FTP.

So I guess I'm stuck in that decision process between tablet and laptop. Any suggestions?

officer_dibble 

An iPad and keyboard might well do the job - I have used that combination before. It is a bit of compromise 
though - and if you need to store stuff locally, scroll around or copy and paste a lot - it'll drive you vaguely mad.

The Macbook Air isn't much bigger and I reckon is a lot more flexible.

A couple of things the iPad is better at. Free hand drawing/writing (with a stylus), using as a book (form factor is 
slightly nicer), battery life (although not with a bluetooth keyboard - that'll drain our iPad in no time), instant on 
(handy for checking emails in airport departure lounges and Air isn't quite so instant on yet although it is close).

I used an iPad for a week's trip to Borneo and it was fine. I'd probably pack the Air next time I go (and the iPad 
as the longhouse kids were fascinated by it).
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Liam75005

Macbook Air I think is the best. Provided you have enough space, you might want to throw in the Ipad but just for 
work on travel.

djp 

For doing real productive work, you will be severely hampered with just an iPad. You wouldn't want to have less 
than an Air at least.

I've traveled extensively, I've been to several countries in the past year. I use a Macbook Pro, but I also have an 
iPad with the wireless keyboard. I think it depends on just how portable you want to be. If you are really just 
about backpacking it, then a full laptop might not work too well. But for most other circumstances, I think you're 
giving up too much.

A goal I used to have was to make my business such that I could run it on my Iphone. And it's actually almost 
there, but when it comes to doing cool things with the business besides just maintaining it, an Iphone wouldn't 
begin to cut it.

The vision of working with only an iPad is appealing, but the technology is not there yet.

Whatever happens, good luck with your plan, it sounds like you're doing great.

MattInglot 

Tablets are getting nicer. I am impressed with the iPad 2 but personally going to wait for the Asus Transformer 2 
as it has a nice keyboard dock. But I also can't imagine getting rid of a laptop anytime soon. I've found the key 
with laptops is to make sure you get SSD drive. The Macbook Air has one, but what many people don't realize is 
that you can upgrade your laptop's HDD very easily by buying an SSD yourself and switching out the drives. I 
did this recently with my Timeline with nice results - much much faster.

fourhourworkweekrocks 

Don't leave home without a USB wireless adapter with an external antenna port and a 15 foot USB extension 
cable. A high-powered directional antenna for plugging into the adapter's antenna port is also great. I also bring a 
D-Link Wireless Pocket Router which comes in very handy if someplace only provides wired internet access and 
you want to be wireless. I'm actually using it right now in my hotel room in Tokyo.

Lemme rummage through my bag....

fold-up headphones for VOIP calls
extra power supply/cable for the laptop
USB key
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bootable media for fixing an OS problem
universal power plug adapter
lock for the laptop

You're gonna love it. I'm been managing my business more on the road than off for almost 5 years.

Oh here's a big one. Unlocked quad-band GSM cell phone with 3G. This has saved me a million times not just 
for voice but for data. These days you can usually buy a local SIM card with cheap data rates in whichever 
country you're in, and it's getting faster, cheaper, and more prevalent all the time. Wifi is great when it's available 
but cell phone data access tethered to your laptop is a great backup plan and frequently the only option. 
Zanzibar, Sardinia, Mallorca are just a few of many places where I couldn't find wifi and instead connected via a 
local data SIM for cheap. Of course, it depends on your accommodation. Great resources here:

http://www.prepaidgsm.net/
http://prepaid-wireless-internet-access.wetpaint.com/

Stallion

I was doing some research and I heard good things about the Asus Transformer. It should be able to do what I 
want. So I can use the tablet when need be and whip out the keyboard when I have something a little more 
detailed to do. I'll keep my eyes out for the new Asus Transformer and see what it looks like.

I've owned an iPad before, but ended up selling it. It's a fun to use, but I knew from the start that I couldn't really 
do what I needed to do. I was just impressed when I saw someone on a plane with an attached keyboard and 
was programming. Wasn't sure if it advanced enough.

An Air would probably work, I just don't like to have that full laptop out when I just want to do very little. But I 
guess that's the cost of convenience. I know that I can outsource the entire business, but sometimes things need 
to be done. But I guess Tim would argue that you could find a internet cafe somewhere and do the work if such a 
thing came up.

This would work for me if everything was outsourced. An iphone is really just a smaller sized iPad with the 
capability of calling.

But sometimes I just like to lay in bed, hold the tablet and just veg out on information. Just like a little relax time 
alone.

officer_dibble 

The latest Airs are very iPad like in some ways. For example, I rarely shutdown/restart mine. I just close the lid 
and leave it in standby with everything open. It is happy staying that way for at least a day or so (Apple claim a 
month but I haven't tested that). Lift the lid and it takes only a few seconds to come to life (mostly - I've had mine 
stall a couple of times). Similarly battery life is a good 5 hours or so in actual use so you can easily get through a 
day or few of picking up/doing a quick job and closing again.

I have also done the internet cafe thing as well and that's perfectly adequate (and good FHWW discipline). There 
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is something refreshing about being out-of-contact for a couple of weeks and finding everything is running just 
peachy without you.

adam.sn 

I have a 2010 13'' Macbook Pro & an iPad 2 and travel once or twice a month to go on vacation. I've brought 
both with me.

If you need to do serious work - bring the Macbook Pro. In fact, I'd pick up a 11'' Macbook air if you're serious 
about the light weight. The iPad, while a cool toy, hasn't allowed me to get serious work done & I've had a few 
emergencies while away on vacation with the iPad & let me tell you - it's tedious to fix problems on it.

Other things of note:

A small, portable 8gb+ USB drive (need to back up / transfer files, etc)

A double backed up system. So back up to CrashPlan.com & Dropbox, etc. I can't emphasize this enough. I 
keep a backup at home, and in the cloud.

A bluetooth mouse can be a nicety.

Cables (duh?)

Well protected laptop bag

Laptop lock

Other things... depends on the type of business.

Hope that helps

Stallion 

At least the way I look at it they're different. I have really no desire for Apple products, but they offer things that I 
haven't seen on the market. The two big ones are 10 hr battery life (most important) and size/weight.

The big reason why I want a tablet is that 80% of the time that's what I'll end up using. Checking email with a 
tablet is something I really like, instead of getting the laptop out, sitting down, putting it on my lap. But maybe I'm 
over thinking this.

I may have to do that. I don't plan to travel expensively. I'm planning to backpack around the world, and having a 
lot of stuff adds up in weight, space and time of use.
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This is something that I've been working on for the last little bit and I'm almost done. Not only have I've been 
automating it, but I've been developing it so it is more cloud based, so I can do it from any computer with an 
internet connection (if say my laptop broke or something). 

Bradinator 

Maybe that is the best reason not to take the tablet? If you are really trying to cut back on email anyway, make it 
more difficult to do so you aren't as likely to check it unnecessarily. 

From Tim's Blog:

8 Exotic Destinations You Can Afford:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2010/11/04/exotic-destination-bargains/

20 Things I’ve Learned From Traveling Around the World for Three Years:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2010/10/30/20-things-ive-learned-from-traveling-around-the-world-for-
three-years/

How to Buy a Round-the-World Plane Ticket (That Kicks Ass):

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2010/10/08/round-the-world-plane-ticket/

How to Travel 12 Countries with No Baggage Whatsoever:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2010/08/20/travel-with-no-baggage/

How to Be Jason Bourne: Multiple Passports, Swiss Banking, and Crossing Borders:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2009/03/03/how-to-be-jason-bourne-multiple-passports-swiss-banking-
and-crossing-borders/

Rolf Potts Q&A: The Art of Long-term World Travel… and Travel Writing:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2008/09/15/rolf-potts-qa-the-art-of-long-term-world-travel-and-travel-
writing/
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How to Take a Mini-Retirement: Tips and Tricks:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2008/06/04/how-to-take-a-mini-retirement-tips-and-tricks/

Low-Cost, High-Reward Mini-Retirements: Explore the World with International Volunteering:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2008/04/01/low-cost-high-reward-mini-retirements-explore-the-world-
with-international-volunteering/

How to Fly Without ID and Skip Lines:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2008/03/13/how-to-fly-without-id-and-skip-lines/

Language Learning 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=108 Learning Languages

ficticius

This is a goal of mine. I have been studying German and French for years but still lack the comprehension for 
fluency.

Any suggestions?

jetpacklife 

Move to Germany and study German 4 hours a day like Tim did!

Seriously, I don't have any better suggestion. I'm horrible w/ learning languages myself.
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MiniBlueDragon 

I'd start with Rosetta Stone to get the basics and then relocate to that country to apply those basics and expand 
into fluency.

Ficticius

Don't laugh. I've already researched the school in Berlin where Tim studied. I wish they had a school like that in 
New York!

I'm using Pimsleur and Rosetta Stone. Has anyone tried these?

I also went to NYU and studied but didn't get much fluency out of it. The professor was nice though.

Drewkerr 

The biggest thing is interaction. The more you can use the language the quicker you will pick it up. Thats why 
imersing yourself in a culture is the easiet way to pick up & learn a language.

As far as French. Are there any good french cafes or restuerant (i know my spelling is horrible) near you that you 
can eat at a couple times a month. I know i have a cafe where the owner is French, you can get the menu in 
French or English, and half the wait staff speak french. The interaction would be a practical application of what 
you have learned.

ficticius 

Yes there are plenty of restaurants in my area. Good idea. I am seriously considering going to the same 10 week 
class in Berlin that Tim went to.

Thing is, I'm new to this 4 hour work week thing and have just begun to consider how I can get 10 weeks off in a 
row.

I'm thinking about seeing if I can work from Berlin.

AdamTeece 

Just remember it is always easier to ask for forgiveness than it is to ask for permission. I am living proof of that 
with having to get anything personal done in the Navy. If it is something I really need done, I almost never ask 
permission because the people in charge freak out if someones is going to be missing, but adapt quite well if the 
person just happens to not be there.
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I am terrible with learning languages as well, but I definitely want to learn one. I just need to figure out what one I 
want to learn first, might be either spanish or german. I always wanted to learn Japanese, but it doesn't seem 
like it will be too useful just yet, other than for watching anime and playing imported video games.

ficticius 

I'm using Pimsleur, Rosetta Stone and flash cards. What else has proven most effective? What has been your 
experience learning a language?

RayBurton 

I set up a list of activities. Day/week/month/year. One of the daily things I do is go over the 100 english terms in 
Timsthe book but to learn spanish. I combine my stretching (static stuff of course) and study. I tried the home 
tutor method to get off the ground and it was good.

The real learner was 4 weeks in mexico. Refusing to speak english even when the waiters couldnt take my 
terrible spanish. Immersion is best once you have a foot hold. Try getting on the bus system in a strange land. 
You realise what words you need quick..because they come at you quick or you are walking. You can also try 
reading childrens books and listening to the language when falling asleep. Just my 2 cents.

cheez avenger 

Also... found in the bonus tips section available to Tim's member page is the first part on learning a new 
language really fast.

I'm doing french, he recommends to watch 1 french movie a night with english subtitles.

I have tons of french movies on dvd, so no out of pocket expense there. I can use my netflix account to rent 
more french films.

You can use the system with any language, as long as the film is spoken in the native tongue.

RayBurton 

Hey, I appreciate you taking the time to write down those tips. I think watching movies is a great idea and 
something that was in the back of my mind but never acted on....funny how that seems to be the case more 
often then not isnt it?
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cheez avenger

They serve a purpose, that's why I'm so against dubbing. I'd rather get entertained and educated at the same 
time. 2 birds with 1 stone.

aarontcp 

Hey guys,

If you're looking for conversation exchanges, check out this site here: http://www.conversationexchange.com/

It looks a little amateurish, but I actually did manage a couple of people to practice with on there.

Drjudy

If you're looking to learn Spanish like I am, here are some ideas that work...

... watch the Spanish television stations like Telemundo and Univision. I watch the news and many of the sports 
on there.

Also, pick up the local Spanish newspapers which have lots of pictures. Reading the Spanish children's books 
helps too.

final_id 

I concur on the television angle. I have learned a lot of "soccer Spanish" from Gol-TV and Univision. If you're up 
to snuff enough on a language to be marginally fluent, then you can start to pick up the rhythms and figure out 
the more slangy phrases used by watching popular TV shows in that language (or listening to radio).

But if you're more of a beginner in the language, then broadcast media are going to be going so fast and 
speaking so non-textbook that you won't catch much of it.

So, for starters, I think something like Rosetta Stone programs is a good idea. And then immersion. Diving into 
the culture gets you to "think in a foreign language" more, rather than thinking in English and then trying to 
translate your ideas. In fact, I doubt I could say anything about parking or setting the table in German, since I 
never did either of those things when I was traveling there. But I'm darn good with a train schedule!

Another thing to do is set aside a specific amount of time every day. Rather than using, say, Wednesday as your 
German day, instead do an hour EVERY day. There's a kind of Law of Increasing Returns if you do things 
regularly and daily rather than in big chunks, I think. Musical instruments are like that too.

YouTube has a lot of good popular music in foreign languages, and you can usually Google some of the lyrics. 
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For French, find the singers Edith Piaf and Francoise Hardy -- both were big enough hits that there are fan-sites 
with lyrics ("paroles"), literal translations, English versions, etc.

I love learning languages ... and cultures. It's my longer-term hope for getting the Muse going! I'll be a-Muse-ing 
myself in Berlin, Prague, Vienna, Budapest ...

monak 

I'm curious about Tim's aversion to language classes. Apart from actually going to your desired country and 
immersing yourself in the language and culture, you can either do self-learning or classes. I'm currently taking an 
Italian for Travelers class and debating whether to continue on with Italian I (more basics of grammar than 
phrases), or get something like Rosetta Stone and continue down that route. We're going to Italy next spring, but 
only for 10 days Forgot to add that I've been listening to Italian radio (www.icnradio.com) to get the language in 
my ear too, despite not understanding most of it!

I'd like to hear about anyone's personal experiences with Rosetta Stone. Is it as good as the SkyMall ads make it 
out to be?

final_id 

A lot of traditional language classes are what most educators would call "grammar based." That's good if you're 
going to go into a long-term love-affair with the language. But it's not the most rapid means to attaining a 
minimum level of ability for day-to-day conversation. Tim's aversion to the traditional language class is 
essentially that he wants the quickest route to THAT goal -- being able to hang out at a bar, get an apartment, 
maybe buy a dress shirt in Buenos Aires -- rather than being able to read Borges or Marquez with a dictionary. 
One disadvantage to Tim's method is, that there comes a point where "conversational familiarity" (which you 
would gather rapidly from immersion, but not at all from traditional grammar-based classes) can only teach you 
so much about more complicated forms and ideas. In order to get to final, true fluency, you'll eventually HAVE 
TO get involved in a grammar-based instruction of some sort, and that will feel like returning to square one.

Each method has its advantages. If you "pick up" languages easily, then you probably can "do both" by a 
mainstream immersion plus buying a grammar book on the side and figuring out the more complicated stuff on 
your own. But if you don't have that facility with languages, then one method is going to have pitfalls which are 
alleviated by the other method.

And none of that addresses what is perhaps the biggest requirement in mastering any foreign language: 
memorizing masses of vocabulary. For example, you'll hear the same 500 nouns over and over in a restaurant or 
a bar, and never get any others, and the repetition will both aid you in memorizing that limited set, and also 
hinder you (because of time and familiarity) in mastering any other set. Almost any method is going to require, at 
some point, sitting down and making lists on paper or flash-cards, and then just ... memorizing. There's no 
avoiding that, if you want to gain any ability more rapidly than would "naturally" happen.

seven

Someone pointed out this site to me and I haven't tried it out yet. But in case anyone is interested it's 
http://albis.vetsin.com/
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It's like free online vocabulary lessons. You have to register so that it can track your performance so that you 
have to reach a sufficient performance on one level before progressing to the next.

monak 

Seven, that website is perfect for my italiano dreamline. Molto grazie!

cartoonfan1983 

Very cool! Thanks! 

wa1den 

I can give a few observations & suggestions. For starters, you gotta have serious incentive to really learn a 
language, and that means opportunity to use it, in the case of most folks. Embarassment is your enemy, since if 
you don't make use of what limited language skills you may so far have, then the old adage of "use it or loose it" 
kicks in. You will also find that often the act of sitting in a class and attempting to "force feed" yourself 
voluminous amounts of a foreign language can lead to discouragement, since when you try to learn enough 
german or spanish to choke a horse all in one session, your retention & comprehension typically are lousy. I will 
tell you what can help a great deal, based on experience with spanish & portuguese. Typically you will find that 
there are several templates of verbs (variations of verbs that follow specific patterns that can be learned). In 
spanish, for example, there are 3 basic ones... verbs that end in ir, verbs that end in er, and verbs that end in ar. 
Most verbs will fit nicely into the pattern, and if you pick only one verb from each - or several if you feel truly 
ambitious - you take these representative verbs and commit them to memory, with all their various tenses, past, 
present and future. You have to memorize them to the point that they become so automatic for you that you no 
longer even have to stop and think about it. The key is to do this with just a few samples, so that the task is not 
overwhelming. Once you get this down, you now have burned into your memory banks the basic patterns that 
almost all the other verbs fit into. This gives you a frame of reference to plug new ones into, in which you will 
immediately recognize the forms, whether they refer to past, present, or future, and when you hear native 
speakers, you will begin to pick out & recognize some of these that would otherwise have gone right over your 
head, so to speak. At this point you can begin working on some vocabulary, but be carefull not to bite off too 
much at once. The emphasis should be on truly assimilating lesser amounts, versus covering vast volumes of 
new material, otherwise you just won't retain it well. And you are going to need access to a few people to use it 
on, hopefully on a regular basis, or you are back to the use it or lose it thing again. Ok -now you will find that the 
first period is the toughest, because your frame of reference to plug new stuff into is so limited. However, it is 
kinda like a jigsaw puzzle. When you first dump those pieces all out on the table, nothing seems to make any 
sense (once again, no frame of reference), but as you begin to get a few pieces in place, you will find that the 
more pieces you place the easier it is to see where the rest of them fit. The same is true of learning a language. 
If you can keep from becoming discouraged during the initial phases, you will find that your learning or 
assimilation of the new language begins to accelerate at an ever-increasing rate - that is, exponentially, due to 
this "jigsaw puzzle" phenomenon. As your frame of reference grows, your ability to assimilate more material 
expands. Consider that if you were to learn 5 new words in english today you wouldn't feel the least bit 
overwhelmed. But if they are foreign words, you tell yourself this is supposed to be hard, so the psychological 
effect of that helps undermine your confidence, on top of not having the same extensive frame of reference in 
the new language as in your native english. Ok - so, I guess I have about talked everybody into the ground by 
this point... so, go learn a new language. I also suggest that you carry around 3 x 5 note cards, and when you 
find yourself in a situation where you wanted to say something to some other person in the new language but 
didn't know how, just make a note in english of what it was you wanted to say, then when you can get to a 
dictionary, or preferably to a person who is fluent in the language, and who you trust, get them to tell you how 
you should have said it. Things learned in this way will be retained much better that information force-fed in a 
classroom situation. Ok - enough for now... tomorrow's lesson will begin on page 134. Answer the questions at 
the end of the chapter.
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Bippy 

I have not had great luck with the pimsluer and rosetta stone material, but have been more impressed with the 
poorly packaged/not as shiny sets from AudioForum.

These are the materials that they give people in the US government when they need to be functional in a 
language right-a-frikken-way.

I also picked up a tip for vocabulary retention. Take the word and try to draw a funny picture about it that's sort of 
a pun. That involves your kinesthetic sence, visual, auditory and uses a lot of different parts of your brain, and 
the more parts of your brain you use, the better you remember things.

Hope that helps.

final_id 

Cool suggestion, I'm going to use that in the classes I teach. I always tell them to draw pictures, write and read 
the word, speak it out loud, and act it out (as many senses as possible), but you've managed to combine them 
all in one act.

wando 

I had experience with Rosetta Stone, Pimsleur, almost all boxes with phrasebook/dictionary/cds you can imagine 
with different levels of success in 10 different languages - it is not much the product, but rather your motivation.

I am just writing this quick reply here now to have it to my subscribed threads and return to this topic.

final_id 

Watch soccer. Many more games on the Spanish-language network in the USA, and much more chance for 
interaction with people from different linguistic cultures. American football, baseball, and (to a large extent) 
basketball are profoundly xenophobic institutions.

clanshrapnel 

For flashcard help to memory vocabulary/phrases, I highly advise the following:

mnemosyne (free)
supermemo (98 version is free)
memorylifter (also free)
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anki (free, but specialized in Japanese)

All use variations of spaced repetition (Leitner method or variations). It seems like Mnymosyne is the most 
recommended, but you may want to do your own research to see if any version is particularly better for you. 
MemoryLifter has also come quite a ways since it was first offered and reviewed. I personally use Mnemosyne 
for Spanish.

Taoist

Giordano memorization system?
I've used Rosetta Stone as a basis and it does well to build vocabulary but I'm wondering if anyone has tried 
GMS which so happens to be developed by a Russian and their language section is using Russian as the 
example throughout. Russian is a launguage I'm working on now.
True, immersion is best, but for prelim. work this looks interesting.
Anyone?

VagabondingEntrepreneur 

For self-studying I would suggest a structured program like the courses from the Foreign Service Institute 
(available for free: http://www.freelanguagecourses.com/direct-downloads/). As stated above an SRS (i.e. Anki) 
is very important and should be used daily.

sub8hr 

In general I'm not a big fan of flash cards as they encourage single word association, and often create an 
irreversible tendency to use certain words incorrectly. Except for some basic nouns and verbs, words in another 
language often don't map 1:1 in meaning, connotation, and social context. Compound this with every other word 
in your sentence being slightly incorrect and the end result is that native speakers never quite know what you're 
trying to say.

If you use flashcards, they should have example sentences on them. If your cards don't, many dictionaries are 
great in that they give you example sentences of the most common usage of words. If you can't find any to suit 
your needs, you can even make your own, which also adds to the learning process by integrating the whole 
write-see-think complex. That said, I made over 6,000 of my own flash cards when I was learning Japanese and 
got pretty damn good at it as a result.

TimW 

Learn to make mistakes.

That's the biggest reason I was able to surpass most of my cohorts in graduate school. I took the time to actually 
try and speak the language with native speakers (who were on campus for an executive education program and 
spoke no English). I spent nearly every non-studying waking hour with them. I still have the page-worn 
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Langenscheidt's pocket Spanish-English/English-Spanish dictionary...and I still refer to it.

Most people tend to overthink what they're going to say, and end up stalling and trying to put together the perfect 
sentence. It won't happen. Just say it. If they don't understand, they'll ask you to repeat it.

As for listening, again, people try and translate rather than interpret. Sometimes translation is required, but when 
you try and do that, you're looking for exact phrases in your home language and you end up missing out on the 
rest of what the person was saying.

Frankly, when I was taking Spanish, I really didn't care if I got the tense wrong...if I did and noticed it, I'd correct 
myself. I mean, if an English learner said to me "I go to the store yesterday" instead of "I went...", am I really 
NOT going to understand what was meant?

If I knew they were open for corrections (like a friend learning English), I would tell them. If I didn't understand (I 
will be going to the store yesterday), I would ask a question to clarify.

Make mistakes. Break the language. That's how you learn. 

David_D 

Hi
I moved to Switzerland at the begining of November. I started to learn German at the begining of December 
using the following method...

- A learn German download of an old BBC radio show.
- Self made flash cards
- TV

I do 2 15 min radio shows last thing at night before going to sleep, and then I repeat them after morning exercise 
in order to refresh.

I learn and use one flash card a day, the flash card has a phrase I am likely to use. I watch tele in German one 
hour a night while stretching after a run. I have no choice in this as the only English speaking TV I have is CNN 
which as we know is a no-no on the low information diet.

I admit its easier to learn a language when you have opportunity to use it every day. But I can already hold a 
basic conversation in German, and I understand even more.

I will continue this learning method until the end of January, and I will begin Spanish in order to get a good base 
of Spanish/Portuguese before I head off to Chile for the next part of my adventure.

I hope this helps
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Free4Family&Community

Just joined this thread and I am so happy as I want to learn to speak French. I have very very basic knowledge 
from school many years ago & I want to learn it so that my son can be fluent in it. Does anyone suggest good 
French children's programs that I can get on dvd?

Free4Family&Community 

I am now thinking of getting my favourite programs on dvd then setting it to play in French...Doh why did I not 
think of that before I posted earlier. I love Sex in the City so I can watch that in French!!!!! I am so excited....
.
.
Now thinking again....
.
.

Is it OK to watch English speaking programs in French? Or should I watch proper original French 
programs/movies so I learn to speak french properly????

sub8hr

I watched both native programs and translated programs when I was learning Japanese. I think they both have 
their place. There is definitely a different translated feel to it when you're watching a non-native program. A lot of 
that has to do with different cultural context. Translated programs can help you connect the dots in translating 
more figurative language. Native programs help you wrap the words around the cultural context. There's also a 
lot of value in watching native programs with English subtitles when you are first learning. It's difficult to catch all 
of the words, and the translations can help you piece things together without getting hopelessly lost in idioms or 
checking your dictionary every 20 seconds.

Free4Family&Community 

thanks for ypur advice..... :0)

swoop 

How to Learn Any Language by Barry Farber is a good book.

There's a good explanation of this type of vocabulary learning:

The Hebrew word for "to speak" is "medaber".
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So, imagine one day you walked through a forest and "met a bear" that could speak!

That was one of his examples, paraphrased by me.

Here's one of my own that took about two or three seconds to create:

The Spanish for woman is "mujer". Imagine a woman riding a cow (as you might ride a horse). She has long, 
flowing blonde hair, which is starting to get into the cow's eyes, so the cow complains, "Moo, hair!"

Try it! It might seem like a lot of effort but in fact it's much quicker, and more fun than the typical "hard work" 
method.

Free4Family&Community

great. I'll for it on amazon. :0)

jkendrick

For those with experience with Rosetta Stone, I am just starting Spanish (Latin America) and I'm wondering how 
I should approach it. So, a couple of questions:

1. Is it important to use the microphone or is the clicking of the multiple choices sufficient. Trying to sneak a 
lesson in here and there without having to speak aloud will be much easier.

2. Should I repeat lessons until I have them wired? In other words, if I scored in the 90th percentile for lesson 
one, should I just move on or repeat it until it is completely wired? Will the lessons building on themselves make 
repeating the lessons unnecessary?

Maxpr

Get a German and French girlfriend! Works for me with my German .

Really though, I think looking for local classes (typically German heritage association, or local community 
classes, community college etc) are a good start.

My mother found an ad for a free local one day a week German class when I was back home. Helped a lot. 
Mainly in motivating me since the class was interactive and it could be quite embarassing to not know how to 
reply to ?s. They also have a German Heritage Association here in my city that has classes for a small fee too. 
They should have TONS in NY.

I was never overly impressed with Rosetta Stone, but do not rule it out as it may be a good choice for you.
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Also, one the greatest resources of all (not sure why people always forget this) THE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
SYSTEM!!!!!! There is a wealth of FREE knowledge there. Check books out and see which works best for you. I 
would suggest learning some basic conversational along with following through a grammar book.

I have learned a little German, but it is enough to continue building on into the future until I can be fully immersed 
in the language.

Frank 

I recently took out an intro Spanish CD set by Michel Thomas and really liked it.

He gets you started with sentences right away. You won't learn things like numbers, days of the week and such, 
but you get usable language very quickly.

What I really like is that he points out similarities with other languages. For example, he notes that there are 
about 1200 words in the English language that end in "tion", like nation, determination, and such. Well, all of 
those words (with only a couple of exceptions) end in "cion" in Spanish. So, you already have a 1200 word 
vocabulary!
He shows other similarities as well, so you really feel like you're making progress.

Unfortunately, now I'm spoiled. I tried a couple of other CD sets from the library but they don't measure up to his. 
Plus, the library only had the Intro Spanish set in their collection, so now I'm kinda stuck.

He's got sets in several languages - I saw French and German at my library as well.

Good luck! 

From Tim's Blog: 

How to Learn Any Language in 3 Months:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2009/01/20/learning-language/

Why Language Classes Don’t Work: How to Cut Classes and Double Your Learning Rate (Plus: Madrid 
Update):

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2008/09/22/why-language-classes-dont-work-how-to-cut-classes-and-
double-your-learning-rate-plus-madrid-update/
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How to Learn (But Not Master) Any Language in 1 Hour (Plus: A Favor):

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2007/11/07/how-to-learn-but-not-master-any-language-in-1-hour-plus-a-
favor/

Filling the Void 

Frustration:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=5611 Frustrated with "Filling The Void"

adam.sn 

Ok... so I have every reason to be berated for this post but bare with me...

I've got 2 muses that together bring in around 7k a month profit after everything is said and done.

I am bored senseless!

I haven't done anything exciting yet because of fear. I've been broke for a very long time before this and this is 
the first time in about 2 years that I'm actually fairly comfortable. But I'm a little scared to spend the money I've 
earned. I want to horde it for "just in case" days because that is what I HAD to do in the past.

It scares me that my muses aren't a guaranteed amount of income each month so I get the feeling I should be 
saving.

I'm sure this will go away with time when I realize that it is more stable than I believe it to be... but I want to have 
the balls to get up and go to Cuba tomorrow for a week, or go learn how to surf in California for the weekend... 
that kind of thing.

Anyone else having trouble filling the void and just kind of sitting around with nothing to do aside from go out for 
dinner and movies with friends?

Thanks for your input.
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officer_dibble 

First of all, congratulations Adam. That's a great achievement.

Perhaps you might start by applying some of your skills to charity work? I'm sure plenty of nonprofits could 
benefit from your internet marketing skills.

Unless your muses have been delivering year round income - I might wait a full calendar year to see if there is 
any seasonality before going mad with the income. Building up your savings as a cushion for a rainy day is also 
a good idea (the trick is not to go mad - 6 months worth of overheads is plenty to start with).

Saving and investing is a well worthwhile use of income - it's noticeable that Tim spends his time working with 
and investing in start ups nowadays.

I would also start thinking about your next muse. As you fear some do not last for ever and some are highly 
dependent on the whims of others (one of mine was pretty much killed overnight due to a change in affiliate 
payments).

phil 

Simple, hit up Kayak.com ahora!
And don't post here again until you're either dancing in Cuba, or surfing in Cali

FrozenCanuck 

Adam -FYI I'm in Toronto also.

Being bored is no fun but what is REALLY stopping you from doing something exciting?

I don't believe it is fear from potential loss of income. There are lots of things you can do. Why not start with one 
thing you want to master and go find a teacher?

adam.sn 

Well... I've always wanted to go skydiving, para gliding, get my pilots license, etc... so that could be the first step 
and I can do them all locally.

Hmm....

Gotta look into costs of a pilot license.
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(I can see this turning into a dangerous hobby... if you see threads on here of me wanting to buy a plane 
shortly... dissuade me.)

kamakiri  

Build an art car for Burning Man 2011

Ruben

Congrats Adam on reaching boredom! I've actually been discussing with my wife, what the heck am I going to do 
once I free up my time?! I have a lot of things that I want to do, like learn evasive driving, urban escape and 
evasion, etc (I know, I'm a thrill seeker!). But you can only do those things so much! It's dawned on me that as 
humans, most of us wish to give back, and so I am searching for my "place" to give back, whether it is through 
Habitat for Humanity, or helping at food pantries, raising money for favorite charities, etc. And that is what will 
provide some great rewards beyond any money in the bank. Just food for thought.

Regarding your fear of losing, I have a couple of thoughts.

I am currently in an industry that is very crazy and any month I may not have a job, and it's been like that for a 
year or so. I used to freak out, but then I've learned to let go, realize that things are not as scary as they seem, 
and that there is always a way to provide/survive. This point is sort of something you just end up experiencing. 
You know, you're tired of being tired of fear.
    
Secondly, there are practical things you can do that are responsible things, not something that is done out of 
fear, but from careful planning and reasonable preparedness. I have been listening to Dave Ramsey on the 
radio, and he talks about baby steps in personal finances. The first three steps are:
        Save up $1000 emergency fund for when uncle murphy comes to visit
        Pay off all your debts to get rid of monthly payments
        Save 3-6 months of living expenses: SIDENOTE on #2: Ferriss and Ramsey would probably disagree on 
this point. Ferriss would probably say, add the monthly payment to the amount you will save for monthly 
expenses so if the fear of no income becomes a reality, you are covered for 3-6 months while you get your 
income back.

    This is especially important if you have a family that you need to provide for. This is another type of freedom 
that I am beginning to experience now.

my two-plus cents, or pence, or pesos..., 

AlexMoen 

Well, first off, if you're going to travel to any of those places, do it for more than a week or quick weekend. The 
best part about being liberated is that you don't have to be some ditsy know-nothing tourist who has to get back 
to his cubicle in a few days. Soak in the scenery and get to know local people and places. Besides, it's much 
more cost effective per day to stay somewhere for a month or more than to go for a small handful of days. It'll 
make your experience more worthwhile and memorable, trust me.
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My biggest thing that shifted my perspective and how I go about life is creating a bucket list. I put together a list 
of about 20 things I personally find amazing that I have to do before I die, and I have to always be working 
towards (or doing) one of them. And, the best part, once you remove one, add another, so it's a perpetual list. Or, 
if you think of something cool, whip out your text document on your computer and add it. See if you can get your 
friends in on some of them. Oh, and make sure that it's only awesome things on your list, and that it doesn't 
consist of work-related goals or anything like that. A few examples from my list are living in China and learning 
the language and seeing the Great Wall and Terracotta soldiers (I'm currently going about all of these); live for a 
month in the wild; go to a TED conference; volunteer at a big cat sanctuary in South Africa (you get to care for 
tigers, lions, etc)- and on a separate item I also want to go into a shark cage with Great Whites around while in 
South Africa; search out and ride the world's most intense roller coasters... you get the idea.

Aside from bucket listing your way through life, find what truly interests you- a hobby, something you lack in your 
life (or want to improve), etc. I constantly exercise and play basketball, because it makes me feel good and I like 
it.

It sounds like you're on the right track with your pilot's license, but you can do better than just that

Simon_Vanuatu 

Hmmm, here are my thoughts.

If you still face the fear of not having enough, I suggest building a 3rd muse. You have the skills to create one, 
but how about acquiring knowledge in a different field. This serves 2 purposes: (a) it will take up your spare time 
to research and learn, (b) the finished muse will be quite different and hence hopefully not seasonally correlated 
with the others. In other words if it the bottom falls out of the market in your primary muse, your new muse 
shouldn't be affected.

Once you have diversified risk in this way you will feel much safer going away for a long time.

Other benefits:

    another muse = more income, aim for at least $10k/month I think;
    after say 6 months of building the new muse, you will have enough saved ($7k * 6m = $42k) to buy some hard 
assets. I hear decent condos in FLA are going for <$40k;
    even more importantly, who'se to say you have to stay at home at work on the new muse? You could be 
renting an apartment in Buenos Aires and working on line. There's a good chance that rent is less than what you 
are paying now.

Hope this inspires you with some ideas...

Speaking for myself I have such a long ideas list that I don't think I could ever be bored. I've liberated so much 
time; the only reason I don't have 3 unrelated muses is that I'm very good at procrastinating by hanging out on 
websites such as this one... :-)
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B-rad 

That sounds great! I will definitely be studying your muse work more closely.

Most of the replies here seem to suggest spending some time volunteering, continuing to work on muses, and 
continuing to save. I actually think 7k a month is perfectly fine, if you are living frugally. You can probably do all 
kinds of things while spending less than 2k a month, including living in other countries, learning to paraglide, and 
whatever kinds of traditional entertainment you like. You of course cannot do this in New York City, but if you 
choose your location carefully and budget, I think you could put plenty in the bank.

However, why not start a new muse? Maybe try one in a new business sector?
The one thing I wanted to suggest was continuing to develop a "real" skill, whether it is teaching calculus or 
giving deep tissue massage. The internet is a pretty volatile medium and I do think internet-based muses are 
probably not too stable. But if you have a skill that helps people directly I think you should be a lot safer. I would 
just practice it enough to keep relevant. Maybe look for a relaxed freelance position.

All said, I am almost completely broke and you probably shouldn't take advice from me. 

adam.sn 

Updates:

As far as fear is concerned... it is starting to subside as I develop a comfy "cushion" in case I fall. I'm up to about 
10k a month now passively and it's been good.

I'm working on another muse that should launch in Jan and pull in the same numbers as "Brain Quicken" at it's 
peak. That will alleviate all my worries.

My big draw right now is paying off about 20k in debt. I could take a HUGE chunk out of it now, but that scares 
me as it would leave me without a safety net.

As for filling the void. . . (lately it's been working on this big muse) but I'm looking to join a blue / classic rock 
band and do stage shows. It'd be a ton of fun. I've got a few more ideas but I really like the "perpetual bucket list" 
concept and I'm definitely going to use that.

I'm also thinking of starting up a low maintenance business / lifestyle design blog (got a cool URL already - 
Adam5.com) but in the meantime that's being used to market something.

Lastly... you guys rock! That's for all the input. I really appreciate it. I find my "being scared" fluctuates based on 
how confident I am in my abilities to survive should everything dry up right now. It would suck, but I could do it.
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simonj 

You are right to be scared and you absolutely should be saving. Do you want to get to 60 a think 'hell where's all 
that moeny gone?' If I were you I would buy a few investment properties, they'll give you passive rental income 
and increase in value over time. Don't blow your wad...life might not always be as easy as it is now. Create a 
buffer for the bad times.

PS i am not a financial advisor and this is not financial advice.

adam.sn 

lol simonj - I am a financial advisor... It's what I was doing before I started my muse

simonj 

ha ha then i don't have to tell you then! But as an idea for a time filler, go to laptop.org, donate some laptops and 
offer to hand deliver them!

BlindSquirrel 

Significant life changes are inherently scary - even good ones. I'm old enough to have gone thru a few. I think 
the key is a good routine that helps keep you focused and grounded regardless of your situation. Something in 
the morning when you first wake up and something at night before you go to sleep.

Hey, maybe that would make a great thread...

adam.sn

That's a really cool idea I like that! I get to be like Santa but with technology

meanttodo 

if I had the time/money/muse already that's what I would do!

Simonj

..and make a little blog out of your trip it and monetize it
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geomonad 

Take small steps! You don't have to go very far to have a lot of adventure. Start off with small/cheap vacations. 
There is no reason why you need to have to do the 2 year continental hike at the very beginning

Go down to Cancun for a couple of days and relax on a beach. Make plans to hit up a national park this summer 
(Yellowstone is a must see). Spend a weekend exploring a city. You can find cheap tickets to Europe, spend a 
week in Paris this summer!

You might not have the freedom or confidence to take a 2 year trip right now but you still have a lot more liberty 
than the average joe who only has 2 weeks of vacation a year, if that.

Go visit some old friends every other weekend

isabelle

Well first of all congrats on your boredom !

Wish i could find a muse just to get me to 2k/month wich is my goal.

I think everyone has already given you great advice.

I would not give you the same but just tell you what i would do myself : starting a world tour of all the places i 
always wanted to go (i know, this is so very common).

One thing you could do wich would be great : why not offer great advices or personal courses to people like me 
(and i'm sure others here) trying to find their muse ?

I think that could be a cool way to give back to the community !

If you decide to do this, please consider starting with me

Writing this, i had another idea : travelling around the world and ysing your skills to get some founds to build 
schools. Just a thought... 

Dawks 

Adam
Your Arriving at your problems in style
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ikonn 

Hey Adam,

How's it going?

I'm in a similar place as you, very successful muse, lot's of free time... I actually did travel in the past 6 months (4 
weeks in south of france, 2 weeks in paris), then just recently came back from Costa Rica where I was surfing for 
a month.

But I've had huge realizations... just travel for the hell of it doesn't quiet intrigue me. Don't get me wrong it was 
still better then hanging out in Toronto, going restaurant to restaurant, plaza to another plaza, buying, 
consuming, etc.

Im currently doing more things to beef up the current muse and expand to more products that will bring income 
but at the end of the day I still realize I have to start doing something else. Still don't know what.. but maybe we 
can try to figure it out.

If you are ever in Toronto, we should meet up or maybe go white water rafting on the Ottawa river.

Also, what both of us maybe be lacking is being around people who also have their muses and are able to travel 
and have adventures together. This trip looks pretty interesting and I am thinking of going - 
http://projectgetaway.net/ It's should be an interesting month in Bali.

All the best Adam.

Feel free to contact me through my profile.

davidaltmann 

Hi Adam

As many of the forum members: I envy you But first and formost: congratulations for getting there were all 
4HWW 'disciples' want to get!

While I can only talk theoretically, of course, here are my thoughts:

In case you are still involved in the strategic/operational aspects of your Muse Tester services, then I don't think 
there needs to be a 'trade off' between going places and saving money. As you surely remember from Tim's book 
and maybe also from traveling, the $ you earn are worth (much) more in other countries. So, with traveling you 
can actually save money. Of course, I don't know anythong about you (i.e. if you are able to travel because of 
family etc), so what I say might not at all be applicable in your situation. But in case it is: grap your laptop, make 
sure the places you go have an internet access and enjoy life for a while there at that new and cheaper place. 
Learn the language, do as well stuff you enjoy there (anyway it should be cheaper there in comparison to doing 
that in Canada) and at the end of the day actually have more money left than you'd have living in Canada, which 
according to my last info, is not exactly the cheapest place on earth to live
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djp 

I'm in almost the same exact boat. That projectgetaway thing looks interesting.

WhoIsRicardo 

Tha's a nice problem to have

Let us know what you decide to do!

Just some things off my dreamline to inspire you
-Learn Chinese Martial arts (which I'm already doing)
-Live in Beijing for a year, study Martial arts and learn the language
-Write a book (we all have a book within us)
-Skydive
-Create a succesful blog
-Tour around Europe (spain, france, italy, uk, germany, etc etc)
-Attend TOP GEAR (my favorite show)
-Be in Rio for the Carnival because it's awesome and all the hot brazilian ladies

that's just some lol

Good luck!
Can't wait to have that problem haha

Dirk_Bennedict

Hi Adam,

Congratulations on your muses' successes. I hope you've found new ways to cope with the void since your last 
post.

I am currently looking at a role as an entry level financial advisor. The firms offer a reasonable salary for a couple 
years while you "develop your business". They put you through the certs in a few months, then tell you to go sell.

It seems like a very reasonable and low-risk way to get a look at the industry and get practice in sales. It also 
seems like a good way to burn yourself out and have nothing to show for it, if you go about it the wrong way. And 
it also sounds very time-consuming.

How did you find time to develop your muses? Had you already developed your clients before starting on muse 
development? Are your muses related to the financial services industry, or something else entirely?
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Also, did you apply 4hww principles to your position as an FA by automating sales or streamlining/ eliminating 
other processes?

I'm really wondering if this is a good idea, because, even though I'd like income immediately, I probably have 
other employment options.

yoambulante 

errr, hmmm... at least 2 years since you wrote this post, I know I'm a little bit late at this point but I guess You are 
now a professional suRFIST! aren't you? tell me, how was La Habana? I'm currently taking some crazy non-
sensible decisions...
I'm really curious, tell us! how is it all going after all? cheers.

adam.sn 

To give an update...

I'm no longer afraid to spend money Woohoo! LOL

Problem solved.

Cuba in December was GREAT, then in Feb I went to Old Montreal and Florida (in the same month) for a 
marketing conference. Then in June I went to North Carolina and my girlfriend and I just got back from a 10 day 
stint in Vegas.

Up next... we're going on a cruise next month, and then the Dominican or Cuba again in the fall.

Money is still coming in to the tune of around 10-15k a month. There are some months I work like a madman, 
others (like this summer) where I'm goofing off a lot and relying on sales funnels. Income drops, but there really 
isn't much difference in lifestyle between 10k and 15k a month... so no worries.

I took up kitesurfing for a while, but the lessons were too random and without early enough notice, and being on 
vacation a lot, I had to cancel.

Thinking about buying a new car this weekend... nothing fancy, a Mazda 3 Sport or Mazda Speed... but if I can 
find a good deal I don't mind upgrading to a Mercedes, Audi or BMW.

My girlfriend and I put up a big pool in our backyard as well.

Lessons learned along the way. Only work with financial institutions you recognize, can call or are highly 
recommended. Got scammed out of 4k trying to set up an offshore corporation. Got it done eventually, but it was 
a lot of headache.
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Work on 1 product and then promote the crap out of it... get new people in the sales funnel instead of creating 
new products all the time.

Test everything.

Don't be afraid to charge a lot. I recently got through doing a product tour for a $200 product that brought in 
almost 30k in 1 month.

BUILD AN EMAIL LIST!!!! Seriously... my list ALONE brings me 5k+ a month and I send maybe 8-10 emails a 
month. So I'm literally being paid $500 to $1000 to send an e-mail. A constant supply of e-mails coming ing + 
affiliate products to promote on autopilot = the easiest, fastest & most profitable (when you factor time vs money) 
muse by FAR. I spend 2hrs a month sending emails and make 5k for it. And I just have to add more people to 
the list to make more... infinitely scalable, low costs and a GREAT system.
Oh... and don't be afraid to re-invest in your business. I know times are tight, but if something will save you time 
or lessen your frustration and it costs a bit of money DO IT! The mental anguish you go through trying to figure 
out how to set up a website isn't worth the $100-$200 it would take to get it done professionally.

Ok... that's it for me

I think I'm going to go send an email now

aussietom 

Thanks for the update Adam, been following your story on the forum and you are definitely an inspiration to a lot 
of people here! 

adam.sn 

Thanks a ton Aussie Tom 
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Ideas:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=16 Filling the Void

jetpacklife

Now that I'm working only a few hours a week, I have a real hard time filling the void.

I used to spend lots of time with people my age, laughing and goofing off, and generally having a pretty good 
time. It was called work.

Now that I'm on my own, I had filled in my time with more work, and more busy work. I'm trying to get rid of the 
busy work and replace it with a "real life" somehow. The problem is, I can't find people to hang out with (they are 
all at work all day). And, when my friends do hang out, it's pretty limited to drinking and complaining about work.

I'd like to travel some, but I'd rather not do it alone, and I don't want to travel all the time.

What should I do to fill my time? I almost feel like getting a job to hang out with people again, but, that just 
doesn't seem right.

ffeingol 

I'm pretty sure it was mentioned in the book but is their some cause, charity etc. that you feel strongly about? 
Donate some time. It could be something as simple as stopping at your local library and see if they need help 
putting books back on the shelves.

wu-wei 

Default void filling
what about classes?

acts of creation? 

joshua 

I'm having some similar problems myself. The social aspect of "work" was a big redeeming quality. I suppose 
that post-college, most people generally find their peer group with the people who they work with, or at least 
people who have similar work schedules. I'm new to online networking, but I would think/ hope, that others in, or 
wanting to join this lifestyle could find others with whom to socialize. If there isn't one, we should figure out an 
online community for the NR aimed at finding people with similar interests, schedules and resources.
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jetpacklife 

Well, another problem for me is that I moved, so, I can't even see my old work friends out of work. I moved to a 
more rural area. Much easier to go hiking and kayaking, but not so many people.

Anyway, I've been trying to think of a "job" that I would like, where I could meet people and socialize. Pay, of 
course, is not important. And, I'm sure I couldn't go back to any 9-5 job, so that limits choices even more.

There aren't any good volunteer programs (retirement homes are about the only places).

Steve0617

I work from home trading futures. It's an amazing way to make money and the freedom is unlimited.

But now that I've been out of corporate America for a few years now, the initial 'WOO-HOO I'M FREE!' is out of 
me and now, quite frankly, I miss the water cooler talk.
I don't miss the work I used to do AT ALL, but I do miss the social screw around stuff. And I've been at a loss for 
a quite a bit now to replicate it or provide some other venue.

Maybe I just need to stop trying and just start doing stuff and the interaction will present itself.

searstower 

I knew a bunch of homeschooled kids when I was growing up that had the same issue.

They needed to find some socialization somehow. Most of them took up sports or joined clubs of some kind. 
They found that once they started doing something they enjoyed, they were able to make friends easily. Here are 
some ideas...

-Show up at your local recreation center/activity park and ask if you can join in with a team
-continue your education with local courses, whether it's at the community college or library,
-check out craigslist.com for plutonic relationships or meetup.com for local groups in your area

read 

I'm still definitely in the dreaming stage about how I would fill my time if I had some to spare. Here are some of 
my ideas. Maybe they'll help?

-Martial arts class or another physical activity
-Book clubs
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-If there's a university in your area, they often have lots of (poorly-attended) lectures. You can see movies, listen 
to artist talks, learn about globalization, etc. Afterwards, there's usually a Q&A and socialization.
-Knitting groups (okay, I know that's not for everyone, but still--)
-Nature Hikes
-Art classes
-Volunteer as a big brother/big sister. Mentoring programs are often very short on adult volunteers.

rb30 

What did you do in your spare time when you were a kid? Before you had to start working?

Sabine 

I highly recommend meetup.com, as Rebecca mentioned. I recently moved to a new city and have made tons of 
new friends with similar interests through that site. You can find a group for nearly every interest imaginable. If 
there's not a group in your area that meets during the day, maybe you could start one up. Good luck, and enjoy 
your time away from work! I hope I'll be at your point sometime soon. 

jetpacklife 

Like I said, I sorta live in the middle of nowhere. Non of the online meeting things have anything going on. It's 
like people around here don't even use computers.

read: I've tried most of your ideas.
Most of the club / classes stuff meet too infrequently to really get to know people.
I can't find any book clubs.
Universities are out for the summer mostly, but, yet, have boring lectures during the year.
Art classes around here are mostly old ladies.
I sorta already have a little brother to deal with, but, the doesn't really help.

I really believe that my easiest option is to move to a city. But, I'd rather not.

read 

Oh, small town life. That does make it more challenging. I grew up in a town without a stop light, and I have to 
say, I was lucky that I'm an introvert. It's rough.

Still, there has to be something wonderful and exciting....
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Gosh. I can't think of anything social, while people are at work, other than shopping -- and well, that's sort of 
empty, isn't it?

I guess I have to echo what someone asked earlier. What did you like to do as a kid? Maybe that will give us 
some ideas to help you out--

captaink 

Shouldn't the 4 hour work week enable you to move out of that situation?

Why do you live where you live?
What keeps you from being mobile?
What keeps you from traveling?
What keeps you from spending your days in one of the more exciting, yet less expensive towns around the 
world?

It seems you are missing the point of the exercise, which is freedom to do what you want, and to go where you 
want.

rookie 

Have you ever heard of the St. Vincent de Paul Society? - help the poor. Or contact your school district office 
and volunteer for a mentoring program. Who better to mentor our youth but someone who has achieved what 
others only dream about. Check with the local library and volunteer to teach an adult to read - you will be 
surprised to find out who you will meet. Start a non=profit organization to raise money for a specific cause or to 
promote art or music to bring culture and learning to your community. Think outside the box that's how you got 
where you are so you should be good at it. As far as TV - except for a few programs it is the Void!

KJCB

Hi! I've been a home-based consultant for years, and I've learned to get my much-needed human interaction by 
calling friends and old colleagues on the phone. The water cooler clan loves another diversion, and a quick 20-
30 minute "hello" from you is a nice break for you both. If you have a lot of buddies from your old life, you don't 
feel like you're bugging anyone specifically, since you "share the love" among them.

I know it doesn't sound like much, but you might be surprised how much just having one call of this sort per day 
will help you feel less isolated. Good luck!

jetpacklife 

Well, I'm not much of a phone person, and, I'm not anywhere close to my old friends. (I've moved to a new town)
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I've looked at all the resonable volunteering programs around me, and nothing is very meaningful or worthwhile 
for me. I've thought about starting a non profit, but generally my
ideas are around the same as my business ideas (websites) and would put me in the same place.

I really do appreciate these ideas everyone, and I am re-trying some of them. I'm sure this is the same sort of 
thing that retired old folks go through, but, I don't have a community of old folks to hang out with, or a lifetime of 
aquantances to talk with.

I'm planning to do a trip to the west coast next month (I'm in the north east). Maybe CA, OR and/or WA. I have 
an old friend in Portland to see... Are there any other travel places people here would recommend for me?

searstower 

If you end up in Seattle, PM me and we'll have lunch!

I grew up in a town with less than 2,000 people and purposefully moved to Seattle after high school so that I 
could get a more cosmopolitan experience.

It's nice because Seattle is one of the cleanest, friendliest cities I've ever been to, and each neighborhood has 
it's own small-town feel.

Talon 

Suggest that if you are in Seattle and deal with computers you try to volunteer for Microsoft.
1) Similar background i.e. people may have projects computer based
2) Networking with people of similar background
3) Wonderful way to get in with a group of people that normally only hangout with themselves.

Otherwise

Peace Corps has several options to help those that are serving overseas. Example fund rising for wells, or if you 
have a child writing a letter to start a pen pal cultural exchange, or writing your congressman/woman for help 
with funding. http://www.peacecorps.gov/index.cfm?shell=meet

Also if you are trying to retire Peace Corps will allow you a chance to see what overseas is like, teach you a 
language, and provide time to think with some people that dream

Otherwise
www.idealist.org
www.networkforgood.org
www.volunteermatch.org/results/
Just some other places to help here
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Talon 

I to grew up in a similar town. Thus I moved. The challenge is to find friends with each move. I am friendly thus I 
have friends in North Dakota, Bolivia, Ohio, Washington, Montana, California, and Florida just moving around. 
What I find the challenge to be is time and freedom to use that time. Thus I am volunteering, starting a new 
business, working on an business plan finished in April accomplished the purchasing just now have to figure out 
the finances 12 properties within 5 months, started towrite a book that is half way funny and sad.

Thus life is what you make of it.

With other commitments:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=4920 Filling the void

mtueckcr 

Hi guys,

I am a student in my last year of school here in germany.

I have already started a first muse and made some money. I am currently reareading tims book and noted that it 
is quite difficult for me to use most of the strategies he describes. For example I dont have any tasks I could give 
to a VA. Also I cannot free up any time, because I need to go to school.

It is difficult for me to fill all of the time I have after school. I feel like I have so much time and not enough ideas or 
recources to fill it all.

Maybe you can help me with ideas for filling my time. What do you do or like to do in your freetime if you have to 
be at work everyday for half a day?

Sven 

Buy a boat and go sailing
Get a oldtimer and learn to restore it
take woodworking clases
become a volunteer for a charity.
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Well, that took me 30 seconds.

Generate a lot of ideas first and do not judge them immediately. And TRY SOME OUT before judging them.

And do not be affraid to be bored.

Oh, forget about VA's

fernando

Three more than can be as time consuming as you want:
Learn how to play an instrument (guitar can be great to take it with you)

Practice any sport seriously, I would recomend an individual one (running, golf, swimming) to able to do it 
everyday without depending on other people's agendas.

Read sci-fi, start with Dune and Enders Game.

liam75005 

Dune is great reading !!!

What do you want to be ? What do you want to do ?

Go back to your dreamline and look at the passions and things you want to learn and become.

AlexMoen

All great ideas.

Don't forget there are weekends if your schedule is somewhat full already. My personal schedule lately has been 
as follows:

2 weeks ago I went paintballing, rafting, banana boat riding (pulled by a jet ski), rode ATVs and stayed in a 
cheap, nice hotel in a Korean province I've never been to before.

1 week ago I visited the DMZ area between North and South Korea, went to a couple of wine bars (and an all-
you-can drink wine train) and fine dining places, and some other touristy things.
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This weekend I'm doing either windsurfing, water skiing, or kite boarding depending upon availability, while 
picnicing, and later an night an all-you-can-eat and drink buffet.

In two weeks I'll be spending a couple days on a remote, very low population island, cooking up my own food 
with a group of friends and while firing off our own fireworks display.

I also do reading and language studies on the side.

Jasonhanley

Do you have any lifelong dreams?

I had always dreamed of becoming a pilot, but put it off for years (15 years actually) because I thought it was too 
expensive and would take too much time.

Then I realized I could do it as a part-time pay-as-you-go endeavor.

I started training last Fall and should have my Private Pilot's License within the next few months!

Perhaps this is not your dream, but consider your lifelong or childhood dreams, then figure out how to make 
them reality!

mtueckcr 

Yes, I do have some dreams. I have always dreamed of traveling the world and beeing an entrepreneur. Baisicly 
sort of the life Tim is supposedly living. I have read a lot of books and travled a lot but the entreprneur part I 
havent been to successful yet. I feel like Im quite ahead of my time and that is a problem.

People dont take me seriously if I try to build up anything. Also Im still in school and have no experience in the 
field of any business I could call upon. I figure I just have to wait a little longer for the big stuff and the best I can 
do for now is playing around with small muses and reading books about LD and enrepreneurship.

I hope you get my point, because a lot of times I feel a little misunderstood. Most of my questions are curiosity of 
how other people do things. It doesnt mean that Im going to go out and try buying a lot of tshirts and trying to sell 
them. Im just trying to gather experiences.

Pura Vida

Ps. Thanks for all the great comments, keep em comming!
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AlexMoen 

Maybe it's the way you're presenting yourself. You need to exude professionalism. I'm fairly young (just turned 
25) and have been going about this for a few years; whenever I try networking or meeting people many 
years/decades older than myself they have been mostly impressed and have helped me with things here and 
there (or vice versa) if we stay in touch.

People don't take you seriously before you get your feet wet- that's something you earn from action. The great 
thing about the Internet is that nobody knows who you are. Now go get some experience under your belt, on and 
offline.

Eledil

Thank you liam75005, for your hint "Go back to your dreamline". That helps.

liam75005 

I defintely think that the dreamline should be kept alive somewhere accessible, reread to motivate you, and once 
some of your dreams are gone, redraft it from full to redefine yourself.

I am also 25 and when I meet other people (entrepreneur or so on) I just announce my projects and demonstrate 
my willpower to make it happen and this way, people see my confidence and exchange business cards and so 
on.

From Tim's Blog: 

Filling the Void: Thoughts on Learning and Karma:

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2011/11/16/filling-the-void-thoughts-on-learning-and-karma/
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V. Like-Minded Resources

Resources/Inspiration similar to 4HWW

Inspiration:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=9428  procrastination is killing me

firestorm

Hi everyone!

I just wanted to share something with you guys.

I am working on my muse and it is going great. I outsourced as much of it as I could, but now I am working on 
the creative part, the part that only I can do (cant really outsource it)

The thing is, its a bit of a long job, but I am just procrastinating so much its taking me 5 times longer than it 
should.

I don't get much spare time, but I have put in a few weekends on it working solidly (disconnect the net and just 
have pure focus) and I seem to run out of steam after a day and a half.

any ideas of how to beat the procrastination? I know its a case of "JUST DO IT" but thats easier said than done.

peterpatch 

I read the book the Procrastination equation (TPE) by Dr. Piers Steele. It is a very good book and breaks 
procrastination down into its component parts and represents it by an equation. I don't know any details about 
your procrastination but I would reccomend the book. TPE talks about things like limiting email checks, turning 
off instant messaging, limiting Internet use etc, similar to 4HWW. However that is just one component of the 
equation. It's a very well researched book but also very readable. Good luck!
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thear 

I agree with peterpatch on The Procrastination Equation. However, since your case is time sensitive - and 
reading the book is one more diversion from your pursuits - may I suggest listening to the audiobook while 
working through your process. Listening to a book more than once over time (during the day, while you work, 
while you sleep...) allows the information to become absorbed without putting one more action item on your 
plate. It should also get you motivated on a much faster time table.

Hope it helps...

Sven   

If you run out of steam after a day and a half it seems to be more about not working right rather than 
procrastination...

Do you take enough breaks? Have you looked in to the pomodoro technique?

Brave_Man 

Look at this video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TU7Y6HiLXto

Hope it gets you in the mood

firestorm 

That "do it" video is GREAT!!!

Well, I have eliminated pretty much ALL my phone calls from my life. Only my wife calls on a regular basis, or 
family in an emergency.

My email I check twice a day, and I have worked hard to minimize it (different accounts for different things, no 
spam, etc)

I think its just a motivational thing, due to the fact that I have picked a BIG task, and see "no end" to it. But I 
know I will get there.

I will also check out the pomodoro technique, but maybe I just need to watch that Do It Video every time I feel 
like not doing it!
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firestorm 

Just wanted to share with you guys. I tried out the pomodoro technique, and it worked great for me. The idea is 
basicaly you spend 25 mins working as hard as possible on a task, then take a break, then do another 25 mins 
as fast as you can.

Its sort of like a "to do list" that you do "against the clock".

My project was so easy to split into small tasks, I think this 25 min sprint will work well for me.

I found a free adobie air app that has a 25 min timer, and it really helped keep me on track.

Thanks for the motivation guys!

firestorm 

Hi guys. I just want to share with you that I am on my second day of using pomodoro and it is going great.

My advantages are:

1) I am able to focus in short bursts, and manage to get most tasks done in about 18 to 22 mins, so that is 
perfect.

2) I feel more motivated so I now do "just one more thing" and that feeling has almost doubbled my output.

3) it feels like a game. every time I do something for a solid 25 mins I feel like I have scored a point or 
something, and its adictive, just one more point.

So I just wanted to say thankyou!

Sven 

Great stuff man! Good luck with the new productivity.

accountinator 

Firestorm, you don't seem like a procrastinator. Maybe the creative part isn't going quite the way you want it to - 
it doesn't feel right. That's why it is taking much longer than it should. Two suggestions:
1. Rethink it. Is this really how you want to resolve the creative problem? Is there a better way. Don't do this 
while staring at a computer screen. Instead go for a long drive or take a walk in the woods. Give yourself time to 
think.
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2. Get some help. Maybe this creative part isn't your strongest skill - find someone who can do it better and 
faster.

Good luck!

Reebz 

Hi guys - Great suggestions so far! Pomodoro method looks like a winner, I will give it a try for sure. But I just 
want to put this out there, that if you feel like you're REALLY procrastinating and REALLY having trouble staying 
organized, maybe think about having a chat to your local doctor. A friend of mine (adult) recently did this and 
found out he had ADHD. No big deal really, but now he's totally aware and manages it. He's found it's really 
helped him at work especially.

firestorm 

Hi guys
Just wanted to share my experience with you all.

Basically, in the past year or so I have changed jobs so that my life is a lot less busy. I have tons more free time. 
Having a ton of free time makes me quite defensive of my free time. EG I think "do I really want this to eat into 
my time".

Since the part I was procrastinating on was a job that could only be done by me, and would take many many 
hours/days/weeks to do, I could not really get started.

I would also feel like i needed to put in days and days working on it (eg "i should go and take a vacation and sit 
in a room for 4 weeks working solid with no interruptions, that's the only solution")

My wife just had a baby, so you can imagine I hardly get 30 mins of uninterrupted time! :-)

But by splitting it down into super small tasks I thought I could handle it, but I still procrastinated.

The trick was to add a "time limit" to those tiny tasks. That really motivated me.

I hope this info helps someone. To break each big job into small 25 min chunks really works. 
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http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=5605  Fighting Procarsination? tips?

LongRunner2 

I'm not talking necessarily on starting a business or other ideas mentioned in the book. But what are your tips for 
fighting procrastination?

CWD

Well, it seems you've already realized that you're wasting time (and therefore money, since time=money) by not 
getting off the couch and doing what needs to be done. The more time you waste, the more time you'll spend 
playing catch-up.

So... the only thing you can do is force yourself to stop being lazy. Make sure you're getting enough sleep and 
eating well so you're rested and attentive, and other than that I believe it's all in your head. Manage your time 
effectively, and set out a certain time frame each day when you will complete all the things that "have to get 
done" that you really don't want to do. Then, if you complete your tasks during that time, treat yourself with some 
free time to sit back on the couch and watch TV.

jetpacklife 

I use procrastination to get things done.

I make a list of the things that need to be done, including things that I do procrastinate on, and the things I don't 
procrastinate on. I then force myself to spend at least 15 minutes on each of the items on the list. The more I 
have something due, the more clean my house is ;-)

adam.sn 

Tip #1....

Stop looking for tips to help procrastination and just do it. You're procrastinating right now :P

I forced myself to write my muse book in under 5 hours and it was one of the best things I've done this year.

Cheers
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LongRunner2 

I know I should do this and that. I just don't find the point or passion to do it. this is really frustrating for me.

sydney4hww 

Try EFT

eftuniverse.com

or I have a site at

http://www.meetup.com/qt-79/

officer_dibble

Ultimately motivation has to come from within. Time will still pass anyhow (and all of us have a finite amount of 
it). So if you're still looking for tips in six months time - well that's six months you could have been learning and 
growing your muse.

Personally I've found self-talk useful to get over the hump of getting started. Writing your goals down and 
repeatedly doing this I've also found helpful. Some people find coaching helpful - it's hard to keep telling 
someone you've done nothing (especially if you are paying for it).

Be aware also that your energy and motivation levels aren't the same all of the time. Providing you take full 
advantage of the times you have plenty of energy - resting when you don't is no bad thing.

If you never have any energy or motivation - well you have to take some steps to get some. Good sleep, 
moderate exercise and good diet can all help - providing there isn't some underlying problem.

NickG  

I just recently broke through a wall of 'resistance,' so to speak, and I learned a few things from the whole 
experience.

Sometimes you really just have to force yourself into a habit. Start small. Do intensely productive tasks for your 
business for 30 minutes every weekday. Go up from there.

The reason I say this is because the ball started rolling for my business when I had the habit and consistent 
progress. I promise you the ball rolls easier as you continue pushing. But the key is that you continue to push. If 
you stop for a week or two it'll take a lot of work to get the ball rolling once more.
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For the past few weeks progress on several different projects has been incredible for me. I wouldn't be in this 
fortunate situation if I hadn't forced myself into the habit.

The logical, reasoning side of your brain knows where it wants to go (create an Internet business) and usually it 
knows how to get there or where to start. The emotional side of the brain is nice and cozy right where it's at. It 
doesn't want to move. It'll actually complain when you try to move. But you have to ignore it and just get some 
shit done on a regular basis.

It feels incredible when you realize you're finally building something great. Trust me. It's worth all the mental jabs 
you give yourself when you catch yourself procrastinating.

americanoracle

I'm going to throw down some pre-tony robbins NLP for you here, it is at once a minor irrelevant linguistic detail 
and major source of self-understanding, depending on where you want to go with it.

The word "should" has a totally different origin/etymology than words like "can" "will" etc.

"Should" is derived from an old english word implying something to which something else is owed. A debt or an 
obligation.

When you say you will do something it is an action or a capability.

When you say you "should" do X, it contains within itself what is called a missing referntial index. Namely that "I 
owe it to someone/something to do X"

Most people will find that meaningless but our sense of obligations are rooted first in infancy and eventually in 
culture and society. We're immersed in it, so it becomes an unspoken assumption and drops out of the language.

We say we should do something, and what the unfiltered/deleted statement for the same sentence is "I have an 
obligation to someone/something to do this thing".

If you want to make that purposeful insight in your life, whenever you find yourself using the word "should", stop, 
and say "I owe it to X to do this", filling in X for whatever it might be.

Do this enough and you find a lot of unconscious motivators in your life, why you do or don't get stuff done or 
why you do the things you do. You find a lot of what you feel is owed is no longer relevant in your life, or you are 
attempting to fulfill an obligation that is no long valid in your life (i.e. from childhood, etc) and thus it is not 
compelling enough to fulfill. Some things you'll stop doing altogether because you will discover that whatever 
obligation you believed you had- to "should do that" -no longer exists in your present world.

Like my job.... heheh.

Other things you will start to do because the ambiguous "should" becomes an unambiguous stated goal for a 
specific outcome for a specific person- most likely you.
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So ends my procrastination for the afternoon...hope that is helpful to someone.

MissFit 

I make a list of the things that need to be done, including things that I do procrastinate on, and the things I don't 
procrastinate on. I then force myself to spend at least 15 minutes on each of the items on the list. The more I 
have something due, the more clean my house is ;-)
Yes - making a list is good, but spending a bit on each item a day is key. It really helps to move forward your 
projects little by little as much as you can, chipping away at it bit by bit. This way, the tasks become a LOT less 
daunting.

What also helps me: carrying a notebook with you to jot down notes, ideas and when on a computer, keeping 
several screens open so you can switch back and forth between projects whenever you feel inspired.

sandiegomama

Just read "Getting Things Done" by David Allen. It has helped with getting rid of procrastination. I think the 
problem with me comes when the task isn't clearly enough defined so you aren't quite sure what to do. It is all 
about baby steps. I wrote a book years ago and if I would have known how much work it was, I would not have 
done it. I was naive enough to not know. I worked on the book daily and in a year it was published. What is the 
next step is a good question to ask yourself. Don't focus on the finish line as much as what is one small step I 
can take right now.

Procrastination could be about not being clear or it could be an emotional - self defense mechanism. If that is the 
case, EFT is a great tool!

FrozenCanuck   

I learned NLP for performance improvement. It's awesome.

Here's my favorite CD that I keep in my iPod / iPad / Macbook.

http://MikeMandelHypnosis.com
See the "peak performance" CD.

This is definitely not the only way to go, but I'm a fan. Anyway, if you are having procrastination issues then it 
comes down to two things:

1) You don't associate enough pleasure to getting things done
2) You don't associate enough pain to NOT getting it done.

Those are the only two things you can change, and NLP is a great way to do it. Either pick up that CD or get a 
book on it.
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MoneyHungry   
  

I don't like little tips or tricks to help people. In my opinion you just have to do it earlier. It's as simple as that. Be a 
little tougher on yourself and get it done earlier. That is the only remedy IMO. 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=1788 I'm writing a book. Procrastination!

BenG

My current project:

Writing an eBook.

It's a auto-biographical self-help eBook. I was very unwell for period, then had a nervous breakdown and 
suffered agoraphobia for 2 years. I then made a recovery.
I'm writing an eBook to show people what worked for me in my recovery and how it can work for them. (The 
support out there is rubbish, allot of people suffer from agoraphobia for a loooong time because they don't have 
the resource to deal with it.)

I'm having a really hard time kicking procrastination.

I wish I could have someone call me at a set time when I'm supposed to work and shout down the phone at me. 
(business idea?)

Any you guys got any ways of getting this handled?

Sven 

Writing a book like that can be very rewarding and healing so go for it!

But the motivation has to come from within. Aksing for external motivation is procrastination in itself...

Write a word. NOW!
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Kursal   

This attracted me because I'm writing an e-book at the moment with a friend of mine. I actually used to write for 
a living. It was great but ultimately there is no money in it. Here's how I do it.

You want to get the work done as quickly and efficiently as possible (because writing sells by volume so if you're 
a journalist then you need to be selling one or two items a week and that's the best mindset to be in for a writer). 
So the first thing is to take the word count (for an e-book lets say 50,000 words) and we're going to break that 
down. You'll want to get this written in about a month so you'll need to write around 2,000 words a day.

The next thing is to set yourself a daily time limit. 2 hours is good but an hour is better. Set aside that one hour 
each day and your goal is to get to 2,000 words in that time.

Now, here's the thing. You might not make it so it's important not to beat yourself up if you don't. The real power 
of doing it like this is that you are setting yourself a specific time to do the work and, as long as you push on until 
you're finished, you will get there in the end.

You'll also probably find (as I did) that by pushing the time up to 2 hours a day (not straight away though) you will 
not only reach your daily goals but end up writing more. I now write around 4,000 words in 2 hours and that was 
all I was doing each day for quite a while.

To beat the initial procrastination of writing (I still get this by the way, I've not met a writer that doesn't) as soon as 
I would think of a topic I would write the first half of a sentence. It's important that it's half. At the end of each day 
I would finish half way through a thought, paragraph or sentence. What I found was that this gave me a push for 
the following day that helped get me back in the mindset.

Hope this helps... maybe I should write a book about writing.

Joss   

guess the beauty of writing a book about agoraphobics is that your target market is completely captive - within 
their own homes!

Sounds awesome though - I hope it sells well. Check out the Warrior Forum for loads of advice on marketing.

BenG 

Thanks for the advice Kursal, I'm going to set aside time.

I don't know if it'll work better in the morning, afternoon, or evening.

I suppose the only way of finding out is to try them all.

I'll check out that forum Joss. Thanks for the tip.
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Badhank

move back in with your parents, let your mother nag you.

Webgal

Set small goals. For instance, you'll make an outline first. Part of procrastination is the overwhelming feeling of 
the entire project. So break it down into chunks.

Good advice, Kursal.

Marcie

Also, try to hone in on your most productive time of the day, and make it a priority to block that time out for 
writing. And I should mention again the yerba mate tea to help with mental clarity

camdengirl 

A really excellent resource is www.nanowrimo.org

Okay so it's only for November but I think the boards are open all year round.

Revv23

The best advice I ever had was to write one paragraph at a time. Just write one. Then, reset your goal. Just write 
one paragraph. Take one paragraph at a time and the book will write itself.

Your first couple of days if you are making a to do list (which you should be doing) have one of your items on it to 
write at least one paragraph. Growth builds on growth, action on action, and writing a lot builds on writing a little. 
The most important thing is to get the wheels spinning. Worry about speed and beauty later.

jetpacklife 

Well, now you're going to have another book to write about: Beating Procrastination.

I'd say procrastination is one of my biggest problems. I think it primarily comes from too much free time. When I 
have something that I don't want to do, I always come up with other things to do instead. Sometimes, it actually 
makes me pretty productive. Other times I end up reading the web and posting on forums ;-)
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Making the steps in the process as small as possible and starting the easiest ones is best way to get going.

Paperbagpress

How to handle procrastination? Get your butt in the seat and write.

Writing ebooks has been the most profitable thing I've ever done. I sell soap, but I need to keep making soap. I 
wrote the books (yes, that's plural!) once, and sell the same thing over and over.

And I love it. It's like money for nothing. Writing isn't nothing, but it's front-loading the work, and I love that.

I don't know how to motivate you to write it, except to say you are missing out every day on income that you 
could have had if your book was done already. Income is what motivates me. Write that damned book and get it 
out there! You can't sell what you don't have.

And I believe your book will sell. How-To nonfiction always sells.

cleverusername   

For me I do my best writing in the morning. My brain is still reasonably fresh.

I've found that making a chapter list and outline first makes the project a matter of filling in the blanks. Deadlines 
help as well. Breaking the work into small chunks makes things easier. 

Resources/Similar Other Sites:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=9622 What websites do you read that are like 
Tim's?

champagne12 

Hey gang,

I want to know what other sites you follow that offer simmilar advice as the four hour work week?
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I'm also looking for sites that have new rich success stories, tips on lifestyle design, etc...

Here's some that I love:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/blog - obviously
http://iwillteachyoutoberich.com - personal finance
http://mixergy.com - entrepreneurial advice
http://sethgodin.typepad.com/seths_blog/ - godin advice
http://lifehacker.com/ - general tips on efficiency

My list is pretty well known but I am looking for other great sites and know this is the place to ask.

I ca't wait to read everyone's responses.

Brave_Man

Here is a list of every blog I follow

http://www.thebravemanblog.com/models-of-success/

the ones that are in the top the list are the ones I follow the most, I have not added this one yet, is from Corbett 
Barr

http://thinktraffic.net/

in that site you will find gold info for traffic, and Pat Flynn from Smart Passive Income has a lot of valuable 
information, you should check under "Reasources" a link that says "niche site duel hub", there's the proccess 
from begining to end step by step on how to create niche sites from Pat and also from other 18 guys, I have 
learned a lot by reading all of them, it took a long time, also in the "Income Reports" section you can find the 
summary of what has been Pat doing from the begining

The Challenge from Ed Dale is another great site, you can subscribe for free and they can give you great deals 
in trials, I would recommend you to check all the videos first and then use the trials they will give you way more 
time to use the services as trials than if you get the trial by yourself.

The blog of Corbett Barr (he is the founder of think traffic) and My 4 Hours from Rasmus Lindgren have also 
great information, Rasmus also offers coaching for free, he has helped me a lot since I started this path

but to be honest all of the sites in the first list are amazing I have some other blogs in my Google Reader but I 
think those are the most important ones

I hope they can be useful to you
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mooreao  

The ones you listed are good ones.

One that I also check out is:

http://www.myfourhourworkweek.com

One thing I like is how he breaks down his monthly income from his different sites and what programs he uses.

Hope this helps.

Brave_Man

I forgot to add this one, this has interviews with many successful people who have used this model

http://4hwwsuccess.com/

Other Recommended Books:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=702 Personal Success Books

James Grey 

Besides Tim's Book I would also suggest the following

There are 6 basic ways to tell if a personal success book is good or not

    1. The author actually speaks from personal experience, he/she has faced hardships and kept going.

    2. The author has been around for a wile, there are way too many “fly by night” success gurus out there.

    3. People who are successful recommend the books
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    4. People that ARE NOT successful will say thing like “that book is BS, that guy is a scammer, those books 
don’t work, ect.” These haters have never tried to improve there lives and are jealous of those who are trying to 
take control of there lives and destiny’s

    5. People will tell you not to buy the book because they have read some of the personal success books and 
are lazy buts that never took any action and now they want to blame someone for there failure in life.

    6. People that will work for someone else for the rest of there lives “hate” on the books/concepts or say things 
like “get a higher degree” so you can work for someone else for the rest of your life at a higher slave salary.

Personal Success Book Suggestions:

Rich dad

This is the first book that you should read if you want to learn success. RK teaches us that we (lower/middle 
class folks) think about money and success completely different than the wealthy and that’s why most people 
just “float” financially through life. This is a brilliant book that has made a huge impact on my financial life. Start 
with the first book “Rich Dad Poor Dad” and move down in order with his other books.

Multiple Streams of Income/The One Minute Millionaire

Robert Allen is a bit of a hustler - but his idea of having income coming in from multiple streams of 
income/different unrelated sources so a turn in one business wont necessarily effect your income in a 
monumental way is genius. And whatever you do don’t sign up for any of his newsletters unless you want 89 
emails a day from him.

Anthony/Tony Robbins
You will also have to keep yourself motivated and have a clear path to financial success. Robbins is an absolute 
master of personal growth and motivation. He has coached some of the most successful celebrities and 
businessmen. Personal motivation is one of the most overlooked aspects of building wealth and success, but 
breaking through the barriers holding you back so you can succeed is one of the most important parts of 
success.

That’s around 40 books and programs to keep you busy for a few months. I guarantee that they will change your 
life (unless you’re lazy and close-minded). Wile you read these books you will learn about other books and 
publications that you should pick up also. But stick with these basics first, books from Napoleon Hill are great but 
a little much (and dry) when your first starting out.

And when you hear people hating on those authors or concepts just ask yourself one thing: “are they successful 
millionaires?”

I suggest and endorse these books and I am financially and personally successful, I have multiple sources of 
income that allow me to travel around the world, I live my life to its fullest and exactly the way I want to ( I am 
happy), when I do work for someone else I do so because I want to - not because I have to, and I never have to 
worry about money.

Sure, money won’t make you happy, but lack of financial resources can make you sad

Money is not buying a Lamborghini or having a house in Bell Air, it is having the freedom to do whatever you 
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want to do.

I hope this helps you all out...

Mauryd  

Have you read the world is flat and would you reccomend that book as highly as these others?

Whiteblaze

I think James is correct in recommending this book. It is a good afterread to 4HRWW. I have it on audio and it 
agrees with a lot of Tim Ferris's concepts, ideas etc...

Talk about a guy that has made a mint with his info books!

http://richdad.richglobal.com/

kamakiri 

James (and everyone) -

Reading is one of the best ways to better your life there is, the other two are exercise and spirituality (doesn't 
have to be church related, can be listening to the classics, or even hugging a tree). I used to be a die hard fan of 
Robert Kiyosaki. I have nearly all of his books and have played cash flow 101. After his recent book with Donalt 
Trump, I am not so sure. That was one of the most craptacular books I have read in a while, and here is another 
analysis of the book: http://www.johntreed.com/Kiyosaki.html . Just take that into account when reading.

My top three books and reasons for recommending them are:

1. Think And Grow Rich - Napoleon Hill.
This is an incredible book. I try to read a few pages a day, it conditions the mind. The title is not 'Get Rich Quick' 
for a reason. This really is a set of principals for cultivating a burning desire, having faith and persistence in the 
attainment of one's goals. These principals have been proven over and over for 70 years, and it are still relevant.

2. How to Win Friends and Influence People - Dale Carnegie
This is also a classic. This one as well has been out for over 70 years and been on the NY best seller list for 
TEN years. This book gives you real usable interpersonal skills that you will need if you are ever going to make it 
to the big time. There aren't many rich loners out there. You need a team, and this book will give you the skills to 
build one.

3. The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People - Stephen Covey
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The 7 principals outlined in this book will help you lead a better, healthier, more balanced life, no matter what you 
do. If you have read this one, then go out and buy the 8th Habit as well. Nearly 20 years of experience teaching 
the 7 Habits went into the 8th Habit, and it is another great book.

4. Robin Sharma - Just about anything by this author. Don't be turned off that his monk story is a fable. The 
message is what counts. He has described reading in the best way I have ever seen, he looks at it as having a 
conversation with the writer. That really opened my eyes.

I also agree that money in and of itself will not make you happy. Only a positive mental attitude can do that (but a 
shiny red Porsche does do a hell of a lot to improve your state of mind). Luckily my wife bought me one for 
Father's Day two years ago, but in all truthfulness, all the money in the world will not bring you happiness if you 
don't have any meaningful relationships or people to spend it with.

One last thought I will leave you with is that there is an old cliche about the people who need 'self help' books the 
most are the ones who don't read them. Changing other people is not the reason to read. The idea is to change 
yourself, and as you work through the process, you will soon come to realize that you are empowering some 
people to walk over you, others to grudgingly do your bidding, and still others to think less of your because of 
some perceived slight. Moving that locus of power back inside where it should be is the first step in really living 
life to the fullest extent possible.

This quote came up today on my desktop, and I though it related pretty well to the point I tried to make in that 
last paragraph.

Quote:
It has always been the prerogative of children and half-wits to point out that the emperor has no clothes. But the 
half-wit remains a half-wit, and the emperor remains an emperor.
Neil Gaiman

James Grey  

I actually used to like John Reed until he started a smear campaign against Kiyosaki in order to promote his own 
books. If you read the rest of his site he also blames Amazon.com and talks smack about other 
people/competitors.

Maybe I’m old fashion – but badmouthing your competition is bad business and generally a low thing to do

Maybe it’s silly of me to think that way in our current “Dog Eat Dog” world, but that was the way I was raised

christran   

"The World is Flat" isn't so much as a personal success book as a history/economics book. It's a good read, but 
it won't help you re-focus your life.
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JRL 

Great thread. I've read almost the entire Rich Dad series and they're all excellent. I'm formally educated in 
finance/accounting and these really break down the most important concepts in simple terms. Must read's for 
anyone looking to master their personal finances.

I also recommend Think and Grow Rich (Napoleon Hill), Ask and You Shall Recieve (Pierre Morency), Creative 
Mind (Ernest S. Holmes), The Great Boom Ahead (Harry Dent)

NoFixedAbode 

It can sound a little old-fashioned, but it does contain excellent advice for a satisfying, well-rounded life. It doesn't 
address money-making, except in terms of gaining promotion:

23 Steps to Success and Achievement by Robert J. Lumsden (only 95 paperback pages!)

Another old-fashioned one, but this is a classic 1956 audio tape, great for a motivational push:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Strangest_Secret

(with link to where you can download the recording).

Hope they help!

thinkthroughfollowthrough  

Oh snap! Robbins, Covey, Carnegie. My personal success library also includes

1. The Self-Publishing Manual : How to Write, Print, and Sell Your Own Book by Dan Poynter

A nuts-and-bolts guide to successful non-fiction publishing, but his can-do attitude make this a truly inspiring 
"personal success" title. I used Poynter's blueprint to launch several successful publishing projects. This guy is 
amazing, practical, and programs you for success. Make sure you get the latest edition at the bookstore, or 
check out his other information-product ideas at http://www.parapublishing.com

2. The Automatic Millionaire : A Powerful One-Step Plan to Live and Finish Rich by David Bach

Never was much of a saver, so I had several aha! moments with these simple ideas about how to automate 
personal finance. Now when tax time rolls around I have my sep-ira fully funded and don't have to worry about 
cash flow for quarterly tax payments.

3. The Artist's Way by Julia Cameron.
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Like twenty million copies of this book are in print. She has ways of eliciting creativity and brainstorming.

silverlunace  

These are all fabulous!

Here are some of my favorites -

The 11th Element by Robert Scheinfeld

The Attractor Factor by Joe Vitale

The 9 Insights of the Wealthy Soul by Michael Norwood

You Can Make it Happen by Stedman Graham

And I'm sure there are others I've read over the years that I could list too but I really enjoyed these and keep 
them handy on my bookshelf.

SuzyGreenCar 

I agree with James Grey - John Reed bothers me. He slanders everyone and then sells his own real estate 
success stuff - not very credible. If you don't have anything good to say........

One of the books that changed my world view was Your Infinite Power to be Rich by Joseph Murphy. He was a 
Unity minister that spoke on the subconscious mind and prosperity consciousness in the 40-60's. Very good 
stuff.

One of my favorite quotes of his is "Poverty is a mental disease and should be stricken from the face of the 
earth."

I agree on Robbins, Carnegie, and Covey. I would add the Chicken Soup Guy, Jack Canfield.

James Grey 

Good call - that is a great book!
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AshokanKid  

Hey All.,

Wow this is a GREAT post., good stuff to share., I now have some new books to check out and add to my library 
of over 1,500 (or more?) books.,

I go to see Robert Allen every chance that I get., always a fountain of info and inspiration., own all of his books 
back to the very first one (Nothing Down). Multiple Streams of Income is one of the new ones.

Robert Kiyosaki entire series is excellent., books and audio., RECOMMENDED.,

David Allen - Getting Things Done book and audio., GREAT for the Entrepreneur looking to become more 
effective.,

Brian Tracy almost ANYTHING that this guy does KICKS A&&~! Grab it ALL~!

Stephen Covey is another pivotal writer., and almost anything Nightingale Conant is great too.,

Harv T. Eker ~! This guy is GOOD., get and read (or listen to) his book Secrets of the Millionaire Mind: Mastering 
the Inner Game of Wealth ~!

Timothy Ferr. ,. oops., never mind., we're here already., , :-)

An oldie called The 10 Natural Laws of Time and Life Management by Hyrum Smith., this is the guy who helped 
design one of the first hugely popular planners (Franklin Planner., now Franklin Covey? Wow., )

Dan Kennedy & Jay Abraham for marketing., too much great stuff., :-)

OK., that's enough from my personal library., I'll wait to hear some more from others., THANKS~!

nondual  

"New Psycho-Cybernetics" by Maxwell Maltz, edited by Dan Kennedy. This book has really helped me a lot. I 
think everyone should read this book, especially anyone struggling with the self-image shift it takes to go from 
being a wage-slave to a business owner.

"Delivered From Distraction" by Edward Hallowell. A Godsend for anyone struggling with adult ADHD, especially 
if they are as yet undiagnosed.
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chandlercrouch  

I'm probably going to read this one. the ironic thing is its probably just going to serve as a distraction from other 
things i need to do.

There are tons of good reccomendations on this thread. I'm all in with rich dad poor dad, 4hrww, 1 min 
millionaire, anything by tony robbins.

2 not mentioned yet:everybody needs roger dawson's power negotiation secrets
reallionaire by farah grey is kinda niche but helps open your mind to understand a REAL story that illustrates 
your limitations are self imposed (14yr old becomes millionaire).

Cliff  

Wow guys, this was a really great thread. Thank you for sharing all of this very helpfull information.

HarryO 

I have read a couple of these and they are good books. However, I think the best way to make money is to go 
out and make it. I don't know that reading books is the most productive means to the end we are pursuing. It is 
good to have knowledge of course, but if we spend too much time reading books, when are we going to make 
the money?

subversity   

Thanks for all the suggestions everyone.
Before joining the forum I recently finished 7 Habits by Covery which has had a huge impact on my life. I look 
forward to getting into the 8th Habit.

How to Win Friends by Carnegie was great but seemed more philosophical than practical (still highly 
recommended!). A lot of his concepts seemed to be updated and explained more fully in Covery's book - at least 
to me. I have a more scientific and psychological background (despite being blind to life for so long) and Covery 
really hit the target. Different strokes, perhaps.

The Magic of Thinking Big by David J. Schwartz as suggested by Ferriss has helped me move past the blocks to 
my self-motivation - I suppose the Robbins' works are in a similar vein? Highly recommend this book as well to 
anyone looking for more personal drive.

subversity  

HarryO - This quote may help put things into perspective:
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"The person who doesn't read is no better off than the person who can't read".

This thread is to list books that are considered worthwhile. What good can come from steering people away from 
self-development? I agree people need to get out there and do, rather than reading about doing - surely the two 
can be accomplished at the same time?

We often have a lot of downtime in our lives; waiting for transport etc. No reason not to have a useful book on 
hand for these moments.

peterpatch   

Robert Kiyosaki, as far as I know, has absolutely no evidence that any of his books help anyone achieve 
prosperity in a repeatable long term way. If anyone has any evidence that he wrote something more useful then 
platitudes like "buy low sell high" I would like to see it. I like stuff that has good theory and empirical evidence to 
back it up. I have read RDPD and frankly it just teaches a couple of University classes worth of basic accounting 
( ex. assets = liabilities + equity) and basically advises owning positive NPV assets instead of spending money 
on expenses that will not maintain their value. As the John T Reed review points out there is a ton of stupid, 
contradictory and illegal stuff in that book. John Reed's writing is extremely good stuff and I have used it to help 
with my own investing strategy as well as career strategy. I have not really read any of his real estate stuff 
because that industry does not interest me. I have read succeeding, his self-publishing manual, and his book 
about hyperinflation/deflation they are all well researched books and very idiosyncratic to him.

Tim uses broad strokes but he is not afraid to debate openly about his techniques, make changes, improve etc. 
He appears to walk the talk and his techniques have also helped me. I also very much like that he has case 
studies (in the book and online) to back up his techniques.

I really hope that Tim NEVER EVER associates himself in any way with Kiyosaki. That would be a major shame. 

Bishop81

I highly recommend Emotional Intelligence 2.0 by Travis Bradbury and Jean Greaves.

http://www.amazon.com/dp/0974320625
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Other blogs to read: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=2014 Blogs of Note?

mbrand0 

Any suggestions for some interesting blogs to read that deal with the 80/20 Principle, 4 Hour Work Week, Mini-
Reitrements, etc? What are the top blogs that you're all reading? Thanks.

Webgal

Tim's blog.

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/

mbrand0

I read that one quite regularly. I'm sure there are others. Even Tim recommends other books to read in his.

insidethenewrich

zen habits is a blog i read regularly. it frequently has some very interesting and useful topics. enjoy everyone!

http://zenhabits.net/

kamakiri   

Robin Sharma's blog is great.

earthmother65   

i took a quick look at zenhabits - nice ideas....and finally, someone with kids!!!
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insidethenewrich

zen habits is always a nice read. take the info for what its worth, everything doesnt work for everyone. but what 
you can employ can work wonders for you. and yes he has kids! (a bunch of them at that). i have two and let me 
tell you life at times can be anything but simple. that is why tim's principles intrigue me so much. it could really 
help free time to slow my life down.

earthmother65 

slowing down is the trick - i put a brake on extra-curricular activities (I was scared off by the american magazines 
i was reading with all their stories about over-programmed kids!). Only exception was a team sport and even 
that, with two boys, leads to a lot of running around. I'm finding I just have to cut back on my business travel and 
say no more often to work things, now that they're getting older.

insidethenewrich 

over programmed kids is a very big problem here in the states. i have been reading alot on that as well lately. it 
seems to be the trend to have your kids run from activity to activity. i have teacher friends of mine tell me that in 
some cases it is so bad that children dont even do their homework and in one case the kid was so tired from 
extra activities that she even fell asleep in class! what happen to letting kids be kids? when i was young i played 
soccer and besides that i played outside and was a kid! i am only in control of what i can be in control of and i 
have learned to say no. you cant imagine how much time that one two letter word can free up in the course of a 
week!

tbone2345  

lifehacker.com is my favorite

not specifically related to automation but always plenty of handy tools, tips and advice on elmination, becoming 
more efficient or cool new apps to make your life easier

Tim/4hww has been mentioned on there several times 

CameronC 

http://thegrowinglife.com <- I highly recommend this blog... The primary focus is lifestyle design, but he covers 
many other topics as well.

Tim/4HWW is often mentioned. Enjoy!
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sidsavara  

I had the same problem. I googled for Tim Ferris, 4HWW, etc and was unable to find anything suitable. Merlin 
Mann's GTD blog, Zen Habits are a couple I also frequent, but nothing was quite right.

I decided to become the change I wanted to see in ... the blogosphere.

I recently started blogging, and my blog is heavily influenced by Tim, David Allen, etc. The post that currently has 
been most popular specifically is a 4HWW inspired post about outsourcing my cooking.

http://sidsavara.com/personal-produc...eams-60-a-week

I also discuss what I do with the extra 10 hours a week I save by not cooking in a follow up post:

http://sidsavara.com/personal-develo...t-with-my-time

If you enjoy those posts, you'll likely enjoy much of what I post to the blog as well. I post once a week, and I try 
to make each post self contained and informative - unique content unavailable anywhere else.

I would love additional recommendations. I am not trying to promote out of spam: rather, I believe this IS an area 
where there are few quality blogs on the topic, and so I have started one.

Padma

I read a lot of internet marketing and webrepreneur type sites, but for this topic I suggest 
http://www.freelanceswitch.com

ActionJ 

One that I get e-mailed every morning is ETR... Early to Rise, it has some good articles, but you have to flip by 
every second blurb that is sales spam. There are some insightful articles submitted from various "experts" on 
investing/ sales copy & marketing/ wellness. It also has a word of the day and tips for improving language skills.

It doesn't deal with automation but has many tips to aid in starting your own internet based business. Just don't 
waste your time reading every article, scan for the winners.

captaink 

Blindapeseo covers a lot of ground when it comes to marketing and otpimizing your website.
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Kiri 

Mine? Lol, I'll link anyway. http://escapepayday.com.

My blogroll links to a few good ones too, I have some more new ones I've come across that I'll have to update 
soon. Location Independent is a good one.

DaveCraige.com   

/\ good job on the escape payday blog. looks nice.

Adam Steer  

I just checked out escapepayday.com What a find!

This may not be totally relevant, but my own blog is devoted to being efficient and effective in your exercise and 
wellness choices.

http://www.bettersbetter.com

Caesar_X 

Realing enjoying EscapePayDay. Nice work!

The style hits the right tone, and it feels both hopeful and "real" at the same time.

Kiri   

Hi,
Thanks for the kind words about EscapePayday it wasn't my intention for it to go down so suddenly. I have 
partnered with a friend and launched http://intrepidlifestyle.com which has/will have much of the content from 
EscapePayday, we are working on rewriting a lot of it to make it better and working on a bunch of new stuff as 
well.

While I'm here another great blog is LifeofJustin, read the interview we did with him on intrepid lifestyle and then 
check it out.

I hope you are all aware of the DigitalNomads blog and LocationIndependent as well, check them out, top quality 
sites.
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I'll be back again soon so until then,

cubiclebailout  

I've been doing a lot of research including 4HWW and others and have started a blog recently to write about 
helpful tips for cubicle / office workers as well as practical advice on getting out of there. There are a lot of blogs 
from people that aren't in the trenches anymore and I feel some of them might have lost touch with what it is like.

I also use the site to learn the ropes of SEO, website design, etc. while I'm looking for my muse. I think I'll be 
heading down the micro-ISV trail for my muse since it fits my background and can lead to passive income 
stream.

My blog is called Cubicle Bailout

4HWW “Cliffs Notes”:

http://fourhourworkweek.com/vBulletin/showthread.php?t=3275 The 4-Hour Work Week: Eliminated!

swoop 

This is the Elimination section of the forum, so why not eliminate most of the book? I'll explain where the rest of 
this post comes from. I got Tim's book, read it through quickly, then decided to study it in detail. As I read, I made 
notes. Below you'll find these notes, with some personal comments removed. Now, I hit a bit of a wall at the end 
of Ch 9: Income Autopilot 1. But now I'm ready to go ahead with a muse. It's all in my head at the moment, but 
you'll hear more about it soon, unless it's just not feasible.

Enough chitchat, here are the notes. There are also some ideas from other books included, and maybe some of 
my own ideas. You may find these notes useful to quickly revise the book. Enjoy.

P.S. If you think I had too much time on my hands, you're wrong. I'm a quick typist, so writing these notes did not 
take long.
The 4-Hour Work Week

Are you inventing things to avoid the important?

Kaizen - Continuous Improvements for the Good
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Kaizen emphasises:
Both process and results.
Systemic (the big picture) and non-judgemental thinking

Avoid kuda (things that impede effectiveness).

The 5 Esses:

Seiri: Clear out unused items. Label, organise and back up
those that remain.

Seiton: A place for everything and everything in its place.

Seiso: Clean systematically. It's part of the work - nothing less.

Seiketsu: Standardise the first 3 steps. Make rules and keep them.

Shitsuke: Sustain the previous 4 steps. Strive to always improve.

Conventions must be rationally questioned.
If a convention turns out to be sound, so be it. If not, drop it.

Retirement is worst-case scenario insurance.

Interest and energy are cyclical. Up-periods, down-periods.
Very natural and nothing to be ashamed of.

Less is not laziness. Effectiveness is the silver bullet.

Ask for forgiveness, not permission. Get moving, then apologise.

Emphasise strengths.

Things in excess become their opposite. The goal is not infinite free
time, but filling time with desirable activities instead of obligations.
Money alone is not the solution. Beware of thinking, "I'll wait until
I have X in the bank." Cashflow, plus more important things equals
the solution.

Relative Income is more important than absolute income. Money
alone is not the whole picture. True income is money minus time spent
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or money divided by time etc. €500 for five hours work is better than
€50,000 for 60 hours a week for a year.

Distress is bad, eustress is good. Beneficial challenges, such
as martial arts, are crucial. Pointless stress is harmful.

Ch 3: Dodging bullets

A pessimist who is afraid of doing anything is the same as an
optimist who is content with doing nothing.
Do stuff! There is no happiness without action.

Do one thing every day that you fear.

Ch 4 System Reset

Doing the unrealistic is easier than doing the realistic. Unrealistic
goals are exciting, and therefore motivating. Realistic goals are
boring, and therefore difficult.

The NR method frees up a lot of time. Once that time is available,
it MUST be filled with exciting activities or you risk just filling the
time doing unnecessary work.

What would I do if there was no way I could fail, if I was ten
times smarter than the world?

Step 2: Elimination

Pareto's Principle. 80% of effort only produces 20% of the results.
The other 20% of effort, in fact, tends to produce 80% of the goods.
The goal is to become one of the very few enterprises that taps into
that golden 20%, or one-fifth, while effectively eliminating the
wasteful, indiscriminate 80% (four-fifths) remainder.

Each @ represents a fifth, or 20% of effort, or activity.
Each ! represents a fifth, or 20% of results, or profits etc.

@@@@@
! ! ! ! !
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According to Pareto's Principle, the average enterprise is like this:

@ @@@@
/\ /\

! ! ! ! !

To be effective, we need to watch what we're doing. We have to eliminate
ineffective tasks and work to our strengths, instead of making up for
our weaknesses. The Pareto way of operating is the best way.

It is possible to do a pointless task efficiently, but is it effective?
No.

1 If a task requires a lot of time, that doesn't mean it's worth
doing.

2 Doing something well does not make it important.

Lack of time is actually lack of priorities.

The 9-5 illusion and Parkinson's Law:

Eight or nine hours is a lot of time. It tends to be filled in a sluggish way
because it would be quite a feat to fill it with highly effective work.

If only a very short time is available, say one hour, then a huge amount of
results, relative to time, will be produced.

Parkinson's Law refers to this principle. To stay focused on only the most
important tasks, shorten the time in which to do them.

If I want to have a site's structure done by the end of the day, I will give
myself one hour instead of six.

So use Pareto and Parkinson together. Identify the few critical tasks that
contribute most to income, or results, and give yourself very short and
clear deadlines.

Side note: Two lists that should be used together:
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1. A to-do list.
2. A not-to-do list.

If there was one thing I could accomplish and be
satisfied with my day?

To summarise:

1 Identify two or three critical tasks
2 Ask, "Which one is most important?"
3 Do the most important one, then the next most important one.

No multitasking! Do the important tasks separately,
from start to finish. Possibly use the "invented task" for motivation.
(this comes from The Motivated Mind by Raj Persaud. If you're reluctant
to do a necessary task, invent an even worse one, so the task seems good
by comparison! e.g. "I can make this important phone call, or dig a four-foot
hole in the garden!")

Comfort challenges: keep eye contact, offer solutions to questions.

Ch 6 The Low Information Diet

It is imperative to ignore or redirect all information
and interruptions that are irrelevant, unimportant,
or unactionable. Most are all three.

Increased output necessitates decreased input,
or "Do effective tasks; take in less crap".

Get the info that's relevant to your goals, take in
the parts of that info that are relevant, and use those
parts to take action.

The Media Fast
No newspapers, magazines, audiobooks or non-
music radio. Music is permitted.
No news websites, no TV, no books, no web surfing
unless it's necessary to finish a task for that day.

Exceptions: 1 hour of pleasure TV viewing (comedies etc.)
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1 hour of fiction reading

If tasks are completed for the day with time to spare, study the 4hr book.

Talk to people for a few minutes, no earlier than lunch, about current events.

Ask yourself, "Will I definitely use this info for something immediate and
important?"

Practice the art of nonfinishing.

Comfort Challenge: Get phone numbers.

Ch 7 Interrupting Interruption and the Art of Refusal

Do your own thinking independently. Be the chess player,
not the chess piece. RALPH CHARELL

Tim's badgering of his teachers taught him:

The individual teacher's prejudices and pet peeves.

And meant that:

The grader would be reluctant to give him less than an A.

Be difficult and assertive when it counts, and you will get
preferential treatment every time, instead of having to beg
for it.

There are three types of interruptions:

Time Wasters: things like unimportant meetings,
emails, phone calls, discussions.

Time Consumers: necessary, repetitive tasks ranging from
importants emails to laundry.

Empowerment Failures: tasks that waste everyone's time because approval is needed
before things happen, e.g. lost shipments, cash expenditures.
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The best defence is a good offence.

First, limit email consumption and production

Never check email first thing. Do it twice a day at most,
at set times: 12.00 and 16.00 are good times.

Create an email autoresponse when necessary.

Use two phones: one for emergencies (switched on)
one for routine stuff (goes to voicemail every time)

Answer the emergency phone something like this:
"Hello, how can I help?"

If someone says "How are you?" or whatever, just say:
"Hi, I'm in the middle of something."

Don't let them postpone the call, but get them to come to the point.
If necessary, ask them for an email.

Resolve to keep others effective, too. Remain on task and people will
get used to it. "I'd love to go to the meeting, but I really have to finish
something quickly."

Here are some tips to keep everyone effective:

Email is the best means of communication, then phones, then real-life meetings.

Respond to voice mail with email whenever possible.

Avoid back-and-forth with email, using strategies such as: "Can you at meet at 4?
If not, please advise three other times that suit you."

If someone proposes a meeting or a phone discussion with you, get them to send
an agenda by email so you can prepare.

If a meeting is inevitable, define an end time. If that's impossible, make your points
as quickly as possible and say you have to leave for something important. Feign an
urgent phone call if necessary, but get out of there!
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Wear headphones if you don't want to be disturbed, and pretend to be on the phone
if necessary. However, if someone interrupts, get them to get to the point and ask for
an email, perhaps. If all else fails, say "Okay, I have a call in two minutes, but how can
I help?".

The Puppy Dog Close: this is a sales technique based on the principle that it's
far easier to say yes to a temporary, reversible suggestion than a permanent, irreversible
one. For example, "How about I never go to a meeting again, because it's a total waste
of my time?" compared to "Hey, I'm really overwhelmed with work, do you mind if
I sit out today's meeting? I'll get Jim to go over it with me afterwards. Is that okay?"

Right. Another principle - batch those time-consumers!

Joan checks email five times a week. She spends 30 minutes a day,
adding up to two and a half hours.

Zira checks email once a week. It takes one hour to do, and she
responds to the same amount of email as Joan.

Why does Zira do it quicker? Because of the unavoidable
phenomenon called "setup time". It takes time to get "in gear"
to do a task. So Joan has to go through five setup times whereas
Zira only has one setup time.

28% of the 9-5 time of knowledge workers is destroyed
because of interruptions. Interruptions lead to
unnecessary "resetup times".

Empowerment failures involve not being able to do something
without first obtaining permission or information.

The employee should have full access to necessary information
and as much independent decision-making power as possible.

The entrepreneur should grant as much information and
independent decision-making power to contractors or employees.

Tim used to work all hours responding to product-related questions
from employees - or that's what he thought he was doing. In fact he
spent most of his time answering questions from the outsourced
customer service reps.
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It turned out that most of the problems he received in his inbox
could be solved for under $20. So he gave the reps the power
to solve all problems that cost less than $100 to fix, without
contacting him.

This action saved him over 100 hours of his own time and
everyone was happier with the new setup.

Empower yourself so you don't have to interrupt others so much.
Empower others to act without interrupting you.

You only have the rights you fight for.

Make some favourable rules:

Limit access to your time.
Force people to define their requests first.
Batch routine menial tasks to help you prioritise the important.
Do not let people interrupt you.
Find your focus and find your lifestyle.

You and others must not let the unnecessary and unimportant
interrupt the start-to-finish completion of the important.

Summary

1 Implement systems to limit phone and email use (autoresponder etc.)
Deflect inappropriate contact. Get to the point. Avoid meetings. If
meetings are inevitable, use objectives and a strict time limit.

2 Batch activities to save time and energy for the important, such as
DR milestones.

3 Set autonomous rules and guidelines and occasionally scrutinize
the results.
As an employee, ask for more independence on a trial basis.
As an entrepreneur, let others prove themselves, because
profit is only profitable with sufficient time.

Comfort Challenge: Say no to most requests.
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"I really can't, sorry - I've got too much on my plate right now."

Step 3: Automation

Ch 8 Outsourcing Life

Get into outsourcing and it will train you in
two crucial NR areas: remote management
and communication.

It's also good for entrepreneurship - get to manage
other people.

Using a VA (Virtual Assistant) is perfect management
training. It will cost $100 or less and take a maximum of
ten days.

It will prepare someone to replace you.

The goal is to free your time to focus on bigger and better
things.

My time is valued pretty highly. Therefore, why not get someone
else to do things for about $10 per hour?

Care must be taken, however. It's fully possible to waste time and
money doing this.

Automation applied to an effective operation improves effectiveness;
automation applied to a wasteful operation increases wastefulness.

Is a task well-defined and important? If not, no one should do it.

Eliminate before you delegate.

A delegated task should be both time-consuming and well-defined.

Western VAs have the advantage of fluent English.
Indian VAs are much cheaper.

Team VAs have the advantage of redundancy (the favourable
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kind, as in technology).

Use established VAs.

Give one or two precise orders. Ask for an update after 1-3 hours
of work. Get the VA to email back outlining what they are going
to do.

Next we're going to understand the options, learn the art of
dodging information flow, and the creation of muses.

Chapter Questions - I'll look into this later.
Get an assistant, give them a decent task!

Comfort Challenge - The Criticism Sandwich.

Ch 9 Income Autopilot I: Finding the Muse

Set it and forget it!

Learn principles and the methods will easily follow.

A business is something you run, and spend loads of time on.

A muse is a business that you own, but spend as little time
as possible attending to its affairs.

Our target product can't take more than $500 to test, and
should be almost automatic within four weeks.

The goal is to create an automated vehicle for generating cash
without consuming time.

Standard practice is to sell a product through many different
retail outlets. These outlets compete among one another and profits
eventually disappear, necessitating the creation of new products.

The NR find a market first, BEFORE developing a product.

Of all the social and professional groups I've been involved with, which ones:
do I still belong to?
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did I belong to?
do I understand?

Which of these groups have their own magazines?
Go into bookshops.
Visit Writer's Market
Important question - does the group spend money on
products of some sort?
Get back issues and look for repeat advertisers who
sell direct to customers - profit city!

Genius is only a superior power of seeing. - John Ruskin, art critic

Pick the 2 markets that you're most familiar with,
with their own magazines and full-page advertising
that costs less than $5000. No fewer than 15,000
readers.

We need good ideas and we will spend nothing.

Later, we'll create advertising and test responses
from real customers before actually creating or
manufacturing.

The main benefit should be explainable in one
sentence.

Get a premium, high-end image.
Price too low and you'll be undercut.
Price mid-range and there's too much competition.

A high price ($50 to $200) means we need to sell
fewer products, to lower-maintenance customers.
We get bigger profits and more perceived value.

Tim goes for an 8 to 10 times markup.
Too high a markup requires more customer attention.
Price high and then justify.

It should take no more than 3-4 weeks to manufacture.
thomasnet.com leads you to manufacturers. Request
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times and pricing for 100, 500, 1000 and 5000 units.

It should be fully explainable in an online FAQ.
Ingestibles score badly here.

There are three options:

1 Reselling. Not much to it. Good for secondary
back-end products that can be cross-sold.

2 Licensing an inventor's product can give you
90 to 97% of the profits. It's tricky to negotiate,
however.

3 Product creation. It is through creating, not
possessing, that life is revealed. - Vida D Scudder

You can take a generic product, get a contract manu-
facturer to make it and stick a custom label on it, and
you have yourself a product.

Now, information (such as GS) products have many
advantages. They often have a 20-50 times markup!

Non-informational products tend to have a short life-
span before imitators arrive on the scene.

One guy made a DVD about installing security systems in
warehouses, for $200. He sold each copy for about $95
in trade magazines and made hundreds of thousands of
dollars with no employees.

Become an expert. All you have to be is better than your
customers in a particular area.

Expert status can be gained in less than 4 weeks, if you need it.
Your content can be created:

1 Yourself, often by paraphrasing about three books on the subject.
2 By just repurposing public domain stuff.
3 By licensing content or by compensating an expert to help you.
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Expert status may be needed for the first two options.

Perceived value - a combination of formats, such as one or two
CDs, a transcript and a quickstart guide. This justifies $50-200
quite nicely.

Brainstorm:

1 How can you tailor a specific skill to suit your market?
Tim calls it "niching down". Or can you add to what is already
being sold successfully?

2 What skills would you - and other members of your market -
pay to learn? You could make a product that teaches this skill.

3 Who would be a good expert to interview for my product?

4 Have you overcome problems in the past? Could you turn
this knowledge into a how-to product?

One formula for becoming an expert:

1 Join 2 or 3 trade organisations online.
2 Read the top three books on the subject.
3 Give a seminar in a university, then in a company. Record them.
4 Optional: Offer to write an article in a trade magazine, citing your seminars.
5 Join ProfNet.com to get quotes from experts.

Present the truth in the best possible light.

Comfort Challenge: Find Yoda. A mentor, in other words.

A purchase is either A, B, or C:

A Essential
B Important, but not essential
C Everything else

Taking a note of purchases helps also.
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